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La réactivité à la phase gazeuse, ou réactivité intrinsèque, a une grande importance 
puisque l’absence d’interactions avec un solvant peut donner lieu à une réactivité très 
diffèrent donc, nous permettant d’avoir une meilleure connaissance des propriétés 
moléculaires.  Avec l’émergence en 1900 de nouvelles techniques expérimentales,  plus 
précisément des techniques pour ioniser plus doucement, la chimie des ions en phase 
gazeuse s’est développée significativement et a supposé en changement dans l’idée de 
la réactivité chimique. Cet manuscrit est divisé en deux  parties chacune d’elles 
concernant un aspect diffèrent de la réactivité en phase gazeuse. 
 
La premier partie, Part I, étude l’acidité intrinsèque d’une série de bases de Lewis du 
group 15 du tableau périodique, l’accent étant mis sur le changements d’acidité ayant 
lieue après la formation du complexe de Lewis. Divers acides de Lewis appartenant ou 
group 13 on été tenus en compte. Afin d’expliquer l’origine de l’augment d’acidité 
observé plusieurs méthodes théoriques on été employés. Pour le calcul de l’acidité 
intrinsèque ont a employé la théorie de la fonctionnelle de la densité (DFT, sigle pour 
Density Functional Theory) et des méthodes qui sont basées à la fonction d’onde. Pour 
décrire les variations dans la configuration électronique ayant lieu à la formation du 
complexe (et qui sont les responsables du changement d’acidité susmentionné) nous 
avons utilisé des méthodes complémentaires pour l’analyse de la population 
électronique (AIM, ELF et NBO). Il est important de souligner qu’une partie des 
résultats présentés dans cet manuscrit on été déjà  corroborés par les résultats 
expérimentaux. 
 
La deuxième partie, Part II, est centrée sur l’étude de la réactivité unimoléculaire des 
ions formamide-M2+ (M = Ca, Sr). Dans ce cas particulier, les ions choisis avaient été 
déjà étudiés expérimentalement avec la technique de dissociation induite par collision 
(CID, sigle pour Collision Induced Dissociation).  Tout au long de cette deuxième 
partie, nous avons étudié et caractérisé les différents mécanismes de fragmentation des 
deux ions, en utilisant diffèrent méthodes théoriques qui sont complémentaires entre 
eux. Premièrement, ont a évalué divers fonctionnelles afin de trouver le plus approprié 
pour maintenir le coût computationnelle bas au même temps que d’obtenir des résultats 
fiables. Ensuite, on a modélisé par moyen de simulations de dynamique la réactivité aux 
temps courts (< 2.5 femto seconds). En outre,  en se servant des données obtenues 
antérieurement, on a étudié la cinétique de fragmentation avec la théorie statistique 
RRKM, pour les réactions «lents » (t > 2.5 fs). L’utilisation de cette procédure multi-
échelle nous permet de rationaliser l’origine de tous les produits observés 
expérimentalement ainsi que de donner une explication aux différences entre les deux 
ions considérés. 
 
Pour finir, dans le quatrième chapitre s’ont énumérés et décrits brièvement  les 
différents méthodes employés au cours de cet travail, tant théorétiques que 
expérimentaux. 
!





Resumen

La reactividad en fase gas o reactividad intŕınseca, es de gran importancia ya que
la ausencia de interacciones con un solvente puede resultar en una reactividad muy
diferente, y permite un mejor concimiento de las propiedades moleculares. Con la
aparición en 1900 de nuevas técnicas experimentales, concretamente técnicas de io-
nización más suaves, la qúımica de iones en fase gas se desarrolló significativamente
y suposo un cambio en la idea de la reactividad qúımica. El presente manuscrito
está dividido en dos partes cada una de las cuales trata un aspecto distinto de la
reactividad en fase gas.

La Parte I estudia la acidez intŕınseca de una serie de bases de Lewis del gru-
po 15 de la tabla periódica, centrándose en los cambios en la acidez que tienen
lugar al formase un complejo de Lewis. Se consideran varios ácidos de Lewis del
grupo 13. Con el fin de explicar el origen de este aumento de acidez se utilizan
diferentes métodos teóricos. Para calcular la acidez intŕınseca empleamos la teoŕıa
del funcional de la densidad (DFT) y métodos basados en la función de onda.
Para describir los cambios producidos en la configuración electrónica al formarse
el complejo (responsables del mencionado aumento de acidez) utilizamos métodos
complementarios de análisis de la población electrónica (AIM, NBO y ELF). Es
importante destacar que parte de los resultados aqúı presentados han sido corro-
borados mediante técnicas experimentales.

La segunda parte, Part II, se centra en el estudio de la reactividad unimole-
cular de los iones formamida-M2+ (M = Ca, Sr). En este caso, los iones hab́ıan
sido estudiados experimentalmente utilizando la técnica de disociación inducida
por colisión, CID. A lo largo de la segunda parte de este manuscrito, estudiamos y
caracterizamos los mecanismos de fragmentación de ambos iones, usando distintos
métodos teóricos complementarios entre ellos. Primeramente, evaluamos distintos
funcionales con el fin de encontrar el más adecuado para realizar cálculos fiables
manteniendo el coste computacional lo más bajo posible. Seguidamente, simulamos
mediante trayectorias dinámicas la reactividad para tiempos < 2.5 femtosegundos.
Por otra parte, utilizando los resultados anteriores estudiamos la cinética de frag-
mentación usando la teoŕıa estad́ıstica RRKM, para las reacciones “lentas” (t >
fs). El uso de este procedimiento multi-escala nos permite racionalizar el origen de
todos los productos observados experimentalmente aśı como explicar las diferen-
cias entre ambos iones.

Aśı mismo, en un cuarto capitulo se enumeran y describen brevemente los
métodos utilizados a lo largo de este trabajo, tanto teóricos como experimentales.





Abstract

The so-called intrinsic reactivity (gas-phase reactivity) is of great importance since
the absence of interaction with a solvent can result in very different reactivity pat-
terns; allowing for a better understanding of molecular properties. With the advent
in the 1900s of new experimental techniques, notably soft ionization methods such
as electrospray ionization, the gas-phase ion chemistry has significantly developed
in the last decades of the 1900s with a concomitant change in our view of chemical
reactivity. The present manuscript is divide in two different parts each one dealing
with different aspects of gas-phase reactivity.

Part I is concerned with the study of the intrinsic acidity of a series of group
15 Lewis base. The changes on the aforementioned intrinsic acidity as the Lewis
bases form adducts with group 13 Lewis acid is the main subject of this part.
Thus, the origin for the acidity enhancement observed upon adduct formation is
rationalized by means of different theoretical methods. High-level DFT and ab
initio calculations were performed in order to compute theoretical acidities of the
molecules under survey. Complementary to this, population analysis techniques
such as AIM, ELF, and NBO were used to analyze the changes on the electronic
configurations of those molecules and therefore provide with an explanation to the
observed acidities. It is worth to stress the fact that part of the results were as
well confirmed by means of experimental measurements.

Part II focuses in unimolecular reactivity of molecular ions, namely, formamide-
M2+ (M = Ca, Sr). In this case, experiments studying the Collision Induced Reac-
tivity (CID) of these ions were already performed and through the second part of
this manuscript the fragmentation mechanism of both ions are studied and char-
acterized using different, but complementary, theoretical techniques. It is worth
to mention that in a very first-step, an assessment of different methods to perform
reliable electronic structure calculations while maintaining the lower possible com-
putational cost. On the one hand, a kinetic study of the fragmentation process
using the statistical theory, RRKM, to describe the long-time reactivity (> fs). On
the other hand, direct dynamics simulations are performed in order to describe the
short-time (< 2.5 fs) non-statistical reactivity. This multi-scale approach allowed
us to account for all the products observed in the CID experimental spectra of
formamide-M2+ (M = Ca, Sr), as well as the differences between them.

In the fourth chapter a summary of the experimental and theoretical proce-
dures used to perform the work presented in this manuscript is provided.
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Introduction

Gas-phase ion chemistry is a broad field which encompasses various branches
of chemistry and physics, from biochemistry to theoretical chemical physics,
and which has numerous and diverse applications. The study of gas-phase ion
chemistry allows to extract information on the intrinsic reactivity and prop-
erties of cations or anions in the absence of solvation and counter ion effects.
Periodic trends based on, for example, electronic structure or ionic radius can
be obtained unambiguously.1–5 Reactive intermediates and other chemically
exotic species can be generated and studied.6 Thus, gas-phase ion chemistry
has contributed in remarkable ways towards our understanding of the intrin-
sic properties and reactivity of a plethora of compounds. The roots of gas
phase ion chemistry, perhaps more than those of some disciplines, are found
in technique development. Indeed, one of the great strengths of gas-phase
ion chemistry is the arsenal of methodologies available for obtaining thermo-
chemical, kinetic and structural information.7–10 The last three decades have
witnessed an enormous growth in the field of gas-phase ion chemistry,11 mo-
tivated in great measure by the the development of soft ionization methods,
and notably since the advent of electrospray ionization techniques in 1990.12

Another scientific area whose development is intimately linked to techno-
logical advances is computational chemistry. From the early 1950s when the
first semi-empirical atomic orbital calculations were carried out, the aston-
ishing development of digital computers over the last 45 years or so, together
with the development of more powerful algorithms among other reasons, have
made of computational methods a powerful tool for determination of molec-
ular structures and properties. The approach is particularly useful where
experimental data are difficult to obtain, such as when the system under ex-
amination is very weakly bound, highly unstable, or very short lived. Com-
putations are able to reproduce experimental findings very accurately for
relatively small molecules. For larger systems or computing time demanding
methods, qualitative features usually agree very well with experiment. The
real advantage of quantum chemical calculations lies in the very detailed,
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INTRODUCTION

sometimes experimentally inaccessible information on molecular properties
(energies, dipole moments, polarizabilities, charges, vibrational frequencies,
rotational constants, etc.) afforded by the scrutiny of the solutions of the
electronic Schrödinger equation. Gas phase ion chemistry is a field showing
a particularly rich interplay between experimental and computational chem-
istry, and few areas of chemistry can probably rival the synergism between
theory and experiment.

In summary, with the continuing improvements in instrumentation, ion-
ization sources, and theoretical calculations; and with no obvious end to the
types of interesting problems which can be studied, the field of gas-phase ion
chemistry remains an active and exciting one.

In this manuscript gas-phase reactivity of Lewis-adducts and model bio-
chemical systems are studied applying a variety of different techniques. It
is divided in two parts. The first one, Part I, is concentrated on the study
of intrinsic acidities, hence it implies the study of negative ions. In the sec-
ond part we turn our attention to a different problem concerning reactivity
of doubly charged cations in gas-phase. Throughout each part, combina-
tion between different theoretical approaches and experimental results will
be sought with the aim of providing with a view of the subject as a whole.

As above mentioned, the first part focus on the investigation of the gas-
phase acidities of a series of group 15 Lewis bases and the changes induced
on their intrinsic acidity by Lewis acid (BeH2, BH3, AlH3, and GaH3) com-
plexation. This is done by means of high-level G4 ab initio calculations and
Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods. The association with any of
the Lewis acids considered leads to a significant acidity enhancement (see
Fig. 1). In terms of the acidity constant, this increase can be as high as
40 orders of magnitude. To study the origin of this acidity enhancement
the electron density rearrangements undergone by the Lewis acid and the
Lewis base moieties upon adduct formation were analyzed by means of the
complementary AIM, ELF, and NBO electronic density distribution analysis
approaches. The dependence of the acidity enhancement observed on the
nature of the Lewis acid, the active center of the Lewis base and the R sub-
stituent of the latter is also analyzed.

This part employs electronic structure methods, i.e., a static approach.
Such approach is perfectly suitable for processes thermodynamically con-
trolled where the final products correspond to the most stable ones. However,
there are many processes for which this is not the case. When reactions are

6
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the gas-phase acidity enhancement upon
Lewis adduct formation.

conducted under conditions that do not allow the products to equilibrate one
talks about kinetic control. The reactant(s) face(s) a number of competitive
reaction paths and the one with the lowest standard free energy of activation
will be favored (see Fig. 2). On the other hand, it has also been observed
that for many reactions (and the number of cases is growing),13 kinetic selec-
tivity does not reduce to a simple choice between paths with different barrier
heights, and there are other factors, dynamical factors, coming into play to
determine the relative abundance of the final products.

R

TS2

TS1

P1

P2

!G2
#

!G1
#
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Figure 2: The classical reaction coordinate diagram to explain product selectivity
(P1, P2) based on relative heights of the transitions states (TS1, TS2) associated
to the competing reaction pathways. Taken from ref.13

To describe each of the “controlling factors” mentioned above, there exits
some methodologies more suitable than others. Thus, for thermodynamically
controlled processes the adequate electronic structure method is enough to
discriminate between the different possible products and to describe the fac-
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tors favoring one product over the other(s). In this case, mechanisms are
irrelevant to the product ratio. For instance, this was the case for the prop-
erties studied in the first section of this thesis (Part I). For kinetically con-
trolled reactions statistical theories such as transition state theory14 (TST)
or Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus15 (RRKM) theory are widely used in or-
der to predict and explain the experimental product ratio. One of the main
assumptions of these theories is that the energy that the molecule have to
react (it is not important how the molecule did acquire it) is completely dis-
tributed within the internal modes of the molecule. When this assumption
does not hold, for instance if the way of exciting the molecule (where the
energy is initially located) is key to determine the reaction course; it is nec-
essary to resort to dynamics simulations.

When this assumption does not hold and the way of exciting the molecule,
in that where the energy is initially located, is key to determine the reaction
course and the mechanism involved, reactivity can only be understood by
means of dynamical simulations.

Throughout Part II such a case is presented, i.e., static methods fail to
correctly, or fully, describe the reactivity of the molecules considered. Statis-
tical approaches are able to partially account for that reactivity, but again,
there are some loose ends. Dynamical simulations answer the questions that
were not resolved with the previous approaches. However, if this method
was to be used alone, it would have also been impossible to completely ex-
plain the reactivity of the process of interest. Thus, it is the combination of
the three approaches that allows to correctly explain the phenomenon under
survey.

8



PART I

Although noncovalent interactions play a significant role in nature,16–19 and
they are present in most of the known molecular assemblies, there is not
a clear-cut definition of them.20 Typically, most of these interactions, such
as hydrogen bonds,21–28 halogen bongs,29–32 beryllium bonds,33 metal ion–
molecule complexes,34–46 van der Waals complexes,47–51 etc., involve closed-
shell species. This would permit a first distinction between noncovalent in-
teractions and typical covalent bonds which usually involve the interaction
between open-shell systems. Nevertheless, in most of the aforementioned
examples of noncovalent interactions, some charge polarization between the
two interacting moieties takes place. This partial charge transfer goes from
the lone pair of one of the interacting subunits, which behaves as a Lewis
base, toward empty orbitals of the other interacting subunit, acting as a
Lewis acid. These charge donations can be very strong in those cases in
which the electron acceptor has low-lying empty orbitals and therefore be-
haves as a strong Lewis acid. This is typically the case of group 13 hydrides,
YH3, Y = B, Al, Ga, and their derivatives; in which the Y atom has empty
low-lying 2p orbitals, which easily accept electrons from the lone pair of a
Lewis base, leading to a strong interaction usually known as a dative bond.
This charge transfer obviously implies a certain redistribution of the electron
density of both interacting subunits. The charge redistribution results in
changes in the chemical properties of the interacting subunits, changes that
affect, in particular, their intrinsic reactivity. A paradigmatic example is the
change that phosphines undergo when they interact with BH3 to form the
corresponding phosphine–borane adduct. Both the physical and the chemical
properties of the phosphine change.52 Whereas the isolated phosphines have
low stabilities and are pyrophoric, phosphine–boranes are rather stable solid
compounds.52 Also, whereas isolated phosphines are weak acids in the gas-
phase, phosphine–boranes exhibit and intrinsic acidity, which in terms of the
acidity constant, is 17 orders of magnitude greater than that of the isolated
phosphine.52 Similar acidity enhancements were also reported for complex-
ation involving Lewis bases other than phosphines53 and BF3 as Lewis acid.54

9



1. AMINE-BORANES

Thus, the aim of this part is to study, through the use of high-level
wave function and density functional approaches, the effects that Lewis com-
plexation have on the intrinsic properties of a series of Lewis bases. More
specifically we will focus on the changes that the Lewis acid triggers in their
intrinsic acidity. The Lewis bases considered are amines, phosphines, arsines
and stibines with several substituents. The Lewis acids are BH3, AlH3, GaH3

and BeH2.

1 Amine-boranes

Perhaps, the most prototypical example of Lewis acid–base reaction is that
of amines with boranes.55,56 Compounds containing dative bonds between
boron and nitrogen have been known since the early 19th century. The first
compound of this type, ammonia-trifluoroborane, H3N–BF3 was prepared in
1809 by Gay-Lussac57 and also represented the first coordination compound
of any type. A long period of time since its discovery past before the first
amine–borane containing only hydride substituents, Me3N·BH3, was synthe-
sized in 1937.58 Since then, the number of reported primary, secondary, and
tertiary amine–borane adducts started to grow rapidly.

Historically and to the present day, the most widespread applications of
amine–borane adducts are based on their reducing ability, either for uses in
organic reactions or in electroless plating process, or as easy to handle bo-
rane reagents for hydroborations. On the other hand, recent developed uses
of amine–boranes are as precursors to inorganic polymers and as interest-
ing ligands with novel bonding modes.59 In addition to this, during the last
decade, the use of ammonia–borane as a potential portable hydrogen storage
material has attracted a surge of interest as a result of the high hydrogen con-
tent (19.6 wt %).60 In 2006, sterically hindered amino-boranes were shown
to exhibit unexpected reactivity, including the heterolytic cleavage of various
bonds, most notably that of dyhidrogen.61

Amine–borane adducts are also used for technical applications as sta-
bilizers in polymer formulations, the bleaching of wood pulp, photographic
applications, and as fuel additives.62 Based on the polarity of the N–B bond
amine–boranes may have applications as liquid crystal lead structures.63 Al-
though not a direct application of amine–borane themselves, the formation
of a borane adduct of an existing amine can be used to protect the amine

10



1. AMINE-BORANES

and often enables alternative chemistry to be performed. For instance, if the
masking of an amine’s nucleophilic properties is required, borane can serve
as a protecting group. Furthermore, complexation of an amine with a borane
may lead to a change in selectivity for further reactions with the amine.64

Novel coordination modes for amine–borane adducts are of fundamental in-
terest for the understanding of catalytic dehydrogenation, dehydrocoupling,
or cross-coupling reactions, thereby enhancing the potential for improved
system design. A fundamental understanding of the intrinsic properties of
such adducts allows to improve the design of new systems with the required
properties for the desired application. The potential to gain further insight
into the bonding in main-group complexes provides further motivation for
the investigation of this interesting class of compounds.

Hence, our aim is to study the changes undergone on the intrinsic proper-
ties of a series of amines when they complex with BH3, more specifically we
will focus on the changes in their intrinsic acidity. Herein, we show, using a
combined experimental and theoretical study, that typical conventional bases
such as aniline become acidic—with acidities as high as phosphoric acid—
when they form complexes with borane, whereas the acidity of other nitrogen
bases, such as dimethylamine, aziridine, and cyclopropylamine, becomes as
high as that of formic, acetic, and propionic acids.

To experimentally determine the gas-phase acidity, deprotonation en-
thalpy, and deprotonation entropy of the amine–borane complexes under
survey, the “extended Cooks kinetic method ” (EKM)65–73 was used. More
details about the EKM method are given in the methodology section. Con-
cerning the computational approach employed, we need to use a reliable
model in order to analyze the electronic changes undergone by the Lewis
acid and base when they interact. The first requirement to ensure the relia-
bility of the model is a good agreement between the measured and calculated
gas-phase acidities. This will provide an indirect evidence that the structures
used in the calculations, for both the neutral and the deprotonated systems,
are the same as those being probed experimentally. For this reason we used
a high-level ab initio approach, that is, the one based on the G4 theory,
which has been shown to provide very accurate values for the enthalpies of
various reactions.74 The G4 methodology may be too intensive when inves-
tigating very large systems. Thus, we have also assessed the performance of
a “cheaper” model, based on the use of the B3LYP75,76 density functional.
This approach has been shown to perform very well for the calculation of
the intrinsic acidities of phosphine-borane complexes.52 Within this model,
the geometries are optimized using a 6-31+G(d,p) expansion and the final

11



1. AMINE-BORANES

energies are obtained in single-point calculations using the aforementioned
optimized geometries and a 6-311++G(3df,2p) basis set. All these calcula-
tions have been carried out using the Gaussian09 suite of programs.77

Since one of the main parts in the bonding between amines and borane
is the dative bond formed upon the transfer of electron density from the
lone pair of the nitrogen atom of the amine to the empty 2p orbital of BH3,
the NBO approach, as implemented using the NBO-5G suite of programs,78

is particularly well suited to describe these interactions. Within the NBO
framework it is also possible to calculate the Wiberg bond order.79 A com-
plementary description of the bonding in amine-borane complexes can be
obtained by means of the atoms in molecules80 (AIM) and the electron lo-
calization function81,82 (ELF) theories. The AIM and ELF calculations were
performed with the AimAll83 and the TopMod84 packages, respectively.

The calculated and measured gas-phase acidities for the free amines and
the corresponding amine-borane complexes, measured as the Gibbs free en-
ergy associated with the reaction 1 are summarized in Table 1. In all the
cases, it is assumed that the proton is lost from the NH2 group.

AH → A
− +H

+ (1)

For the sake of completeness, this table also includes the gas-phase acidi-
ties of the free amines. Only for some of the amines considered here are the
experimental gas-phase acidities known. Unfortunately, the EKM method
used in this work is not well suited to measure the acidity of very weak
acids, such as the amines. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that for those
cases in which the experimental acidity is known, the agreement with our
G4-based calculated values is excellent, and therefore, our estimates for the
unknown gas-phase acidities should be accurate. This agreement between
experimental and calculated values is also excellent for the gas-phase acidi-
ties of amine-borane complexes. The agreement is somewhat worse when
the B3LYP values are used, values that are, in general, slightly lower than
the experimental values. Nevertheless, there is a reasonably good linear cor-
relation between the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) gas-phase acidities and the
G4-based calculated values (Fig. 3), and therefore, in the case where the
gas-phase acidities of larger amine-borane complexes needs to be estimated,
the theoretical model employed here can be used as a good alternative to G4
theory, which may be prohibitively expensive.

12



1. AMINE-BORANES

Table 1: Experimental and G4-based calculated gas-phase acidities, ∆G0

acid
[kJ mol−1], for several amines and the corresponding amine-borane complexes;
∆∆G0

acid [kJ mol−1] is the increase in acidity on going from the free amine to the
amine-borane complex. All values in kJ mol−1.

∆G
0

acid ∆∆G
0

acid

Free amine Amine-borane
complex

Amine calc.(exptl.a) calc.b(exptl.) calc.

ammonia 1657.2(1656.8±1.6) 1462.1[1456.7] 195.1
methylamine 1656.1(1651±11.0) 1462.4[1455.2](1461.0±9.2) 193.7
dimethylamine 1621.8(1623±8.8) 1453.7[1444.4](1457.9±9.2) 168.1
allylamine 1616.5 1444.2[1437.4](1443.7±8.8) 172.3
cyclopropylamine 1618.3 1447.3[1442.1](1440.5±9.2) 171.0
benzylamine 1588.9 1438.1[1435.5](1436.7±8.9) 150.8
aziridine 1603.3 1435.5[1432.2](1443.4±8.9) 167.8
propargylamine 1608.8 1431.1[1425.4](1435.1±8.9) 177.7
trifluoroethylamine 1579.4 1400.5[1393.5](1405.0±9.4) 178.9
aniline 1506.7(1502±8.4) 1360.3[1353.6](1365.7±9.4) 146.4

aValues taken from ref.85
b Values within brackets were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)//
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3: Linear correlation between the B3LYP and G4 calculated acidities for
amine-boranes.
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1. AMINE-BORANES

Active center for deprotonation. As previously mentioned, to compute
the acidity of the amine-borane complexes it is assumed that deprotonation
takes place in the amino group of the complex. The anion so produced is
in all cases, except for PhCH2NH2·BH3 and CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the most sta-
ble one. For both PhCH2NH2·BH3 and CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the most stable
anions correspond to structures in which the proton is lost from the borane
moiety (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Structure for the most stable anion (B acids) of PhCH2NH2·BH3 (left)
and CF3CH2NH2·BH3 (right).

The increased stability of these two structures, which can be viewed as
the interaction between a NH2BH2 group and either the C6H5CH

−
2

or the
CF3CH

−
2
anions, respectively, just reflects the high stability of both the neu-

tral NH2BH2 group and the accompanying anions. Accordingly, these boron-
deprotonated structures are predicted to be 22 and 15 kJ mol−1 more stable
than the corresponding amine-deprotonated species, respectively. Neverthe-
less, the good agreement between the calculated and experimental values in
Table 1 for these two amine-borane complexes seems to indicate that under
experimental conditions only the amine-deprotonated species is formed.

To explain this apparent dichotomy we investigated in detail and com-
pared BH3 and NH2 deprotonation by using PhCH2NH2·BH3 as a suitable
example. As illustrated in Fig. 65, the most stable anion (structure C) is
the result of the dissociation of the borane-deprotonated species B, which
involves a barrier (transition state, TS BC) of 100 kJ mol−1. However, di-
rect deprotonation of the BH3 group of PhCH2NH2·BH3 to yield structure
B is much less favorable (by 300 kJ mol−1) than the direct deprotonation of
the amino group to yield anion A; this was found to be the case for all other
amine-borane complexes investigated herein. It is also worth noting that the

14



1. AMINE-BORANES

transfer of a proton from the BH3 group in anion A to the N atom, is accom-
panied by cleavage of the C-N bond. The consequence is that the transition
state associated with this proton transfer, namely TS AC, directly connects
anions A and C, through a barrier of 228 kJ mol−1. Hence, in spite of its
increased stability, form C can only be reached through a very energetically
demanding processes, from either structures A or B.
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Figure 5: Energy profile of the NH2 and BH3 deprotonation processes of
benzylamine·BH3. All values in kJ mol−1.

In addition, an examination of the molecular electrostatic potential of
both benzylamine and CF3CH2NH2 shows that for both molecules the posi-
tive potential areas (blue) are those close to the amino group (Fig. 6). This
means that the association of the molecule with the reference anion takes
place at the amino group and never at the BH3 group; the interaction of
the latter with the attacking anion would be highly repulsive because of the
hydride character of the BH3 hydrogen atoms. These data are consistent
with the much less favorable deprotonation of the BH3 group. Hence, under
normal experimental conditions, the deprotonation of the amino group will
be always favored and, as indicated above, its conversion into the more stable
structure C would not take place because the transformation would involve
a very high activation barrier.
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1. AMINE-BORANES

!

the Supporting Information, Figure S37), and therefore in
the case where the gas-phase acidities of larger amine–
borane complexes needs to be estimated, this theoretical
model can be used as a good alternative to G4 theory, which
may be prohibitively expensive.

The calculated values given in Table 1 correspond to proc-
esses in which the proton is lost from the amino group of
the amine—borane complex. The anion so produced is in all
cases, except for PhCH2NH2·BH3 and CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the
most stable one. For both PhCH2NH2·BH3 and
CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the most stable anions (see the Support-
ing Information, Figure S38) correspond to structures in
which the proton is lost from borane moiety. The increased
stability of these two structures, which can be viewed as the
interaction between a NH2BH2 group and either the
C6H5CH2

! or the CF3CH2
! anions, respectively, just reflects

the high stability of both the neutral NH2BH2 group and the
accompanying anions. Accordingly, these boron-deprotonat-
ed structures are predicted to be 22 and 15 kJmol!1 more
stable than the corresponding amine-deprotonated species,
respectively. Nevertheless, the good agreement between the
calculated and experimental values in Table 1 for these two
amine–borane complexes seems to indicate that under the
experimental conditions only the amine-deprotonated spe-
cies is formed. To explain this apparent dichotomy we inves-
tigated in detail and compared BH3 and NH2 deprotonation
by using PhCH2NH2·BH3, as a suitable example. As illustrat-
ed in Figure 2, the most stable anion (structure C) is the

result of the dissociation of the borane-deprotonated species
B, which involves a barrier (transition state, TSBC) of
100 kJmol!1. However, direct deprotonation of the BH3

group of PhCH2NH2·BH3 to yield structure B is much less
favorable (by 300 kJmol!1) than the direct deprotonation of
the amino group to yield anion A ; this was found to be the
case for all other amine–borane complexes investigated
herein. It is also worth noting that the transfer of a proton
from the BH3 group in anion A to the N atom, is accompa-
nied by cleavage of the C!N bond. The consequence is that
the transition state associated with this proton transfer,
namely TSAC, directly connects anions A and C, through a
barrier of 228 kJmol!1. Hence, in spite of its increased sta-
bility, form C can only be reached through a very energeti-
cally demanding processes, from either structures A or B.

In addition, an examination of the molecular electrostatic
potential of both benzylamine and CF3CH2NH2 shows that
for both molecules the positive potential areas (blue) are
those close to the amino group (Figure 3). This means that
the association of the molecule with the reference anion
takes place at the amino group and never at the BH3 group;

Table 1. Experimental and G4-based calculated gas-phase acidities,
DG0

acid [kJmol!1], for several amines and the corresponding amine–
borane complexes; DDG0

acid [kJmol!1] is the increase in acidity on going
from the free amine to the amine—borane complex.

Amine Free amine Amine—borane
complex

DG0
acid [kJmol!1] DG0

acid [kJmol!1] DDG0
acid

[kJmol!1]
Exp.[a] Calc. Exp. Calc.[b] Calc.

ammonia 1656.8"1.6 1657.2 – 1462.1
(1456.7)

195.1

methylamine 1651"11.0 1656.1 1461.0"
9.2

1462.4
(1455.2)

193.7

dimethylamine 1623"8.8 1621.8 1457.9"
9.2

1453.7
(1444.4)

168.1

allylamine – 1616.5 1443.7"
8.8

1444.2
(1437.4)

172.3

cyclopropylamine – 1618.3 1440.5"
9.2

1447.3
(1442.1)

171.0

benzylamine – 1588.9 1436.7"
8.9

1438.1
(1435.5)

150.8

aziridine – 1603.3 1443.4"
8.9

1435.5
(1432.2)

167.8

propargylamine – 1608.8 1435.1"
8.9

1431.1
(1425.4)

177.7

trifluoroethylamine – 1579.4 1405.0"
9.4

1400.5
(1393.5)

178.9

aniline 1502"8.4 1506.7 1365.7"
9.4

1360.3
(1353.6)

146.4

[a] Values taken from Ref. [67]. [b] Values within parentheses were ob-
tained at the B3LYP/6-311+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(d,p) level. Figure 2. Energy profile of the NH2 and BH3 deprotonation processes of

benzylamine·BH3. All values are in kJmol!1.

Figure 3. Molecular electrostatic potential of PhCH2NH2·BH3 (left) and
CF3CH2NH2·BH3 (right). Blue areas correspond to positive values of the
potential, whereas red areas correspond to negative values of the poten-
tial.
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Figure 6: Molecular electrostatic potential of PhCH2NH2·BH3 (left) and
CF3CH2NH2·BH3 (right). Blue areas correspond to positive values of the po-
tential, whereas red areas correspond to negative values of the potential.

Acidity enhancement. The first conspicuous fact from the values in Ta-
ble 1 is the significant increase of the acidity on going from the free amine
to the corresponding amine-borane complex. The acidity enhancement is
around 180 kJ mol−1 and depends on the nature of the group attached to the
nitrogen atom. For instance, whereas deprotonation of ammonia and methy-
lamine borane leads to similar values of acidity enhancement (∆∆0

acid ≈ 190
kJ mol−1), deprotonation of dimethylamine borane leads to an acidity en-
hancement about 25 kJ mol−1 lower. Also, smaller increases in acidity are
observed for aniline and benzylamine complexes. Nevertheless, it is worth
stressing that the increase in acidity that occurs upon coordination of the
amines with borane is very large. Aniline borane has practically the same
gas-phase acidity as phosphoric acid (1351 ±21 kJ mol−1)85 and most of the
amine-borane complexes studied herein have gas-phase acidities similar to
typical carboxylic acids, such as formic, ethanoic, and propionic acid.85 Fur-
thermore, the increase in acidity measured and calculated herein for amine-
borane complexes is significantly larger than that measured and calculated
for the phosphine-borane analogues.53 For instance, whereas the increase in
acidity observed for phenylphosphine and methylphosphine upon BH3 asso-
ciation is 78 and 123 kJ mol−1, respectively, the increase in acidities for the
amine-borane analogues are almost twice these values, 149 and 191 kJ mol−1,
respectively. The origin of this acidity enhancement will be explained below
in more detail. Before this, we will study whether the same phenomenon
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2. GROUP 13 LEWIS ACIDS: BH3, ALH3 AND GAH3

occurs when the Lewis acid is other than BH3.

Conclusions. Before starting the following section let us briefly summarize
the most important findings of this part. From our combined experimental
and theoretical survey we conclude that the complexation of different amines
with BH3 leads to new compounds (amine-borane complexes), which exhibit
a much larger gas-phase acidity. The acidity enhancement depends on the
R substituent attached to the NH2, going from 146 to 195 kJ mol−1. The
unexpected consequence is that typical nitrogen bases such as aniline, lead to
amine-borane complexes which, in the gas-phase, are nitrogen acids as strong
an acid as phosphoric, oxalic, or salicylic acid, and stronger than many car-
boxylic acids, such as formic, acetic, and propanoic acids. The agreement
between experimental and the G4-based calculated values is excellent. Also
there is a good agreement between the G4 values and the values computed
using the DFT approach.

Conclusiones. Antes de comenzar la siguiente sección resumiremos breve-
mente las conclusiones más importantes de lo expuesto hasta ahora. Del
estudio tanto teórico como experimental llevado a cabo, se puede concluir
que la complejación de diferentes aminas con BH3 conduce a la formación de
nuevos compuestos (amino–boranos), que exiben una acidez intŕınseca mu-
cho mayor que las aminas aisladas. Este aumento de acidez depende de la
naturalez del sustituyente, R, unido al grupo NH2 y vaŕıa entre 146 y 195 kJ
mol−1. La consecuencia inesperada de esto es que t́ıpicas bases de nitrógeno
como la anilina se convierten en amino–boranos que son ácidos de nitrógeno
en fase gas tan fuertes como al ácido fosfórico, oxálico o salićılico, y mu-
cho más fuertes que un gran numero de ácidos carbox́ılicos, como el ácido
fórmico, acétio o propanoico. La concordancia entre los valores obtenidos
experimentalmente y los valores calculados utilizando el método G4 es exce-
lente. También existe una buena concordancia entre los valores calculados
mediante el método G4 y los calculados utilizando la teoŕıa del funcional de
la densidad (DFT).

2 Group 13 Lewis acids: BH3, AlH3 and GaH3

The aim of this section is to investigate what would be the effect of replacing
borane, BH3, by alane (AlH3) or gallane (GaH3) in the amine adducts pre-
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2. GROUP 13 LEWIS ACIDS: BH3, ALH3 AND GAH3

viously considered and phosphine analogues. Volatile Lewis base adducts of
alane, as well as gallane, have an interesting chemistry and play an important
role in a wide range of chemical process.86–88 Particularly interesting are their
applications on areas as material science. Aluminum hydride derivatives (and
borane derivatives) can be used as precursors of AlN/BN materials.89 Since
their adducts have a volatile behavior, alane and gallane are used in chemi-
cal vapor deposition(CVD) technology.90,91 Different complexes of AlH3 with
nitrogen bases have been proposed as potential hydrogen storage systems92

as well as AlH3PH3.93 Gallium hydride derivatives have been used as molec-
ular precursors to thin films of Ga2O.94 Both gallium and gallium suboxide,
Ga2O, are used to make III-V semiconductors. Lewis base adducts of alane
and gallane are also known to have important applications in organic synthe-
sis as selective reducing agents95,96 and in the preparation of transition metal
aluminum and gallium hydrides.97–99 Phosphine-alanes can act as catalysts
in many chemical processes.100 There is consequently a lot of interest in how
aluminum and gallium molecules interact with other species.

In order to analyze the effect of AlH3 and GaH3 on the intrinsic acidity
of amines and phosphines we have selected, as suitable model systems, three
different R–NH2 amines and the phosphorus containing analogues, R–PH2.
The R substituents have been chosen to represent three different situations:
an alkyl group (methyl), a saturated non-aromatic ring (c-C3H5), and an
aromatic ring (phenyl). To the aforementioned three amines (phosphines)
we have added NH3 (PH3) as a good reference system and due to the numer-
ous potential applications these molecules present. Thus we will compute
the gas-phase acidities of RNH2·AlH3, RPH2·AlH3, and RPH2·GaH3 Lewis
complexes. Then, the values obtained will be compared with those previ-
ously reported for the analogues amine-boranes and phosphine-boranes. In
this way, we will try to understand the behavior of group 13 trihydrides com-
pounds as Lewis acids.

As shown in the previous section, the B3LYP model is a good alterna-
tive to the use of G4 when computing gas phase acids of this kind of Lewis
adducts. Thus, we optimized the geometries and computed the thermody-
namical data at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory and the final en-
ergies were obtained in single-point calculations at 6-311++G(3df,2p) level.
The intrinsic acidities thus calculated for the free amines and the correspond-
ing adducts are listed in Table 2. Table 3 lists the corresponding values for
the phosphorus derivatives. In all the cases, it is assumed that the proton is
lost from the heteroatom. In order to make easier the comparison between
the different adducts, gas-phase acidities for amino-boranes and phosphine-
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2. GROUP 13 LEWIS ACIDS: BH3, ALH3 AND GAH3

boranes were also included in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 2: B3LYP-calculated acidity (∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) and acidity enhance-
ment (∆∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) for R–NH2 amines and the corresponding R–NH2·BH3

amine–boranes and R–NH2·AlH3 amine–alanes.

∆acidG
0 ∆∆acidG

0

Free Complex Complex

R RNH2 BH3 AlH3 BH3 AlH3

H 1656.3(1656.8±1.6)a 1456.7 1398.3 199.6 258.0
CH3 1646.5(1651±11.0)a 1455.2 1406.3 191.3 240.2

c-C3H5 1610.9 1442.1 1386.6 168.8 224.3
C6H5 1503.1(1502 ±8.4)a 1353.6 1321.7 149.5 181.4

aExperimental value taken from ref.85

Table 3: B3LYP-calculated acidity (∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) and acidity enhancement
(∆∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) for R–PH2 phosphines and the corresponding R–PH2·AlH3

phosphine–boranes, R–PH2·BH3 phosphine–alanes, and R–PH2·GaH3 phosphine–
gallanes.

∆acidG
0 ∆∆acidG

0

Free Complex Complex

R RPH2 BH3 AlH3 GaH3 BH3 AlH3 GaH3

H 1504.1(1509.7±2.1)a 1384.0 1325.5 1341.7 120.1 179.2 163.0
CH3 1533.3(1530.0±2.5)b 1410.2c 1359.3 1373.3 123.1c 174.0 160.0
c-C3H5 1515.4(1510.0±3.0)b 1402.0c 1352.1 1372.8 113.4c 163.3 142.6
C6H5 1457.0(1457.3±0.8)b 1379.1c 1324.6 1339.5 77.9c 132.4 117.4

aExperimental value taken from ref.101 bExperimental values taken from
ref.52 cCalculated values taken from ref.52

As found for amino-borane complexes, the adducts considered in this sec-
tion behave as heteroatom (N or P) acids in the gas phase. For example, for
the CH3PH2·AlH3 adduct, the C–H deprotonation and the Al–H deprotona-
tion processes are 138 and 201 kJ mol−1, respectively, less favorable than the
P–H deprotonation. The corresponding C–H and Ga–H deprotonation of the
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2. GROUP 13 LEWIS ACIDS: BH3, ALH3 AND GAH3

CH3PH2·GaH3 adduct are 128 and 153 kJ mol−1 less favorable.

For all the molecules considered, and as in the case of the amine-borane
complexes, a significant increase of the acidity of the Lewis base is systemat-
ically observed when the Lewis adduct is formed, both with alane, AlH3, and
gallane, GaH3 (see Tables 2 and 3). Quite unexpected, however, the acidity
enhancement predicted for the amine-alanes is significantly larger than that
measured for the amine-boranes, around 30%. Accordingly, aniline–alane is
predicted to be ca. 30 kJmol−1 more acidic than aniline–borane. The conse-
quence is that aniline–borane would become a stronger acid in the gas-phase
than phosphoric acid (1351±21 kJ mol−1)!85 Also the acidity enhancement
predicted for AlH3 when forming complexes with phosphines is larger, about
45% and 30%, than that induced by BH3 or GaH3, respectively. This is
particularly the case for PhPH2 where the acidity enhancement triggered by
alane is 70% larger than that induced by borane. As for the amine-borane
complexes, the acidity enhancement depends on the nature of the R group
attached to the heteroatom (N,P). For instance, the acidity enhancement is
notably larger for R = CH3 or c-propyl than for R = Ph. From Tables 2 and 3
we also concluded that the increase of the gas-phase acidity upon Lewis acid
complexation is always larger for amines than for the phosphine analogues.
Hence, for the same R, the calculated acidity enhancement follows the trend
RNH2·AlH3 > RNH2·BH3 > RPH2·AlH3 > RPH2·GaH3 > RPH2·BH3, no
matter the nature of R. These results raise the following questions: why is
the effect of AlH3 or GaH3 on the intrinsic acidities larger than that observed
upon BH3 complexation? Why does this effect depend significantly on the
nature of the R substituent? Or, why is this effect different for amines than
for phosphines? In order to answer these questions it is first necessary to
understand why the acidity of the Lewis base is enhanced when it associates
with the Lewis acid Y.

Origin of the acidity enhancement. To explain the origin of the acidity
enhancement we will use the thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 7.

In this thermodynamic cycle, the values of ∆G
0

1
and ∆G

0

2
measure the

stabilization undergone by the free amine (or phosphine) and its conjugate
base upon Lewis acid, Y, complexation. Accordingly, ∆G

0

3
and ∆G

0

4
are the

gas-phase acidities of the free amine (phosphine) and the corresponding Lewis
adduct, respectively. Hence, the fact that the acidity of the Lewis adduct
is larger than the acidity of the free Lewis base (∆rG

0

4
> ∆rG

0

3
) necessarily
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Figure 7: Thermodynamic cycle relating the intrinsic acidities of the isolated
Lewis bases, RXH2, X = N, P, (∆rG0

3
) and the corresponding Lewis adducts,

RXH2·Y, Y = BH3, AlH3, GaH3, (∆rG0

4
) with the stabilization undergone by the

neutral (∆rG0

1
) and deprotonated (∆rG0

2
) forms of the base upon complexation.

implies that the stabilization of the deprotonated species upon Lewis acid
complexation is larger than that undergone by the corresponding neutral
free amine (phosphine), |∆rG

0

2
| > |∆rG

0

1
|, see eq. (2). The values for the

stabilization upon complexation for the neutral and deprotonated forms of
the free amine (phosphine) are listed in Table 4. The corresponding values for
the remaining amino-borane molecules computed are shown in Table A1.13
on the Appendix 1.

∆rG
0

1
+∆rG

0

4
= ∆rG

0

3
+∆rG

0

2
=⇒

=⇒ ∆rG
0

2
−∆rG

0

1
= ∆rG

0

4
−∆rG

0

3
= ∆∆acidG

0 (2)

Table 4: Stabilization free energies of neutral (∆rG0

1
) and deprotonated (∆rG0

2
)

amines, R–NH2, and phosphines, R–PH2, upon BH3, AlH3 and GaH3 complexa-
tion. All values are in kJ mol−1.a

∆rG
0

1
∆rG

0

2

R–NH2 R–PH2 R–NH2 R–PH2

R BH3 AlH3 BH3 AlH3 GaH3 BH3 AlH3 BH3 AlH3 GaH3

H -77.9 -63.4 -49.4 -23.2 0.25 -273.1 -321.4 -169.6 -205.5 -162.8
CH3 -96.3 -68.7 -55.7 -43.3 -15.2 -290.1 -308.9 -176.2 -217.6 -175.3
c-C3H5 -71.2 -56.8 -56.0 -42.6 -13.6 -251.3 -281.1 -163.2 -203.2 -156.2
C6H5 -57.7 -41.1 -50.8 -37.1 -7.2 -209.1 -222.5 -128.8 -170.1 -124.7

average -75.8 -57.5 -53.0 -36.6 -8.9 -255.9 -283.5 -159.4 -199.1 -154.7

aValues for complexation with BH3 taken from ref.,52 except for R = H
which corresponds to the calculations of this work.
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Indeed, values in Table 4 point out that the stabilization upon Y complex-
ation of the anionic species is significantly higher, one order of magnitude,
than the stabilization undergone by the neutral amine (phosphine). This fact
can be easily rationalized by taking into account that deprotonated amines
(phosphines) are much better electron donors than their neutral counterparts.
This is not surprising since the formation of the anion triggers a significant
increase of the orbital energies, and in particular the energy of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), increasing its electron-donor capacity.
This change on going from the neutral to the deprotonated species is nicely
reflected in the NBO characteristics of the bond formed between the het-
eroatom, X (X = N,P), and the Lewis acid atom B, Al, or Ga. In Table
5 and 6 are listed the characteristics of the N–B bond, for some selected
amine-borane complexes, in terms of atomic hybrids, Wiberg bond index,
and electron density (ρb) at the N–B bond critical point (BCP). Similar ta-
bles for the rest of the molecules considered in this work can be found in the
Appendix 1 (Tables A1.14 to A1.21).

Table 5: Characteristics of the B–N bond in amine-boranes in terms of atomic
hybrids.

Amine neutral anion

Ammonia 82% N(35%s + 65% p)+ 75% N(40%s + 60%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 25% B(23%s + 77%p)

Methylamine 82% N(34%s + 66% p)+ 75% N(39%s + 61%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 25% B(23%s + 77%p)

Dimethylamine 82% N(32%s + 68% p)+ 76% N(37%s + 63%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Aniline LP(N)→ 2p (B)a 77% N(43%s + 57%p) +
1079 23% B(21%s + 79%p)

aThe value reported corresponds to the second order interaction energy, in
kJ mol−1, between the N lone pair (LP(N)) and the empty 2p orbital of B
atom.

From the data on Table 5 it can be observed that the donation of the
lone pair of the nitrogen atom into the empty 2p orbital of the boron atom
leads to a strongly polar chemical bond in which the contribution (82%) of
the nitrogen-based hybrid orbitals to the bond is dominant. For the depro-
tonated species, the contribution of the boron-based hybrid orbitals to the
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Table 6: Characteristics of the B–N bond in amine-boranes in terms of Wiberg
bond index, and electron density (ρb(B–N), a.u.) at the corresponding BCP.

Wiberg bond ρb(N − B)
index

Amine neutral anion neutral anion

Ammonia 0.618 0.816 0.105 0.147
Methylamine 0.612 0.785 0.112 0.151
Dimethylamine 0.592 0.745 0.114 0.150
Aniline 0.608 0.743 0.109 0.140

bond is significantly higher (from 18% to 24%) than in the neutral species.
A concomitant increase of the s character of the hybrid orbitals (from both,
N and B) participating in the bond is also observed. Consequently, the bond
between the boron atom and the nitrogen atom in the deprotonated amine is
stronger than in the neutral complex. This fact is also reflected in both the
value of the Wiberg bond index (Table 6) which is about 27% larger in the
anion, and the value of the electron density, ρb, at the corresponding bond
critical point. Same trends are observed for amine-alanes and phosphine-
alanes, with the Al contribution to the N(P)–Al bond going from 8% in the
neutral amine-alane to 13% in the anion, and from 13% to 24% in the case
of phosphine-alanes. Similar values are found for phosphine-gallanes. An
increase of the s character of the orbitals participating in the bond is also
observed for the deprotonated forms of these complexes (see Tables A1.16,
to A1.21 in the Appendix 1).

The ELF plots (Fig. 8) are consistent with the previous analysis. These
plots show how the lone pair that is created upon deprotonation of the amino
group connects (partially delocalizes) with the disynaptic B–N basin. This
effect becomes more apparent in the case of aniline, where the new nitrogen
lone pair and the B–N disynaptic basin appear as an unique basin of popu-
lation 3.64 electrons.

Differences between Lewis acids. Turning now to the differences be-
tween distinct Lewis acid, the greater acidity enhancement effect observed
for alane and gallane with respect to borane complexes is in principle unex-
pected taking into account that BH3 should behave as a better Lewis acid
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its conversion into the more stable structure C would not
take place because the transformation would involve a very
high activation barrier.

Notably, there is a large increase in acidity on going from
the free amine to the corresponding amine–borane complex
(Table 1). Furthermore, these increases in acidity depend on
the nature of the group attached to the nitrogen atom. It
can be observed, for instance, that whereas the deprotona-
tion of ammonia and methylamine borane leads to similar
levels of stabilization, the deprotonation of dimethylamine
borane leads to about 25 kJmol!1 less stabilization. Also,
smaller increases in acidity are observed for aniline and ben-
zylamine. The origin of the increased acidity can be under-
stood by means of the thermodynamic cycle presented in
Scheme 2. In this scheme, the values of DG0

1 and DG0
2 rep-

resent the stabilization upon borane-complex formation of
the free amine and its conjugate base, respectively. Accord-
ingly, DG0

3 and DG0
4 are the gas-phase acidities of the free

amine and the corresponding amine–borane complex, re-
spectively. Hence, this implies that if the absolute value of
DG0

4 is greater than that of DG0
3 by a certain amount, then

the absolute value of DG0
2 would be greater than that of

DG0
1 by the same amount. Therefore, the stabilization of

the deprotonated species by association to BH3 is larger
than that of the corresponding neutral free amine, as corro-
borated by the G4-based calculated values (see Table 2),
which shows that the stabilization of the deprotonated spe-
cies is 216 kJmol!1 on average whereas for the neutral spe-
cies this stabilization is only 88 kJmol!1 on average.

The data in Table 2 can be easily rationalized by taking
into account that deprotonated amines are much better elec-

tron donors than their neutral counterparts. The loss of a
proton leads to a significant increase in the energy of the
HOMO of the system and a parallel increase of its electron-
donor capacity. This is also reflected in the characteristics of
the bond formed between the nitrogen atom and the boron
atom (see the Supporting Information, Table S23). The don-
ation of lone pair of the nitrogen atom into the empty 2p or-
bital of the boron atom, leads to a strongly polar chemical
bond in which the contribution (82%) of the nitrogen-based
hybrid orbitals to the bond is dominant. For the deprotonat-
ed species, the contribution of the boron-based hybrid orbi-
tals to the bond is significantly higher (from 18% to 24%),
whereas a concomitant increase of the s character of the
hybrid orbitals participating in the bond is also observed.
Consequently, the bond between the boron atom and the ni-
trogen atom of the deprotonated amine is stronger and this
is reflected in both the value of the Wiberg bond index and
the value of the electron density, 1b, at the corresponding
bond critical point (see the Supporting Information, Table
S23).

The ELF plots (Figure 4) are consistent with the previous
analysis and they show how the lone pair that is created
upon the deprotonation of the amino groups connects (par-

tially delocalizes) with the disynaptic B–N basin. This effect
becomes more apparent in the case of aniline, where the
new nitrogen lone pair and the B–N disynaptic basin appear
as a unique basin of population 3.64 electrons.

The reason why the increase in acidity is much smaller for
aniline than for other amines in the series is related to the
aromatic character of the system. As shown in Table 2, the
free aniline is a poorer electron donor than the other
amines as reflected in the lower DG1

0 value, because the
lone pair on the nitrogen atom conjugates with the aromatic
system. This is consistent with the fact that NBO analysis
(see the Supporting Information, Table S23) does not locate

Scheme 2. Thermodynamic cycle involving amines, deprotonated amines,
and the corresponding borane complexes.

Table 2. Stabilization free energy of neutral (DG0
1) and deprotonated

(DG0
2) amines upon BH3 association.

Amine DG0
1 DG0

2

ammonia !77.9 !273.1
methylamine !96.3 !290.1
dimethylamine !107.8 !276.0
allylamine !95.0 !209.1
cyclopropylamine !71.2 !251.3
benzylamine !112.4 !263.2
aziridine !97.7 !265.5
propargylamine !90.2 !267.9
trifluoroethylamine !78.5 !257.3
aniline !57.7 !209.1

Figure 4. ELF (0.80) for the NH3·BH3 and C6H5NH2·BH3 complexes and
their corresponding nitrogen-deprotonated species. Green lobes denote
disynaptic basins involving two heavy atoms. Orange lobes are disynaptic
basins in which H is one of the atoms involved. Red lobes correspond to
lone pairs. The populations shown are e!.
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Figure 8: ELF (0.80) for the NH3·BH3 and C6H5NH2·BH3 complexes and
their corresponding nitrogen-deprotonated species. Green lobes denote disynaptic
basins involving two heavy atoms. Orange lobes are disynaptic basins in which
H is one of the atoms involved. Red lobes correspond to the lone pairs. The
populations shown are e−.

than AlH3 or GaH3. In fact, the dissociation energies of the complexes of
AlH3 with PF3, PCl3, PMe3, and P(CN)3 were reported to be smaller than
for the analogous complexes in which AlH3 is replaced by BH3.102 Indeed,
this is also observed when looking at the stabilization of the neutral amines
and phosphines under investigation here (|∆rG

0

1
|(BH3) > |∆rG

0

1
|(AlH3) >

|∆rG
0

1
|(GaH3)) (see Table 4). Why however, is the stabilization of the anion

greater when it donates to AlH3 than when it does so to BH3 or GaH3? The
explanation is nicely visualized in the corresponding ELF plots (Fig. 9).

Comparing the ELF of PH3·Y (Y = BH3, AlH3 and GaH3) complexes
and their corresponding phosphorus-deprotonated species we observe that,
for the neutral complexes the differences are minimal. For the deprotonated
species there is a clear delocalization of the lone pair created on the P atom
upon its deprotonation and the disynaptic P–Y (Y = B, Al, Ga) basin. This
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Figure 9: ELF (0.80) for the XH3·Y (X= N, P; Y = BH3, AlH3 and GaH3) com-
plexes and their corresponding X-deprotonated (X= N, P= species. Green lobes
denote disynaptic basins involving two heavy atoms. Yellow lobes are disynaptic
basins in which H is one of the atoms involved. Red lobes correspond to the lone
pairs. The populations shown are e−.

electron delocalization results in an increase electron flux to the bonding re-
gion. It is here where the differences appear. The electron delocalization,
likely due to a lower electronegativity of the Al atom, is larger in the case
of alane than for borane and gallane which is reflected in an larger electron
population of the P–Al dysinaptic basin with respect to the population of
the P–B and P–Ga disynaptic basins (1.93 e− vs. 1.83 and 1.89 e−). This
fact is even more dramatic in the cases of the amines, where the popula-
tion of the N–B disynaptic basin is 1.81 compared to 2.22 in the N–Al one.
This fact would explain the enhanced stability of the [XH3·AlH3]− (X = N,
P) complexes with respect to that of [XH3·YH3]− (X = N, P; Y = B, Ga).
Therefore, the larger acidity observed for alane complexes can be attributed
to a larger stabilization of the anionic complex compared to the borane and
gallane complexes. It is known that the chemistry of gallane is more like
borane than alane which is related to the periodic anomaly of the group
13 elements. Notably the increase in electronegativity of gallium over alu-
minium (1.8 Ga, 1.5 Al cf. 2.0 B, Allred Rochow) and the associated lower
polarization influence of gallium.88 Indeed, the stabilization undergone by
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the deprotonated phosphine upon BH3 and GaH3 complexation is almost
the same. The average of the ∆rG

0

2
values computed is -159 and -155 kJ

mol−1 for borane and gallane complexes, respectively. Also the values for the
electron population of the P lone pair and P–B/Ga disynaptic basin in the
deprotonated complexes are almost the same (see Fig. 9). The difference in
electronegativity has already been pointed out in previous ab initio studies
as the main factor distinguishing aluminum from its neighboring group 13
elements.103

Differences between R substituents. Let us compare the effect of the
nature of the R substituent on the acidity enhancement. It can be seen that
the acidity enhancement is systematically lower for PhXH2 (X = N, P) than
for the other molecules under study (Tables 1, 2 and 3). The reason is re-
lated to the aromatic character of the system. As shown in Table 4, the free
aniline (phenilphosphine) is a poorer electron donor than the other amines
(phosphines), as reflected in the lower ∆G

0

1
value. The reason is that the

conjugation of the lone pair on the nitrogen (phosphorus) atom with the
aromatic system. This is consistent with the fact that NBO analysis (see
Tables 5 and Ap.15, Ap.17, Ap.19, Ap.21 in the Appendix 1) does not locate
a B-N bond (with the default indexes of the NBO 5.0 program) but instead
locates a dative bond between the lone pair of the heteroatom (N or P) and
the empty p orbital on the B, Al or Ga atom. The anion is also significantly
stabilized through the conjugation of the X (X = N, P) lone pair created
in the deprotonation process with the aromatic system. Complexation of
the anion with the Lewis acid, BH3, AlH3 or GaH3, necessarily competes
with this delocalization. Since a significant amount of the lone-pair charge is
transferred to the Lewis acid molecule upon complexation, less is available
for the conjugation with the aromatic ring. This is mirrored in a shorten-
ing of the C–X bond, as well as a significant increase of both the electron
density at the corresponding BCP and the electron population of the C–X
disynaptic basin (see Fig. 10). Still, the deprotonated amine (phosphine)
is a better electron donor toward the Lewis acid than the neutral species,
through the second lone-pair created. However, the donor capacity of the
second lone pair is smaller when R = Ph than in the other examples because
the aforementioned conjugation decreases the intrinsic basicity of the XH2

group.

The origin of the differences between methylamine and dimethylamine is
more subtle. As shown in Table A1.13 the stabilization of the neutral form
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NH2 NH

PHPH2

d(CN) = 1.339 Å
!(CN) = 0.300 a.u.
V(CN) = 1.98 e-

d(CN) = 1.336 Å
!(CN) = 0.351 a.u.
V(CN) = 2.38 e-

d(CP) = 1.857 Å
!(CP) = 0.152 a.u.
V(CP) = 2.05 e-

d(CP) = 1.811 Å
!(CP) = 0.151 a.u.
V(CP) = 2.26 e-

Figure 10: C–X (X= N, P) bond characteristics for Ph–XH2 and their deproto-
nated couterparts.

(∆G
0

1
) is larger for dimethylamine than for methylamine as expected from the

increase in the number of methyl substituents. However, the values for the
stabilization of the anion ∆G

0

2
show the reverse order. This happens because

the inductive effect of the methyl group makes dimethylamine a better Lewis
base than methylamine. On the other hand, the extra methyl group signifi-
cantly contributes to the dispersion of the excess of negative charge in the an-
ion, enhancing its stability and attenuating the electron-donor ability of the
nitrogen atom. The slightly decrease of the acidity enhancement upon methyl
substitution is also observed on going from NH3·AlH3 to CH3NH·AlH3 and
have been reported for methylamine/ammonia and methanol/water forming
complexes with BeH2 Lewis acid.104

Lewis base active site. As previously noted, the acidity enhancement
effect is smaller when the active site of the base is a phosphorus. Also,
the stabilization energies of both the neutral and deprotonated forms are
smaller for the phosphorus bases. If we compare the NBO characteristics of
the H3N–BH3 with those of the H3P–BH3 bond, we find that the N–B bond
has a very large weight of the N atomic orbitals (82%), whereas the weight
of the P atomic orbitals in the P–B bond is quite smaller (66%), reflecting
the smaller electronegativity of the P atom. The same is observed for the
alane complexes (see Tables A1.17 and A1.19). The interaction between the
empty p orbital of the boron atom and the lone pair of the nitrogen is stronger
than that involving the lone pair of a phosphorus atom. This difference is
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presumably due to the large difference in the size of the orbitals participating
in the interaction in the latter case. However, this can not be the reason for
the larger stabilization of the neutral and anionic forms of amines than that
for phosphines upon complexation with alane. For AlH3 complexes another
factor comes into play, the electrostatic character of the bond. In this case,
it is the electrostatic component that makes N–Al interaction stronger than
P–Al interaction. Indeed, whereas the natural charges of the N and Al atoms
in H3N·AlH3 are -1.18 and +0.95, respectively, those of the P and Al atoms
in the analogous adduct are +0.10 and +0.78, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the
natural charges for these two complexes. The coloring code goes from red for
the most negative to green for the most positive. Black color correspond to
zero (or close) charge. For the sake of comparison the corresponding borane
complexes have been also plotted in the figure.
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Figure 11: Natural charges for NH3·BH3, PH3·BH3, NH3·AlH3 and PH3·AlH3

Lewis adducts. Red is for the most negative atoms and green for the most positive
ones. Black is a charge equal or close to zero.

It is apparent from Fig. 11 that the N–Al bond has the greatest elec-
trostatic character of the four bond considered. These arguments explain
why the stabilization energies (∆G

0

1
and ∆G

0

2
) are smaller for RPH2 than

for RNH2, but do not explain why the acidity enhancement is also smaller
for phosphine derivatives. Second-row atoms disperse the excess of negative
charge much better than first-row atoms and thereby its electron-donor abil-
ity decreases. However, this effect is more pronounced in the anionic species.
Thus, when going from amine to phosphines, the decrease in ∆G

0

2
(stabi-
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lization energy for the anion) is larger, in relative terms, than the decrease
in ∆G

0

1
(stabilization energy for the neutral). Consequently, the difference

between ∆G
0

1
and ∆G

0

2
is smaller in the phosphorus bases. This difference

is the acidity enhancement.

In order to stress the significant acidity enhancement observed in the
Lewis bases considered upon Y complexation let see the effect of the afore-
mentioned acidity enhancement of the acid dissociation constant, ka. An
equilibrium constant is related to the standard Gibbs energy change for the
reaction, ∆rG

0 through eq. 3

ka = exp

�
−∆rG

0

RT

�
(3)

where R is the ideal gas constant and T stands for the absolute tempera-
ture (298 K). Because of the exponential relation between ka and ∆rG

0 even
small changes in the latter produce a large change in ka. Thus, the acid-
ity enhancements observed in the molecules studied suppose changes in the
acidity constant ranging from 21 to 45 orders of magnitude!

Conclusions. The acidity enhancement effect of BH3 observed in the amino-
borane complexes is also found for other Lewis acids of the group 13, AlH3

and GaH3 and other Lewis bases, namely phosphines. This acidity increase
is huge, going from 78 kJ mol−1 for the PhPH2·BH3 adduct to 200 kJ mol−1

for NH3· AlH3. In terms of the acidity constant it supposes a change of 21
to 45 orders of magnitude!

The origin of the acidity enhancement is the larger stabilization of the an-
ion than that undergone by the neutral basis upon Lewis acid complexation.
The analysis of the electron density rearrangements on both the Lewis base
and the Lewis acid shows that the deprotonated base is a much better elec-
tron donor than the neutral one. Furthermore, the contribution of the Lewis
acid to the dispersion of the excess electron density of the anion is another
factor contributing to the increased stability of the anions and therefore, to
the increased acidity of the Lewis adducts with respect to the isolated bases.

This acidity enhancement depends on several factors: i) the Lewis acid
considered, being larger for AlH3 than for BH3 and GaH3. ii) the nature of
the R substituents on the Lewis base, being smaller for R = Ph because of the
conjugation of the X lone pair with the aromatic system. iii) the Lewis base
active site, being larger for amines than for phosphine derivatives. Hence, the
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calculated acidity enhancement follows this order: RNH2·AlH3 > RNH2·BH3

> RPH2·AlH3 > RPH2·GaH3 > RPH2·BH3, for all R considered. All the
molecules considered behave as N or P acids.

Conclusiones. Un aumento de acidez similar al provocado en la aminas al
formarse el complejo con BH3 se observa al sustituir el ácido de Lewis BH3

por otro ácido de Lewis del grupo 13, vease AlH3 y GaH3, aśı como cuando la
base de Lewis es una fosfina en lugar de una amina. Este aumento de acidez
es enorme y vaŕıa en un rango que va desde 78 kJ mol−1 en PhPH2·BH3 a
200 kJ mol−1 para el complejo NH3· AlH3. ¡En términos de la constante de
acidez esto supone un cambio de entre 21 y 45 órdenes de magnitud!

El origen del observado aumento de acidez es la mayor estabilización del
anión al formarse el complejo con el ácido de Lewis comparado con la es-
tabilización de la forma neutra de la amina o fosfina al formar el complejo.
El análisis de los cambios que tienen lugar en la densidad electrónica tanto
en la base como en el ácido de Lewis muestran que la base desprotonada es
mucho mejor dador electrónico que la correspondiente forma neutra. A esto
hay que añadir la contribución del ácido de Lewis a la dispersión del exceso
de densidad electrónica en el anión, lo que supone un factor de estabilización
del anión extra y por tanto contribuye también al aumento de la acidez de
los aductos en relación con la acidez de las base aisladas.

El aumento de acidez depende de varios factores: i) el ácido de Lewis,
siendo mayor cuando se trata de AlH3 que en el caso de BH3 o GaH3. ii)
La naturaleza del sustituyente R en la base de Lewis, siendo más pequeño
para R = Ph ya que la conjugación del par electrónico del átomo X (X = N,
P) con el sistema aromático disminuye la capacidad como dador electrónico
de la base de Lewis. iii) La naturaleza del sitio activo de la base de Lewis,
siendo mayor el aumento de acidez para las aminas que para las fosfinas.
Por tanto, el aumento de acidez al formarse un complejo de Lewis sigue el
siguiente orden: RNH2·AlH3 > RNH2·BH3 > RPH2·AlH3 > RPH2·GaH3 >

RPH2·BH3 para todos los sustituyentes R considerados. Cabe añadir que
todas las moleculas estudiadas se comportan como ácidos de N (aminas) o
de P (fosfinas).
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3 Group 15 Lewis bases: unsaturate deriva-
tives

Up to now we have seen that when typical Lewis bases as amines and phos-
phines form complexes with group 13 Lewis acids, BH3, AlH3 or GaH3, their
intrinsic acidity changes dramatically, in most cases thirty orders of magni-
tude in terms of the equilibrium acidity constant. These acidity enhance-
ments have been shown to be even larger when the Lewis acid is a beryllium
derivative,104 an electron deficient system, that as borane or alane, behaves
as a very strong Lewis acid. The hard Be2+ cation (31pm) has a very sim-
ilar charge to size ratio to Al3+ (50pm): 0.0645 compared to 0.600. It has
typically been compared to aluminium and is even paired with aluminum
in recent inorganic chemistry texts.105 Beryllium was originally discovered
by the French chemist Vauquelin in 1797 as a component of the mineral
beryl and the gem emerald, and metallic beryllium was later isolated in 1828
independently by Bussy and Wohler.106 Interest in the use of beryllium be-
gan in 1920 when it was demonstrated that a 2% addition of beryllium to
copper produced an alloy six times stronger than the original material.107

Since then, and clearly due to its unique properties that are a great asset in
nuclear, aerospace and electronic industries, since beryllium has found exten-
sive use in modern industry. A wide variety of applications have been devel-
oped, ranging from aircraft landing gear bushings to undersea telephone cable
housings; and from oil field drilling equipment to golf clubs.108,109 Therefore,
there is much interest in further develop our understanding of the coordina-
tion chemistry of beryllium. However, the chemistry of beryllium compounds
has been much less explored than that of the other elements of the first-row
of the Periodic System. Some coordination complexes of Be with nitrogen
donor ligands have been reported, and few beryllium compounds of second-
row elements are known.55 This comes from the fact that beryllium com-
pounds are quite toxic which makes experimental studies difficult. Indeed,
beryllium is the most toxic non-radioactive element in the Periodic Table.110

Skin poisoning requires surgical removal and, in severe cases, amputation
may be required.111,112 Inhalation of beryllium-containing dusts produces
chronic pulmonary granulomatosis (berylliosis) or nodules in the lung.113–116

The condition develops slowly and it is often fatal. Beryllium is lethal at
1ppm of body weight. Due to the exceedingly toxic nature of beryllium com-
pounds, predictive theoretical calculations are specially interesting regarding
Be chemistry. Thus, in this section we have considered BH3, AlH3 and BeH2

as Lewis acids.
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With regard to the Lewis base moiety, there are some evidences that seem
to indicate that the acidity enhancement effect also depends on the nature
of the Lewis base active site, since in general it has been found that the
acidity enhancement is larger in amine adducts than in phosphine adducts,
regardless the Lewis acid considered. Hence, in this section, we perform a
more thorough study with regard to the Lewis bases. We expand the scope
considering as Lewis bases group 15 derivatives, in particular molecules in
which the heteroatom is directly bonded to an unsaturated moiety. More
specifically to a vinyl or ethynyl group. We have also included the series of
the saturated ethyl derivatives as a suitable reference. In Fig. 12 are shown
the structures of the Lewis bases to be considered.

Figure 12: Structures for H3C–CH2XH2, H2C=CHXH2, and H2C≡CHXH2 (X
= N, P, As ,Sb) Lewis bases considered in this section.

The aim of this section is to investigate the acidity trends of the Lewis
bases down the group. Then, we will analyze the effect that the association of
these compounds, with BH3, AlH3, or BeH2 have on their intrinsic acidities.
At this point, we will explore if the acidity changes are directly related with
the deformation of the base, the acid or both. Finally the possibility that
this association may lead to a change in the nature of the group loosing the
proton will also be analyzed. The methodology used will be the same as
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detailed in previous sections.

Acidity enhancement. The calculated intrinsic acidities, measured as the
Gibbs free energy associated with the reaction 1 are presented in Table A1.22.
In order to better visualize the trends going down the group these date are
plotted in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Calculated acidity (∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) for R-XH2 (R = Ethyl, vinyl,
ethynyl; X = N, P, As, Sb) bases (solid lines) and the corresponding R-XH2·BeH2,
R-XH2·BH3, and R-XH2·AlH3 complexes (dashed lines).

For the free compounds we have considered deprotonation at all possible
acidic sites: X, Cα, and Cβ. In all cases the systems behave as heteroatom
acids since independently of the nature of R or X, the R-XH− anion was
found to be always the most stable one. This is in agreement with what has
been found before for several amines and phosphines52,117 and in the previous
sections, as well as for vinylarsine,117,118 vinylstibine119 and ethynylarsine.

Again we want to note the very good agreement between our calculated
acidities and the experimental values, whenever available (see Table A1.22).
Also the estimates of our DFT model are in excellent agreement with the G4
calculated values. It is also apparent that the acidity increases (lower values
of ∆acidG

0) down the group for the three families of compounds, although
this effect is attenuated on going from the saturated compounds to the vinyl
derivatives and further to the ethynyl ones. Indeed, while ethylstibine is pre-
dicted to be 172 kJ mol−1 more acidic than ethylamine, for the vinyl and the
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ethynyl analogues this gap is only 104 and 71 kJ mol−1, respectively. As ex-
pected, the acidity increases as ethyl < vinyl < ethynyl, reflecting the larger
electronegativity of the unsaturated groups with respect to the saturated one.

The complexation of the compounds under investigation whether it is with
BeH2, BH3 or AlH3 leads to a significant enhancement of their intrinsic acidi-
ties, similar to the ones reported in previous sections for other compounds.
The largest calculated acidity enhancement, that can be seeing in the figures
as the gap between the solid line and the dashed line for each Lewis acid, is
found for aluminium complexes, followed by beryllium dihydride complexes
and borane complexes. It is worth to note the similarity between BeH2 and
AlH3 complexes of the unsaturated moieties. As aforementioned, some re-
semblances between the chemistries of Be and Al have already be observed.55

Again, we will use the same thermodynamic cycle shown in Fig. 7 to
rationalize these findings (for convenience it is shown here again as Fig. 14).
With this purpose the values of the stabilization energies of the neutral and
deprotonated Lewis bases upon complexation, ∆rG

0

1
and ∆rG

0

2
, respectively,

have been listed in Table A1.23. In Fig. 15 we show the corresponding
graphs.
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Figure 14: Thermodynamic cycle relating the intrinsic acidities of the isolated
Lewis bases and the corresponding Lewis adducts with the stabilization undergone
by the neutral and deprotonated forms of the base upon complexation.

The values of ∆rG
0

1
and ∆rG

0

2
indicate that for the three kinds of com-

plexes the acidity enhancement is due to a much larger stabilization of the
anion than the neutral, when associated with any of the three Lewis acids.
Actually, for the three BH3 and AlH3 and BeH2 the strength of the X–Y (X
= N, P, As, Sb; Y = B, Al, Be) bond dramatically increases on going from
the neutral complex to the deprotonated one. This is well reflected in both,
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Figure 15: Stabilization free energies of neutral, ∆rG0

1
, (solid lines) and deproto-

nated species, ∆rG0

2
, (dashed lines) when R-XH2 (R = Ethyl, vinyl, ethynyl; X =

N, P, As, Sb) bases interact with BeH2, BH3, and AlH3. The acidity enhancement,
∆∆acidG0 corresponds to the gap between the solid and dashed line curves for the
same Lewis acid. All values are in kJ mol−1.

the values of the electron densities at the N–X BCPs and in the Wiberg
bond orders. As shown in Fig. 16, using the complexes with vinylamine as
suitable examples, upon deprotonation of the complex, the electron density
at the N–B, N–Al and N–Be BCPs increases by 0.039 0.025 and 0.034 a.u.,
respectively. Consistently, the N–B, N–Al and the N-Be Wiberg bond orders
also increase from 0.526 to 0.572 for the BH3 adduct, from 0.252 to 0.436 in
the AlH3 complex, and from 0.259 to 0.526 for the BeH2 containing one.

It can be seen in Fig. 13, and values in the first three columns of Table
A1.23 which give the magnitude of the acidity enhancement, that systemati-
cally, the effect is stronger when the Lewis acid is AlH3. However, in general,
the stabilization of the neutral base follows the order B > Al > Be, whereas
the trend change for the anion: Al > B > Be (except for X = N), as can
be seen in Fig. 15. Therefore, the larger acidity enhancement observed for
alane complexes comes from a larger stabilization of the anion respect to the
neutral base compared to those of observed for borane. For BeH2, even if
in general the stabilization of both the neutral base and the deprotonated
form is lower than for borane, the difference between ∆rG

0

1
(neutral) and

∆rG
0

2
(anion) is larger than for the latter. Hence, the acidity enhancement

for BeH2 complexes is larger than for BH3 adducts. Indeed, from the values
in Fig. 16, it can be seen that whereas the electron density at the N–Be BCP
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Figure 16: Molecular graphs of the BH3, AlH3 and BeH2 complexes with viny-
lamine and their corresponding anionic deprotonated species. Green dots denote
BCPs. Electron densities are in a.u.

increases 65% upon deprotonation of the complex, that at the N–B BCP only
increases by 40%.

There are other subtle differences between the three series of data. While
for the BH3 complexes the value of ∆rG

0

1
is always negative, i.e., the neutral

compound is always stabilized by association with borane, this is not always
the case upon association with BeH2 or AlH3. In principle, as shown in Table
A1.23, the formation of BeH2 complexes for ethylstibine, vinylarsine, vinyl-
stibine, ethynylphosphine, ethynylarsine and ethynylstibine are predicted to
be endergonic processes, even though they are exothermic in terms of en-
thalpies. Since the reaction free-energies are rather small, we decided to
verify whether these predictions could be an artifact of the DFT approach
used, so for the P and As containing complexes the values of ∆rG

0

1
were

re-evaluated at the G4 level. For the Sb containing compounds, for which
the G4 procedure is not available, the ab initio reference calculations were
carried out at the CCSD(T)/Def2-QZVP level of theory. These high-level ab
initio values showed that, although the B3LYP method slightly underesti-
mate the stability of the neutral beryllium complexes, the formation of the
complexes of BeH2 with ethynylarsine and ethynylstibine are indeed slightly
endergonic (see Table A1.23). This moved us to explore the relative stability
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of complexes in which BeH2 interacts with the double or triple CC bond
rather than with the heteroatom (see Fig. 17).

!

Figure 17: G4 relative stabilities (kJ mol−1) for the more stable conformations
of complexes of BeH2 with vinyl- and ethynyl phosphine and arsine, showing that
for ethynyl the π-type complex is the more stable.

This survey, carried out at the G4 level, showed that the global minimum
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for the interaction between both ethynylphophine or ethynylarsine and BeH2

corresponds to a π-type complex, which was found to be 4 and 16 kJ mol−1

lower in free energy than the complex in which BeH2 interacts with the P
or the As atom, respectively. However, a similar survey for the complexes
involving the analogous vinyl derivatives showed that always the complex in
which BeH2 is directly attached to the heteroatom, is more stable than the
π-complex (29 kJ mol−1 for P and 13 kJ mol−1 for As).

It is worth noting that although for BH3 containing complexes the value
of ∆rG

0

1
for the ethynyl containing systems is smaller in absolute value than

for the vinyl containing analogues, in all cases the formation of the complexes
is predicted to be exergonic. Same applies for AlH3 adducts, with the only
exception of HC≡C–AsH2·AlH3, with is predicted to be slightly endergonic
(7 kJ mol−1).

Acidity trends. Besides the acidity enhancement discussed above, the
complexation also results in a change in the acidity trends. Whereas, as we
have indicated before, the acidity of the free compounds increases down the
group, the values of ∆acidG

0, for the BH3, AlH3 and the BeH2 complexes,
present a maximum (minimum acidity) for the vinyl and the ethynyl phos-
phine (dashed lines in Fig. 13).

Why the complexes of vinyl- and ethynyl-phosphine are less acidic than
the corresponding amine complexes? Or, put in another way, why is the
conjugate base of the amines more stable, in relative terms, than the conju-
gate base of phosphines? It is due to a significant stabilization of the anion
through the conjugation of the N lone pair, created in the deprotonation pro-
cess, with the π-system of the unsaturated vinyl/ethynyl substituent. This is
nicely reflected in the weights of the resonant structures (see Fig. 18) of the
neutral and anionic forms of the borane complexes with vinyl and ethynyl
amines and phosphines (see Table 7).!
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Figure 18: Resonant structures for the anionic forms of the vinyl complexes.
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Table 7: NRT weights for a-type resonant structure of the vinyl–XH2 and
ethynyl–XH2 (X = N, P, As, Sb) neutral and deprotonated BH3 complexes.

Vinyl Ethynyl

Neutral Anion Neutral Anion

X = N 92% 60% 91% 60%
X = P 89% 86% 88% 87%
X = As 88% 87% 88% 88%
X = Sb 87% 90% 87% 91%

The results shows that whereas for the neutral complexes the resonant
structure (a) is clearly predominant, there is not a strong conjugation, this
is not the case for the anions. For both, vinyl and ethynyl derivatives, the
weight of (a) structure for N containing bases decreases significantly, almost
to half its value. However, this phenomenon is not observed for the heav-
ier elements of group 15, for which the weight of the resonant structure (a)
remains almost invariable when the molecule is deprotonated. The greater
acidity of As and Sb complexes than the N containing ones just reflects the
decrease on the X–H bond strengths going down the group.

The same phenomenon is observed in AlH3, i.e., it exits in the anions a
strong conjugation of the amino group with the π-system of the unsaturated
moiety, which is not observed for the phosphines. Several features ratify this.
The electron density at the C–N BCP increases dramatically when the an-
ion is formed (0.275 → 0.326 a.u. (vinyl) and 0.308 → 0.348 a.u. (ethynyl)
and consequently the C–N bond length shrinks (0.08 and 0.06 Åfor vinyl
and ethynyl). The double and triple character of the C–C bonds decreases,
increasing the C–C distance (1.331 → 1.367 Åand 1.205 → 1.236 Å, respec-
tively). It is worth to note that for ethynyl-amine a change in the HCC
angle from linear to 159o is also observed, showing the significant change in
the hybridization of the C atoms. The behaviour is just the opposite for
the P containing systems. The electron density at the C–P BCP decreases
(0.161 → 0.151 a.u. and 0.161 → 0.148) and the C–P bond becomes longer
(0.01 and 0.02 Åfor vinyl and ethynyl derivatives, respectively). The same
kind of behaviour is found for the BeH2 analogues complexes. Indeed, the
similarities between the values of the C–N and C–P BCP electron densities
and bond distances are remarkable. All these results indicate that the N
containing anions become much more stabilized in relative terms than the P
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containing ones, what should result in a much larger increase in the acidity
for the amines than for the phosphines, explaining the appearance of the
maxima in Fig. 13. Why the conjugation is favored in amines, is a well
known mechanism, related to the efficiency of the overlap between the lone
pairs of the heteroatom and the π-system when the heteroatom belongs to
the first row.

Active center for deprotonation. In our previous discussion it was im-
plicitly assumed that for the Lewis complexes the proton lost would always
come from the XH2 group. This has been showed to be the case for dif-
ferent Lewis complexes as the ones previously exposed here and some oth-
ers found in the literature (phosphine-boranes52 and complexes with BeH2

derivatives.104) Also in the free compounds the proton is lost from the het-
eroatoms. Thus, in principle, this is a reasonable assumption also in this
case. Neither the initial polarity of the bonds, for BeH2, BH3, and AlH3

groups would favor the proton lost from any of these groups. For example,
the hydrogens at nitrogen are acidic in character because of the increased
electronegativity of nitrogen, 3.04,120 relative to hydrogen, 2.20.120 Inversely,
the hydrogens at boron are hydridic in nature because of the reduced elec-
tronegavitiy of boron, 2.04,120 which leads to polarization of the bond toward
hydrogen. Nevertheless, a thorough exploration of the potential energy sur-
face reveals the existence of a stable anion in which the proton is lost at the
Lewis acid site. Furthermore, this anion is in all the cases but for vinylamine
derivatives, the most stable anion in terms of free energy (see Table 8). Fur-
thermore, the formation of the anion at Be, B or Al site is accompanied by a
significant structural rearrangement. The deprotonated Lewis group (BH2,
AlH2, BeH) bridges between the Cα of the unsaturated moiety and the XH2

group (X = N, P, As, Sb), so the anion is [R–YH2–XH2]− (insertion-anion)
instead of [R–XH–YH3]− (see Fig. 19). Similar structures to that shown in
Fig. 19 are found for all the complexes regardless the Lewis acid, Y, the
heteroatom, X, or the nature of the R substituent.

In light of the results showed in Table 8, the first thing that comes into
mind is that the acidity enhancement reported in Table 22 is much larger for
all the unsaturated systems investigated (with the only exception of viny-
lamine). Hence, in general the complexes of the ethynyl derivatives with
BeH2 are between 75 and 92 kJ mol−1 more acidic than expected if the de-
protonation would take place at the XH2 (X = N, P, As, Sb) group. The
increase is slightly weaker, from 57 to 74 and from 42 to 59 kJ mol−1, for
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Figure 19: Representative structures for the heteroatom anion, [R-XH-YH3]−,
(left) and the “insertion” anion, [R-YH2-XH2]− (right).

Table 8: Stabilities (kJ mol−1) of the [R–YH2–XH2]− structures (insertion-anion)
relative to those of the [R–XH–YH3]− ones. R = vinyl-, ethynyl-; X = N, P, As,
Sb; Y = Be, B, Al.

Y = Be B Al

R = Vinyl Ethynyl Vinyl Ethynyl Vinyl Ethynyl

X = N +3 -75 +21 -42 +14 -57
X = P -28 -76 -23 -43 -22 -58
X = As -39 -92 -31 -59 -30 -74
X = Sb -44 -82 -36 -50 -32 -62

the complexes with AlH3 and BH3 respectively. It is also weaker, but still
significant, for the complexes involving the vinyl derivatives, with the only
exception, already mentioned above, of vinylamine.

However, to form the insertion-anion ([R–YH2–XH2]−), it is first nec-
essary to form the insertion-complex and then, deprotonate this complex.
In Fig. 20 is shown the mechanism using as a suitable example the alane
adduct of vinylphosphine. Formation of the insertion-complex starts from
the π-complex B, which in general is less stable than the A adduct for vinyl
derivatives and slightly more stable for some ethynyl derivatives. From the
π-complex B, a proton is transferred to the PH2 group. At the same time
two new bonds are formed between Al and each of the C of the vinyl unit,
in such a way that a cyclopropane-like ring is formed by Al and the two
carbon atoms. This process supposes to cross a very high energy barrier,
TS BC, of 225 kJ mol−1. Once cyclic structure C has been reached, the
PH3 moiety starts to interact with the AlH2, shortening the Al–P distance
and lengthening the C–P one so that the AlH2 subunit inserts into the C–P
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bond and the insertion complex D is formed. Again, to pass from C to D is
necessary to cross a high barrier, TS CD. Therefore, formation of the Be,
B or As anion implies a complicate mechanism which involve high activation
barriers. Hence, in spite of its increased stability, the Be, B, or As anions
will most likely not form.
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Figure 20: Mechanism to form the insertion-complex D starting from the π-
complex B. Note the high barrier necessary to overcome in this process (225 kJ
mol−1). Deprotonation of the insertion-complex leads to formation of the most
stable anion, [R–YH2–XH2]−, insertion-anion.

Nevertheless, it is also possible that under the experimental conditions
this rearrangement would be promoted (dynamical factors) and the insertion
complex formed. The formation of this anion has two major implications:
i) the acidity enhancement of the bases considered would be even larger.
Taking into account the extra stabilization reported in 8, the complexes
between ethynylarsine and ethynylstibine with BeH2 are predicted to be acids
as acidic (∆acidG

0 = 1199 and 1211 kJ mol−1, respectively) as perchloric acid
((∆acidG

0 = 1200 ± 50 kJ mol−1)!121 Similarly, their complexes with borane,
are predicted to be ((∆acidG

0 = 1250 and 1240 kJ mol−1, respectively) more
acidic than chloric acid ((∆acidG

0 = 1284. ± 16 kJ mol−1)122 and sulfuric
acid ((∆acidG

0 = 1265. ± 23. kJ mol−1).123 ii) The adducts would behave as
Be, B, or Al Brønsted acids instead of N, P, As or Sb acids. At this point it
would be nice to have the experimental gas-phase acidities, to compare the
values and thus discriminate between the two isomers for the deprotonated
complexes.
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3. GROUP 15 LEWIS BASES: UNSATURATE DERIVATIVES

Conclusions. The intrinsic acidity of the unsaturated vinyl- and ethynyl-
amines, phosphines, arsines and stibines is systematically larger than that of
the saturated ethyl analogues, reflecting the larger electronegativity of the
vinyl and ethynyl groups with respect to the ethyl one. For the free systems
a steadily increase of this intrinsic acidity down the group is observed no
matter the nature of the organic moiety to which the XH2 (X = N, P, As,
Sb) acidic site is bound.

Association of the Lewis base with beryllium dihydride, borane or alane
leads to a dramatic acidity enhancement due, as aforementioned, to a much
larger stabilization of the deprotonated anion than the neutral molecule. This
acidity enhancement, that follows the order: AlH3 > BeH2 > BH3, is accom-
panied, for the unsaturated compounds, by a change in the acidity trends
which do not steadily increase down the group, as for the free systems, but
present a minimum for both the vinyl- and the ethynyl-phosphine. This un-
expected result is due to a much larger increase of the acidity of N containing
systems, due to the ability of the N to conjugate with the π-system in the
anionic deprotonated species.

For the three Lewis acids and for all the unsaturated amines, phosphines,
arsines, and stibines, with the only exception of vinylamine, the most sta-
ble anion is obtained by deprotonation at the Lewis acid site (Be, B or Al)
rather than in the heteroatom (N, P, As or Sb). It implies that the acidity
enhancement reported would be even larger, and most importantly, that the
adducts would behave as Be, B or Al acids. However, this deprotonation
supposes significant structural rearrangements and it is not likely to occur.

Conclusiones. La acidez intŕınseca de las vinil- y etinil- aminas, fosfinas,
arsinas y estibinas insaturadas es sistemáticamente mayor que la acidez de
los análogos saturados, lo que refleja la mayor electronegatividad de los gru-
pos vinilo y etinilo comparado con la del grupo etilo. Para las bases de Lewis
aisladas se observa un constante aumento de la acidez al bajar en el grupo,
independientemente de la naturalez de la parte orgánica unida al grupo XH2

(X = N, P, As, Sb).

La asociación de las bases de Lewis consideradas con hidruro de berilio,
borano o alano supone un aumento drástico de la acidez de la base debido,
como ha sido explicado anteriormente, a la mayor estabilización de la forma
aniónica que de la forma neutra de la base de Lewis al formarse el aducto.
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4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Junto con dicho aumento de acidez, que sigue el orden siguiente: AlH3 >

BeH2 > BH3, en el caso de los compuestos insaturados se observa un cambio
en las tendencias de los valores de acidez al bajar en el grupo. Cuando con-
sideramos los aductos, la acidez no aumenta al bajar en el grupo si no que
presenta un mı́nimo para la vinyl- y etinilfosfina. Este resultado inesperado
se debe a que el aumento de acidez en los sistemas que contienen N es mucho
mayor ya que la habilidad del par electrónico del N (en las formas aniónicas)
para conjugarse con el sistema π del sistema insaturado supone una estabi-
lización extra de dichos aniones.

En el caso de los tres ácidos de Lewis considerados y para todas las
aminas, fosfinas, arsinas y estibinas insaturadas estudiadas, excepto la vinil-
amina, el anión más estable es el que se obtiene al desprotonar el ácido de
Lewis (rompiendo el enlace Be–H, B–H o Al–H) en lugar del anión en el que
el protón substraido estaba enlazado al heteroátomo (N, P, As, Sb). Esto
implicaŕıa que el citado aumento de acidez es aún mayor, y lo que es más
importante, que los aductos seŕıan ácidos de Be, B o Al. Sin embargo, la
desprotonación en la parte del ácido de Lewis supone una reorganización
estructural considerable que no es probable que ocurra debido a las altas
enerǵıas de activación que implica el proceso.

4 General conclusions

Through the use of accurate G4 and DFT calculations we have shown that
the association of different Lewis acids with group 15 Lewis bases leads to
a dramatic increase of their intrinsic acidities. This acidity enhancement is
essentially due to a larger stabilization of the deprotonated species when the
Lewis base–Lewis acid bond is formed, because the enhanced donor ability
of the anion. Consequently, this is a general phenomenon that should be
observed for any Lewis base, independently of the nature of its basic site,
of its potential acidic site and of the Lewis acid considered. Thus, Lewis
adduct formation is a good approach to design stronger Brønsted acids in
the gas-phase and even to modulate its gas-phase acidity by appropriately
selecting the Lewis acid.

Conclusiones generales. Mediante el uso de cáculos G4 y DFT hemos
mostrado que la asociación de distintos ácidos de Lewis con bases de Lewis
cuyo centro activo es un átomo del grupo 15 de la Tabla Periódica provoca
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5. LEWIS ACID DEFORMATION

un aumento drástico en la acidez intŕınseca de las últimas. Este aumento
de acidez se debe esencialmente a una mayor estabilización de la especie de-
sprotonada al formarse el enlace entre el ácido y la base de Lewis, debido
a la mayor capcidad dadora de la forma aniónica. En consecuencia, este es
un fenómeno general que debeŕıa observarse para cualquier tipo de base de
Lewis, independientemente de la naturalez del centro activo de esta última,
del posible sitio ácido y del ácido de Lewis considerado. Por tanto, puede
considerarse la formación de complejos de Lewis como un buen enfoque a
la hora de diseñar ácidos de Brønsted más fuertes en la fase gas e incluso
una manera de modular la acidez intŕınseca de dichas moléculas mediante la
elección adecuada del ácido de Lewis.

5 Lewis acid deformation

The adducts of group 13 and group 15 elements effectively comprise two dis-
tinct units, a group 13 center and a group 15 center, connected by a dative
bond, In this Lewis acid/Lewis base adduct, the group 15 species can be
considered to provide both electrons for the bond from a lone pair, acting
as a two electron donor. Conversely, the group 13 center is electron defi-
cient, with only 6 valence electrons. To complete the valence shell, it accepts
two further electrons from the group 15 center into a vacant p orbital. This
charge donation is particularly important when it concerns the stability of
the anionic complexes since the dispersion of the extra electron density into
the Lewis acid moiety contributes to the enhanced stability of the complex
with respect to the isolated anionic Lewis bases. An example is shown in
Fig. 21. In this figure it can be seen that complex formation supposes a
significant reduction of the negative charge bear by the vinyl–XH2 moiety
(about 50% for X = N and 75% when X = P).

Another important common feature observed for all the systems consid-
ered is the deformation of the interacting subunits upon complexation. This
deformation is usually mirrored in significant changes in their chemical prop-
erties. We have already seen the results of adduct formation on the chemical
properties of the Lewis bases. Let us focus now on the structural changes
undergone by the Lewis acid moiety when it forms complexes and the effects
on its intrinsic properties. We will use the adducts of BH3 and the last set of
bases considered, namely, ethyl-, vinyl- and ethynyl-amine, phosphine, arsine
and stibine as a suitable example. Formation of the adduct bond leads to
a dramatic distortion of the BH3 which departs significantly from planarity
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5. LEWIS ACID DEFORMATION

Figure 21: Two examples of the electron distribution within the vinylamine and
vinylphosphine molecules upon BH3 complexation.

to produce an approximately tetrahedral geometry. Concomitantly, there is
a change in hybridization at boron from approximately sp2 to sp3. In order
to measure the distortion undergone by BH3 we will use the dihedral angle
defined by the four atoms of the molecule. In figure 22 are plotted the values
for this angle in the ethyl-, vinyl- and ethynyl- neutral and anionic complexes.

The first conspicuous fact is the notable distortion of BH3 upon adduct
formation, being always larger for the anions than for the neutral complexes
(in the free BH3 equilibrium geometry this angle is zero). The extend of
pyramidalization depends however on R substituent or the X heteroatom
considered, varying from 19 to 37 degrees. The largest values are always ob-
served for X = N in the anion, while this is only true for the neutral saturated
derivatives. The distortion becomes less significant when moving down the
group 15.

The important question now is how does the distortion affects to the elec-
tronic configuration of BH3. These electronic changes are clearly mirrored
in the Lowest Occupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) energy of BH3, which
has been plotted in Fig. 23 for the different complexes under survey. It is
important to emphasize that in order to obtain valuable information these
energies have been computed for the geometry that BH3 has within the com-
plex, rather than for the relaxed BH3 geometry.
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Figure 22: Variation of the BH3 dihedral angle upon complex formation.

Figure 23: BH3 LUMO energies within the complex geometry.
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5. LEWIS ACID DEFORMATION

Correlation between BH3 dihedral angle and BH3 LUMO energy is obvi-
ous. Why do the LUMO energies change so dramatically upon complexation
and therefore pyramidalization? The bending of BH3 implies an automatic
mixture fo the empty 2p orbital and the 2s orbital. This mix can not occur
in the linear system since these two orbitals belong to different irreducible
representations. Thus, the pure p orbital is stabilized by pyramidalization
through the aforementioned mixing with the 2s orbital. The larger the de-
formation, the larger the mix, and the lower the LUMO energy.

It has been proposed that Lewis acidity should be gauged based upon
valence deficiency or the ability of the boron to accept an electron pair.124,125

Lewis acidity has also been claimed to be correlated to the LUMO (LUMO)
level of the Lewis acid.126 According to the frontier orbital model of chemical
reactivity, the lower the LUMO energy of the Lewis acid the stronger would
be the interaction with the Lewis base. This is clearly seen in Fig. 24 where
the LUMO energies of BH3 computed with the geometry it has within the
complex, and the free energies for complexation ∆rG

0

1
(neutral) and ∆rG

0

4

(anion) have been plotted.

In the case of the unsaturated bases (Figs. A1.69 and A1.70) the relation-
ship is not so clear since conjugation of the X lone pair with the π-system
of the molecule, significant for the anionic species and for neutral amines
implies and extra stabilization present on the values of the free energies but,
of course, not mirrored on the LUMO energies of the BH3.

Therefore, the structural changes undergone by the Lewis acid moiety
upon complexation trigger a rearrangement of the electron distribution that
implies a decrease on the BH3 LUMO energy. Consequently, the intrinsic
acidity of the Lewis acid is strongly modified upon adduct formation.

The role of Lewis acid deformation on the stability trends of the complexes
formed between ammonia and BeH2−nXn (X = F, Cl, Br; n ≤ 2) Lewis
acids its showed in the paper entitled The importance of deformation on the
strength of beryllium bonds that is attached in the Appendix 3.
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Figure 24: BH3 LUMO energies within the complex geometry and Gibbs free
energies for complex formation. Ethyl derivatives.

6 Radicals

As part of the reactivity of amine–boranes and phosphine–boranes there
are the radical reactions. Amine–borane adducts have been shown to re-
act rapidly with radical species, which abstract a hydrogen atom from boron
to produce transient amine–boryl radicals (see Fig. 25).

The seminal research in this area was initiated in the mid 1980s by
Roberts and co-workers, who performed a large number of electron spin
resonance (ESR) based studies on radical species resulting from hydrogen ab-
straction fromN ,N ,N -trialkyl–boranes127,128 andN ,N -dialkilamine–boranes,129

and subsequently ammonia–borane.130 Various reactivities of these amine–
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Figure 25: Hydrogen abstraction from trialkylamine–boranes by t-
butoxylradicals.

boryl radicals were demonstrated, all resulting in the quenching of the boryl
radical. The reactivity was found to be fundamentally similar to that of
carbon centered radicals, with consecutive reactions occurring via (a) self-
reaction, (b) abstraction of halide radicals from alkyl halides or H· radicals
from other amine-boranes, and (c) β-scission. The reactivity was strongly de-
pendent on the nature and substitution of the amine, and reaction conditions.

Of particular interest was the reaction in Fig. 26, wherein a N ,N -
dimethylamine–boryl radical reacted with a molecule of its precursor N ,N -
dimethylamine–borane to form N ,N -dimethylaminyl–borane, a nitrogen cen-
tered radical. This reaction was a simple conversion between the kinetic
product, where the radical was located at boron, and the thermodynamic
product, where the radical was located at nitrogen.129

!
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Figure 26: Formation of N ,N -dimethylaminyl–borane, a nitrogen centered radi-
cal.

Furthermore, it has recently been shown that amine–boranes involving
secondary amines, R2N·BH3, may undergo catalytic dehydrocoupling either
producing [R2N–BH2]2 cyclic dimers or, if R is a bulky substituent, R2N=BH2

monomeric species.131 These results indicate that both the amino and borane
centers can behave as active radical center. It is not clear, however, which
of the two processes is intrinsically the most favorable; in other words, is the
formation of the boryl radical the most favorable process? This is the ques-
tion we have tried to answer by investigating the stability of boryl radicals
obtained from a series of primary and secondary amine– and phosphine–
boranes, with respect to the radicals obtained when the H atom is lost from
the amino or phosphine group. The results of this research are shown in the
paper entitled Are boryl radicals from amine–boranes and phosphine–boranes
the most stable radicals? which can be consulted in the Appendix 3.
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PART II

1 Introduction

Doubly charged molecular ions, formed by association of a neutral base with
a doubly charged metal ion, are of great importance in chemical and bio-
chemical processes, both in solution and in the gas phase.132 Indeed, they
are fundamental in gas-phase ion chemistry and in mass spectrometry in spite
of their short life-time.133–135 They also play important roles in photochem-
ical processes,136,137 as well as in astrochemistry and the chemistry of the
atmospheres.138–141 It has also been postulated that they may have played
some role in the origin of life,142–146 since doubly charged metal ions may
have induced the precipitation of nucleic acid molecules. Nevertheless, these
multiply charged ions were, for a long time oddities in the gas phase due
to the difficulties in generating and stabilizing them. The so-called intrinsic
reactivity is of great importance since the absence of interactions with a sol-
vent can result in very different reactivity patterns; in many cases it allows
for a better understanding of chemical bonding.

With the advent of electrospray ionization techniques in 1990,12 genera-
tion of doubly-charged ions in the gas-phase from aqueous solutions became
feasible and therefore the interest in gas-phase reactions between di-cations
and neutral molecules has grown significantly. Many theoretical studies have
been performed to understand the structures and relative stabilities of such
ion-molecule complexes, providing detailed information on the nature of their
interactions and binding energies.147–152 However, information about their
unimolecular reactivity is much scarcer and fragmentary. One of the main
reasons is that doubly- or multiply-charged species are rare in the gas-phase
because many of these species are either thermochemically or kinetically un-
stable.132 This is indeed the case when they are the result of the association
of a doubly (or multiply) charged transition metal ion (M2+) with an or-
ganic base (B). The system undergoes a spontaneous deprotonation of the
base leading to the monocation [M(B-H)]+, the species experimentally ob-
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1. INTRODUCTION

served.153–156 However, this is not the case with alkaline-earth dications such
as Ca2+ and Sr2+, since [CaB]2+ and [SrB]2+ are stable and detectable in the
gas phase.157 This opened the possibility of studying for the first time the
unimolecular reactivity of complexes formed by these metal dications with
different neutral bases such as urea, glycine, thiourea, selenourea, uracil and
its thio derivatives.158–164 All these studies show that there is a competition
between Coulomb explosion and neutral loss fragmentation.

Different techniques can be used for activating ions, which differ by the
energy range employed, the instrument and the activation mechanisms.8–10

Notable among them is collision induced dissociation (CID), where the ion is
made to collide with an inert gas at low collision energies, in such a way that
part of the kinetic energy is transferred to the molecular ion as vibrational
and rotational internal energy. CID has been extensively used to study ion
structure and is one of the most commonly ion activation methods.9,165–171

Nevertheless, there are many details of gas-phase dissociation mechanisms
associated with CID that are still unclear. In this realm, theoretical calcula-
tions can help to understand the CID processes and in particular provide an
atomistic description of the mechanisms and pathways leading to the final
fragments.

Recently, Eizaguirre et al. studied the interactions and dissociation pat-
terns of [M(formamide)]2+ (M = Ca, Sr) complexes.172,173 The study com-
bined collision induced dissociation (CID) experiments and high-level DFT
calculations to analyze the topology of the potential energy surface (PES).
A mechanism leading to the different fragments observed in the experiment
was proposed based on the computed PESs. The experimental CID spectra
for formamide-M2+, M= Ca, Sr; are shown in Fig. 27 and the corresponding
PESs proposed are shown in Fig. 28 (M = Ca) and 29 (M = Sr). Al-
though it is possible to extract some conclusions about the reactivity from
the topology of the PES, this constitutes only a first rough approach, and
there are still open questions. For instance, whereas both molecules display
a PES quite similar, the experimental CID spectra for M = Ca shows the
presence of fragmentation pathways nonexistent when M = Sr. Some other
features of the CID spectra, as the presence of a very intense peak corre-
sponding to the bare metal dication, M2+, cannot be accounted for based
solely on the topology of the PES, since this fragmentation corresponds to
the most endothermic exit channel. Thus, we decided to further study CID
reactivity of formamide-Ca2+ and formamide-Sr2+ dications by means of the-
oretical approaches different from the one previously used by Eizaguirre et al.
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picture, as it is for instance the case for iminoboranes51 or
selenocyanates.52 ELF calculations were carried out with the
TopMod suite of programs.53

Results and discussion

Experimental results

Fig. 1a shows the nanoelectrospray spectrum obtained with an
equimolar aqueous mixture of calcium chloride and formamide
(10−3 mol L−1). First, no ions were detected above m/z 100.
Chlorine-containing species were not detected, regardless of the
interface conditions used.

Careful examination of this spectrum reveals the formation of
both singly- and doubly-charged ions. As already observed for
other ligands such as urea,54 glycine55 or uracil,56 setting the DP
parameter to a low voltage results in the abundant production of
doubly-charged species. At DP = 0 V, the mass spectrum is
characterized by prominent hydrated calcium ions ([Ca-
(H2O)m]

2+; m = 1–3) detected at m/z 28.99, 37.99 (base peak)
and 47.00. Calcium hydroxide [CaOH]+ (m/z 56.96) is also
highly abundant. Bare Ca2+ (m/z 19.98) and [Ca(formamide)]2+

(m/z 42.49) are already observed at this DP value. The latter
becomes the base peak at DP = 20 V (Fig. 1a) while the
abundance of hydrated calcium ions quickly drops as DP
increases. Two other dications, namely [Ca(formamide)·H2O]

2+

Fig. 1 (a) Positive nanoelectrospray spectrum of an aqueous CaCl2/formamide (10−3 mol L−1/10−3 mol L−1) mixture, recorded with a declustering
potential of 20 V. (b) Low-energy CID spectra of the [Ca(formamide)]2+ complex recorded with a collision energy of 11 eV (laboratory frame), except
the insert. See text for details.
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in one direction, whereas the bond paths correspond to the lines
that, containing the BCP, connect two neighbor maxima of the
density. In general, the electron density, as well as the energy
density calculated at BCPs, gives useful information on the
strength and nature of the bond. These molecular graphs were
obtained by means of the AIMPAC series of programs.54

The bonding AIM analysis was complemented with the one
obtained by using the Becke and Edgecombe electron localiza-
tion function (ELF).55 This theory provides useful information
about the nature of the bonding, even in challenging cases in
which other approaches fail to give an unambiguous bonding
picture.56 ELF has been originally conceived as a local measure
of the Fermi hole curvature around a reference point. A
Lorentz transform allows ELF to be confined in the [0,1]
interval, where 1 corresponds to regions dominated by an
opposite spin pair or by a single electron. In this way, the
valence shell of a molecule can be described in terms of two
types of basins: polysynaptic basins (generally disynaptic), with
the participation of several (generally two) atomic valence shells
and monosynaptic ones, which correspond to electron lone-
pairs or core-electron pairs. ELF calculations were carried out
with the TopMod suite of programs.57 These analyses were
completed with natural bond orbital (NBO) and natural reso-
nance theory (NRT) calculations.58 The former permits describing
the bonding in terms of localized hybrids and lone-pairs, and the
second provides the weight of the different resonant structures
that contribute to the stability of a given system. For all bonding
analyses, the Sadlej basis set expansion59–62 was used due to the
reliability of all electron basis sets when dealing with electron
density topological analysis. These calculations have been carried
out with the NBO-5G series of programs.63

Results and discussion

Experimental results

The positive-ion nanospray spectrum obtained with a 1 : 1
aqueous mixture of strontium chloride and formamide

(10!4 mol L!1) is remarkably simple (not shown). Strontium-
containing ions can be easily identified because of the
specific isotopic distribution of this metal, resulting in
characteristic triplets. Several types of ions are observed. Like
for Ca2+ ions,6–8,64 adopting a low cone voltage (DP = 0 V)
results in the abundant production of doubly-charged species.
At DP = 0 V, the mass spectrum is characterized by promi-
nent hydrated strontium ions ([Sr(H2O)m]

2+; m = 1–3)
detected at m/z 52.92, 61.96 and 70.97, respectively, while
strontium hydroxide [SrOH]+ (m/z 104.90) is a minor species.
The situation is reversed when increasing the declustering
potential and at high DP the spectrum is dominated by
[SrOH]+ and [SrOH(H2O)]+ ions. Interaction between forma-
mide and strontium ions gives rise almost exclusively to doubly-
charged complexes of the type ([Sr(formamide)n]

2+"(n = 1, 2)
observed at m/z 66.47 and 88.97. Singly charged complexes
of general formula [Sr(formamide)n–H]+ are practically not
detected, regardless of the electrospray interface conditions.
We will now focus on the MS/MS spectra of the

[Sr(formamide)]2+ complex. These spectra have been recorded
at various DP values and were found not to depend on this
parameter. A typical CID spectrum recorded at DP = 30 V
for the [Sr(formamide)]2+ species is given in Fig. 1. Note that
on our instrument and for this particular system, the smallest
collision energy in the laboratory frame (Elab) for which
sufficient amount of fragment ions can reach the detector
was 7 eV, and at this value dissociation of the precursor ions
already occurs. Elab was scanned from 7 to 22 eV. This
corresponds to a center-of-mass collision energies (ECM)
ranging from 2.43 to 7.65 eV, with N2 being used as target
gas. The [Sr(formamide)]2+ complex dissociates according to
either neutral losses generating new dications or through a
charge separation process leading to singly charged species. At
a low collision energy (below 10 eV), the most intense doubly
charged fragment species (m/z 52.96) is the [Sr(H2O)]2+ ion.
A bare Sr2+ ion (m/z 43.95) is also detected but to a lesser
extent. However, the abundance ratio of these two particular

Fig. 1 Low-energy MS/MS spectrum of the [88Sr(formamide)]2+ recorded at a collision energy of 14 eV (laboratory frame), the declustering

potential being set at 30 V. See the text for details.
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Figure 27: Top: low-energy CID spectrum of the formamide-Ca2+ complex
recorded with a collision energy of 11eV (laboratory frame). Bottom: low-energy
CID spectrum of formamide-87Sr2+ recorded at a collision energy of 14eV (labo-
ratory frame).

From the theoretical point of view, statistical models such as transi-
tion state theory (TST) and Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) the-
ory174–181 have been (and are) extensively used to describe the kinetics of the
unimolecular fragmentation induced by collisions.9,10,178,182–186 However, ev-
idence of non-statistical dynamics, also called non-RRKM, in CID has been
reported both in experiments187,188 and simulations,189–193 as well as the im-
portance of impulsive collision mechanisms to understand CID in protonated
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Figure 28: Top: formamide-Ca2+ energy profile of the different reaction mech-
anism with origin in the global minimum 1 and (bottom) local minimum 2. All
values in kcal mol−1.

amino acids and peptides.194,195 One nonstatistical mechanism, identified as
“shattering”,196–198 occurs in surface-induced dissociation (SID),199–202 where
the projectile ion fragments as it collides with the surface. In CID a similar
mechanism, where the bond breaks in one or less vibrational periods after col-
lision, was proposed for a series of examples.187–192 This often correspond to
an impulsive (i.e., spatially localized) model of the collisional energy transfer
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Figure 29: Top: formamide-87Sr2+ energy profile of the different reaction mech-
anisms with origin in the global minimum 1 and (bottom) local minimum 2 (bot-
tom). All vales in kcal mol−1.

mechanism, while RRKM theory uses the assumption that the energy com-
pletely delocalizes within the reactant molecule internal degrees of freedom
right after the collision.203

Two limiting fragmentation mechanisms can be described to explain CID
reactivity. One in which the collision locally activates one (or few) vibrational
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1. INTRODUCTION

mode(s), and the fragmentation occurs within one vibrational period before
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) could take place. We
will call here and hereafter this mechanism, that implies an impulsive colli-
sion energy transfer, direct fragmentation.204 In the second mechanism, the
translational energy transferred to the molecule is redistributed among its vi-
brational and rotational modes. If the energy in a vibrational mode is higher
than the energy required for breaking this bond the molecule eventually dis-
sociates. Reactions taking place via the latter mechanism can be accounted
for through statistical theories such as RRKM, while in the case of the first
mechanism, a pure dynamical picture where the reaction is faster than IVR,
the reactivity can only be understood by means of dynamics simulations.
Therefore, an important question concerning CID unimolecular reactivity is
whether the mechanisms leading to the different fragmentation pathways are
statistical or not.

!"Figure 30: Schematic representation of the limiting fragmentation mechanisms
used to explain CID reactivity: direct fragmentation vs. RRKM. Dynamical mech-
anisms happening before IVR can take place or statistical mechanisms after IVR.

Thus, the purpose of this part of the thesis is twofold: on the one hand
to investigate and characterize the fragmentation mechanisms on CID ex-
periments and, at the same time, provide an explanation to the differences
observed in the CID spectra of [Ca(formamide)]2+ and [Sr(formamide)]2+

dications. With this aim we performed chemical dynamics simulations and
compared the results with the predictions obtained using RRKM statistical
theory (short-time regime). Furthermore, by coupling the vibrational and
rotational energy distributions obtained from chemical dynamics simulations
of non-reactive trajectories with RRKM rate constants, k(E), it is possi-
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

ble to model reactivity in the long-time scale, an important issue that is
difficult to directly obtain only from chemical dynamics simulations. Thus,
the combination of both methods provides a multi-scale approach allowing to
bridge the gap between the different time-scales involved in CID experiments:
short-time non-statistical reactivity together with the long-time statistical re-
activity.

Concerning the nomenclature, in what follows, min1 will refer to the
global minimum of the PES of formamide-Ca2+ and formamide-Sr2+ shown
in Fig. 28 and 29; intX, where X is a number according to the nomen-
clature used in the PES, will name the different intermediates on the PES
and TS X Y the transition state connecting the X and Y local minima, kXY

(tXY when considering half-life times) denoting the RRKM rate constants.
To denote the exit channels we will use letters A, B, C, and so on.

2 Method assessment

Such calculations require a reliable description of the potential energy surface
as well as reliable predictions of molecular properties, and this can be attained
through the use of ab initio methods. CID experiments are now routinely ap-
plied to small and large molecules such as peptides and proteins,8,169,205 and
combining CID with RRKM in these latter cases requires electronic repre-
sentations computationally less expensive than ab initio methods. A similar
situation occurs when coupling RRKM and direct dynamics simulations of
the fragmentation.188,191,193,194,206 This calls for resorting to less computa-
tionally demanding theoretical approaches, such as density functional theory
(DFT).207 To be sure about the reliability of the results obtained via DFT
it is, however, necessary to carry out an assessment in order to choose the
most appropriate functional.

Thus, one of the aims of this section is to test a variety of DFT methods,
as well as the MP2 wave function method against benchmark CCSD(T) re-
sults for the two aforementioned systems, using a small basis set (6-31G(d)).
This would allow us to validate the accuracy of non-expensive methods that
might be used for computationally expensive treatments such as dynamics
simulations or bigger systems like oligopeptides. The geometries and ener-
gies will be obtained with 21 different DFT approaches. These methods will
also be assessed from the kinetic point of view, a rather unusual approach
providing an original way to assess DFT functionals also on kinetics rather
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

than simply on energetics and/or frequencies.

Preliminary assessment. A wide window of functionals combined with a
small basis set were evaluated in a preliminary assessment (“low cost” meth-
ods). However, caution must be taken when selecting a DFT method to use
for a specific problem or a specific system because often a DFT method that
correctly predicts certain properties, such as geometries or binding energies,
will prove to be much less accurate for the computation of other properties,
such as barrier heights of conformational energy differences. On the other
hand, those energies are the energetic properties governing the different re-
active pathways. Therefore, the crucial point is whether this “low cost”
approach performs well enough when treating di-cationic systems. Hence,
in this assessment, we considered energetics corresponding to the principal
reaction mechanisms: M2+–O dissociation energy to obtain formamide +
M2+, as a representative example of neutral loss, and the barrier height for
the fragmentation of the global minimum (min1) into [M(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+,
as an example of Coulomb explosion. The goal is to find the method that
performs better for both processes (metal–ligand bond energy and barrier
height). For this assessment we will use CCSD(T) single-point calculations
on DFT optimized geometries as reference. We evaluated 21 functionals using
the 6-31G(d) basis set plus three functionals (BLYP, G96LYP) and B3LYP)
using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. In all cases the basis set for Sr is LANL2DZ.
For more detailed information about the functionals and basis set employed
see the methodology section. The results are shown in Tables 9 and 10 for
M = Ca and M = Sr, respectively.
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

Table 9: Ca2+–O dissociation energy (NL) and Coulomb explosion ([Ca(NH2)]+

+ [HCO]+) energy barrier (CE) computed with different DFT functionals, all
with the 6-31G(d) basis set but when explicitly written. The third column shows
the energy difference between Ca2+–O dissociation energy and Coulomb explosion
energy barrier (gap). The fourth column is the same energy difference without
taking into account the ZPVE correction (gap*). The first row corresponds to the
benchmark method. All values are in kcal mol−1.

formamide-Ca2+

NL CE Gap Gap*

CCSD(T)/cc-pWCVTZ 90.76 77,45 13.31 10.10
BLYP 88.02 81.51 6.51 2.95
BLYP/6-31+G(d,p) 82.74 78.77 3.97 0.38
G96LYP 84.30 82.22 2.09 -1.57
VSXC 86.42 85.34 1.08 -2.60
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 80.19 79.71 0.48 -3.10
PBEPBEa) 87.50 88.10 -0.60 -4.23
MP2 86.24 87.62 -1.38 -4.46
O3LYP 85.21 88.66 -3.45 -6.70
X3LYPa) 89.74 93.42 -3.69 -6.94
B3LYP 88.86 92.58 -3.72 -6.94
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 84.58 88.80 -4.22 -7.51
TPSS 87.14 92.32 -5.18 -8.55
M06-2Xa) 89.22 95.53 -6.30 -9.05
M05 87.22 93.90 -6.68 -9.67
M05-2X 90.04 99.18 -9.13 -11.86
M06a) 86.21 95.39 -9.17 -12.27
BH&HLYP 90.18 99.68 -9.50 -12.57
B972 85.60 95.23 -9.63 -12.85
B3PW91 86.23 96.05 -9.81 -13.11
M06La) 82.73 92.99 -10.26 -13.91
MPW1PW91 87.42 98.17 -10.75 -13.95
PBE1PBEa) 87.87 98.74 -10.86 -14.17
B3P86 87.27 98.24 -10.97 -14.30
BMK 86.59 99.49 -12.90 -15.95
BH&H 95.56 110.00 -14.44 -17.32

a ZPVE was not corrected by the scale factor because it was not available.
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

Table 10: Sr2+–O dissociation energy (NL) and Coulomb explosion ([Sr(NH2)]+

+ [HCO]+) energy barrier (CE) computed with different DFT functionals, all
with the 6-31G(d) basis set but when explicitly written. The third column shows
the energy difference between Sr2+–O dissociation energy and Coulomb explosion
energy barrier (gap). The fourth column is the same energy difference without
taking into account the ZPVE correction (gap*). The first row corresponds to the
benchmark method. All values are in kcal mol−1.

formamide-Sr2+

NL CE Gap Gap*

CCSD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) 78.97 86.95 -7.98 -11.60
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 73.28 81.57 -8.30 -11.91
BLYP/6-31+G(d,p) 63.82 85.49 -21.67 -25.79
BLYP 63.92 87.52 -23.61 -27.86
VSXC 65.98 91.38 -25.39 -29.18
G96LYP 60.68 87.97 -27.29 -31.31
PBEPBEa) 64.55 94.35 -29.80 -33.85
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 66.58 98.09 -31.50 -35.26
O3LYP 64.07 97.17 -33.11 -37.29
TPSS 66.32 100.40 -34.07 -38.24
M06La) 65.12 99.54 -34.42 -38.66
B3LYP 66.17 101.90 -35.72 -39.68
X3LYPa) 66.93 103.13 -36.20 -40.15
06-2Xa) 69.08 105.52 -36.44 -38.99
M05 66.02 104.81 -38.80 -42.11
B972 65.56 104.85 -39.29 -43.20
M06a) 65.59 105.38 -39.79 -43.14
MP2 63.01 102.86 -39.85 -43.34
B3PW91 65.19 105.31 -40.12 -44.11
BH&HLYP 69.58 110.35 -40.77 -43.69
B3P86 66.21 107.48 -41.27 -45.26
MPW1PW91 66.75 108,35 -41.60 -45.38
PBE1PBEa) 66.98 109.07 -42.09 -45.96
M05-2X 69.15 112.44 -43.29 -46.48
BMK 65.91 111.91 -46.00 -48.68
BH&H 73.02 119.79 -46.77 -49.75

a ZPVE wsa not corrected by the scale factor because it was not available.
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

From the values in Table 9 we observe that for M = Ca only five methods
give the correct qualitative result showing that as predicted by the reference
CCSD(T) calculations the neutral loss is higher in energy than the activa-
tion barrier for the Coulomb explosion (positive values). In the case of Sr
containing systems (Table 10) all the functionals reproduce CCSD(T) re-
sults qualitatively (same sign). The best performing method, as might be
expected, depends on the metal: when M = Ca the best performing model is
BLYP/6-31G(d) while when M = Sr the best one is G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p);
it gives almost the same values as the reference. This latter result is in agree-
ment with previous assessments,208 and this level is the one used in geometry
optimization for the Sr containing system. Therefore, we have selected these
methods for a subsequent assessment evaluating the whole PES, comparing
geometries and relative energies, vide infra. It should be noted that in gen-
eral all the functionals investigated perform well for the description of the
NL dissociation energy, so the differences in correctly reproducing the gap
mainly arise from the significant differences in the estimation of the Coulomb
explosion barrier. Indeed, the functionals like BLYP that do not include
Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange perform better than the hybrid ones. Actually,
it can be observed that the agreement with CCSD(T)-reference value de-
creases as the amount of Hartree-Fock exchange increases, being worse for
BH&HLYP than for B3LYP. In general, the inclusion of HF exchange intro-
duces a partial self-interaction correction, but at the same time it removes
the non-dynamic correlation effects described by the GGA functionals.209,210

This actually may explain the good performance of methods like BLYP for
the particular case of the Coulomb explosion barrier, where static correlation
must be important taking into account that, at the barrier, the wavefunction
must be the mixture of covalent and ionic components. However, the good
performance could be due to cancellation of errors affecting both estimated
energies.

Since one of our objectives is to compare the formamide-Ca2+ and formamide-
Sr2+ reactions, it is advisable to use the same theoretical model to reproduce
both PESs. Hence, for this purpose we have chosen the G96LYP/6-31G(d)
approach, which is among the best performing for both systems. For the
sake of completeness, we will also test the heavily used B3LYP functional
and the MP2 ab initio method using in all cases a 6-31G(d) basis set. In this
assessment we have used as reference the potential energy surface obtained
by Eizaguirre et al. for formamide-Ca2+ and formamide-Sr2+.172,173
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

Geometry assessment. A comparison of the geometries obtained with
the aforementioned four methods with those reported previously172,173 shows
rather small differences for both metals (Ca and Sr). This is very well re-
flected by the small errors affecting the rotational constants A, B. and C (see
Fig. 31), which are sensitive criteria when comparing different geometries.
All the values are given in Tables A2.24–A2.29 in the Appendix 2.
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Figure 31: Relative error (%) derivations for rotational constants of (left)
formamide-Ca2+ computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d)
(red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses), and BLYP/6-31G(d) (purple
squares) and (right) formamide-Sr2+ computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles),
G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses), and G96LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) (purple squares).

The results show that globally there are no significant differences in the
geometries optimized with the low-level approaches, although for some struc-
tures the magnitude of the relative error is slightly large. We will briefly
comment on the structures with the most significant deviations, namely int8
and TS 1 G. Tables with all relative error values are given in Appendix 2
(Tables A2.24–A2.29).

The structure with highest errors is int8 for both metals. These errors in
three rotational constants arise from differences in the oxygen-metal-nitrogen
angle, which is about 180◦ with the trial methods, and 120◦ in the reference
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

structure (see Fig. 32a). As expected, the rotational constant A is the most
sensitive to structural changes. The TS 1 G structure is well described with
the three DFT functionals while MP2 overestimates the three rotational con-
stants by about 30% for M = Ca and the rotational constant A (268% relative
error) for M = Sr. These discrepancies are mainly due to differences in the
relative orientation of the two departing fragments (Fig. 32b). Another
structure with remarkably relative errors is TS 9 A, in particular when M =
Sr, again due to different relative orientations of the departing fragments.
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Figure 32: (a) Int8 structure for M = Ca optimized with (i) B3LYP/cc-
pWCVTZ, (ii) BLYP/6-31G(d) and for M = Sr optimized with (iii) G96LYP/6-
31+G(d,p), (iv) B3LYP/6-31G(d), (v) G96LYP/6-31G(d) and (vi) MP2/6-
31G(d). (b) TS 1 G structure for M = Ca optimized with (i) B3LYP/-ccpWCVTZ,
(ii) BLYP/6-31G(d) and for M = Sr optimized with (iii) G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p),
(iv) B3LYP/6-31G(d) and (v) MP2/6-31G(d).

In summary, the only structures that show more significant errors with re-
spect to the reference arise from the different orientation of subunits that are
weakly bound. The PES, computed at the reference level. together with the
structure of the corresponding stationary points are shown in Fig. 28 and 29.
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

Energy assessment. Let us focus now on the performance of the low level
approaches when dealing with energies. Relative energies were evaluated for
each method by subtracting from the energy of the corresponding structure
(the sum of the energy of the fragments for the exit channels), the energy of
the global minimum, min1; including the corresponding ZPVE corrections.
The absolute error and relative error values for all the structures are given
in Tables A2.30 to A2.33 in Appendix 2. Fig. 33 shows the relative error for
M = Ca (a) and M = Sr (b). In general the agreement is quite good and the
trends are the same for the four methods.
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Figure 33: Relative errors in (a) formamide-Ca2+ relative energies computed with
B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d)
(green crosses), and BLYP/6-31G(d) (purple squares) and (b) formamide-Sr2+ rel-
ative energies with B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red trian-
gles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses), and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (purple squares).

The root-mean-square error or deviation (RMSD) of the values obtained
with the low-level approach from the values computed at high-level is re-
ported in Table 11. The normalized RMSD (NRMSD = RMSD/(bmax−bmin)
where b stands for reference values) is also reported because it is useful to
compare how the performance of each method varies when the cationic metal
changes from Ca2+ to Sr2+.

It can be seen that for M = Ca all methods perform almost equally well,
whereas for M = Sr, G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) seems to be the best option since
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2. METHOD ASSESSMENT

Table 11: Root mean-square-deviation (RMSD) in kcal mol−1 and normalized
RMSD (NRMSD).

Formamide-Ca2+ Formamide-Sr2+

B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a G96LYPb

RMSD 7.5 6.4 8.6 6.0 14.5 12.5 14.7 3.2
RMSD 8% 6% 9% 6% 16% 13% 16% 3%

a 6-31G(d). b 6-31+G(d,p)

it shows the lowest RMSD. Let us recall that G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) is the
method used in the geometry optimization of the benchmark values for M =
Sr. These results are in agreement with those obtained in the first assessment
discussed above. The next best performance is obtained using G96LYP/6-
31G(d) for both systems. In general, there is a better agreement between
low-level and high-level when the cation is Ca2+.

It is worth noting that whereas the first assessment of formamide-Ca2+

(see Table 9) shows a better performance for MP2/6-31G(d) than for B3LYP/6-
31G(d), this is not the case when comparing the whole PES, where B3LYP
has a slightly better performance than MP2.

Kinetic assessment. A further step in our assessment needs to include
the kinetic behavior. To this end, we computed the RRKM rate constants,
k(E), corresponding to the different reactions shown in Fig. 34. This figure
shows the kinetic schemes associated with the PES for formamide-M2+ (M
= Ca, Sr) unimolecular reactions (see Fig. 28 and 29). For the exit channels
there is no backward reaction because in CID experiments there is no equi-
librium between fragments and parent ions. To compute the values for k(E)
we employed the same four methods used before for the geometry and en-
ergy assessments. The evaluation of the rate constant will imply an indirect
assessment of three properties: energy barriers, geometries, and harmonic
frequencies, needed to compute the RRKM rate constants.

From now on we will use half-life times, t1/2, instead of rate constants, k.
This quantity is proportional to the reaction rate constant t1/2 = −(ln 0.5)/k(E)
and gives us an idea of how fast a reaction occurs. In order to compare the
performance of the different methods, the curves for t1/2 vs. E where shifted
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Figure 34: Mechanistic model for the kinetic study employed in this work. The
corresponding one for M = Sr is not shown since is practically the same. Solid
black lines denote neutral loss reactions while the red dashed lines correspond to
Coulomb explosions.

in the x-axis by a quantity equal to the activation barrier energy, Eact. Thus
E stands for the internal energy available to react, i.e., internal energy over
the activation barrier. A graphical example is shown in Fig. 35. The average
of the relative errors is plotted in Fig. 36.

It should be noted that t1/2 is a very sensitive quantity, especially at
small E, just over the energy barrier, so not surprisingly the relative errors
are large in this region. As the energy increases the errors decrease and the
curves tend to converge to a given value. In general, trends are similar for
both metals. The MP2 method is clearly the most unfavorable with very high
relative errors. B3LYP and G96LYP perform much better than MP2, but
still the relative errors are significant. At small energies G96LYP is better
than B3LYP but as the energy increases the order changes, with B3LYP be-
coming slightly more preferable. The best performance is observed for BLYP
when M = Ca, and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for M = Sr.

As an additional way to assess the performance of the trial methods from
the kinetic viewpoint we evaluated the kinetic of the system obtained using
the reference methods and with G96LYP/6-31G(d). With this aim, we com-
pared between them the rate constants for the different reactions that the
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curves in order to compare the different methods tested.
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Figure 36: Relative errors in (a) formamide-Ca2+ relative energies computed
with B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue triangles), G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red squares), MP2/6-
31G(d) (green diamonds), and BLYP/6-31G(d) (purple circles) and (b) formamide-
Sr2+ relative energies with B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue triangles), G96LYP/6-31G(d)
(red squares), MP2/6-31G(d) (green diamonds), and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (pur-
ple circles).

system may undergo. Due to the complex kinetics of formamide-M2+ species,
characterized by a large number of intermediates, as a first approach, we will
consider only the reactivity of the global minimum, min1 (see Fig. 37).
There are five reactions that can take place starting from min1: formamide
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neutral loss (k01, t01), G Coulomb explosion yielding [M(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+

(k1G, t1G), and three isomerization reactions to the intermediates 2, 5, and
10 (k12, k15, and k110) with their corresponding backward reactions (k21, k51,
and k101). In Fig. 38, are plotted these half-life times as a function of the
energy for M = Ca (up) and M = Sr (bottom). In contrast with the pre-
vious figures of half-life times (Fig. 36), and in order to compare the times
predicted for the different reactions, in Fig. 38 the x-axis corresponds to the
total internal energy of the molecule. The trial method, G96LYP/6-31G(d)
chosen to compare with, was selected since it is the best performing method
when considering both systems at a same time.
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Figure 37: Reactions that can take place starting from min1 structure.

At this point, since we have the values for the rate constant, we could per-
form a kinetic analysis and compare the kinetic of the two systems. However,
we will see that much more information about the differences between both
molecular ions, formamide-Ca2+ and formamide-Sr2+, can be extracted when
combining these results with those obtained using direct dynamics simula-
tions. Thus, in this section we will restrict the comparison to the differences
between high and low level approaches.

In Fig. 38 we observe that there are no significant differences between the
kinetic picture obtained with the reference and with the trial method. The
main discrepancy is in the formamide neutral loss channel (t01) whose rate
constant is overestimated, with the consequence that this reaction is faster
in relation to the others (that remain unchanged) and the energy range for
which this reaction is the fastest becomes also larger. Also we noted that, in
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Figure 38: Half-life reaction time (t1/2) as a function of internal energy for the
corresponding RRKM rate constants describing the reaction pathways starting
from min1. The top panels are for the formamide-Ca2+ system at (a) B3LYP/cc-
pWCVTZ and (b) G96LYP/6-31G(d). The bottom panels show formamide-Sr2+

using (c) G96LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and (d) G96LYP/6-31+G(d). Solid lines cor-
respond to forward reactions while dashed lines stand for the backward reactions.

the case of formamide-Sr2+, t51 is underestimated with respect to the high-
level value, so the min1 → int5 reaction becomes faster than the backward
reaction (around E = 190 kcal mol−1) in contrast with the picture when the
reference level is considered. Still, min1 → int5 is the slowest reaction at
the reference level and it remains as the slowest with the low level. Thus
this difference does not imply a remarkable change in the qualitative kinetic
picture. In conclusion, even though relative errors are large when comparing
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3. DIRECT DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

the rate constants individually, the whole kinetic picture is qualitatively well
described at the G96LYP/6-31G(d) level.

Conclusions. Among all the approaches considered, G96LYP/6-31G(d)
was found to be the best compromise to reproduce PES and kinetics ob-
tained from higher level calculations, for both systems, formamide-Ca2+

(B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ) and formamide-Sr2+ (G96LYP/6-311+G(d,p)). Thus,
this level of theory will be used to compare the reactivity of both systems. In
addition, when considering separately the two systems, BLYP/6-31G(d) was
found to be the best performing level when the metal is Ca and G96LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) when the metal is Sr. Hence, these approaches will be also used
in the dynamics simulations.

3 Direct dynamics simulations

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the approaches we used to char-
acterize the fragmentation mechanisms taking place on CID experiments, as
well as to understand the differences observed between formamide-Ca2+ and
formamide-Sr+2 experimental spectra, is dynamics simulations. In this sec-
tion, a description is given of the results obtained from these simulations and
the main conclusions that can be drawn are exposed.

Set-up. In the direct dynamics simulations performed in this work, the
molecule’s nuclei positions, qi and momenta pi, evolve on the Born-Oppenheimer
potential energy surface obtained by solving the time independent Schrödinger
equation at each configuration. More details are given in the Methodol-
ogy section. To compute the potential and gradient needed at each step
of the simulation, and based on the previous assessment work, we used the
G96LYP76,211 and BLYP76,212 functionals, both with the 6-31G(d) basis set
for M = Ca and the G96LYP functional with 6-31G(d) basis set for one set
of trajectories with M = Sr and 6-31+G(d,p) for another set of trajectories
with M = Sr.

In our approach we just modelled a single collision, which is a good ap-
proximation when the gas pressure is very low. For the initial conditions
we used the minimum energy structure (min1) of formamide-M2+ (M = Ca,
Sr) (see Fig. 39). Since the electrospray ionization source used in the CID
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experiments is not thermalized we choose an initial temperature of 300 K for
the ions as it is usually done in similar studies.213–216 Energies for the normal
modes of vibration were selected from a 300 K Boltzmann distribution. The
resulting normal mode energies were partitioned between kinetic and poten-
tial energy by choosing a random phase for each normal mode. Rotational
energy and angular momentum for the molecule were selected by assuming
separability of vibrational and rotational motion. Thus initial rotational con-
ditions are obtained by assuming a thermal partitioning of RT/2 about each
internal rotational axis. Afterwards, vibrational and rotational energies are
transformed into Cartesian coordinates and momenta following algorithms
implemented in the VENUS package.217,218 Random orientations in Euler
angles between the (rigid body) Ar and the projectile (ion) are sampled in
order to account for the random directions of the Ar – formamide-M2+ col-
lisions. Then the ion – projectile relative energy is set and possible impact
parameters are considered. The impact parameter, b, is sampled between
zero and bmax = 3.0 Å. Finally the collision is done at a given energy defined
in the center-of-mass of the system composed by the ion and the projectile,
Ecom. We considered three center-of-mass collision energies: 180, 230 and
280 kcal mol−1, which match the experimental energy range of the available
experiments.172,173 An schematic example of how the initial conditions for
the collision simulation are set-up is shown in Fig. 39.
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Figure 39: Top: Global energy minimum (min1) of [M(formamide)]2+ (M = Ca,
Sr). This structure is used to select the initial conditions for the dynamics simu-
lations. Bottom: Schematic representation of how the CID molecular dynamics is
generally set-up
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The trajectories were calculated using the VENUS217,218 package coupled
to Gaussian09.77 The classical equations of motion were integrated using the
velocity Verlet algorithm219 with a time step of 0.2 fs that gives energy con-
servation for both reactive and nonreactive trajectories. The initial ion–Ar
distance is 8.0 Å and the trajectories are stopped at a 100 Å ion–Ar distance.
This corresponds to a total integration time of about 2.5 ps per trajectory. A
trajectory was also stopped if a reactive channel was identified. In that case
a criterion distance of 7.0 Å was used to guarantee no interactions between
fragments. 300 trajectories for each case were computed to correctly describe
the process under study.

Dynamical reaction products. The main processes after the collision
with Ar are: (i) conversion of collisional energy into internal energy of scat-
tered ions; (ii) sequential activation of a bond and reactivity observed in the
simulation time length (2.5 ps); (iii) direct reaction after the collision (for ex-
ample, an atom is knocked out). Fig. 40 summarizes the products obtained
during the 2.5 ps simulations. The product ratios are also given in Table 12.
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Figure 40: Percentages of trajectories for each channel as a function of the colli-
sion energy. Non-reactive trajectories (blue); product M2+ + formamide (black).
For details on products observed in less than 2% see Table 12. The simulations
were performed at two levels of theory: for M = Ca (left) G96LYP/6-31G(d) (solid
lines) and BLYP/6-31G(d) (dashed lines). For M = Sr (right) G96LYP/6-31G(d)
(solid lines) and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (dashed lines).
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Table 12: Products ratio obtained from chemical dynamics simulations starting
in the global minimum, min1.a

Formamide-Ca2+

G96LYP/6-31G(d) BLYP/6-31G(d)

Collision energy 180 230 280 180 230 280

Non reactive 76.0% 62.7% 59.7% 71.6% 61.3% 57.7%
Ca2+ + formamide 24.0% 35.7% 39.3% 27.4% 37.4% 41.0%
[Ca(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+ — 1.3% 1.0% — 1.0% 0.6%
[Ca(NH3)]2+ + CO — 0.3% — 0.3% 0.3% —
int10 — — — 0.3% — —

Formamide-Sr2+

G96LYP/6-31G(d) G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p)

Collision energy 180 230 280 180 230 280

Non reactive 80.0% 72.9% 68.1% 81.3% 77.2% 70.9%
Sr2+ + formamide 20.0% 27.1% 31.9% 18.3% 22.8% 29.1%
[Sr(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+ — — 0.3% — — —

a The products observed correspond to excited min1 (non-reactive), M2+ +
formamide, int10, product G: [M(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+ and product B:
[M(NH3)]2+ + CO showed in the PES of Fig. 28 (54) and Fig. 29 (55) for M =
Ca and M = Sr, respectively.

The results do not significantly differ from one method to another. The
first conspicuous fact is that the reactivity is not very high (< 40% of the
trajectories react), and it is larger for calcium than for strontium. In the
time length of our simulations (2.5 ps maximum) both kinds of reactive
channels, neutral losses and Coulomb explosions, are observed. The former
correspond to the loss of formamide and CO yielding as accompanying ions
M2+ and [Ca(NH3)]2+, respectively, and the latter to the fragmentation into
[M(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+. Note that the loss of CO is only observed for M = Ca.

These results are in good agreement with CID experimental spectra. The
products obtained in the experiments172,173 have been summarized in figure
Fig. 41. The experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 27 on page 53. Most of
the trajectories did not react, which agrees with the fact that the peak for
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the parent ion is the most intense one. Among the reactive ones, the vast
majority undergo formamide neutral loss, the second most intense peak in
the experiment. Similarly, neither the loss of CO nor the ions corresponding
to the G Coulomb explosion are observed in the formamide-Sr2+ reactions,
in agreement with our simulations. Indeed, no trajectories end in products
B when M = Sr and only 0.3% of the trajectories follow the G Coulomb
explosion pathway. It is worth noting however that some other products
which appear in the experimental spectra did not show up in our chemical
dynamics simulations, likely because the simulation time (2.5 ps) was too
short. Note that some products are observed with very low percentage (0.3
– 1.3 %) that, given the relative low number of DFT-based trajectories, cor-
respond to a few trajectories (1–4). Of course the uncertainty associated is
relatively high, such that the appearance of these products should be con-
sidered here just as the possibility of obtaining them and not quantitatively.
Furthermore, it should also be noticed that under the experimental condi-
tions the ions might undergo multiple collisions while with direct dynamics
trajectories we only model reactivity due to a single collision.
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Figure 41: Masses observed in the experimental CID spectrum of formamide-
M2+ together with their molecular formulas. M = Ca (left), M = Sr (right). In
black are neutral losses and in red Coulomb explosions. Data taken from ref.172

and173 respectively.

Effects of the collision energy on the reactivity. The agreement be-
tween our simulations and the experiments is also good as far as the effects of
the collision energy on the reactivity are concerned. Indeed, our theoretical
results show that for all collision energies formamide neutral loss (O–M bond
dissociation) clearly prevails over the other fragmentation pathways (which
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are observed for less than 1.5% of the trajectories), increasing almost linearly
with the collision energy (see Fig. 40). This is consistent with an impulsive
collision mechanism occurring for this reactive channel (vide infra). For the
G Coulomb explosion channel, giving rise to [HCO]+ and [M(NH2)]+ peaks,
the maximum number of trajectories following this path is observed for 230
kcal mol−1 collision energy while it does not appear for the lowest collision
energy used in the simulations (180 kcal mol−1). Contrary, the B exit chan-
nel is not observed at the highest energy while it appears at low (BLYP)
and middle energies (BLYP and G96LYP). Int10 that appears for 180 kcal
mol−1 collision energy (BLYP), is an intermediate structure between min1
and product B that will eventually evolve to product B (Fig. 28). The
different effects of the collision energy on each reactive channel are better
understood when considering the mechanisms for each pathway.

Reaction mechanisms. An important feature of the chemical dynamics
simulations is that they provide an atomic-level description of the fragmenta-
tion mechanisms. There are three main ways in which the collision between
the Ar and the molecular ion takes place providing subsequent reactivity
(Fig. 42): (i) Ar hits the metal more or less perpendicularly to the M–O–C
bond, (ii) Ar strikes formamide molecule on the C=O bond and perpendic-
ularly to the molecular plane or, (iii) the collision takes place on the NH2

group side and its rotation is thus activated.

The vast majority of trajectories result in formamide neutral loss, regard-
less of the collision site. When Ar hits calcium perpendicular with respect
to the M–O–C bond (i), the collision drives the metal away from formamide.
This mechanism is similar to the “golf like” mechanism found by Spezia
et al.213 for CID of [Ca(urea)]2+. When the collision is perpendicular to
the C=O bond (ii), M2+ also detaches from formamide, breaking the M–O
bond. Also, the M–O easily breaks for the collisions at the NH2 group, when
enough energy is transferred to the ion. Still, there is a difference due to the
metal in the complex. In the case of Ca, more than one third of the reactive
trajectories directly strip off the metal, whereas for Sr, which is more than
twice heavier than Ca, the number of these trajectories is much smaller.
Therefore, such neutral loss of formamide in the formamide–M2+ systems
studied here can be classified as a “impulsive collision” mechanisms, as the
M–O bond breaks just after the Ar collision on the same M–O bond. Hence,
the probability of breaking the M–O bond increases with the collision energy.
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Figure 42: Different possibilities for the collision between Ar and the molecular
ion providing subsequent dissociation, observed in our chemical dynamics simula-
tions.

When the collision takes place at the NH2 group (iii) also products G
(Coulomb explosion), B (neutral loss), as well as the formation of int10 are
observed. The mechanism to arrive to G and B is very similar, with only
very subtle differences between the two. In Fig. 43 the evolution of the nat-
ural charge with time for the two final fragments is plotted, as well as some
representative distances, for one trajectory yielding G and another yielding
B .

In both processes the first 50 fs correspond to the approaching of Ar
towards the molecular dication. After the collision in process G the first
significant change is a decrease of the COCa angle, which brings the metal
closer to the amino group, such that after 100 fs the Ca–N bond is practically
formed and at that time both the Ca–O and the C–N bonds start cleaving in
an almost synchronous way. This leads to [CaNH2]+ and [HCO]+ fragments,
which repel each other as shown by the steep increase of both Ca–O and C–N
distances. Coherently, the net charges of the two fragments start to change
also significantly at ca. 100 fs. Conversely, for process B the first effect of
the collision is the almost synchronous cleavage of Ca–O and C–N bonds,
so that after 100 fs Ca–O and Ca–N distances become very similar indicat-
ing that the metal is bridging between the HCO and the NH2 groups. The
separation of both subunits is not taking place until later. This allows the
HCO group to reorient itself in order to favor a proton transfer towards the
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Figure 43: Evolution with time of natural charge (top panel) and distances (bot-
tom panel) for a trajectory yielding G:[Ca(NH2)]+ + HCO+ Coulomb explosion
(left) and B: [Ca(NH3)]2+ + CO neutral loss (right).

CaNH2 moiety at around 200 fs, reflected by the sudden decrease of the N–H
distance (light-green line). Thus, for low collision energies, there are more
probabilities of obtaining B since the relative movement of the two subunits
will be slow, facilitating the aforementioned proton transfer, whereas at high
collision energies the Coulomb explosion should be greatly favored.

Fig. 44 shows the simulation times (in fs) for chemical reactivity for the
reactive trajectories. It is apparent that formamide neutral loss reaction cov-
ers a long time-span, from few femtoseconds up to ≈1.7 picoseconds, whereas
the other reactions observed (G Coulomb explosion and CO neutral loss, B)
always take place in less than 1 ps. Looking into the details of each trajec-
tory, we observe that the fast (< 1 ps) formamide neutral loss reactions occur
thanks to an impulsive collision energy transfer mechanism, in which the en-
ergy is deposited into the M2+ + formamide relative motion leading to direct
dissociation before one M–O vibrational period, thus following the direct
fragmentation mechanism described in the introduction. For the remaining
reactions, namely, “slow” formamide neutral loss, G Coulomb explosion and
CO neutral loss, B, there are some molecular rearrangements and/or en-
ergy distribution within the internal modes of the molecule. However, does
a complete IVR occur? To answer this question we plotted in Fig. 45 the
reaction times as a function of the internal energy for each trajectory yield-
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ing Ca2+ (left) and G Coulomb explosion (right), together with the half-life
times (t1/2) predicted with RRKM rate constants as a function of the internal
energy of the molecule. The corresponding graphs for formamide neutral loss
at the BLYP/6-31G(d) level, as well as for Sr2+ at G96LYP/6-31G(d) and
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) are shown in Figs. A2.71 and A2.72 on Appendix 2,
respectively.
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Figure 44: Simulation times (fs) for the reactive trajectories at the different
collision energies: 180, 230 and 280 kJ mol−1. Each point represents one trajectory.
Squares are for M = Ca and stars for M = Sr.

There are only two points on the figure on the right (k1G) that match with
the predicted RRKM reaction times. However, in general, both sets of times
differ significantly indicating that the trajectories which do not follow a direct
fragmentation mechanism neither react through a full IVR mechanism, which
is assumed in the RRKM theory. This suggests that the actual mechanism
is in between these two limiting cases, i.e., the energy is distributed within
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Figure 45: Reaction time vs. energy transfer obtained from chemical dynamics
simulations (squares) and half-life times (t1/2) predicted by RRKM (solid lines).
Both were obtained using G96LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Results are shown
for trajectories yielding formamide neutral loss (left) and G Coulomb explosion
(right). M = Ca.

the internal degrees of freedom of the molecule, but the reaction takes place
before a complete IVR could be achieved. Thus we called this mechanism “en-
ergy transfer”, ET, as already proposed by Spezia et al.220 These reactions
are slower than if they react following a direct fragmentation mechanism, but
still faster than predicted by RRKM theory (complete IVR mechanism).

Non-reactive trajectories. Another piece of information that can be ex-
tracted from our chemical dynamics simulations is the amount of energy that
has been transferred during the collision to the molecular ion, shown in Fig.
A2.73 and A2.74 in Appendix 2. Much more important, however, is to know
how this energy is distributed after collision among the vibrational and rota-
tional degrees of freedom of the starting ion, min1, population that has not
reacted in the 2.5 ps simulated by chemical dynamics. Fig. 46 shows the vi-
brational (a panels) and rotational (b panels) energy distributions for both
Ca and Sr containing molecular ions, computed at the G96LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory. Similar results (Fig. A2.77, Appendix 2 ) are found with the
other levels of theory.

We should note that the vibrational activation for the molecules that
did not react is very important, reaching values up to 120 kcal mol−1. One
striking feature is that the energy found in the rotational degrees of free-
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Figure 46: Vibrational (a panels) and rotational (b panels) energy distribution
for the non-reactive trajectories at the three collision energies: 180, 230 and 280
kcal mol−1 from left to right. The three upper graphs correspond to M = Ca while
the three bottom ones are for M = Sr. Dashed vertical lines mark the energy
for the different TS that can be reached from min1 structure. All the values are
computed at the G96LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory.

dom is also very high with values up to 80 kcal mol−1. Hence, despite the
fact that rotational activation is rarely considered in RRKM models applied
to CID reactivity,221–224 and in agreement with previous simulations of col-
lisional activation of peptides,206 planar Al clusters,225 and molecular ions
such as [Ca(urea)]2+ colliding with Ar,193 and protonated urea colliding with
Ar220 and N2,216 both vibrational and rotational excitations play a role in the
process, being slightly larger for [Ca(formamide)]2+ ions than for the Sr ana-
logue. Due to the different masses, for Ca most of the ions have vibrational
energies in the 10-20 kcal mol−1 interval while for Sr they are mainly in the
0-10 kcal mol−1 interval. In both cases the population decreases sharply as
the energy increases. The same patterns are found for the rotational excita-
tion of both ions having most of the ions a rotational energy within the 0-10
kcal mol−1 range.
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More importantly, for Ca there is a fraction of the non-reactive molecules
with enough vibrational energy to cross the barriers between min1 and the
five accessible TSs (showed as dashed vertical lines in Fig. 46). Since
the vibrational excitation is lower for Sr, only the lowest lying TSs can be
reached. This suggests that G products are not observed in the CID ex-
perimental spectrum of [Sr(formamide)]2+ (in contrast to what is found for
[Ca(formamide)]2+ ions) due to the lack of energy to reach the corresponding
TSs.

4 Coupling RRKM and dynamics

In the kinetic assessment section we computed the rate constants, k(E), as
a function of the internal energy. Since we did not know the internal en-
ergy of the molecule, internal energies up to 300 kcal mol−1 were considered.
This upper limit was chosen on the basis that for the low collision energy
regime of the CID experiments the energy transferred in the collision process
is rarely a high percentage of the collision energy. Indeed, this assumption is
in agreement with the results obtained from the direct dynamics simulations
(Fig. A2.73). As previously exposed, an interesting result that can be ex-
tracted from the dynamics simulations is the internal energy distribution for
the non-reactive molecules (Fig. 46). Thus, assuming that with enough time
there will be extensive IVR, we can now couple the aforementioned chemical
dynamics simulations with RRKM theory to build up a multi-scale approach
that assesses longer time-scales.

The first step for combining the results from dynamics simulations and
RRKM statistical theory was to evaluate the possible correlation between
vibrational and rotational excitation. The scattering plot of vibrational vs.
rotational internal energy depicted in Fig. A2.75 in Appendix 2 show that
the vibrational excitation is independent from the rotational excitation, thus
simplifying the coupling.

The upper part of Fig. 47 shows again the kinetic scheme for the reac-
tions that can take place starting from min1. The bottom part shows the
corresponding RRKM rate constants, k, instead of the half-life times (t1/2)
shown in Fig. 38. As aforementioned, knowing the internal vibrational en-
ergy distribution, it is possible to perform a kinetic analysis by means of the
RRKM rate constants. In order to do so, we selected un upper value for the
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internal energy (vertical blue line in Fig. 47-b and -c) of formamide-Ca2+

(84 kJ mol−1) and formamide-Sr2+ (65 kJ mol−1) ions.
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Figure 47: a) Kinetic scheme for the reactions that can take place starting
from min1 for both [Ca(formamide)]2+ and [Sr(formamide)]2+. m/z ratios within
parentheses are for M = Sr. In the bottom, RRKM rate constants corresponding
to the aforementioned kinetic scheme (black lines). Rate constants taking into
account rotational energy (27 and 18 kcal mol−1 for Ca and Sr, respectively) are
also shown (green curves) when relevant (see text). Vertical dashed blue lines
mark the selected upper value for the ions internal energy.

It can be easily seen that for these internal energies (vertical blue lines)
all reactive channels but the latest (k15) starting from min1 are open in the
case of [Ca(formamide)]2+ whereas only the first two channels are open (k01
and k12) when M = Sr. Thus, the difference between the two systems is
mainly due to the difference in the internal vibrational energy distributions
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4. COUPLING RRKM AND DYNAMICS

after collisional activation, given that the kinetic schemes for both metals
are quite similar. Fig. 47 also shows that in the case of [Ca(formamide)]2+

for an internal energy of 84 kcal mol−1, the fastest reaction (in the order of
hundreds of ps) is the one leading to formamide neutral loss yielding Ca2+

followed by the ones leading to int2 (in the tens of nanoseconds time scale)
and to int10 (in the nanoseconds time scale). Finally, the G Coulomb ex-
plosion takes place in the microsecond time scale, four orders of magnitude
slower than the formamide neutral loss. Note that even the fastest reaction
obtained by RRKM analysis (i.e. hundreds of ps) does not happen in the
time-span covered by the direct dynamics simulations (< 2.5 ps) and con-
sistently, a reactivity following a complete IVR mechanism is not observed
during the simulations.

Rotational effects. Finally, it is worth noting that rotational excitation
may play also an important role in the dynamics of these systems, especially
when the moments of inertia of the TS are significantly different from those
of the reactant. This is the case of the min1 to formamide neutral loss, G
products, and int10 reactions. In the framework of RRKM theory, external
rotation can be considered when computing the rate constant if the external
rotational degrees of freedom are added to the modes treated as active.226

There are different ways of doing so which are explained in more detail in
the Methodology section. In Appendix 2, a detailed discussion is showed of
the role of external rotation energy in the rate constants depending on the
way of including the external rotation to compute k(E, J). Note the differ-
ent notation when referring to the rate constants including rotation k(E, J)
compared to the rate constant with J = 0, k(E).

In Fig. 47-b and -c it is showed the effect of rotational energy on the
rate constants k01, k1G, and k110 (green curves). To compute these k(E, J)
the molecule was treated as an almost symmetric top (Ix ≈ Iy). J and K

quantum numbers were treated adiabatically (no energy exchange between
vibrational and rotational modes is allowed). The total rotational energy
(ET (rot) = 27 kcal mol−1 (Ca) and ET (rot) = 18 kcal mol−1 (Sr)) was equally
distributed among the three axes (Ex,y,z(rot) = 1/3ET (rot)). It is apparent
that for both metal ions all the rate constants decrease and the curves ap-
pear shifted to higher energies, this shifting being different depending on the
process. As a consequence, for M = Ca, the Coulomb explosion, k1G, and the
isomerization to yield int10, k110, channels are closed whereas k01 and k12

channels become competitive, i.e. both rate constant have a similar value.
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4. COUPLING RRKM AND DYNAMICS

For M = Sr the effects are less dramatic, because although k01 is also shifted
to higher energies, it does not cross k12, i.e. it remains faster than k12, and
the other reactions do not take place at the energy considered.

Extending the kinetic analysis. This multi-time-scale approach can also
be applied to investigate the evolution of the intermediates that can be
reached from min1. This will be illustrated, as a suitable example for int2
and int10 (see Fig. 48 and 49).

Int2. The upper part of Fig. 48 shows the kinetic scheme of the possible
reactions with int2 as initial structure. In the bottom part are represented
the RRKM rate constants for the matching reactions for M = Ca (left) and
M = Sr (right).

From int2 there are three possible options: going back to the origin, min1;
fragmentation of int2 via Coulomb explosion into products A, and an iso-
merization to int3 that would eventually loose ammonia to provide product
D (see Fig. 28, p.54). For the sake of consistency, the curves were shifted to
the left by a quantity corresponding to the relative energy of each intermedi-
ate with respect to min1. The first conspicuous observation is that for both
Ca and Sr the backward reaction to min1 (k21) is faster than the forward one
(k12). However, reactions towards int3 (k23) and products A (k2A) are even
faster. There are, however, some subtle differences between the two metals
as far as the reaction to A products is concerned. Whereas for M = Ca this
reaction is much faster than the one going back to min1 and that yielding
int3, for M = Sr it is slower than k23 and competes with k21. Thus, for M
= Ca, int2 would rapidly evolve to products A and a very small fraction
would isomerize to int3, whereas for M = Sr most of the flux will follow the
path leading to int3. In both cases this intermediate will eventually evolve
to product D: [M(H2O)]2+ (M = Ca, Sr).

Int10. In the case of the [Ca(formamide)]2+ ion, a small fraction of
the non-reactive ions has energy enough to follow the path leading to int10.
Hence a similar analysis can be performed for the intermediate int10 (Fig.
49) that eventually yields product B: [Ca(NH3)]2+. Int10 → min1 backward
reaction is slower than the forward, so once int10 is formed it will not in-
terconvert back to products. From int10 there are two possible pathways:
either fragment into B products or isomerize to int11, which can also evolve
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Figure 48: Upper part: kinetic scheme for the reactions that can take place
starting from int2. Bottom part: corresponding rate constants as a function of
the internal energy for (b) M = Ca and (c) M = Sr. Dashed lines correspond to
backward reactions.

to B. Between these two options the fastest is the first one. Therefore, most
of the flux will follow this path.

Summarizing, M2+ ions are obtained from both fast direct fragmenta-
tion mechanism and slow IVR statistical mechanisms. Following statistical
mechanisms, the two systems will also form A Coulomb explosion products:
[MOH]+ + [HCNH]+ and D neutral loss product: [M(H2O)]2+. However,
formation of D will be dominant with respect to the formation of A for M
= Sr, whilst the opposite is true for the M = Ca, in agreement with the
experimental evidence. For M = Ca, in which the vibrational excitation of
the ions is higher, two more reaction channels are open, B: [Ca(NH3)]2+ and
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Figure 49: (a) Kinetic scheme for possible reactions starting from int10, (b) cor-
responding RRKM rate constants. Dashed lines correspond to backward reactions.

G: [Ca(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+, which are however not accessible when M = Sr,
again in agreement with the experimental observations. Therefore, the un-
assigned peak at m/z 52.46 in the [formamide-Sr]2+ mass spectrum should
correspond to [87Sr(H2O)]2+ rather than to [Sr(NH3)]2+.

5 Conclusions

The fragmentation of [formamide-M]2+ complexes follows both statistical and
dynamically driven mechanisms. Indeed, almost half of the trajectories re-
acts in a short time scale following a dynamical mechanism. The time to
form the different products varies in a wide range, from few femtoseconds to
nanoseconds. In the short-time scale (< 2.5 ps) we observed mainly dynam-
ically driven reactions (impulsive collision mechanisms for energy transfer
leading in the case of CID to a direct fragmentation mechanism), as for-
mamide neutral loss. Coupling the internal vibrational energy distributions
obtained from chemical dynamics simulations with RRKM rate constants we
could explore phenomena occurring at longer time-scales. Thus, we could
also account for “slow” reactions occurring via IVR mechanisms and leading
to a wider range of products.

The use of direct dynamical simulations allowed us to explain the presence
of the M2+ peak, otherwise impossible to explain based on PES analyses only
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(i.e. corresponding to the most endothermic exit channel). Furthermore, the
dissimilarities between the two molecular ions such as the larger reactivity
of the [Ca(formamide)]2+ system or the absence of G Coulomb explosion in
[Sr(formamide)]2+ fragmentations, that cannot be explained neither from the
PES topology nor using RRKM theory, can only be accounted for when using
chemical dynamics. Therefore, by combining the three approaches: CID dy-
namics simulations, static (PES) and statistical (RRKM) analysis, we could
explore a wide range of reaction time-scales and ultimately account for all
the products observed in the CID experimental spectra of [Ca(formamide)]2+

and [Sr(formamide)]2+ doubly-charged cations, as well as explain the differ-
ences observed between these ions.

Conclusiones. La fragmentación de los iones moleculares formamida-M2+

(M = Ca, Sr) ocurre tanto mediante mecanismos dinámicos como estad́ısticos.
De hecho, aproximadamente la mitad de las trayectorias reacciona en una
escala de tiempo corta siguiendo mecanismos dinámicos. Los tiempos obser-
vados para la formación de los distintos fragmentos/productos vaŕıa en una
amplia escala de tiempo que abarca desde unos pocos femtosegundos hasta
los nanosegundos. La mayoŕıa de las reacciones observadas para la escala de
tiempos pequeños (< 2.5 ps) siguen mecanismos dinámicos, mecanismos de
colisión impulsiva para la transferencia de enerǵıa que conducen en el caso
de la disociación inducida por colisión (CID) a mecanismos de fragmentación
directa, como es el caso de la pérdida neutra de formamida. Acomplando las
distribuciones de enerǵıa vibracional y rotacional obtenidas a partir de las
simulaciones de dinámica con las constantes de reacción calculadas usando
la teoŕıa estad́ıstica RRKM hemos sido capaces de explorar fenomenos que
tienen lugar en tiempos más largos. Esto nos permitió describir las reacciones
“lentas” que ocurren después de una completa y uniforme redistribución de
la enerǵıa interna adquirida por la molécula en el choque en todos los modos
internos de la molécula (IVR), aśı como explicar la aparción de un mayor
número de fragmentos/productos.

El uso de simulaciones de dinámica proporcionó una explicación a la pres-
encia de la señal del espectro correspondiente al dicatión metálico, M2+, im-
posible de explicar basándose en el análisis topológico de la superficie de
enerǵıa potencial, PES, (puesto que este producto es el canal de salida más
endotérmico). Además, mediante las simulaciones de dinámica, al contrario
que con otras técnicas usadas previamente como el análisis de la PES o la
teoŕıa RRKM, fuimos capaces de proponer una explicación a las diferencias
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6. POST-TRANSITION STATE DYNAMICS

observadas en los espectros de los dos iones moleculares como por ejemplo la
mayor reactividad del sistema [Ca(formamida)]2+ o la ausencia del producto
de explosión culombiana G en el espectro de [Sr(formamida)]2+. Por tanto,
combinando las tres metodoloǵıas: simulaciones de dinámica del proceso de
CID, y los análisis estáticos (PES) y estad́ısticos (RRKM); hemos podido
explorar un amplio rango de tiempos de reacción y finalmente dar cuenta de
todos los productos observados en el espectro de CID experimental de los
cationes doblemente cargados [Ca(formamida)]2+ y [Sr(formamida)]2+, aśı
como proporcionar una explicación a las diferencias observadas entre ambos
espectros, lo cual hubiera sido imposible mediante el uso aislado de cualquiera
de las técnicas mencionadas a lo largo de este manuscrito.

6 Post-Transition State dynamics

As we have previously seen, the static and statistical approaches are not
enough for completely understanding the fragmentation processes after colli-
sional activation and dynamic effects play a role in such reactions. Thus, with
the aim of deepen the understanding on the mechanism of these reactions
we decided to run trajectories starting from the different TS structures that
can be reached from min1. We will restrict this study to the Ca containing
ion, [Ca(formamide)]2+. Coming back to the previous results from dynamics
trajectories, we saw that after the simulated time (≈ 2.5 ps) the non-reactive
molecules (excited min1) have enough internal energy to reach the different
TSs accessible from min1 (see Fig. 50).

As it was previously done, we assume that after enough time, the internal
energy that the ion acquired during the collision will be fully and uniformly
redistributed within the internal degrees of freedom of the molecule, reach-
ing a microcanonical ensemble. Thus it is possible to start trajectories from
the TS and study the evolution from this point of the PES towards different
reaction channels. This can be taken as a kind of shortcut in the dynamics
simulations, i.e. instead of simulating nanoseconds to arrive to all the prod-
ucts we skip the time needed for IVR and structural rearrangements leading
to the TS structure. Thus, we started trajectories from the four G96LYP/6-
31G(d) TS optimized structures shown in Fig. 50. This figure also shows the
products that can be reached from those TSs following an IRC (solid lines)
or a multi-step mechanism (dashed lines) according to the PES proposed in
ref.173
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Figure 50: Different TSs that can be reached from the global minimum, min1
(this is the structure found at the end of the non-reactive trajectories), and the
final product structures. The numbers below the structures are the activation
barriers and product energies relative to min1 in kcal mol−1.

We run a set of trajectories for which the energy was distributed within
the internal degrees of freedom and another set for which the energy was used
to activate the external rotation (see Fig. 51). Additionally, a set for which
the initial structure has no activation energy was computed. For this set,
the initial TS structure has Evib = ETS + ZPVE (minimum energy possible)
and Erot = 300 K (= 0.4 kcal mol−1). Within the first option (vibrational
excitation) we used two different activation energies: (i) 35 kcal mol−1 and
(ii) 120 kcal mol−1 relative to min1 (so the energy will vary depending on
the TS considered). For the second option (rotational excitation) we consid-
ered two activation energies: (i) 35 kcal mol−1 and (ii) 64 kcal mol−1. These
excitation energies were chosen according to the rotational and vibrational
energy distributions obtained from CID trajectories (Fig. 46 on p.80). To
select the initial conditions of each trajectory a quassiclasical microcanonical
sampling was used when exciting the internal modes. For the rotational ac-
tivation 1/2RT was added to each of the three rotational axis. More details
are given in the Methodology section. Again we used Venus217,218 code to
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6. POST-TRANSITION STATE DYNAMICS

propagate the trajectories and selecting the initial conditions coupled with
Gaussian0977 to compute the potential, gradients and hessians at each point
of the trajectory. As aforementioned we computed trajectories starting from
four different TS structures. However, we will just show here the results for
two suitable examples: TS 1 2 and TS 1 10, which show interesting features
of the PES (vide infra).
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Figure 6.8he k(E) curve for the productioe2 + CO (v = O,/) from keter
[CH2CO] near the dissociation threshold. The steps show the onset of new dissoci
tion channels (via transition state vibrational levels) as the energy is increased. The low
curve is a photofragment excitation (PHOFEX) spectrum for CO (v = 0,1 = 2) produ
spectra collected 50 nsec after the pump pulse. Taken with permission from Green et a
(1992).

Figure 6.9 Schematic diagram of the one-dimensional reaction coordinate and the sur-
face perpendicular to it in the region of the transition state. As the molecule's energy is
increased, the number of states perpendicular to the reaction coordinate increases, thereby
increasing the rate of reaction.
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Bifurcations & rotational activation �Figure 51: Different possibilities of initially placing the excitation energy on
the transition state structure. Left, the energy is distributed within the internal
degrees of freedom. Right, the energy activates the external rotation.

TS 1 2. The first striking conclusion reached after carefully analyzing all
the trajectories run from TS 1 2 is that the PES surface will more closely
resemble to the one showed in the bottom part of Fig. 52 than to the PES
previously proposed by Eizaguirre et al.173 (top part of Fig. 52).

The most interesting feature of the PES obtained by the dynamics simu-
lations is the bifurcation observed when the system reaches TS 2 A structure.
This means that from a single TS two different products can be reached! This
has enormous implications concerning control over selectivity, i.e., product
ratio. As mentioned in the introduction usually it is assumed that under
thermodynamic control conditions the selectivity is completely determined
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Figure 52: Potential energy surface proposed by Eizaguirre et al.,173 top and
PES obtained from trajectories started at TS 1 2, bottom. All the energies are in
kcal mol−1.

by the free energies of the possible products, whereas in the case of kinet-
ically controlled reactions the selectivity reduces to a matter of differences
in the activation free energy to reach the different products. However, in
recent years it has become apparent that for many reactions, kinetic selec-
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6. POST-TRANSITION STATE DYNAMICS

tivity does not reduce to a simple choice between paths with different barrier
heights.13 Such a case is the one showed here for the unimolecular reactivity
of [Ca(formamide)]2+ ion.

Bifurcation points. The mechanistic understanding of bifurcating PES is
still in its beginning13 and there are numerous unanswered questions around
the subject. One among them is what causes product selectivity on bifurcat-
ing PES. In order to shed some light on the controlling factors when selecting
one path after a bifurcation point we used the post-TS dynamics simulations
previously described. The first set of trajectories considered was with no
activation energy in the internal modes nor in the external rotation. We run
50 trajectories starting from TS 1 2 structure. We obtained the product dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 53-a) (EROT = 0.4). To analyze the role of rotation
on the selectivity on the bifurcating PES we run two additional sets of 50
trajectories, one with 35 kcal mol−1 in the external rotation and another one
with 75 kcal mol−1.
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Figure 53: Product distribution for trajectories starting from TS 1 2 structure
(a) adding energy to external rotation. (b) Comparison of the results obtained
when 35 kcal mol−1 are initially added to the external rotation (left) or to the
internal modes (right).

We observe that as the rotational energy given to the initial structure
increases the product distribution changes. The number of trajectories go-
ing back to min1 decreases, while those ending up in A Coulomb explosion
product ([Ca(OH)]+ + [HCNH]+) increase. For EROT = 35 kcal mol−1 few
trajectories follow the path ending in D* neutral loss product ([Ca(H2O)]2+
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+ HNC). Note that the neutral fragment, HNC, is different from the one
initially proposed in ref.:173 CNH.

To be sure that the differences on the product distribution were do to the
initial rotational energy, i.e. not simply to the fact that the molecule has
more energy to react, we compared these results to those obtained when the
energy is initially placed on the internal degrees of freedom. The results for
the comparison using 35 kcal mol−1 are shown in Fig. 53-b). The error bars
were also plotted since the number of trajectories is low (50 for each energy)
the associated uncertainties are quite large. Hence, taking into account this
errors, Fig. 53-b) shows that there are no significant differences between
both sets of trajectories. Thus, in this case the rotational energy is not the
decision-making factor when selecting one path over the other, but rather the
total amount of energy available. A higher energy favors the thermodynamic
product: A Coulomb explosion. It should also be noticed, that the initial
structure for trajectories is TS 1 2, but the bifurcation point is in the TS 2 A
region. So it would be interesting to perform the same analysis starting from
the latest structure.

TS 1 G. Let us turn now to a different transition state, TS 1 G. This is a
Coulomb explosion TS that directly links min1 to G products in the initial
proposed PES.173 Again, after analyzing the output from dynamics simula-
tions we found a bifurcation point of the PES for trajectories starting from
TS 1 G. As in the previous case, the two possible reactions after the bifur-
cation are a Coulomb explosion G and a neutral loss (CO neutral loss, B
product), being the latest the less endergonic product (relative to min1).
The PES as obtained from trajectories is shown in Fig. 54 .

First we analyzed the effect of increasing the rotational energy on the ini-
tial structure (see Fig. 55-a)) and then we compared the results with those
from trajectories for which the same amount of energy is initially located on
the internal degrees of freedom (Fig. 55-b)).

For this structure, dramatic changes on the product distribution are ob-
served when the rotational energy is increased. When trajectories are started
with no excitation energy (EROT = 0.4 kcal mol−1) we observe four differ-
ent products. However, when some rotational energy is given to the initial
structure, the product distribution completely changes and product G is se-
lectively obtained on 100% of the trajectories (Fig. 55-a)). However, when
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Figure 54: Potential energy surface obtained from trajectories started at the
TS 1 G. The dashed pathway leading toB does not appear in the initially proposed
PES.173 All the energies are in kcal mol−1.
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Figure 55: Product distribution for trajectories starting from TS 1 G structure
(a) adding energy to external rotation. (b) Comparison of the results obtained
when 35 kcal mol−1 are initially added to the external rotation (left) or to the
internal modes (right).

the initial excitation is on the internal degrees of freedom, the selectivity is
lost and other products apart from G are obtained (Fig. 55-b)). Hence,
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there is a clear difference on the product ratio depending upon where the
energy is initially located. In this case, rotational energy clearly favors one
path over the other, illustrating the importance that rotational energy might
have on product selectivity. It is also interesting to note that it is the non-
thermodynamic product the one preferably formed.

Another important question related with bifurcating PES is how to pre-
dict the bifurcation points in a reliable way. Here we want to emphasize the
fact that when performing an IRC from TS 1 G structure, product G is sys-
tematically obtained. In order to arrive to int10 and eventually to product
B it is necessary to start an IRC from a different transition state structure
(TS 1 10). Only by means of direct dynamics simulations we were able to
start sampling the features of this “difficult” region of the potential energy
surface.

Preliminary conclusions. Direct dynamic trajectories revealed the pres-
ence of bifurcations on the PES otherwise completely unnoticed. These cal-
culations also show that the IRC or MEP is not necessarily followed by the
trajectories. Furthermore, in all the cases in which a bifurcation was found
the two options were a Coulomb explosion, G: [Ca(NH2)]+ + [HCO]+, for
instance, or a neutral loss reaction, B: [Ca(NH3)]2+ + CO, being the differ-
ence where the H+ is located on the product fragments.

For TS 1 2 increasing the energy favors the most stable product (A
Coulomb explosion) whereas there is not a clear role of rotational energy
on product selectivity. On the contrary, for TS 1 G, rotational energy to-
tally favors formation of G Coulomb explosion product, that is also the less
stable of the two products. Therefore, rotational energy can play an impor-
tant role in tuning the selectivity between the different pathways.

Conclusiones preliminares. Las simulaciones dinámicas revelaron la pres-
encia de bifurcaciones en la superficie de enerǵıa potencial previamente pasadas
por alto. Los cálculos también muestran que las trayectorias no siguen nece-
sariamente la coordenada interna de reacción (IRC) o el camino de mı́nima
enerǵıa (MEP). Además, en todos los casos en los que se encontró una bi-
furcación las dos posibles opciones a la hora de fragmentarse la molécula son
siempre o una explosión Coulombiana o una pérdida neutra, cuyos productos
se diferencian en cuál de los dos fragmentos se encuentra el H+.
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6. POST-TRANSITION STATE DYNAMICS

El aumento de enerǵıa en el caso del TS 1 2 favorece la formación del
producto más estable (A, explosión Coulombiana) mientras que no existe
un papel de la enerǵıa de rotación en la selectividad. Para el TS 1 G, al
contrario, el aumento de la enerǵıa de rotación supone la formación del pro-
ducto G exclusivamente, que además es el producto menos estable entre los
dos productos posibles. Por tanto, la enerǵıa rotacional puede jugar un papel
importante a la hora de modular la reactividad entre distintos caminos de
reacción.
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METHODOLOGY

1 Theoretical methods

Quantum Chemistry aims to interpret and predict the electronic structure
and reactivity of chemical systems, using the principles of Quantum Mechan-
ics. With this goal, since Schrödinger solved the hydrogen atom equation in
1926, several approaches with increasing levels of complexity have been de-
veloped. At the same time, more and more efficient computational programs
have been developed, using at each moment the state of the art informatics
technology to deal more accurately with systems of ever increasing complex-
ity and size.227

To overcome the impossibility of exactly solving the Schrödinger equa-
tion for many electron systems, in 1930 Hartree and Fock proposed the Self-
Consistent-Field (SCF) method, the origin of the current ab initio calcu-
lations. However, the SCF calculations were not to become truly operative
until the introduction of the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO)
approximation. The introduction of a basis set transformed the numerical
problems of solving integro-differential equations into the well-known resolu-
tion of linear algebra equations.

SCF is only a first approach to most chemical systems, because it is gen-
erally insufficient for correctly describing systems with unpaired electrons or
breaking bonds. Another of its drawbacks is that it considers electrons to
be independent particles that move in an average field, thus the electrons
movements are not correlated within this approach. In order to address this
problem different methods were the electron correlation is included have been
developed. These methods start with an orbital set usually obtained by a
self-consistent method. Since they include the electron correlation a poste-
riori, they are often referred to as post Hartree-Fock methods. They belong
to three main categories: Configuration Interaction methods (CI), Coupled
Cluster (CC) methods and Many body Perturbation Theory methods (PT).
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In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn showed that the ground state energy de-
pends only on the electron density and thus they established the basis of the
Density Functional Theory (DFT). A year later, the Kohn-Sham equations
enabled the application of this method to molecular and solid state systems.
In recent years, DFT applications have grown spectacularly because the good
results that can be obtained at low cost. Its main drawbacks are due to the
fact that it is a single configuration methodology and there is not a system-
atic way to improve its performance.

1.1 Wave function-based methods.

The existence of matter waves suggests the existence of a wave equation de-
scribing them. Such a wave equation was first proposed by the Austrian
physicist Erwin Schrödinger in 1926.228 According to this approach, for any
system it exists a function Ψ, the wavefunction, that contains all the in-
formation about the system. A particular solution for this equation is (4).
It is known as the time-independent Schrödinger equation and it represents
stationary states of the system

ĤΨ = EΨ (4)

where Ĥ is called the hamiltonian operator, Ĥ = − �2
2m∇2 + V̂ . Due to the

presence of the ∇2 operator, eq. (4) can be solved only if it can be separated
on its different variables. In the V̂ operator there are terms involving the
coordinates of more than one particle at the same time and consequently the
Schrödinger equation cannot be solved in an analytical way. It is necessary
to resort to different approximations in order to obtain approximate solutions.

Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Born and Oppenheimer made the
first of these approximations in 1927.229 It is based on the large disparity in
mass between nuclei and electrons (on the order of 2000 to 1 or more). Since
the nuclei are much more massive than the electrons, they tend to move con-
siderably more slowly than do the electrons. The assumption is made that
the electrons readjust themselves very rapidly to any configurational change
of the nuclei. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we assume that both
movements are uncoupled. Thus, first the nuclei positions are fixed and the
electrons movements around them are considered. In this way, an energy
value for the electrons in the fixed nuclei configuration is obtained. This en-
ergy together with the internuclear repulsion makes up the potential energy
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to which the nuclei are subject. With this potential and the kinetic energy
for the nuclei the nuclear part of the equation can be solved and therefore
the total energy and wavefunction for the system can be calculated.

The orbital approximation. As abovementioned, for an N-electron sys-
tem the Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly and we need to con-
sider approximate wavefunctions. One of the simplest models used to de-
scribe many-electron systems is known as the orbital approximation.230 In
this approximation the hamiltonian is assumed to be of the spin-free form,
and the many-electron wavefunction is assumed to have the general form of
a determinantal product of orbitals:

Ψ(1, 2, ..., N) =
1√
N !

��������

φ1(1) φ1(1) .... φN(1)
φ1(2) φ1(2) .... φN(2)
.... .... .... ....

φ1(N) φ1(N) .... φN(N)

��������
(5)

A wavefunction of this form is called a Slater determinant .231 The quan-
tity φi(µ) is called a spin orbital (product of the spatial part and the spin
function, see eq. (6)) and µ is used to designate each electron. A spin orbital
is a one-electron distribution function involving the full coordinates (three
spatial and one spin) of an electron.

χ1(1) = φ1(1)α(1) or χ1(1) = φ1(1)β(1) = χ
1
(1) (6)

The Slater determinant is the simplest form for an antisymmetric wave-
function. Since a determinant will change sign when any two of its rows
are interchanged, such a wavefunction will incorporate the antisymmetry re-
quired whenever two fermions have their full coordinates interchanged. It
also fulfills the restriction known as the Pauli exclusion principle: two elec-
trons cannot have the same full set of quantum numbers,232 because if there
are two identical columns (or rows) the determinant is equal to zero.

Linear expansion of the wavefunction. If we consider a complete basis
set {χi(x)}, any one-electron function Φ(x) can be exactly expanded using
this basis set

Φ(x) =
�

i

aiχi(x) (7)
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where ai are the coefficients for the linear combination. Let us suppose now
a function of two electrons, in principle with a fixed second variable, x2. This
function can be expanded as:

Φ(x1, x2) =
�

i

ai(x2)χi(x1) (8)

Since the expansion coefficients are also functions of a single variable,
they can be expressed as:

ai(x2) =
�

j

bijχj(x2) (9)

and

Φ(x1, x2) =
�

i

�

j

bijχj(x2)χi(x1) (10)

To satisfy the antisymmetry principle, bij = −bji; bii = 0, and then

Φ(x1, x2) =
�

i

�

j>i

bij[χi(x1)χj(x2)− χi(x2)χj(x1)]

=
�

j>i

bij
1√
2

����
χi(x1) χj(x1)
χi(x2) χj(x2)

���� (11)

Thus, an N-electron wavefunction can exactly be expanded in a linear com-
bination of all the determinants obtained from N one-electron functions.233

As far the one-electron basis-set is complete, the expansion is exact. The
problem now is to choose this basis set, because the wavefunction and the
energy depend on it.

The Hartree-Fock Self-Consistent-Field Method. Within the Hartree-
Fock method framework the variational theorem is used to determine the
electronic energy of a molecular system using as trial function a Slater de-
terminant composed of orthonormal molecular spin-orbitals.

Hartree introduced the first procedure for this kind of calculations in
1928234 and is called the Hartree SCF method. He arrived at the SCF
procedure by intuitive physical arguments. The proof that Hartree’s proce-
dure gives the best possible variation function was given by Slater235 and by
Fock236 in 1930, giving rise to the actual name of the method: Hartree-Fock
approximation. Within this approximation, the expansion of the wavefunc-
tion Φ in a linear combination of determinants (see eq. (11)) is truncated to
a single term Φ0, whose elements are molecular orbitals.
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Variational theorem. The importance of this theorem lies on the fact
the it gives a systematic way to improve the energy of a system obtained by
means of a trial function. It says that the energy associated to a normalized
wavefunction Φ0, W , is an upper limit to the ground state energy of the
system E.

W = �Ψ
���Ĥ

���Ψ� ≥ E (12)

So now we have a systematic way of improving the trial wavefunction
used as a solution of the Schrödinger equation. It is worth to note that the
wavefunction that gives the best energy estimate does not necessarily do the
same for other properties of the system.230

Energy minimization. The general problem is to seek those spin or-

bitals which make the total energy �Ψ
���Ĥ

���Ψ� a minimum. There are no

restrictions on the spin orbitals other than that they lead to a well-behaved
wavefunction. However there are other imposed restrictions. The deter-
minant is to be of closed-shell form, with each spin orbital expressed as a
product of a spatial orbital φ and a spin function (α or β). An additional re-
striction, introduced to facilitate numerical computations, is that the spatial
orbitals are chosen to be orthonormal,

�φi|φj� = δij (13)

The total energy of a system having a wavefunction of the form 5 and
consisting on N doubly occupied spatial orbitals is given by:

E = 2
N�

i=1

�
(0)

i +
N�

i,j

(2Jij −Kij) (14)

We now wish to find the best possible orbitals (subject to the restrictions
mentioned) to use in a wavefunction of single-determinantal form; “best pos-
sible” meaning leading to the lowest energy. For this the lagrangian multi-
pliers technique will be used.

The treatment is greatly simplified in a notational sense if coulomb and
exchange operators are defined as follows:

Ji(µ)φj(µ) = �φi(ν)

����
1

rµν

����φi(ν)�φj(µ) (15)

Ki(µ)φj(µ) = �φi(ν)

����
1

rµν

����φj(ν)�φi(µ) (16)
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With the above definitions of the coulomb and exchange operators, the
coulomb and exchange integrals (both representing electron repulsions) oc-
curring in the expression given by eq. (14) can be written:

Jij = �φi(ν) |Ji(ν)|φi(ν)� = �φj(µ) |Ji(µ)|φj(µ)� (17)

Kij = �φi(ν) |Ki(ν)|φi(ν)� = �φj(µ) |Ki(µ)|φj(µ)� (18)

It is seen that the coulomb operator is just the operator for the potential
energy which would arise from an electron distribution |φi|2. Such operators
represent the effective potentials for an electron moving in the repulsive field
of other electrons. The exchange operator, on the other hand, has no classi-
cal analogue, since it arises from the non-classical antisymmetry principle.

After some mathematical treatment that we will not discuss here the
Hartree-Fock equations are obtained:



ĥcore
i (1) +

n/2�

j

�
2Ĵj(1)

�


φi(1) =
n/2�

j

�ijφj(1) (19)

where (1) emphasizes that the orbital or operator depend on the coordinates
of one single electron.

The Hartree-Fock equations can be written in a matrix form

F̂Ψ = EΨ (20)

where F̂ is the Hartree-Fock operator defined by

F̂ = hν +
N�

j

(2Jj −Kj) (21)

It should be emphasized that the sole function of the Hartree-Fock oper-
ator is to generate the orbitals to be used in the wavefunction given by eq.
(5). Once these orbitals are obtained, they are used in eq. (14) to calculate
the energy of the system.

Also, it is worth to mention that E in eq. (20) is not a diagonal matrix.
However, a unitary transformation of these orbitals will leave the total wave-
function invariant. Such transformation can be found which diagonalizes the
matrix E and transform eq.(20) in a pseudo-eigenvalue equation

F̂Ψi = �iΨi (22)
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the {�i} are called the Hartree-Fock eigenvalues and are the energies associ-
ated in a specific way with the Hartree-Fock orbitals.

Since the operators Ji(ν) and Ki(ν) appearing in the Hartree-Fock op-
erator depend on the orbitals generated by this operator, it is not possible
to solve the Hartree-Fock equations in the same manner as a true eigen-
value equations are solved, hence the reference to these as pseudo-eigenvalue
equations. One of the oldest procedures used to solve these equations is the
self-consistent field (SCF) method. The basic procedure is to choose some

beginning set of orbitals {φ(0)

i }, which are used to construct an initial ap-
proximation of the coulombic and exchange operators found in F̂ . A first
approximation to the optimized orbitals is then obtained by solving

F̂
(0)Φ(1)

i = �
(1)

i Φ(1)

i (23)

The new orbitals {φ(1)

i } are now used to redefine the Hartree-Fock oper-
ator, and a second, further improved, set of orbitals is obtained by solution
of

F̂
(1)Φ(2)

i = �
(2)

i Φ(2)

i (24)

At some point the functions obtained in an iteration become virtually the
same as those of the subsequent iteration (to within some specified tolerance
limit) and therefore the self-consistent field has been reached. This final set
of SCF orbitals, which constitutes the optimized orbitals, is used to calculate
the energy via eq. (14).

The physical significance of the eigenvalues of the Hartree-Fock operator
F̂ is made clear by a theorem first proved by the Dutch physicist T. C.
Koopmans.237 He showed that the optimized orbitals used to construct the
single-determinantal wavefunction of an atom X and its two ions X

+ and
X

− are the same. Thus, the energies of the ions are related to that of the
neutral atoms by the simple relationships

E(X+) = E(X)− �k k = 1, 2, ..., N

E(X−) = E(X) + �m m = N + 1, N + 2, ... (25)

where k refers to an orbital used to describe the ground state of the neu-
tral atom and m refers to what is called a virtual orbital. The expressions
in eq. (25) thus imply that the energies of the occupied orbitals should be
approximations to the negatives of various ionization energies of the neutral
atom. Thus, if φk is the highest (in terms of energy) occupied orbital of the
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ground state −�k is an approximation of the first ionization energy of the
atom. Similarly, the energies of the virtual orbitals are approximations of
the electron affinities of the atom.

Solutions to the HF equations generally involve numerical integration
techniques, and the orbitals themselves are not expressible in the usual an-
alytical form but rather in terms of tabulated numerical values over a grid
of spatial positions. A great deal of computation is required to perform a
Hartree-Fock SCF calculation for a many-electron atom. Hartree did several
SCF calculations in the 1930s, when electronic computers did not exist. For-
tunately, Hartree’s father, a retired engineer, enjoyed numerical computation
as a hobby and helped his son.238 In 1951, Roothaan239 and Hall240 proved,
independently, that this problem can be solved if the molecular orbitals are
expressed as a linear combination of basis set functions.

Ψi =
�

s

cisφs (26)

or in a matrix way

Ψ = Cφ (27)

where C is the matrix for the coefficients of the expansion and {φ} the set of
basis functions. The representation of the molecular orbitals as in eq. (26)
is a purely chemical point of view: as a molecule is composed by atoms, a
molecular orbital can be composed by a set of atomic orbitals. That is the
reason why this approximation is known as Linear Combination of Atomic
Orbitals (LCOA).

The transcription of the Hartree-Fock equations when an atomic orbital
basis set has been defined to expand the spatial part of each spin orbital
gives rise to the Roothann-Hall equations. Before applying this approxima-
tion, the decision of adopting or not the spin restriction has to be taken. For
systems with an even number of electrons in their ground state, closed-shell
systems, the spin restriction is the most appropriate form, and the method is
known as Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF). For open-shell systems, both solu-
tions can be chosen. If we maintain the restriction, the method is known as
Open-Shell Restricted Hartree-Fock (OSRHF), and otherwise, Unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF).

The equations for a closed-shell systems are known as the Roothaan-Hall
equations.

FC = SCE (28)
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in the compact matrix form. F is the matrix representation of the Fock oper-
ator in the atomic orbital basis, c the vector of coefficients of the expansion
for the corresponding orbital φi, C the matrix of columns {ca} and E the
diagonal matrix of the energies {�i}. On the other hand, if spin restriction
is not taken into account, the UHF method leads to two series of equations
analogous to eq. (28), the Pople-Nesbet equations:

F
α
C

α = SC
α
E

α

F
β
C

β = SC
β
E

β (29)

These two sets of equations are not independent since the two Fock ma-
trices depend on the total density matrix, P, and they must be solved simul-
taneously.

Hartree-Fock method limitations. Energies calculated by the Hartree-
Fock method are typically in error by about 0.5% for light atoms. On an
absolute basis this is not much, but for the chemist is too large. For ex-
ample, the total energy of the carbon atom is about -1000 eV, and 0.5% of
this is 5 eV. Chemical single-bond energies run about 5 eV. Calculating a
bond energy by taking the difference between Hartree-Fock molecular and
atomic energies, which are in error by several electronvolts for light atoms, is
an unreliable procedure. Consequently, a way to improve HF wavefunctions
and energies have been developed.

A Hartree-Fock SCF wavefunction takes into account the interactions be-
tween electrons only in an average way, but the instantaneous interactions
between electrons must be considered as well. Since, the electrons repel each
other, they tend to keep out of each other’s way. Thus, the motions of elec-
trons are correlated with each other, and we speak of electron correlation.
Different methods have been developed in order to include the instantaneous
electron correlation into the wavefunction.

Actually, a HF wavefunction does have some instantaneous electron cor-
relation because it satisfies the antisymmetry requirement. Therefore, for
a HF function there is a little probability of finding electrons of the same
spin in the same region of space, so it has some correlation of the motions of
electrons with the same spin. This region in which the probability of finding
another electron with the same spin is small is usually referred to as Fermi
hole. We can also speak of a Coulomb hole surrounding each electron in an
atom. This is a region in which the probability of finding another electron is
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small.

A quantity called the electron correlation energy has been defined and it
is a measure of the ability (or inability) of the HF wavefunction to provide
an accurate description of the electronic structure of an atom (or molecule).
After Löwdin, the electron correlation energy is defined as follows: the cor-
relation energy of a certain state with respect to a specified Hamiltonian
is the difference between the exact eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian and its
expectation value in the Hartree-Fock approximation for the state under
consideration.241 The correlation energy defined in this way depends on the
hamiltonian and may be expressed mathematically as

Ecorr = �Ĥ�(exact)− �Ĥ�(HF) (30)

There are several methods that introduce the electronic correlation. The
conventional ones start with the Hartree-Fock wavefunction and consequently
they are often referred to as post Hartree-Fock methods. Within these meth-
ods the most well known are: Configuration Interaction (CI) methods, Cou-
pled Cluster (CC) methods and the perturbational method of Møller-Plesset
(MP).242

There are other no conventional methods that include the electronic cor-
relation in an alternative way. These are the methods based on the Density
Functional Theory (DFT) that will be discussed later.

1.2 Atomic basis sets

The LCAO formulation, which is used almost universally in quantum chem-
istry methods, requires the definition of a set of functions to expand the
spatial part of spin orbitals according to eq. (26). Thus, most molecular
quantum-mechanical methods, whether SCF, CI, perturbation theory, cou-
pled cluster or density functional, begin the calculation with the choice of a
set of basis functions. This set is normally known as the atomic basis set.
In fact, any mathematical function can be exactly represented as a linear
combination of basis functions, if the set is complete, which unfortunately
involves an infinite number of functions. In practice, then, we have to do
with an approximate representation of our orbitals since we necessarily use
a finite basis. The use of an adequate basis set is an essential requirement
for success of the calculation. The two most commonly used orbitals are
described in this section.
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Slater-type orbitals (STO). At the dawn of quantum chemistry, Slater
proposed using functions that, although simpler than hydrogen like orbitals,
preserved the same exponential dependence on the electron-nucleus distance,
r. These functions, known as Slater-type orbitals (STO)243 have the general
form:

φζ,n,l,m(r, θ,ϕ) = Nr
n−1

e
ζr
Yl,m(θ,ϕ) (31)

where N, is a normalization constant and Yl,m the spherical harmonics.

Although the exponential dependence on r guarantees a good description
of the function maximum on the nucleus (r→0) and a rapid convergence with
the number of functions, the calculation of tri-and tetra centric integrals is
not analytical, so the use of STO has been restricted almost exclusively to
the treatment of atoms and diatomic molecules.

Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO). To speed up molecular integral evalu-
ation, Boys proposed in 1950244 the use of Gaussian-type functions instead
of STOs for the atomic orbitals in an LCAO wavefunction. A Cartesian
Gaussian centered on atom b is defined as

gijk = Nx
i
by

j
bz

k
b e

−αr2b (32)

where i, j and k are nonnegative integers, α is a positive orbital exponent,
xb, yb and zb are Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the nucleus b, and
rb is the distance to the nucleus b . The sum i+ j+ k determines the type of
orbital (for example, lx+ly+lz = 0 is an s-type orbital, whereas lx+ly+lz = 1
is a p-type orbital). In general the GTOs have the basic deficiency that they
do a very poor job of representing the electron probability both near the
nucleus and far away from it. However, this deficiency may be overcome by
using a large number of GTOs. For example, a linear combination of several
GTOs will essentially replace a single STO.245

A number of unconventional basis sets have been used by various inves-
tigators over the course of time, but none has enjoyed the overall utility of
STOs. Some basis sets may appear to surpass STOs when employed for
certain types of simple calculations, but these quickly lose their advantages
when used in more complicated wavefunctions.230
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Types of basis sets.

Minimal basis set. Let us discuss some of the terminology used to
describe STO basis sets. A minimal basis set consists of one STO for each
inner-shell and valence shell atomic orbital of each atom. For example, for
C

2
H

2
a minimal basis set consists of 1s, 2s, 2px, 2py and 2pz atomic orbitals

on each carbon and a 1s STO on each hydrogen. There are five STOs on
each C atom and one on each H, for a total of 12 basis functions. This set
contains two s-type STOs and one set of p-type STOs on each carbon and
one s-type STO on each hydrogen. Such a set is denoted by (2s1p) for the
carbon functions and (1s) for the hydrogen functions, a notation, which is
further abbreviated to (2s1p/1s).

An example of this kind of basis set is the STO-NG basis set generated
by Pople and co-workers as an effective way of conjugating the advantages
of STO at short and long distances and the advantage of using Gaussian
functions. Thus, all the integrals are analytical. The idea is very simple and
consists of using least squares to fit an expansion of N Gaussian functions
to a particular STO:

φSTO−NG =
N�

l

aiχi (33)

where χi is a Gaussian function and the coefficients of the expansion, ai, are
obtained as mentioned above by least squares fitting to a particular STO.
Although the expansion can include as many terms as are desired it is easily
verified that the description of the corresponding STO for N > 3 improves
very little in comparison with the increase in computational cost. So, the
most widely used expansion is STO-3G. This means that, when the basis
set of functions is used {φi}, what is in fact being used for each function
is an expansion such as the one given in eq. (33) in which the coefficients
are predetermined. Therefore, these types of expansions are usually called
contracted Gaussian functions and the functions χi, that are used in the con-
traction are called primitive Gaussian functions. A STO-3G, for instance, is
a contracted Gaussian made up of three primitives.

The advantage of the minimal basis sets is that, due to the fact that they
are composed by few functions, they are very fast to evaluate, so they are
quite useful to have a qualitative idea of the problem. However, they are not
very flexible and, therefore, if a correlated method is used, the amount of
electronic correlation that we recuperate is lower than when using a bigger
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basis set. Consequently, they are not appropriate to obtain very accurate
quantitative results.

N-zeta and Split-Valence basis sets. When a bond is formed be-
tween two different atoms, the charge is not distributed equitatively thus
leading to the bond polarization and a different distribution of the atom’s
charge within the molecule. For example, the atom that has a larger partial
positive charge would have a more contracted electronic cloud while for the
other one, the electronic cloud would be more disperse. Another common
feature of the charge distribution in a bond is the anisotropy. For instance, in
a multiple bond, the π orbitals are more diffused than in the isolated atoms
in order to enhance the overlapping between them and reinforce the bond.
In molecular calculations using contracted GTOs , the orbital exponents and
contraction coefficients of the basis functions are kept fixed at the predeter-
mined values for the basis sets used. Therefore, there is no way for the basis
functions to adjust their sizes to differing molecular environments.

One way of improving basis set flexibility is to double the number of or-
bitals, what is normally known as Double-Zeta basis set (DZ). For H this
base set contains two s orbitals (1s and 1s�), one of which is more contracted
than the other. For Li to Ne atoms, there will be four s functions (1s, 1s�, 2s,
2s�) and two sets of p functions (2p and 2p�). The extra flexibility provided
by DZ basis set enables the electronic cloud to expand and contract, and
take into account dynamic correlation and in particular radial correlation or
in-out (if an electron approaches to the nucleus the others would move away
from the nucleus) and also makes it possible for the effects of anisotropy to
be correctly described. Indeed, the electronic cloud expansion or contraction
is obtained through the greater or lesser participation of the most diffuse
function of each pair. We can improve even more the flexibility by adding
another extra set of basis functions: Triple-Zeta, and another one (QZ) and
so on.

It is clear that this improvement of the basis set involves doubling the
number of functions and therefore significantly increasing the computational
effort. The aforementioned flexibility is only required in the valence orbitals
of the atom, since the characteristics of the internal atoms remain almost
unchanged when going from the isolated atom to the atom in the molecule.
This led to Pople’s group to propose an alternative that was equally flexible
but more economical than the double Z basis set. Namely the split-valence
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basis method, which may be described as a valence double Z method.

The general representation of this approach has the form “x-yzG” where
x, y and z are integers defined as follows: x is the number of Gaussian func-
tions whose sum is used to represent each inner-shell basis AO, and yz implies
that each valence AO φ is to be represented by a sum of two AOs (φ� and
φ
��, with φ

� represented by a sum of y Gaussians and φ
�� by a sum of z Gaus-

sians. The number of “splits” is indicated by the presence of two integers,
y and z. If more splits than two are desired, one must indicate so by using
more integers; for example, 31 implies two splits, and 311 implies three splits.

Polarization functions. There are some aspects of the bonding be-
tween atoms that can only be described if functions are added with larger
angular momentum than the ones in the atom ground state. For example, a
hydrogen atom in a molecular environment that polarizes it in a preferential
direction cannot be described with any of the basis set mentioned above.
The reason is that all the functions that are centered on the hydrogen are s

orbitals that have spherical symmetry. This polarization could be described
if p orbitals were added to hydrogen basis set because the mixing with the s
orbitals breaks their spherical symmetry (see Fig. 56).

Figure 56: Schematic representation of the mixing between s and p orbitals

These type of functions that have high angular momentum are usually
called polarization functions. For the atoms of the first row the polarization
functions are d orbitals. For transition metals, the polarization functions are
f orbitals and, in general, orbitals that have a higher angular momentum
than the occupied ones in the atom. The polarization functions are generally
added to the chosen sp basis set. So, DZP or TZP basis sets would be DZ or
TZ basis to which polarization functions have been added. The polarization
functions (d) can be added in the heavy atoms and not on hydrogen atoms
(6-31G(d) or 6-31G*) or in both kind of atoms (6-31G(d,p) or 6-31G**).

Diffuse functions. To properly describing some systems, very small
exponents (very diffuse functions) must be included in the basis set, in such
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a way that the maximum of the function, and therefore the maximum of the
density probability associated to it, is attained at relatively high values of
the electron-nucleus distance. This is for instance, the case of the anions,
which have an electron that is very weakly linked by the Coulomb field of
the nuclei and which is therefore at a much larger distance from them than
the other electrons in the system. The situation is similar in weakly bonded
systems such as hydrogen-bonded complexes where the distance between the
proton donor and the proton acceptor is much larger than in conventional
chemical bonds and, for a proper description, the electron density in regions
separated from the nuclei has to be accounted for. In general diffuse func-
tions are included as an s function and a set of p functions for each atom of
the system. When Pople basis sets are used, the inclusion of diffuse functions
is indicated with a symbol +. Therefore, a 6-31+G(d) basis set is a 6-31G(d)
set in which diffuse functions have been added to the heavy atoms. In a 6-
31++G(d) basis set diffuse functions have also been added to the hydrogen
atoms.

Effective core potentials. In the study of systems including heavy ele-
ments, the size of the atomic basis set increases quickly. However, the orbitals
of the most internal shells of these atoms are hardly modified by their par-
ticipation in the molecular environment since their energies are much lower
than those of the orbitals participating in the bonds. This observation has
prompted several authors to define an Effective Core Potential (ECP) to
represent the effect of the core electrons on the valence ones, preserving the
symmetry properties of the atom. Given that the relativistic effects in heavy
elements can be considerable, several effective potentials have been developed
to include these effects (relativistic ECP).

Core potentials can be obtained by least squares fit to accurate ab ini-
tio calculations. The atomic basis sets to describe the explicit electrons are
also given. The size of the core is an important parameter that depends on
the type of application, since the polarization of the electrons of the shells
close to the valence region can be important. Large core ECP include all the
electrons except the valence ones and small core ECP include in general one
shell less.
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1.3 Density Functional Theory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) represents an alternative to the conven-
tional ab initio methods of introducing the effects of electron correlation into
the solution to the electronic Schrödinger equation. In 1964, Hohenberg and
Kohn showed that the ground state energy depends only on the electron
density and thus, they established the basis of the Density Functional The-
ory (DFT). Its basic premise being that all the intricate motions and pair
correlations in a many-electron system are somehow contained in the total
electron density alone. The only problem is that the precise mathematical
formula relating energy to electron density is not known, so it is necessary
to resort to approximate expressions.246

Density functions. Let us consider a system of N electrons described by
a wavefunction Ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN). The product

Ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN)Ψ
∗(x1, x2, . . . , xN)dx1dx2 . . . dxN (34)

gives us the probability of finding electron 1 between x1 and x1+dx1, electron
2 between x2 and x2 + dx2, . . ., and electron N between xN and xN + dxN .
The probability of finding electron 1 between x1 and x1+dx1, independently
of where the others are found is given by:

dx1

�
Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)Ψ

∗(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)dx2 . . . dxN (35)

and taking into account that the electrons are indistinguishable:

ρ(x1)dx1 = Ndx1

�
Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)Ψ

∗(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)dx2 . . . dxN (36)

give us the probability of finding an electron between x1 and x1 +dx1, inde-
pendently of where the others are found. ρ(x) is so called density function.
The electron density ρ(r), which can also be obtained experimentally through
the X-ray technique, is obtained integrating with respect to the spin coordi-
nate.

ρ(r1) =

�
ρ(x1)ds1

= N

�
Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)Ψ

∗(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)ds1dx2 . . . dxN (37)

When Ψ is normalized:
�

ρ(r)dr = N (38)
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On the other hand, the integral:

dx1dx2

�
Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)Ψ

∗(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)dx3 . . . dxN (39)

give us the probability of finding electron 1 between x1 and x1 + dx1 and
electron 2 between x2 and x2 + dx2, independently of where the others are
found. The second order density, γ2(x1, x2), is defined as:

γ2(x1,x2) = N(N − 1)

�
Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)Ψ

∗(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)dx3 . . . dxN(40)

where N(N − 1) are all the possible electrons pairs that can be formed, and
given that the electrons are indistinguishable, γ2(x1, x2)dx1dx2 consequently
gives us the probability of finding any electron between x1 and x1 + dx1

and another between x2 and x2 + dx2. Integrating with respect to the spin
variables, we obtain the two-electron density or pair function:

γ2(r1, r2) =

�
γ2(x1,x2)ds1ds2 (41)

which gives us the probability of finding any two electrons, one between r1
and r1 + dr1 and the other between r2 and r2 + dr2, under any spin combi-
nation (αα, αβ, βα, ββ).

Exchange-correlation hole. Two-electron density γ2(r1, r2), gives us the
probability density of simultaneously finding two electrons, one in r1 and the
other in r2. In other words, the two-electron density contains information
about the correlated motion of two electrons. The same information about
the electron correlation is contained in the exchange-correlation density, the
conditional probability density, and the exchange-correlation holes described
below.

The exchange correlation density, ΓXC(r1, r2), is defined as follows:

γ2(r1, r2) = ρ(r1)ρ(r2) + ΓXC(r1, r2) (42)

Considering electrons as uncorrelated independent particles, the term
ρ(r1)ρ(r2) is the probability density of finding an electron in r1 and another
in r2. Consequently, the exchange-correlation density, ΓXC(r1, r2), represents
the difference between the probability density of finding two electrons, one
in r1 and the other in r2, correlated or uncorrelated.
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If we divide eq. (42) by ρ(r1) we obtain the conditional probability den-
sity, P(r1,r2):

γ2(r1, r2)

ρ(r1)
= P (r1, r2) (43)

P(r1,r2) gives us the probability of finding an electron in r2 when there is
already another one in r1. It can be more clearly seen if we rearrange eq.
(43) in the following way:

γ2(r1, r2) = ρ(r1)P (r1, r2) (44)

If we divide eq. (42) by ρ(r1) we obtain:

P (r1, r2) = ρ(r2) + ρXC(r1, r2) (45)

where ρXC(r1, r2) is given by:

ρXC(r1, r2) =
ΓXC(r1, r2)

ρ(r1)
(46)

ρXC(r1, r2) is called the exchange-correlation or Fermi-Coulomb hole. Ac-
cording to eq. (45), the exchange correlation hole is the correction term
which must be added to the unconditional probability in order to obtain the
conditional probability. It is the region around the electron in which the pres-
ence of other electrons is excluded to a greater or lesser degree. Substituting
eq. (45) eq. into (44) we have:

γ2(r1, r2) = ρ(r1)ρ(r2) + ρ(r1)ρXC(r1, r2) (47)

Because the total electron density is the sum of densities α and β, it is
possible to separate the different contributions into ρXC(r1, r2). Thus:

γ
αα
2

(r1, r2) = ρ
α(r1)ρ

α(r2) + Γαα
XC(r1, r2) (48)

γ
αα
2

(r1, r2)

ρα(r1)
= P

αα(r1, r2) = ρ
α(r2) +

Γαα
XC(r1, r2)

ρα(r1)

= ρ
α(r2) + γ

αα
XC(r1, r2) (49)

where γ
αα
XC(r1, r2) is the Fermi hole and represents for a specific reference

electron with α spin located in r1, the region of the space from which the
presence of another electron of the same spin is excluded to a greater or lesser
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extent. The probability of finding an electron in r2 when there is another of
the same spin in r1 is reduced, especially for small |r1 − r2|. In addition:

γ
αβ
2
(r1, r2)

ρα(r1)
= P

αβ(r1, r2) = ρ
β(r2) +

Γαβ
XC(r1, r2)

ρα(r1)
= ρ

β(r2) + γ
αβ
XC(r1, r2) (50)

(51)

where ρ
αβ
XC(r1, r2) is called the Coulomb hole and would give us the region

where the presence of a β electron is excluded or favored in the case in which
we have a reference electron with α spin located at r1.

It can be demonstrated that
�

ρXC(r1, r2)dr2 = −1 (52)

which constitutes the so-called sum rule. Thus an electron located in r cre-
ates around itself a hole, a charge deficit, with the displaced charge being
exactly equal to that of a positive electron. This hole follows the motion of
the electron.

Expected value expression. The expected value of the electron energy
can be expressed for a system of n electrons and N nuclei for a given nuclear
configuration as a function of the first-order density matrix and of the two-
electron density. The operator which must be taken into consideration is the
electronic Hamiltonian, Ĥel, by which:

Eel = �Ψ
���Ĥel

���Ψ� =
�

r�1=r1

�
−1

2
∇2(1) + v̂(1)

�
ρ1(r1, r

�
1
)dr1 +

+
1

2

� �
γ2(r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (53)

substituting eq. (47) in the previous equation we are left with:

Eel =

�

r�1=r1

�
−1

2
∇2(1)

�
ρ1(r1, r

�
1
)dr1 +

�
v̂(1)ρ1(r1)dr1) +

+
1

2

��
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 +

1

2

��
ρ(r1)ρXC(r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (54)

The different terms appearing in eq. (54) are, respectively, the kinetic
energy of the electrons, the electron-nuclear potential energy, the Coulomb
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electron repulsion and the electronic exchange-correlation energy. For this
last term it is possible to write:

WXC [ρ] =
1

2

�
ρ(r1)dr1

�
ρXC(r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2 =

�
ρ(r1)µ

hole
XC (r1)dr1 (55)

WXC represents the interaction of ρ(r1) with its exchange-correlation hole
ρXC(r1, r2). The electron interacts with an effective charge distribution cor-
responding to a positive electron, as follows from the sum rule.

Eq. (54) shows that it is possible to express the energy from the first- and
second-order density functions and matrices and the energy is consequently
said to be a functional of the density. Understanding by functional a math-
ematical expression associating a number to a function, i.e., a functional is
a function whose argument is also a function.

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.

The first theorem. Eq. (54) shows that it is possible to express the
electron energy of a system as a functional of first- and second-order density
functions and matrices. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem,247 which is con-
sidered to have given rise to the rigorous DFT, goes further to demonstrate
that:

Any observable of a stationary non-degenerate ground state can be cal-
culated, exactly in theory, from the electron density of the ground state. In
other words, any observable can be written as a functional of the electron
density of the ground state.

For the cases where this theorem is valid we have that:

E[ρ] = T [ρ] + VNe[ρ] + Vee[ρ](+VNN) (56)

T[ρ] and Vee[ρ] are universal functionals, given that they do not depend on
the external potential. They are usually encompassed within the Hohenberg-
Kohn functional FHK [ρ], with which:

Eµ[ρ] =

�
ρ(r)µ(r)dr+ FHK [ρ] (57)

where Eµ[ρ] indicates that, for a specific external potential v(r), the energy
is a functional of density.
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The second theorem. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem provides
the variational principle for E[ρ]. It can be expressed as follows:

The electron density of a non-degenerate ground state can be calculated,
exactly in theory, determining the density that minimizes the energy of the
ground state.

Or what is the same, for a trial density, �ρ(r), that is v-representable and
N-representable it is fulfilled that:

E0 ≤ Eµ [�ρ(r)] (58)

With this equation we obtain a variational principle for the energy in
the framework of the DFT. This principle assures that any trial density
results in an energy greater or equal to the exact energy of the ground state.
Therefore, to obtain the exact density of the ground state, we will have to
find the density that minimizes the energy:

�
δEµ[ρ]

δρ

�
= 0 (59)

Fundamental equation. The minimization of the energy functional with
respect to the electron density, δEµ[ρ] = 0, must be carried out assuring
the conservation of the N-representability during the optimization process.
This is done by introducing the restriction

�
ρ(r)dr − N = 0 by means of

Lagrange undetermined multipliers method. For that the following function
is constructed:

Eµ[ρ]− ν

��
ρ(r)dr−N

�
(60)

where ν is the undetermined Lagrange multiplier and has the meaning of a
chemical potential. Next it is minimized:

δ

�
Eµ[ρ]− ν

��
ρ(r)dr−N

��
= 0 (61)

and proceeding from the definition of a functional differential we are left
with:

�
δEµ[ρ]

δρ(r)
δρ(r)dr− ν

�
δρ(r)dr = 0 (62)
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and rearranging:
� �

δEµ[ρ]

δρ(r)
− ν

�
δρ(r)dr = 0 (63)

which provides the condition of constrained minimization and allows the
minimum value of ν to be obtained:

ν =
δEµ[ρ]

δρ(r)
= µn(r) +

δFHK [ρ]

δρ(r)
(64)

Eq. (64) is known as fundamental equation of density functional theory.

The Kohn and Sham method. Eq. (64) gives us a formula to minimize
the energy and thereby determine the density of the ground state. The prob-
lem that arises is that the exact expression relating FHK with the density
is unknown. In particular, the exact form of T[ρ] is not known precisely
enough. On the other hand, the kinetic energy is easily calculated if Ψ is
known. Proceeding from the expression of T[Ψ] for a single determinant
function, Kohn and Sham in 1965 proposed an ingenious method to calcu-
late the energy from ρ.248

In 1975 Gilbert249 proved that for any electron density normalized to n

electrons there is a finite set of one-electron functions {ϕi} that:

ρ(r) =
�

i

ϕ
∗
i (r)ϕi(r) (65)

known as the Gilbert decomposition of the electronic density. Kohn and
Sham considered these one-electron functions as orbitals, establishing analo-
gies between DFT and the wavefunction based methods. They used as a ref-
erence system a system of n electrons that do not interact among themselves
and that move under an effective potential created by the other electrons, as
in the Hartree-Fock model. Thus, they introduced this finite set of orbitals
{ϕi} where each orbital describes one of the no interacting electrons. Within
this assumption, an analogue to the HF functional for the kinetic energy can
be proposed:

Ts[ρ] =
�

i

�ϕ
����−

1

2
∇2

����ϕ� (66)

where Ts[ρ] does not represent the exact kinetic energy but an approxima-
tion, due to the fact that the functions ϕi are not the orbitals that make up
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the wavefunction. To avoid confusions, from now on we will call the set {ϕi}
Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals.

Now the total energy of the system can be expressed as:

E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
1

2

�
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

r12
dr1dr2 +

�
ρ(r)VeNdr+ EXC [ρ] (67)

Thus the effective potential within the electrons are moving in the Kohn-
Sham model is given by:

µeff (r) =
1

2

�
ρ(r2)

r12
dr2 + VeN +

δEXC [ρ]

δρ(r)
(68)

where the last terms represents the exchange-correlation potential

µXC =
δEXC [ρ]

δρ(r)
(69)

Now we are able to construct the Hamiltonian:

Ĥs =
�

i

�
−1

2
∇2

i + µeff

�
(70)

As in the Hartree-Fock approximation, we can construct a Slater determi-
nant with the set ofM KS orbitals {ϕi}. Therefore, to apply the Hamiltonian
Ĥs to such a wavefunction and minimize the energy is the same as solving
the M uncoupled equations:

�
−1

2
∇2

i + µeff (r)

�
ϕ
KS
i = �iϕ

KS
i (71)

that is known as the Kohn-Sham equations. As in the Hartree-Fock model,
the effective potential µeff depends on the electronic density eq. (68), so an

initial set of KS orbitals {ϕ(0)

i } is needed, that would be improved iteratively.
The only unknown quantity from these equations is the exchange-correlation
potential, µXC . If the exact form was known, we would get the exact value
for the energy of the ground state of the system via the Kohn-Sham equa-
tions, because this treatment does not include any approximations. The only
approximation made in the DFT method is the expression of µXC . Thus it
is expected that the electron density ρ(r) will approach the exact density as
µXC(r) approaches the exact exchange-correlation energy. In this way, DFT
has the potential capacity to incorporate all the correlation energy, unlike
HF. These are the summarized steps of the algorithm to solve eq. (71):
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Step 1: Definition of a first set of trial orbitals {ϕ(0)

i }.

Step 2: Propose a functional for the exchange-correlation energy and cal-
culate the exchange-correlation potential as in eq. (69).

Step 3: Construct the effective potential as given by eq. (68).

Step 4: Solve the Kohn-Sham equations, eq. (71), in order to obtain an

improved set of KS orbitals: {ϕ(1)

i }.

Step 5: With the new set of improved KS orbitals, a new density ρ
(1) is

constructed (eq. (65)). If the calculation has converged (with some
pre-established criteria as in the HF method), the approximate value
for the ground state energy is obtained by means of eq. (67). If the
calculation has not converged, we return to the 3rd step.

Approximations to the exchange-correlation potential. A basic as-
pect of DFT is to use a good exchange-correlation potential. Good approx-
imations to the exchange-correlation energy are required to put this theory
into practice. The simplest but at the same time tremendously useful ap-
proximation is the local density approximation (LDA). At the following level
the so-called non-local or generalized gradient approximations (GGA) are
found. These two types of approximations together with the meta-GGA and
hybrid functionals are discussed below.

Local Density Approximation (LDA). Hohenberg and Kohn showed
that if ρ varies extremely slowly with position, then EXC [ρ] is accurately given
by

E
LDA
XC [ρ] =

�
ρ(r)�XC(ρ)dr (72)

where the integral is over all space, dr stands for dxdydz and �XC(ρ) is
the exchange plus correlation energy per electron in a homogeneous electron
gas with electron density ρ. This electron density is called jellium. It is
a hypothetical electrically neutral, infinite-volume system consisting of an
infinite number of interacting electrons moving in a space throughout which
positive charge is continuously and uniformly distributed. The number of
electrons per unit volume in the jellium has a nonzero constant value ρ. The
electrons in the jellium constitute an homogeneous electron gas. Taking the
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functional derivative of ELDA
XC , we find:

µ
LDA
XC =

δE
LDA
XC

δρ
= �XC(ρ(r)) + ρ(r)

δ�XC(ρ)

δρ
(73)

Kohn and Sham suggested the use of eq. (72) and (73) as approximations
to EXC and µXC . This procedure is called the local density approximation
(LDA). It can be shown hat �XC can be written as the sum of exchange and
correlation parts:

�XC(ρ) = �X(ρ) + �c(ρ) (74)

where the expression for the correlation energy as a function of the electronic
density was found by Slater250 to be

�x(ρ) = −3

4

�
3

π

� 1
3

(ρ(r))
1
3 (75)

Thus the exchange functional is known as the Slater exchange and is abbre-
viated with an S. The correlation part �C has been calculated and the results
have been expressed as a very complicated function �

VWN
C of ρ by Vosko,

Wilk and Nusair251(VWN). Thus

�C(ρ) = �
VWN
C (ρ) (76)

where �
VWN
C is a known function. Taking this into account, an ELDA

XC would
be the SVWN, that indicates that the exchange part is given by the Slater
functional while the correlation part is describe by the Vosko, Wilk and Nu-
sair functional.

The Local-Spin-Density Approach (LSDA). For open-shell molecules
and molecular geometries near dissociation, the local-spin-density approxi-
mation, LSDA, gives better results than the LDA. Whereas in the LDA,
electrons with opposite spins paired with each other have the same spatial
KS orbitals, the LSDA allows such electrons to have different spatial KS or-
bitals ϕKS

iα and ϕ
KS
iβ . The LSDA is thus the analogous to the UHF method.

As in the UHF method, allowing differing KS orbitals for electrons with dif-
ferent spins can produce a wavefunction for the reference system that is not
an eigenfunction of Ŝ2, but this spin contamination is less of a problem in
KS DFT than in the UHF method.
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Despite the fact that ρ in a molecule is not a slowly varying function of
position, the LSDA works surprisingly well for calculating molecular equi-
librium geometries, vibrational frequencies, and dipole moments, ever for
transition-metal compounds, where Hartree-Fock calculations often give poor
results. However, calculated LSDA molecular atomization energies are very
inaccurate. Accurate dissociation energies require functional that go beyond
LSDA.238

Gradient-Corrected (GGA) Functionals. The LDA and LSDA are
based on the uniform-electron-gas model, which is appropriate for a system
where ρ varies slowly with position. The integrand in eq. (72) for ELDA

XC is
a function of only ρ, and the integrand in ELSDA

XC is a function of only ρ
α

and ρ
β. Functionals that go beyond LSDA aim to correct the LSDA for the

variation of electron density with position. A common way to do this is by
including the gradients of ρα and ρ

β in the integrand. Thus

E
GGA
XC [ρα, ρβ] =

�
f(ρα(r), ρβ(r),∇ρ

α(r),∇ρ
β(r))dr (77)

where f is some function of the spin densities and their gradients. The let-
ters GGA stand for generalized-gradient approximation. The term gradient-
corrected functional is also used. EGGA

XC is usually split into exchange and
correlation parts, which are modelled separately:

E
GGA
XC = E

GGA
X + E

GGA
C (78)

Approximate gradient-corrected exchange and correlation energy func-
tionals are developed using theoretical considerations such as the known be-
havior of the true (but unknown) functionals EX and EC in various limiting
situations as a guide, with often some empiricism thrown in, by choosing the
values of parameters in the functionals to give good performance for known
values of various molecular properties.

Some commonly used GGA exchange functionals, EGGA
X , are Perdew and

Wang’s 1986 functional252 (PW86 or PWx86) (which contains non empiri-
cal parameters), Becke’s 1988 functional212 (B or B88), Perdew and Wang’s
1991 exchange functional253 (PWx91 or PW91) and Gill’s 1996211 functional
(G96). The explicit form of the B88 exchange functional is

E
B88

X = E
LSDA
X − b

�

σ=α,β

�
(ρσ)

4
3χ

2

σ

1 + 6bχσ ln [χσ + (χ2
σ + 1)

1
2 ]
dr (79)
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where χσ ≡ |∇ρ
σ|/(ρσ 4

3 ), b is an empirical parameter whose value, 0.0042
atomic units, was determined by fitting known Hartree-Fock exchange ener-
gies of several atoms, and

E
LSDA
X = −3

4

�
6

π

� 1
3
�

[(ρα)
4
3 + (ρβ)

4
3 ]dr (80)

Commonly used GGA correlation functionals, E
GGA
C , include the Lee-

Yang-Parr76 (LYP) functional, Perdew’s 1986 correlation functional254 (P86
or Pc86), and the Perdew-Wang 1991253 parameter-free correlation functional
(PW91 or PWc91). Also, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof255 (PBE) exchange
and correlation functional that has no empirical parameters.

Any exchange functional can be combined with any correlation functional.
For example, the notation BLYP/6-31G* denotes a density functional calcu-
lation done with the Becke 1988 exchange functional and the Lee-Yang-Parr
correlation functional, with the KS orbitals expanded in a 6-31G* basis set.

Hybrid GGA Functionals. Hybrid exchange-correlation functionals
are widely used. These functionals mix together the formula in eq. (81) for
EX with GGA EX and EC formulas.

EX ≡ −1

4

n�

i=1

n�

j=1

�θKS
i (1)θKS

j (2)

����
1

r12

���� θ
KS
j (1)θKS

i (2)� (81)

In eq. (81), EX is defined by the same formula used for the exchange energy
in Hartree-Fock theory, except that the Hartree-Fock orbitals are replaced by
the Kohn-Sham orbitals. Since, in practice, KS orbitals are found to rather
closely resemble the HF orbitals, the DFT exchange energy so computed is
close to the Hartree-Fock exchange energy.

One example of hybrid functional is the popular B3LYP75,76 hybrid GGA
functional (where the 3 indicates a three-parameter functional). It is defined
by

E
B3LY P
XC = (1− a0 − ax)E

LSDA
X + a0E

exact
X + axE

B88

X +

(1− ac)E
VWN
C + aCE

LY P
C (82)

where Eexact
X (often denoted E

HF
X , since it uses Hartree-Fock definition of EX)

is given by eq. (81), and where the parameter values a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72,
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and ac = 0.81 were chosen to give good fits to experimental molecular atom-
ization energies.

Other well known hybrid GGA functionals are: PBE0 (also called PBE1PBE,
which adds 25% of HF exchange to the PBE functional), B3P86,75,254 B3PW91,75,253

B97-2,256 BH&H (0.5EHF
X +0.5ELSDA

X +E
LY P
C ), BH&HLYP (0.5EHF

X +0.5ELSDA
X +

0.5∆E
Becke88
X +E

LY P
C ), mPW1PW91,253,257 O3LYP,76,258,259 and X3LYP.76,260

Meta-GGA Functionals. The GGA density functionals of the form
shown in eq. (77) depend on the ground state electron probability density
ρ and its first derivatives. One way to improve on GGA functionals is to
go to functionals that also depend on the second derivatives of ρ and/or a
quantity called the kinetic-energy density. Such functionals are called meta-
GGA functionals and have the form:

E
MGGA
XC [ρα, ρβ] =

�
f(ρα, ρβ,∇ρ

α
,∇ρ

β∇2
ρ
α
,∇2

ρ
β
τατβ)dr (83)

where the Kohn-Sham kinetic-energy density for the spin α electrons is de-
fined by

τα ≡ 1

2

�

i

|∇θ
KS
iα |2 (84)

The M06L,261 TPSS,262 and VSXC263 functionals belong to this category.

Hybrid meta-GGA Functionals. This kind of functionals depend on
HF exchange, the electron density and its gradient, and the kinetic energy
density. Some examples are M05,264 M05-2X,265 M06,266 M06-2X,266 and
BMK.267

The GGA, meta-GGA, hybrid-GGA and hybrid-meta-GGA functionals
give not only good equilibrium geometries, vibrational frequencies and dipole
moments, but also generally accurate molecular atomization energies.

Evaluation of Functionals. There is not correct answer to the ques-
tion “which is the best DFT functional?” Since one finds that functionals
that give good results for organic compounds may give inferior results for in-
organic compounds, and functionals that give good results for energy changes
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in reactions may give inferior results for activation energies of reactions. Thus
the best functional to use depends on the kind of compounds being studied
and on which properties are being calculated.

Advantages and disadvantages of DFT. The main advantage of DFT
is that allows for correlations effects to be included in a calculation that takes
roughly the same time as a Hartree-Fock calculation, which does not include
correlation. However, despite it success DFT is not a panacea and it has
some drawbacks and failings, some of them are that:

• Due to the fact that the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham theory is basically
a ground-state theory it fails in general when dealing with electronic
excited states.

• Because approximate functionals are used, KS DFT is not variational
and can yield an energy below the true ground-state energy.

• The true EXC contains a self-interaction correction that exactly can-
cels the self-interaction energy in 1

2

��
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)r

−1

12
dr1dr2, but most

currently used functionals are not completely free of self-interaction.

• Many of the currently used EXC functionals fail for van der Waals
molecules and systems weakly bonded.

1.4 G4 theory

A number of approaches, based on quantum chemical methods, have been
developed over the past decade and a half to make accurate predictions of
thermochemical data. The Gaussian-n (Gn) theories (n = 1, 2, 3),268–271

employ a set of calculations with different levels of accuracy and basis sets
with the goal of approaching the exact energy. Within this approach, a high
level correlation calculation [e.g., QCISD(T) and CCSD(T)] with a moderate
sized basis set is combined with energies from lower level calculations (e.g.
MP4 and MP2) with larger basis sets to approximate the energies of more
expensive calculations. In addition, several molecule-independent empirical
parameters [higher level correction (HLC) terms] are included to estimate
remaining deficiencies, assuming that they are systematic. Therefore, the
Gaussian-4 theory74 (G4 theory) is a composite technique aimed at getting
accurate energies without requiring extensive computer resources. This ap-
proach depends on a cancellation of errors as well as well-defined parameters
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to achieve this.

In the G4 theory, a sequence of well-defined ab initio molecular orbital
calculations is performed to arrive at a total energy for a given molecular
species. This method allows the calculation of energies of molecular species
containing first-row (Li-F), second row (Na-Cl), and third-row main group
elements. The steps in the G4 theory are as follows.

1. The equilibrium structure is obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) level.
Spin-restricted theory is used for singlet states and spin-unrestricted
theory for others.

2. The B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) equilibrium structure is used to calculate
harmonic frequencies, which are then scaled by a factor of 0.9854272 to
take into account of known deficiencies at this level. These frequencies
give the zero-point energy, E(ZPE), used to obtain E0.

3. The Hartree-Fock energy limit, E(HF/limit), is calculated. The Hartree-
Fock basis set limit is determined using a linear two-point extrapolation
scheme273,274 and Dunning’s aug-cc-pVnZ basis sets,275–277

EHF/aug-cc-pVnZ = EHF/limit +B exp(−αn). (85)

where n is the number of contractions in the valence shell of the basis set
and α is an adjustable parameter. The authors found that calculating
the HF limit using n=4, and n + 1 = 5 (aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-
pV5Z basis sets), and α = 1.63 gave nearly converged values for a set
of large molecules from the G3/05 test set. In order to reduce the
computational time required, the authors also modified the standard
aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-pV5Z basis sets by reducing the number of
diffuse functions on heavy atoms and by reducing the hydrogen basis
set as described in the paper.74 These modifications save significant
computer time, without reducing the accuracy.

4. A series of single point correlation energy calculations is then carried
out. The first is based on the complete fourth-order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory with the 6-31G(d) basis set, MP4/6-31G(d). This
is modified by corrections from additional calculations.

(a) a correction for diffuse functions,

∆E(+) = E[MP4/6-31+G(d)]− E[MP4/6-31G(d)], (86)
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(b) a correction for higher polarization functions,

∆E(2df, p) = E[MP4/6-31G(2df, p)]− E[MP4/6-31G(d)], (87)

(c) a correction for correlation effects beyond a fourth-order pertur-
bation theory using a coupled cluster theory,

∆E(CC) = E[CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)]− E[MP4/6-31G(d)], (88)

(d) a correction for larger basis set effects and for the nonadditiv-
ity caused by the assumption of separate basis set extensions for
diffuse functions and higher polarization functions,

∆E(G3LargeXP) = E[MP2(full)/G3LargeXP]

− E[MP2/6-31G(2df, p)]

− E[MP2/6-31+G(d)]

+ E[MP2/6-31G(d)]. (89)

The MP4 and CCSD(T) calculations are done in the frozen core ap-
proximation, while the MP2 calculation with the large basis set is done
with all electrons correlated.

5. The MP4/6-31G(d) energy and the four correlation corrections from
step 4 are combined in an additive manner along with a correction for
the HF limit (step 3) and a spin-orbit correction, ∆E(SO)

∆E(combined) = E[MP4/6-31G(d)] +∆E(+)

+ ∆E(2df, p) +∆E(CC)

+ ∆E(G3LargeXP) +∆E(HF)

+ ∆E(SO). (90)

The∆E(HF) is calculated as the difference between E(HF/G3LargeXP)
calculated in step 4 and E(HF/limit) calculated in step 3 [i.e., ∆E(HF)
= E(HF/limit) - E(HF/G3LargeXP)].

6. A high level correction (HLC) is added to take into account the re-
maining deficiencies in the energy calculations,

Ee(G4) = E(combined) + E(HLC). (91)

where the HLC form is

E(HLC) =






−Anβ closed shell molecules
−A

�
nβ − B(nα − nβ) open shell systems

−Cnβ −D(nα − nβ) for atoms (including atomic ions)
(92)
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The nβ and nα are the number of β and α valence electrons, respec-
tively, with nα ≥ nβ. The A, A�, B, and C values are chosen to give
the smallest average absolute deviation from experiment for the G3/05
test set. The values obtained are, A = 6.947 mhartree, B = 2.441
mhartree, C = 7.116 mhartree, D = 1.414 mhartree, and A

� = 7.128
mhartree.

7. Finally, the total energy at 0 K is obtained by adding the zero-point
energy, obtained from the frequencies of step 2, to the total energy,

E0(G4) = Ee(G4) + E(ZPE). (93)

The energy E0 is referred to as the “G4-energy”. If the different additiv-
ity approximations work well, the final total energy obtained with such
procedure is effectively at the CCSD(T,full)/G3LargeXP + HFlimit
level.

The G3/05 test set278 was used to assess the performance of the G4-
theory.74 This test set contains thermochemical data chosen based on a
listed accuracy of ± 1 kcal mol−1 or better. The G3/05,278 contains 270 en-
thalpies of formation, 105 ionization energies, 63 electron affinities, 10 proton
affinities, and 6 hydrogen-bonded complexes. The overall absolute deviation
for the 454 energies in the G3/05 test set is 0.83 kcal mol−1.

1.5 Population analysis methods

The previous sections were devoted to the several methods used for finding
a wavefunction, more or less precise, by means of different approximations
to the Schrödinger equation. Solving this equation, the energy and geometry
of the system are obtained, but there is much more information contained in
the wavefunction. In particular, appropriate auxiliary tools allowing electron
pair localization279,280 have been long pursued in quantum chemistry to ex-
plain the nature of the chemical bond281–283 and with the aim of establishing
a link between the rigorous but abstract wavefunction and the classical chem-
ical concepts based on the Lewis theory284,285 and the valence shell electron
pair repulsion (VSEPR) model of molecular geometry.286,287 In this section
we will briefly describe three of these methods used during this work, namely,
the natural bond orbital (NBO) method, the Quantum Theory of Atoms in
Molecules (QTAIM), and the electron localization function (ELF).
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1.5.1 NBO: Natural Bond Orbitals

On a wide range of quantum-chemistry studies it is very important to deter-
mine the electronic configuration and the net charge of each atom, namely
the electronic distribution within the molecule, since these properties are of
great utility to understand the chemical processes.

Over all the several approaches proposed to analyze the atomic popu-
lation, the one developed by Mulliken288 has been the most widely used to
characterize the charge distribution hitherto. However, it has been showed
repeatedly that the Mulliken method fails when it concerns to the calcula-
tion of the atomic charges and orbitals population. Some of the drawbacks
are that sometimes it yields to results with no physical meaning, it is highly
dependent on the basis set and the low reliability of the charge distributions
obtained when dealing with compounds with high ionic character. These
limitations have encourage the search for new methods to analyze the elec-
tronic population.

A quite popular one is based on Natural Orbitals (NO). These orbitals are
the eigenvectors of the first-order reduced density matrix, eq. (94), whereas
the population (occupancy) numbers are the eigenvalues.
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) = Nelec

�
Ψ∗(r�
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)

�
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) . . . drNelec
(94)

Weinhold and co-workers,289 used this Natural Orbital definition to dis-
tribute the electrons between atomic and molecular orbitals and thus obtain
the natural charges and the molecular bonds. Let us suppose that the basis
functions are arranged in such a way that the functions corresponding to the
A atom are found first that the ones of the B atom and so forth:
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so now, the density matrix, D, can be written as basis set functions blocks
belonging to an specific center:

D =
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AA

D
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D
AC ...
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BC ...
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D
CC ...

. . . . . . . . .
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(96)
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The A natural atomic orbitals (NAOs) are obtained by diagonalizing the
DAA block, the B NAOs are obtained by diagonalizing the DBB and so on.
In general, the NAOs are not orthogonal and therefore, their populations
does not sum up to the total number of electrons. Hence, it is necessary to
make them orthogonal.

The NAOs are automatically ordered in importance by occupancy. Con-
sistently with chemical intuition, only the core and valence shell NAOs
are found to have significant occupancies, compared to the extra-valence
Rydberg-type NAOs that complete the span of the basis. The effective di-
mensionality of the NAO space is therefore reduced to that of the formal
natural minimal basis, NMB, spanning core and valence-shell NAOs only,
whereas the residual natural Rydberg basis, NRB, of extra-valence NAOs
plays practically no significant role in NBO analysis. This condensation of
occupancy into the much smaller set of NMB orbitals (allowing the large
residual NRB set from the original basis to be effectively ignored) is one of
most dramatic and characteristic simplifying features of “natural” analysis.?

The way to obtain the NAOs is as follows:

1. Each atomic block of the density matrix is diagonalized to obtain a set
of non-orthogonal NAOs, pre-NAOs.

2. An occupancy-weighted orthogonalization is carry out over the highly
occupied pre-NAOs of one atom with respect to the other atoms’ highly
occupied pre-NAOs.

3. The negligible occupied pre-NAOs (such Rydberg-type NAOs) of each
center are orthogonalized with the highly occupied pre-NAOs of the
same center through a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm.

4. The negligible occupied pre-NAOs of a specific center are orthogonal-
ized with the negligible occupied pre-NAOs of the other centers by
means of a occupancy-weighted orthonormalization.

After performing all the steps of the algorithm a set of orthogonal NAOs
is obtained. The diagonal matrix elements of the density matrix on this basis
are the orbitals occupancies. If we sum up the population of all the orbitals
belonging to the A atom we obtain the charge of the A atom. One advantage
of this population analysis compared to the Mulliken analysis, is the fact that
the NAOs are defined starting from the density matrix so their occupancies
will always be between 0 and 2. Another advantage is that as the basis set
is extended they converge to well defined values.
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Once the density matrix has been converted into the NAOs basis, the
bond between atoms arises from the extra-diagonal blocks of the matrix. To
determine these Natural Bond Orbitals the following steps are followed:

1. The NAOs belonging to an atomic block of the density matrix which
an occupancy number very close to 2 (> 1.999) are classified as core
orbitals and deleted from the density matrix.

2. The NAOs belonging to an atomic block of the density matrix which
has high occupancy (> 2) are identified as lone pair orbitals and they
are deleted from the density matrix too.

3. Each atomic pair is considered (AB, AC, BC, . . .) and these sub-blocks,
two by two, are diagonalized (the core and lone pair have been deleted
from these sub-blocks). The NBOs are the eigenvalues with high occu-
pancy (normally over 1.90).

If the sum of the occupancy of core, lone pair and NBOs orbitals is lower
than the total number of electrons, it is considered that the number of NBOs
is not enough and in the next step the occupancy threshold to select the
NBOs is lowered. Alternatively, it is possible to search for three center bonds.

Natural Resonance Theory. The natural resonance theory, NRT,290,291

provides an analysis of molecular electron density (correlated or uncorre-
lated) in terms of resonance structures and weights.

The NRT algorithm is based on representing the one-electron reduced
density operator, Γ̂, as an optimized “resonance hybrid” of density operators,
{Γ̂α}

Γ̂ �
�

α

ωαΓ̂α (97)

where each Γ̂α is the reduced density operator corresponding to an idealized
resonance structure wavefunction, Ψα (determinant of doubly occupied NBOs
for the chosen Lewis structure). The NRT resonance weights, {ωα}, are
constrained to satisfy

ωα ≥ 0,
�

α

ωα = 1 (98)

in order to preserve the normalization, hermiticity and positivity of the true
Γ̂. NRT analysis can be performed on any wavefunction or density functional
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method that leads to a one-electron density matrix. Also bond orders and
valences can be evaluated from the final optimized resonance weights, {ωα}.

1.5.2 AIM: Atoms In Molecules

This method is based on the topological analysis of the charge density func-
tion80 that allows to define the concepts of atom, bond, molecular structure
and structural stability.

The charge density is given by:

ρ(r) =

�
|ψ|2dτ (99)

where the square of the wavefunction is integrated over the coordinates of all
the electrons except for one. The electronic density is obtained for a fixed
nuclear configuration so it is a one-electron function that depends on the
nuclear coordinates parametrically.

Topological properties of the charge density. Each topological feature
of the electronic density, ρ(r), whether it is a maximum, a minimum or a
saddle point, has associated with it a point in space called critical point
(CP), where the first derivatives of ρ(r) vanish:

∇ρ(r) = 0 (100)

diagonalization of the Hessian matrix of the charge density gives the three
main curvatures for the electronic density, that would be positive in a mini-
mum or negative for a maximum. The rank, ω, of a critical point is equal to
the number of non-zero curvatures of ρ at the CP. The signature, σ, is the
algebraic sum of the signs of the curvatures. The CP are labelled giving the
duo of values (ω, σ).

With relatively few exceptions, the CPs of charge distribution for molecules
at or in the neighbourhood of energetically stable geometrical configurations
of the nuclei are all of rank three (ω = 3). It is in terms of such CPs that the
elements of molecular structure are defined. A CP with ω < 3 is said to be
degenerated. Such a CP is unstable in the sense that a small change in the
charge density, as caused by displacement of the nuclei, makes it to either
vanish or to bifurcate into a number of stable (ω = 3) CPs. There are just
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four possible signature values for critical points of rank three.

• (3,-3) All curvatures are negative and ρ is a local maximum at rc. These
points are associated with nuclear positions.

• (3,-1) Two curvatures are negative and ρ is a maximum at rc in the
plane defined by their corresponding axes. ρ is a minimum at rc along
the third axis which is perpendicular to this plane. These critical points
are found between every pair of nuclei which are considered to be linked
by a chemical bond and therefore are called bond critical points (BCPs).

• (3,+1) Two curvatures are positive and ρ is a minimum at rc, in the
plane defined by their corresponding axes. ρ is a maximum at rc along
the third axis which is perpendicular to this plane. These critical points
are related with the structural concept of ring and thus are called ring
critical points (RCPs).

• (3,+3) All curvatures are positive and ρ is a local minimum at rc. These
critical points are called cage critical points (CCPs).

The link between the topological features of the electronic density and
the different elements of the molecular structure is based on the gradient
vector field of the charge density theory.

Gradient vector field of the charge density. The gradient vector field
of the charge density is represented through a display of the trajectories
traced out by the vector ∇ρ. A trajectory of ∇ρ, starting at some arbitrary
point, is obtained by calculating ∇ρ(r0), moving a distance ∆r away from
this point in the direction indicated by the vector ∇ρ(r0) and repeating this
procedure until the path so generated terminates. Some general properties
are that i) the vector ∇ρ(r) is tangent to its trajectory at each point r and
that ii) every trajectory must originate or terminate at a point where ∇ρ(r)
vanishes, i.e., at a critical point in ρ.

Elements of molecular structure. A (3,-3) critical point, as occurring
at each of the nuclear positions, serves as the terminus of all the paths start-
ing from, and contained in some neighbourhood of the CP. Thus, the nuclei
act as attractors of the gradient vector field of ρ(r;X). The result of this
identification is that the space of a molecular charge distribution, real space,
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is partitioned into disjoint regions, the basins, each of which contains one
point attractor or nucleus. An atom, free or bound, is defined as the union
of an attractor and its associated basin.

Alternatively, an atom can be defined in terms of its boundary. For an
atom in a molecule the atomic basin is separated from neighbouring atoms
by interatomic surfaces. The existence of an interatomic surface SAB denotes
the presence of a (3,-1) CP between the neighbouring nuclei A and B. Thus,
the presence of these surfaces provides the boundaries between the basins of
neighbouring atoms. The trajectories which terminate at a (3,-1) CP define
a surface, the interatomic surface SAB. Therefore, the atomic surface SA

of atom A is defined as the boundary of its basin. Generally, this bound-
ary comprises the union of a number of interatomic surfaces separating two
neighbouring basins and some portions that may be infinitely distant from
the attractor.

At the (3,-1) bond critical points a series of pairs of gradient paths are
originated that terminate at the neighbouring attractors. Each such pair of
trajectories is defined by the eigenvector associated with the unique posi-
tive eigenvalue of a (3,-1) CP. These two unique gradient paths define a line
through the charge distribution linking the neighbouring nuclei along which
ρ(r) is a maximum with respect to any neighbouring line. Such a line is
found between every pair of nuclei whose atomic basins share a common in-
teratomic surface. This line of maximum charge density linking the nuclei is
called a bond path and the (3,-1) critical point referred to as a bond critical
point as previously mentioned.

For a given configuration X of the nuclei, a molecular graph is defined as
the union of the closures of the bond paths or atomic interaction lines. Pic-
torically, the molecular graph is the network of bond paths linking pairs of
neighbouring nuclear attractors. The network of bond paths thus obtained
is found to coincide with the network generated by linking together those
pairs of atoms, which are assumed to be bonded to one another on the basis
of chemical considerations.

The remaining critical points of rank three occur as consequence of partic-
ular geometrical rearrangements of bond paths and they define the remaining
elements of molecular structure: rings and cages. If the bond paths are linked
so as to form a ring of bonded atoms then, a (3,+1) CP is found in the interior
of the ring. The eigenvectors associated with the two positive eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix of ρ at this CP generate an infinite set of gradient paths
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which originate at the CP and define a surface called the ring surface.

If the bond paths are so arranged as to enclose the interior of a molecule
with ring surfaces, then a (3,+3) or cage CP is found in the interior of the
resulting cage. The charge density is a local minimum at a CCP. Trajectories
only originated at such a CP and terminate at nuclei, and at bond and ring
CPs.

The number and type of CPs which can coexist in a system with a finite
number of nuclei is governed by the Poincaré-Hopf relationship:

n–b+ r–c = 1 (101)

where n is the number of nuclei, b is the number of bond paths (or atomic
interaction lines), r is the number of rings, and c is the number of cages. The
collection of numbers (n, b, r, and c) is called the characteristic set of the
molecule.

Bonds and structure. The value of the charge density at the BCP can
be used to define a bond order. Multiple bonds do not appear as such in the
topology of the charge density. Instead, one finds that the extent of charge
accumulation between the nuclei increases with the assumed number of elec-
tron pair bonds. This increase is faithfully monitored by the value of ρ at
the BCP, ρb. Thus, the values of ρb obtained for ethane, benzene, ethylene
and acetylene can be related through a mathematical equation to the bond
orders of 1.0, 1.6, 2.0 and 3.0 respectively. Also, the value of ρb is found to
increase as a bond length decreases.

The bond path has not necessarily to match up with the internuclear
axis, being the former larger. This happens when the bond path is curved, a
typical situation when there are strained bonds as in cyclic small hydrocar-
bons. The differences between the both path angle, αb, the limiting value of
the angle subtended at a nucleus by two bond paths, and the geometrical so
called bond angle, αe, is important to quantifying the previously mentioned
concept of strain in these kind of molecules.

Properties of the Laplacian of the charge density. The Laplacian of
the charge density, ∇2

ρ, is defined as the trace of the Hessian matrix. It
determines where the field is locally concentrated (∇2

ρ(r) < 0) and depleted
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(∇2
ρ(r) > 0). Thus, it follows that the value of ρ(r) is greater than the

average of its values over an infinitesimal sphere centered on r when the sum
of the three curvatures of ρ is negative, that is, when ∇2

ρ(r) < 0, and ρ(r)
is lower than this average when ∇2

ρ(r) > 0.

The electronic density is a maximum within the interatomic surface asso-
ciated to the BCP, where it reaches its maximum value. At the same time,
the electronic density has a minimum in this point through the bond path.
Thus, the generation of an interatomic surface and of an interatomic inter-
action along the molecular bond is the result of two concomitant effects: the
perpendicular contraction of the electronic density that triggers the concen-
tration of electronic charge along the bond path, and the parallel expansion
of the electronic density that leads to the depletion of the electronic charge
within the surface and its concentration in the basins of the neighbouring
atoms. The sign of ∇2

ρ(r) will determine which of these two effects domi-
nates.

In the case of covalent bonds in which the electronic density is concen-
trated at the internuclear region as a result of the distribution of the electrons
between the two nuclei, the BCP will have associated a negative value for the
Laplacian. On the other hand, when there are interactions between closed-
shell systems as ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds, van der Walls complexes, etc,
the electronic density on the proximities of the interatomic surface is depleted
and it is concentrated in the basins of the neighbouring atoms. Therefore,
the BCP has a positive Laplacian value associated.

Using the expression of the virial theorem as a function of the Laplacian,
eq. (102), it is also possible to determine which kind of interaction is taken
place between an atom pair.

�2
4m

∇2
ρ(r) = 2G)r) + V (r) (102)

where G(r) represents a kinetic energy having always positive values. V(r)
stands for the potential energy density, and is always negative. The Lapla-
cian sign indicates which of these two contributions dominates over the other.
In the regions where the Laplacian has a negative value, the stabilization is
reached through lowering the potential energy as a result of charge con-
centration inbetween the two nuclei. If, in turn, the Laplacian is positive,
the kinetic contribution predominates over the potential one and the charge
accumulation on this point destabilizes the system. Consequently, for the co-
valent interactions the bond regions stabilize the system and the Laplacian
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is negative whereas for the electrostatic-type interactions the Laplacian has
positives values in the region between the nuclei.

Thus, the Laplacian sign is a criterion that can be used to determine the
ionic/covalent character of the interactions in most of the systems. Never-
theless, there are some exceptions for which this criterion fails. This is for
example the case for molecules with weak covalent bonds such a F2, HOOH,
. . .. In these cases, it is necessary to resort to the energy density in order to
classify the interactions.

Energy density. The energy density, H(r), is defined as :

H(r) = G(r) + V (r) (103)

where G(r) and V(r) are the same kinetic and potential densities as described
in eq. (102). Using this equation we can relate the Laplacian and the energy
density as follows:

H(r) =
1

4
∇2

ρ(r)−G(r) (104)

Now, the sign of the energy density can be used instead of the sign of
the Laplacian to determine the ionic/covalent character of an interaction.
The advantage of this criterion292 is that it makes disappear the 2:1 fac-
tor existing in eq. (102) and which give rise to troubles in the cases where
2G(r) > |V (r)| > G(r). In the case of eq. (104), the sign of H(r) exactly
determines which of both contributions, G(r) or V(r) dominates.

1.5.3 ELF: Electron localization function

The concepts of electron localization and delocalization are highly relevant in
chemistry. Electron localization is essential for descriptive chemistry because
in this field one needs to know where local groups of electrons such as core
or valence electrons, electron pairs, bonding pairs, unpaired electrons, or π-
electron subsystems are placed. The electron localization function (ELF) is
a function introduced by Becke and Edgecombe as a mean to measure the
electron localization in molecular systems.81 They showed that the leading
term in the Taylor expansion of the spherically averaged conditional pair
probability is given by

P
σσ
cond(r, s) =

1

3

�
τσ −

1

4

(∇ρσ)2

ρσ

�
s
2 + . . . , (105)
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where the argument (r, s) denote spherical average on a shell of radius s

about the reference point r, and τσ is the positive-definite kinetic energy
density defined by eq. (106)

τσ =
σ�

i

|∇Ψ|2 (106)

and where the contents of the squared brackets in eq. (105) are evaluated
at the reference point. Eq. (105) succinctly conveys electron localization
information. The smaller the probability of finding a second like-spin electron
near the reference point, the more highly localized is the reference electron.
Hence, the electron localization is related to the smallness of the expression

Dσ = τσ −
1

4

(∇ρσ)2

ρσ
(107)

The drawback of eq. (107) as a measure of electron localization is that
high localizability is implied by small values of Dσ. Also, Dσ is not bounded
from above. Therefore, Becke and Edgecombe proposed an alternative “elec-
tron localization function” (ELF) with more desirable features:

ELF = (1 + χ
2

σ)
−1 (108)

where

χσ = Dσ/D
0

σ (109)

and

D
0

σ =
3

5
(6π2)2/3ρ5/3σ (110)

where D
0

σ corresponds to a uniform electron gas with spin-density equal to
the local value of ρσ(r). The ratio χσ is thus a dimensionless localization in-
dex calibrated with respect to the uniform-density electron gas as reference.
The transformation of eq. (108) is designed to restrict the ELF’s possible
values to the range 0 ≤ ELF ≤ 1 with the upper limit ELF corresponding
to perfect localization and the value ELF = 0.5 corresponding to electron-
gas-like pair probability. Two years later Silvi and Savin82 showed that ELF
measures the excess of kinetic energy density due to the Pauli repulsion in
comparison with an uniform electron gas. In the region of space where the
Pauli repulsion is strong (single electron or opposite spin-pair behavior) ELF
is close to 1, whereas where the probability of finding the same-spin electrons
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close together is high, ELF tends to 0. This orbital-independent (i.e, with
respect to unitary transformations) localization function nicely reveals the
location of atomic shells, and core, binding, and lone electron pairs in atomic
and molecular systems.

As in QTAIM analysis, it is possible to partition the molecular space
into subsystems (basins) of attractors which allow the calculation of several
properties by integration over these basins. The gradient vector field of ELF,
∇η, enables one to divide the Euclidian space in basins of attractors where
electron pairs are located. These basins are either core basins surrounding
a nucleus or valence basins that do not include a nucleus (except for proto-
nated valence basins that include a proton). The number of connections of a
given valence basin with core basins is called the synaptic order. A disynap-
tic valence basin corresponds to a two-center bond, whereas a monosynaptic
one characterizes a lone pair. Multicenter bonds, such as three-center two-
electron (3c–2e) bonds, are accounted for by polysynaptic basins.293

Basin related properties are calculated by integrating a certain property
over the volume of the basins. Let N be the number of electrons and ρ(r) =
N�
j=1

|φj(r)|2. For a basin labeled ΩA, one can define its average population and

pair populations by integrating the electron density and the pair densities as

N(ΩA) =

�

ΩA

ρ(r) dr

N
αα
(ΩA) =

��

ΩA

Γαα(r1, r2) dr1 dr2

N
ββ
(ΩA) =

��

ΩA

Γββ(r1, r2) dr1 dr2

N
αβ
(ΩA) =

��

ΩA

Γαβ(r1, r2) dr1 dr2 (111)

where the subscript A on Ω indicates that the integration has to be carried
out only through the space corresponding to the atomic basin of atom A and
Γαα(r1, r2), Γββ(r1, r2) and Γαβ(r1, r2) are the same-spin and opposite-spin
components of the pair density.294 Summation of all the atomic populations
in a molecule yields the total number of electrons, N .

Multivariate analysis of electron densities. The multivariate analysis
is a basic statistical method enabling one to reveal the correlation between
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different groups of data. It relies upon the construction of the covariance
matrix elements defined by

�cov(A,B)� = �AB� − �A��B� (112)

where �A�, �B�, and �AB� are the averages of the data values and of their
product. The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are the variances

σ
2(A) = �A2� − �A�2 (113)

which measure the dispersion of the data among the group. The square root
of the variance is the standard deviation. Finally, the correlation coefficients
are the ratios of the covariance matrix elements by the corresponding stan-
dard deviation, that is, [cov(A,B)]/[σ(A)σ(B)]. Positive and negative values
of the correlation coefficients indicate that the A and B data are respectively
correlated or anticorrelated, whereas a value close to 0 corresponds to in-
dependent behaviors. Applied to electrons distributed among a collection
of adjacent regions spanning the geometrical space occupied by a molecule,
the multivariate analysis provides a convenient tool to study electron delo-
calization. Consider such a partition in M basins for an N electron system.
The number of electrons within each region is a quantum mechanical observ-
able to which corresponds the population operator introduced by Diner and
Claveries:295

N̂(ΩA) =
N�

i

ŷ(ri) with ŷ(ri) =

�
ŷ(ri) = 1 ri ∈ ΩA

ŷ(ri) = 0 ri /∈ ΩA
(114)

In an N -electron system the population operators obey the closure rela-
tion296

�

A

N̂(ΩA) = N (115)

The eigenvalues of the population of the population operators, the elec-
tron numbers N(ΩA), are integers in the range 0, . . ., N . As they also obey
the closure relationship, the electron count in a region is not independent
of those in the other regions and, therefore, these eigenvalues must be de-
termined simultaneously. The closure relationship of the basin population
operators enables one to carry out the multivariate statistical analysis of the
basin populations through the definition of the covariance operator.296 The
expectation values of this operator

�cov(ΩA,ΩB)� =
�

ΩA

�

ΩB

Γ(r1, r2) dr1 dr2 −N(ΩA)N(ΩB) (116)
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where Γ(r1, r2) denotes the spinless pair density,294 provide pieces of infor-
mation about electron delocalization. In particular, the diagonal elements,
the variances

σ
2(ΩA) =

�

ΩA

�

ΩA

Γ(r1, r2) dr1 dr2 −
�
N(ΩA)

�2
+N(ΩA) (117)

are a measure of the quantum mechanical uncertainty of the basin’s popula-
tion, namely, the degree of fluctuation of the electron pair (i.e., the square
of the standard deviation), which can be interpreted as the dispersion of the
electronic structures. According the partition scheme, the multivariate anal-
ysis enables one to build a phenomenological classical model of the charge
distribution of a molecule in terms of the superposition of mesomeric struc-
tures.

The variance, σ2(ΩA), can also be spread in terms of contribution from
other basins, the covariance, cov(ΩA,ΩB), which has a clear relationship with
the so-called delocalization index (DI), δ(ΩA,ΩB), defined by Fradera in the
AIM framework:

cov(ΩA,ΩB) = �N(ΩA) ·N(ΩB)� − �N(ΩA)��N(ΩB)�

=

�

ΩA

�

ΩB

(Γ(r1, r2)− ρ(r1)ρ(r2)) dr1 dr2

=

�

ΩA

�

ΩB

ΓXC(r1, r2) dr1 dr2 = −δ(ΩA,ΩB)

2
(118)

The DI, δ(ΩA,ΩB), accounts for the electrons delocalized or shared be-
tween basins ΩA and ΩB.285 As the total variance in a certain basin can be
written in terms of covariance, we have

σ
2(ΩA) = −

�

B �=A

cov(ΩA,ΩB) =
�

B �=A

δ(ΩA,ΩB)

2
(119)

From the quantity above one can do the usual contribution analysis (CA),
given normally as a percentage:

CA(ΩA|ΩB) =
cov(ΩA,ΩB)�

A �=B
cov(ΩA,ΩB)

× 100 = −cov(ΩA,ΩB)

σ2(ΩB)
× 100 (120)

The CA gives us the main contribution arising from other basins to the
variance, that is, the delocalized electrons of basin ΩB on basin ΩA, providing
a measure of electron pair sharing between two regions of the molecular space.
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1.6 RRKM THEORY

The Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory is a statistical theory
of chemical reactivity that allows to compute unimolecular reaction rates by
using characteristics of the potential energy surface.297 It was developed by
Rice and Ramsperger in 1927298 and Kassel in 1928299 (RRK theory). In
1952 and taking into account the transition state theory (TST) developed
by Eyring in 1935, Marcus generalized this theory to the so called RRKM
theory.15

What is a unimolecular reaction? A unimolecular reaction is defined
as any system that evolves in time as a result of some prior stimulus or
excitation step. Thus, both dissociation and isomerization are examples of
unimolecular processes. Phenomenologically, the kinetics of a unimolecular
reaction, A → products, is written as

− dNA

dt
= kNA (121)

which, when integrated, gives rise to the time dependence of the concentra-
tion of A(t):

NA(t) = NA(t = 0)e−kt (122)

where k is the unimolecular rate constant with units of reciprocal time, and
NA(t = 0) is the number of molecules of species A at time t = 0. The rate
constant k depends on the internal energy of A, or in the case of an equi-
librium ensemble of A, its temperature. For a given state of excitation, the
exponential decay is a result of the assumption that the rate is a function
only of the concentration of A.

Important questions in the study of unimolecular reactions are:

a) what is the initial state produced in the excitation step,

b) how fast does the system evolve toward products,

c) what are the reaction products, and

d) what are the product energy states?

It was recognized that a dissociation rate depends on the internal energy
of the molecule.300 Thus, all detailed statistical theories of unimolecular re-
actions begin with the calculation of k(E), the rate constant as a function of
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the internal energy, E.

The connection between k(T ), often called the canonical rate constant,
and k(E), the microcanonical rate constant, involves averaging k(E) over the
energy distribution

k(T ) =

� ∞

E0

P (E, T )k(E)dE (123)

where E0 is the activation energy and P (E, T ) is the distribution of inter-
nal energies at a given temperature, T . In may applications the quantity
of interest is k(T ), however we will work with k(E) since we assume a mi-
crocanonical ensemble, i.e., ETOT = const. It is also worth to stress that
the theory can be tested adequately only by comparing the measured and
calculated k(E). Once this has been accomplished, the rate constant of any
system with a known distribution of internal states can be calculated.

1.6.1 Introductory remarks

Before going more into details of the RRKM theory, few introductory re-
marks about some concepts used for its derivation will be introduced.

Phase space. Statistics involves the counting of states, and the state of
a classical particle is completely specified by the measurement of its posi-
tion q and momentum p. It is often convenient in statistics to imagine a
2N -dimensional space composed of the N position and N momentum coor-
dinates. Such space is conventionally called “phase space”. The counting
tasks can then be visualized in a geometrical framework where each point in
phase space corresponds to a particular position and momentum. That is,
each point in phase space represents a unique state of the particle. In Fig.
57 is shown an example of a phase space plot for a simple pendulum.

At point A the pendulum is in the maximum positive distance from the
bob’s neutral point but it’s velocity is zero. This is shown as point A on the
phase space diagram. At B the distance of the bob from its neutral position
is zero, but its velocity is at a maximum (in a negative sense). The other
points of the phase space plot show the relation between the velocity and
position for other pendulum positions. The state of a system of particles
corresponds to a certain distribution of points in phase space.
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Figure 57: Illustration of phase space for a pendulum.

Sum of states. The counting of the number of states available to a particle
amounts to determining the available volume in phase space. Let us consider
a molecule consisting ofN atoms with a HamiltonianH(p,q). The momenta,
p and the position q, vectors will consist of m = 3N − 6 terms, considering
that there is no rotational-vibrational coupling. The classical phase space
volume of such a system with a maximum energy E is defined by the integral

Phase Space Volume =

� H=E

H=0

. . .

�
dp1 . . . dpmdq1 . . . dqm (124)

This volume integral in 2m-dimensional space, has units of [Joules·sec]m.
In one dimension, the units of phase space are Joule·sec. This is often referred
to as a unit of action. According to the uncertainty principle, momentum
and position are conjugate quantities which cannot be simultaneously and
precisely known, that is ∆p∆q ≥ �/2. Hence, the smallest allowable unit in
phase space must be on the order of h, so that the quantum phase space is
divided up into units of h. We can convert the phase space volume into a
sum of states simply by dividing by h

m, one unit of h each dimension. The
sum of states, N(E), is then

N(E) =
1

hm

� H=E

H=0

. . .

�
dp1 . . . dpmdq1 . . . dqm (125)

It represents the total number of states for a system corresponding to an
energy less than or equal to a specified value, E. Even though the phase
space has been divided into quanta of action, this is still considered the clas-
sical sum of states because the classical phase space volume is first calculated
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and converted into quantum states only at the end.

Density of states. A quantity related to the sum of states is the density
of states, ρ(E), which is defined as the number of states per unit energy.
The number of states in the range E and E + dE is denoted by W (E). It
is obtained by integrating dpdq between H = E and H = E + dE, and
dividing the resulting volume by h

m:

W (E) =
1

hm

� H=E+dE

H=E

�
dp1 . . . dpmdq1 . . . dqm (126)

Eq. (126) can be expressed as a product of a surface integral evaluated
at H = E and the energy interval dE. Since ρ(E) = W (E)/dE, the density
of states is the surface integral

ρ(E) =
1

hm

�

H=E

. . .

�
dp1 . . . dpmdq1 . . . dqm (127)

The density of states can also be obtained from N(E) by taking the
derivative with respect to the energy E, ρ(E) = dN(E)/ dE.

1.6.2 Derivation of the RRKM statistical theory

There are several ways to derive the RRKM equation. The one adopted here
is based on classical transition state theory and was first proposed by
Wigner.301,302 It is worth pointing out that what we call RRKM has also
been termed quasi-equilibrium theory (QET).303 The basic assumptions of
statistical theories is that the rate constant k(E, J) depends only on the to-
tal energy E and the total angular momentum J . It is assumed that the
rate constant does not depend upon where the energy is initially located and
that a microcanonical ensemble is maintained as the molecule dissociates.
This is equivalent to assuming that IVR (intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution) is rapid compared to the lifetime with respect to dissociation.
That is, vibrations are assumed to be strongly coupled by higher order terms
(anharmonicities, Fermi resonances, etc) in the expansion of the potential
energy function.

The derivation presented here is a simple derivation of the microcanonical
rate constant k(E) in which rotations are ignored and in which the location
of the transition state is assumed to be fixed at a saddle point and is thus
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independent of the energy in the system: tight transition state.

As aforementioned the state of a system of particles corresponds to a
certain distribution of points in the phase space. The assumption is made
that the total phase space is populated statistically which means that the
population density over the whole surface of the phase space is uniform, in
other words, the molecule populates the phase space uniformly throughout
its dissociation.

In a microcanonical system (constant energy) the phase space is limited
to a surface in which the Hamiltonian H = E, see Fig. 58. Consequently,
the dimensionality of this hypersurface is reduced to 2m − 1. If the energy,
E, is greater than the dissociation energy, E0, the molecule has a chance to
dissociate and thus to reach a part of the hypersurface which is associated
with the critical surface.

190 UNIMOLECULAR REACTION DYNAMICS

freedom are also coupled to vibrations through coriolis interactions (see chapters 2
and 4).

This section begins with a simple derivation of the microcanonical rate constant
k(E) in which rotations are ignored and in which the location of the transition state is
assumed to be fixed at a saddle point and is thus independent of the energy in the
system. Methods for including rotations and for treating the transition state for reac-
tions with no saddle points will be discussed in the following chapter.

6.2.1 The Dissociation as a Flux in Phase Space

A unimolecular reaction can be viewed as a reaction flux in phase space. It is best to
have in mind a potential energy surface with a real barrier in the product channel, that
is, a saddle point. Figure 6.4 shows both the reaction coordinate and a picture of the
phase space associated with the molecule and the transition state. Recall, that a mole-
cule of several atoms having a total of m internal degrees of freedom can be fully
described by the motion of m positions (q) and m momenta (p). At any instant in time,
the system is thus fully described by 2m coordinates. A constant energy molecule (a
microcanonical system) has its phase space limited to a surface in which the Hamilto-
nian H = E. Thus, the dimensionality of this hypersurface is reduced to 2m — 1.

Figure 6.4 Reaction coordinate with a saddle point. Above it is a diagram of the phase
space which varies with the reaction coordinate and with the total energy. Taken with
permission from Baer (1986).

Figure 58: Reaction coordinate with a saddle point. Above it is a diagram of the
phase space which varies with the reaction coordinate and with the total energy.
Figure taken from ref.178

The critical surface is defined as the surface which divides reactants and
products. It has a dimension of 2m − 2. The critical surface is so located
that a trajectory, once having passed through it, will proceed on to reac-
tion products without returning back. For reactions with substantial saddle
points, the critical surface is located at the saddle point. For systems with
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small or no saddle points, that is, very small or no reverse activation energy,
the location of the critical surface depends upon the total energy, as it would
be discussed later.

The rate of reaction is then related to the total flux of reactants which
passes through this critical surface.178 At the critical surface, the molecule
is in the process of dissociating along a one-dimensional reaction coordinate,
which is the minimum energy reaction path. It is generally assumed that at
the saddle point, the reaction path is perpendicular to all other coordinates,
that is, the system is separable. Hence, from now on the spatial and the
conjugate momentum q‡ and p‡ (without subscripts) are assigned to these
two special coordinates.

Since it was assumed that the phase space is statistically populated, i.e.,
the population density over the whole surface of the phase space is uni-
form, the ratio of molecules near the critical surface over the total number
of molecules can be expressed as the ratio of the phase space at the dividing
surface over the total phase space.

dN(q‡, p‡)
N =

dq‡dp‡
�
. . .

�
H=E−�t−E0

�
dq‡

1
. . . dq‡n−1

dp‡
1
. . . dp‡n−1�

H=E

�
dq1 . . . dqndp1 . . . dpn

(128)

where E0 is the activation energy and �t is the translational energy associ-
ated with the momentum p‡ in the reaction coordinate. Both, the activation
energy, E0, and the translational energy, �t, must be subtracted from the
total energy at the saddle point because these energies are not available for
the n− 1 momenta, p‡

i , and n− 1 coordinates, q‡
i .

Eq. (128) gives the ratio of molecules whose special coordinates have
values that range from q‡ to q‡ +dq‡ and from p‡ to p‡ +dp‡ over the total
phase space, at any instant time. The rate of reaction is obtained from the
time derivative of the molecules near the critical surface, that represents the
flux of molecules passing through the critical region.

Flux =
dN(q‡, dp‡)

dt
(129)

Because it was assumed that the reaction coordinate is perpendicular to,
and separable from, all other coordinates the time derivative involves only
the dq‡dp‡ term:

dN(q‡p‡)
dt

=
N dq‡ dp‡

dt

�
H=E−�t−E0

�
dq‡

1
. . . dq‡n−1

dp‡
1
. . . dp‡n−1�

H=E

�
dq1 . . . dqndp1 . . . dpn

(130)
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noting that

dq
‡

dt
=

p
‡

µ‡ ⇒ dq
‡
dp

‡

dt
=

p
‡
dp

‡

µ‡ (131)

where µ
‡ is the reduced mass of the two separating fragments, Eq. (130)

becomes

dN(q‡, p‡)
dt

=
Np‡ dp‡

µ‡

�
H=E−�t−E0

�
dq‡

1
. . . dq‡n−1

dp‡
1
. . . dp‡n−1�

H=E

�
dq1 . . . dqndp1 . . . dpn

(132)

Since the energy in the reaction coordinate is

�t =
p
‡2

2µ‡ ⇒ d�t =
p
‡ dp‡

µ‡ (133)

and Eq. (132) can be written as:

dN(q‡, p‡)
dt

=
N d�

‡
t

�
H=E−�t−E0

�
dq

‡
1
. . . dq

‡
n−1

dp
‡
1
. . . dp

‡
n−1�

H=E

�
dq1 . . . dqn dp1 . . . dpn

(134)

Eq. (134) expresses the reaction rate (molecules per unit time) in terms
of N, the number of molecules, multiplied by the rate constant k(E, �t).

dN(q‡, dp‡)
dt

= Nk(E, �t) (135)

k(E, �t) is expressed in terms of a ratio of phase space areas

k(E, �t) =
d�

‡ �
H=E−�t−E0

�
dq

‡
1
. . . dq

‡
n−1

dp
‡
1
. . . dp

‡
n−1�

H=E

�
dq1 . . . dqn dp1 . . . dpn

(136)

These phase space areas can be converted into densities of states. In fact,
the denominator of Eq. (136) is just the density of states multiplied by the
factor hn. The numerator is an integral over one less dimension, so that it is
a density multiplied by h

n−1. Thus, we can rewrite the rate constant as:

k(E, �t) =
ρ(E − E0 − �t)hn−1

ρ(E)hn
⇒ k(E, �t) =

ρ(E − E0 − �t)

hρ(E)
(137)

Eq. (137) expresses the rate constant in terms of the total energy, E, and
the translational energy of the departing fragments at the transition state,
�t. As shown in Fig. 59 there are many different ways for the reaction to pass
through the transition state region. They differ in how the available energy,
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Figure 6.5 The reaction coordinate and the partitioning of the energy in the transition
state (E — £0) between the translational energy, et, and the vibrational energy of the modes
normal to the reaction coordinate.

symmetry. This is discussed in a later section. Until we do so, we will assume that the
sums and densities are correctly calculated.

The minimum rate for a unimolecular reaction at E = E0 is given by l/h p(E0). It
represents the reaction rate constant when there is just one path leading over the
transition state region. At the higher energy, E, the total rate is expressed as a sum of
rates over all the paths, each path contributing k' = l/h p(E) to the total. Thus, the
total rate is given by k(E) = k 'N*(E - E0).

The rate k' leading through just one path can be written in terms of its reciprocal,
the mean lifetime as T/p(E) = h. However, the reciprocal of the density of states is just
the average spacing between energy levels, so that this equation can be expressed as

(6.74)

which has the form of the uncertainty relation. It indicates that the mean rate is such
that the molecular states are always overlapped. As pointed out by Forst (1973) it
means that there will always be an available molecular state for the reverse association
reaction, A + B —* AB. Reisler and Miller have treated the unimolecular reaction in
terms of overlapping resonances which become important in small molecules (Reid and
Reisler, 1994; Peskin et al., 1994).

6.2.2 The Assumptions Implicit in the RRKM Theory

The RRKM equation has been derived in terms of a classical mechanical flux in phase
space. It is converted into a quantum mechanical theory by simply dividing the phase
space volume and surfaces by h"~1, thereby converting these quantities into sums and
density of states. In addtion, the molecule's zero point energy must be taken into
account. This is done by referencing all energies at the zero point energy. Hence, E0 is

Figure 59: The reaction coordinate and the partitioning of the energy in the
transition state (E −E0) between the translational energy, �t, and the vibrational
energy of the modes normal to the reaction coordinate. Figure taken from ref.178

E − E0, is partitioned between the internal energy of the transition state
and the translational energy of the fragments. Eq. (137) is a state-to-state
reaction rate constant. In order to obtain the total dissociation rate we must
integrate over all the different translational energies in the transition state.

k(E) =

� E−E0

0
ρ
‡(E − E0 − �t) d�t
hρ(E)

=
N

‡(E − E0)

hρ(E)
(138)

where N ‡(E−E0) is the sum of states at the transition state from 0 to E−E0.
Because in the calculation of densities and sums of states, the reactant and
transition state symmetries are ignored we must multiply the rate constant
in Eq. (138) by the reaction symmetry, σ,

k(E) =
σN

‡(E − E0)

hρ(E)
(139)

Eq. (139) is known as the RRKM equation.

Assumptions in the RRKM theory. The RRKM equation has been de-
rived in terms of a classical mechanical flux in phase space. The conversion
of this equation into a quantum mechanical theory is done converting the
phase space volume and surfaces into sum and density of states by dividing
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these quantities by h
n−1. However the zero point energy (ZPE) must be

taken into account somehow. With this purpose all energies are referred at
the zero point energy. Hence, E0 is defined as the dissociation energy at 0 K
(see figure 60).

Figure 60: Zero energy reference to compute k(E).

The fundamental assumption of the statistical theory is that the molecule
populates the phase space uniformly throughout its dissociation. A micro-
canonical ensemble is maintained. This is only true when the intramolecular
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) is very fast compared to the rate of
reaction. That is known as intrinsic RRKM behavior.

N(t) = N(0)e−k(E)t ⇒ Intrinsic RRKM behavior (140)

The second assumption is that all the molecules within the region of phase
space bounded by q‡ and q‡+dq‡ and p‡ and p‡+dp‡ lead to products. That
is, all the molecules that cross the critical surface lead to products. There is
no recrossing. These recrossing would reduce the rate so that RRKM theory
would overestimate the rate constant. The TS is located in the region where
the recrossing are minimized.

The third assumption is that the coordinates, dq‡ and dp‡, are perpen-
dicular to all other coordinates and therefore, separable from the other co-
ordinates. This assumption becomes less valid when the energy increases
and the coupling between the reaction coordinate and the rest of the modes
becomes more important.
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1.6.3 Loose TS

For channels with no reverse activation energy (loose-TS) the TS is more
difficult to define because there is no saddle point along the reaction path.
In these cases, the TS is located on the basis of the minimum sum of states
and, as aforementioned, its location varies with the internal energy.

To compute the RRKM rate constants for the loose-TS we adopted the
microcanonical variational transition state theory (µVTST) in its vibrator
formulation.304,305 First we perform a scan along the reaction coordinate.
Then, at each point of the scan we do an optimization, freezing this internal
coordinate and the energy is computed. The Hessian matrices describing the
modes orthogonal to the reaction path are evaluated according to the stan-
dard procedure of Hu and Hase,305 and the sum of states are calculated for
the corresponding optimized structure. We repeat this procedure for each
internal energy considered and the structure corresponding to the minimum
sum of states is assigned as the TS. An example of a loose-TS is the for-
mamide neutral loss reaction: [M(formamide)]2+ → M2+ + formamide. In
this example, the reaction coordinate corresponds to the Ca–O distance and
thus we used this as the scanned coordinate. In Fig. 61 it can be seen how
the location of the TS (minimum sum of states) with respect to the reaction
coordinate changes with the internal energy of the reactant molecule, getting
closer to the reactants as the molecule’s internal energy increases.
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Figure 61: On the left side the sum of states vs. the reaction coordinate for
formamide–Ca2+ at different internal energies (all in kcal mol−1). The crosses
mark the minimum of the sum of states for each energy. On the right side the
microcanonical rate constant k is represented vs. the internal energy. The crosses
mark the k(E) values corresponding to the minimum sum of states for specific
internal energies. In the middle the formamide–Ca2+ geometries are represented
for each of the points with the values (in Å) for Ca–O distance.

1.6.4 External rotations

RRKM theory treats modes either as active, which exchange energy freely,
or adiabatically, which remain in the same quantum number during the uni-
molecular decomposition. Normally, the modes treated as active are all the
normal modes. If the external rotational degrees of freedom are to be taken
into account there are different ways of doing so in the framework of RRKM
theory.226 In this study we have considered an almost symmetric top, where
Ix ≈ Iy, for which rotational energy is given by the following approxima-
tion:306

Erot(J,K) =

�
1

Ix
+

1

Iy

�
[J(J + 1)−K

2] �2
4

+
K

2�2
2Iz

(141)

that can be written as

Erot(J,K) = BJ(J + 1) + (A− B)K2 (142)
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where A = �2/2Iz, B =
�

1

Ix
+ 1

Iy

�
�2
4
, and J and K are the rotational quan-

tum numbers that vary as: J = 0, 1, 2, . . . and K = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±J . The
symmetry axis is the z-axis and the other two moments of inertia are Ix ≈ Iy.
A symmetric top can be visualized as a rotating cylinder. For a given J , the
cylinder can rotate in a total of 2J + 1 orientations, each with a different K
which determines its projection along the symmetry axis. Fig. 62 shows the
case of a prolate top rotating with K ≈ J and K = 0.

Figure 7.9 Prolate and oblate symmetric top molecules represented as cylinders. The rotational motion
due to / and K are indicated.Figure 62: Prolate symmetric top molecule represented as a cylinder. The rota-

tional motion due to J and K are indicated. Figure taken from ref.178

The quantum number J is a constant of motion and therefore is always
adiabatic, i.e., there is no exchange of energy. On the other hand, the quan-
tum number K can be treated as an active rotor —it allows energy exchange
between vibrational and rotational modes– or as an adiabatic rotor.

If we assume that K is conserved, and thus treated as adiabatic, the
RRKM unimolecular rate constant for energy E and specific values of J and
K is178
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k(E, J,K) =
σ

h

N
‡
�
E − E0 − E

‡
rot(J,K)

�

ρ [E − Erot(J,K)]
(143)

where E‡
rot is the rotational energy for the transition state and Erot is the same

for the minimum energy structure (both obtained by eq. (141)). Within this
assumption (J and K being adiabatic) we consider three particular cases for
partitioning the rotational energy within the molecular axes. In case 1, all
the rotational energy is placed on the x,y-plane, and corresponds to K = 0,
and

J =

�
−1 +

�
1 + 4Erot

B

�

2
; B =

�
1

Ix
+

1

Iy

�
�2
4

(144)

where Erot is the rotational energy of the ion after collision. In case 2 the ro-
tational energy is equally distributed among the three axes, so Ex,y = 2/3Erot

and Ez = 1/3Erot. Finally, in case 3 all the rotational energy is placed along
the z-axis such that

K =

�
1

3

Erot

A− B
(145)

The k(E, J) microcanonical rate constant with K active can be deter-
mined by two different approaches. One way of treating the K-dependent
term as an active degree of freedom is to calculate the density of states for
the reactant and the sum of states for the TS by summing over contributions
from all possible values of K to give226

k(E, J) =
σ

h

K=J�
K=−J

N
‡
�
E − E0 − E

‡
rot(J,K)

�

K=J�
K=−J

ρ [E − Erot(J,K)]

(146)

In the second approach, the unimolecular rate constant, k(E, J), for a
total energy E and angular momentum J is written as226

k(E, J) = σh

N
‡
�
E − E

‡
rot(J)− E0

�

ρ[E − Erot]
(147)
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where N
‡ and ρ are written as convolutions between the densities and the

sum of states for the internal degrees of freedom and the active external ro-
tation, respectively,

N
‡(E‡) =

� E‡

0

N
‡
vib(E)ρrot(E

‡ − E dE (148)

ρ(Eν) =

� E0

0

ρvib(E)ρrot(Eν − E) dE (149)

E
‡ is the active energy of the TS and Eν is the active energy of the energized

reactant; the total energy is E = Eν + Erot(J) = E
‡ + E

‡
rot(J) + E0 with

Erot(J) and E
‡
rot(J) being the adiabatic rotational energies of the reactant

and the TS respectively.

For all the calculations, the sum and density of states were computed
using a semiclassical state counting.307–309 We used the quantum RRKM
model which assumes that ZPE flows freely within the molecule.310,311 All
calculations were performed using the RRKM code given by Zhu and Hase.312

1.7 Direct chemical dynamics simulations

Since the early 1960s classical trajectory simulations have been used to study
the atomistic dynamics of chemical reactions, energy transfer, and molecu-
lar motion.313,314 The components of a classical trajectory simulation are315

(1) developing or choosing a potential energy surface for the chemical prob-
lem under investigation; (2) selecting initial conditions for the ensemble of
trajectories to be calculated; (3) numerical integration of the classical equa-
tions of motion, that is, either Newton’s or Hamilton’s,316 to determine the
atomic-level motion for each trajectory; and (4) transformation of the tra-
jectorie’s final atomic coordinates and momenta to properties that may be
compared with experiment and/or theoretical models. Included in this last
component are bond lengths and angles to identify product structures; prod-
uct vibrational, rotational, and translational energies; quantum numbers for
vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom; the amount of energy in indi-
vidual molecular degrees of freedom; and scattering angles.

During the classical simulation, the motion of the atoms in the chemical
system is determined by solving the classical equations of motion, which can
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be either Newtonian

−∂V

∂qi
= mi

d2
qi

dt2
(150)

or Hamiltonian

∂Hn

∂pi
=

dqi
dt

,
∂Hn

∂qi
= −dpi

dt
, (151)

where H = T (p)+V (q) is the molecular system’s total energy, and the index
i encompasses all the atoms’ coordinates and momenta. We know the kinetic
energy expression T (p) –essentially, it’s T = p

2
/2m for one atom. What we

need to know for this calculation is the system’s potential energy function
(or surface), V (q), as well as the gradient of the potential (and in some cases
also the Hessian).

Until the 1990s the standard way to perform a classical trajectory chemi-
cal dynamics simulation was to represent the potential energy surface, V (q),
by an analytic potential energy function. For example, we can model V (q)
for a cluster of rare gas atoms by a sum of Lennard-Jones potentials. The
molecular mechanics (MM) model,317 consisting of functions to represent
atomic stretching, bending, wagging, and torsional motions, was developed
to describe V (q) for organic and biological molecules with thermal energies.
However, this function generally does not correctly describe a PES for some
processes as bond-breaking, for which highly excited molecules undergo bond
rupture reactions to form new molecules. Another approach, for a small
molecular system consisting of a few atoms, is to calculate a high density
of points in the coordinate space and fit them with arbitrary functions to
give a smooth and accurate PES. However, developing such a function is a
formidable and lengthy task that becomes computationally impractical as
the number of atoms of the system becomes large. A different technique
to obtain V (q) for large reactive systems is to derive an analytic potential
energy function for the degrees of freedom thought to be most critical for
the reaction dynamics using electronic structure calculations. Then, empir-
ical analytic potential energy terms are used for the remaining degrees of
freedom.318 All these approaches for representing V (q) have limitations and
contain ambiguities and difficulties.

Trajectories on the Fly. With increased computer speed and more pow-
erful computer algorithms, it has become possible to perform direct dynamics
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simulations,319 also known as “on-the-fly” calculations. In a direct dynam-
ics simulation, the classical equations of motion are numerically integrated
without the need for an analytic potential energy function.320 Instead, the
trajectories are integrated on the fly, with the potential energy V (q) and
derivative ∂V/∂qi obtained directly from an electronic structure theory by
solving at each numerical integration step the time-independent Schrödinger
equation

He(r;q)Ψ(r;q) = Ee(q)Ψ(r;q) (152)

where r and q are the electron and nuclear coordinates, and He, Ψ, and
Ee are the electrons’ Hamiltonian operator, wavefunction, and energy at
the specific nuclear configuration given by the set of coordinates q. The
potential energy V (q) is the sum of the electronic energy Ee(q) and the
nuclear-nuclear repulsion VNN(q). Eq. (152) can be solved either by means
of a wavefunction based method or by means of density functional theory.
Since the time-independent Schrödinger equation, eq. (152), is solved at each
step of the trajectory integration, providing the potential energy V (q) and
gradient ∂V/∂qi, these kind of direct dynamics simulations are called Born-
Oppenheimer (BO) direct dynamics.321,322

Time-step. Over any arbitrary time interval, the relationship between two
positions is given by

q(t2) = q(t1) +

� t2

t1

p(t)

m
dt (153)

Similarly, the relationship between two momentum vectors is given by

p(t2) = p(t1) +m

� t2

t1

a(t) dt (154)

for the sake of simplicity we have remove the subindex i for atoms coordinate
and momenta. It is almost never possible to write down analytical expressions
for the position and momentum components of the phase space trajectory
as a function of time. However, using Euler’s approximation eqs. (153) and
(154) can be rewritten as

q(t+∆t) = q(t) +
p(t)

m
∆t (155)

and

p(t+∆t) = p(t) +ma(t)∆t (156)
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this approximation being exact in the limit of ∆t → 0. Thus, given a set of
initial positions and momenta (initial conditions), and a means for comput-
ing the forces acting on each particle at any instant (and thereby deriving the
acceleration), we have a formalism for simulating a trajectory. The way of
choosing the initial conditions will be explained in more details later on. The
mean for computing the forces, as aforementioned is the electronic structure
theory used to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation.

While the use of eqs. (155) and (156) seems entirely straightforward, the
finite time step introduces very real practical concerns. Fig. 63 illustrates
the variation of a single momentum coordinate of some arbitrary phase space
trajectory, which is described by a smooth curve. When the acceleration is
computed for a point on the true curve, it will be a vector tangent to the
curve. If the curve is not a straight line, any mass-weighted step along the
tangent (eq. (156)) will necessarily result in a point off the true curve. There
is no guarantee that computing the acceleration at this new point will lead to
a step that ends in the vicinity of the true curve. Indeed, with each additional
step, it is quite possible that we will move further and further away from the
true trajectory. The problem is compounded for position coordinates, since
the velocity vector being used is already only an estimate derived from eq.
(156), i.e., there is no guarantee that it will even be tangent to the true curve
when a point on the true curve is taken.

In the limit of an infinitesimally small time step, we will recover eqs.
(153) and (154). But, since each time step requires a computation of all of
the molecular forces (at least), which is computationally intensive, we do not
want to take too small a time step, or we will not be able to propagate the
trajectory for any chemically interesting length of time. What then is the op-
timal length for a time step that balances numerical stability with chemical
utility? The general answer is that it should be at least one and preferably
two orders of magnitude smaller than the fastest periodic motion within the
system. In a typical molecular system, the fastest motion is bond vibration
which, for a heavy-atom–hydrogen bond has a period of about 10−14 s. Thus,
for a system containing such bonds, an integration time step ∆t should not
much exceed 0.1 fs. This rather short time step means that simulations are
rarely run for more than some 100 fs of simulation time.

Integration algorithms. Using Euler’s approximation and taking integra-
tion steps in the direction of the tangent is a particularly simple integration
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76 3 SIMULATIONS OF MOLECULAR ENSEMBLES

t

p

Figure 3.2 An actual phase-space trajectory (bold curve) and an approximate trajectory generated
by repeated application of Eq. (3.17) (series of arrows representing individual time steps). Note that
each propagation step has an identical !t , but individual !p values can be quite different. In the
illustration, the approximate trajectory hews relatively closely to the actual one, but this will not be
the case if too large a time step is used

atoms moving seemingly randomly. The very high energies of the various steps will preclude
their contributing in a meaningful way to any property average.)

Of course, we know that in the limit of an infinitesimally small time step, we will recover
Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12). But, since each time step requires a computation of all of the molec-
ular forces (and, presumably, of the property we are interested in), which is computationally
intensive, we do not want to take too small a time step, or we will not be able to propagate
our trajectory for any chemically interesting length of time. What then is the optimal length
for a time step that balances numerical stability with chemical utility? The general answer is
that it should be at least one and preferably two orders of magnitude smaller than the fastest
periodic motion within the system. To illustrate this, reconsider the 1-D harmonic oscillator
example of Figure 3.1: if we estimate the first position of the mass after its release, given
that the acceleration will be computed to be towards the wall, we will estimate the new
position to be displaced in the negative direction. But, if we take too large a time step, i.e.,
we keep moving the mass towards the wall without ever accounting for the change in the
acceleration of the spring with position, we might end up with the mass at a position more
negative than −b. Indeed, we could end up with the mass behind the wall!

In a typical (classical) molecular system, the fastest motion is bond vibration which, for
a heavy-atom–hydrogen bond has a period of about 10−14 s. Thus, for a system containing
such bonds, an integration time step !t should not much exceed 0.1 fs. This rather short time

Figure 63: An actual phase-space trajectory (bold curve) and an approximate
trajectory generated by repeated application of eq. (156) (series of arrows rep-
resenting individual time steps). In the illustration, the approximate trajectory
hews relatively closely to the actual one, but this will not be the case if too large
a time step is used. Taken from ref.323

approach, and as such is not particularly stable. Considerably more sophisti-
cated integration schemes have been developed for propagating trajectories.
If we restrict ourselves to consideration of the position coordinate, most of
these schemes derive from approximate Taylor expansions in r, i.e., making
use of

q(t+∆t) = q(t) + v(t)∆t+
1

2!
a(t)(∆t)2 +

1

3!

d
3q(τ)

dt3

����
τ=t

(∆t)3 + . . . (157)

where the abbreviations v and a for the first and second time derivatives,
respectively, of the position vector q were used.

One such method, first used by Verlet in 1967,324 considers the sum of
the Taylor expansions corresponding to forward and reverse time steps ∆t.
In that sum, all odd-order derivatives disappear since the odd powers of ∆t

have opposite sign in the two Taylor expansions. Rearranging terms and
truncating at second order (which is equivalent to truncating at third-order,
since the third-order term has a coefficient of zero) yields

q(t+∆t) = 2q(t)− q(t−∆t) + a(t)(∆t)2 (158)

Thus, for any particle, each subsequent position is determined by the
current position, the previous position, and the particle’s acceleration (de-
termined from the forces on the particle). For the very first step (for which
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no position q(t−∆t) is available) one might use eqs. (155) and (156).

The Verlet scheme propagates the position vector with no reference to the
particle velocities. However, often knowledge of the momentum coordinates
is also essential. To propagate the position and velocity vectors in a coupled
fashion, a modification of Verlet’s approach called the leapfrog algorithm has
been proposed. An even better implementation of the same basic algorithm
is the so-called velocity Verlet219 algorithm, where positions, velocities, and
accelerations at time t+∆t are obtained from the same quantities at time t

in the following way:

q(t+∆t) = q(t) + v(t)∆t+ (1/2)a(t)∆t
2

v(t+∆t/2) = v(t) + (1/2)a(t)∆t

a(t+∆t) = −(1/m)∇V (q(t+∆t))

v(t+∆t) = v(t∆+ t/2) + (1/2)a(t+∆t)∆t (159)

Initial conditions. The selection of initial conditions will be briefly sum-
marized considering the collision induced dissociation process studied in Part
II of this PhD thesis, namely, Ar + formamide-M2+ ion. The properties to
be sampled in this case are the rotational and vibrational energies of the
formamide-M2+ ion and the relative properties of Ar + formamide-M2+. The
formamide-M2+ molecule may be considered as a symmetric top and its ro-
tational energy may be sampled from a thermal distribution at temperature
Tr

325 or be defined as a specific rotational state with quantum numbers J and
K. For most polyatomic molecules and for room temperature, the rotational
energy distribution is classical and the total angular momentum J and its
component on the symmetric top axis Jz are selected by sampling this distri-
bution. Since no specific rotational state is selected in the experiments, we
used the classical distribution at a temperature T to sample the rotational
energy.

The vibrational energy of the polyatomic formamide-M2+ may be that
for a given vibrational state specified by quantum numbers n or chosen for a
vibrational temperature Tv. For the latter, the quantum number ni for each
vibrational mode is randomly sampled from the probability distribution

P (ni) ∝ exp

�
−(ni +

1

2
)hνi

�
kBTv

�
(160)

The energy for each individual normal mode is then Ei = (ni + 1/2)hνi.
The coordinate Qi and momenta Pi are chosen by sampling a random phase
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for the mode. The Q and P vectors are then transformed to Cartesian coor-
dinates and momenta using the normal mode eigenvector.

The relative Ar + formamide-M2+ properties include (1) the impact pa-
rameter, b, which may be chosen randomly between 0 and bmax; (2) ran-
dom rotation of formamide-M2+ about its Euler angles; and (3) the Ar +
formamide-M2+ relative collision energy.

Sampling at a Transition State. Once the transition state is identi-
fied and the energy transfer obtained, it is possible to use dynamics in order
to study how a system evolves from the transition state towards different
reaction channels.

Thus, in some cases it is meaningful to initialize trajectories at a TS with
either initial conditions for a constant T in accord with TST or at constant
energy for a unimolecular reaction in accord with RRKM. This TS sampling
allows proper ZPE conditions at the TS and quasiclassical sampling to the
TS energy levels. Quasiclassical refers to the selection of the initial conditions
in order to represent quantum mechanical vibrational and rotational energy
levels. Canonical, constant temperature, sampling at a TS is identical to
canonical sampling for a polyatomic molecule, as described above for CID
reaction sampling, except that there are only 3N − 7 vibrational degrees of
freedom (nonlinear polyatomic) instead of 3N−6. The new degree of freedom
at the TS is reaction coordinate translation, which is treated classically and
whose probability distribution is

P (E‡
t ) =

exp (−E
‡
t /kBT )

kBT
, (161)

which may be sampled by its cumulative distribution function

E
‡
t = −kT ln(1−R), (162)

where R is a freshly chosen random number in the range of 0–1. E
‡
t is re-

lated to the reaction coordinate momentum via E‡
t = (P ‡

t )
2
/2 and the normal

mode eigenvector of the TS is used to transform to Cartesian momentum.

For statistical unimolecular decomposition at constant energy, there is a
microcanonical ensemble of states for the dissociating molecules and every
vibrational/rotational state at the TS with energy E

‡
v,r in the range 0 to

E−E0 has equal probability of being populated.326,327 Here E is the energy
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of the unimolecular reactant above its ZPE level and E0 is the difference
between the TS and reactant ZPE levels; that is, the quantum threshold.
The total TS energy E

‡ = E − E0 is the sum E
‡ = E

‡
v,r + E

‡
t . With the

TS vibrational/rotational state chosen randomly to give E
‡
v,r, the remaining

energy is added to reaction coordinate translation.

When sampling the ZPE level at a TS, either quasiclassical sampling,
with random normal mode phases or Wigner sampling may be used to trans-
form the ZPE level to normal mode coordinates and momenta. These two
sampling algorithms were found to give similar dynamics for trajectories ini-
tializated at a TS ZPE level.328

CID direct dynamics simulations. For complex problems with many
atoms the potential energy surface may be represented as a combination of
two components; that is, atoms treated directly by a QM method and the
remainder by analytic MM functions. Such a simulation is referred to as QM
+ MM or QM/MM.322

In the direct dynamics simulations performed to modeling the CID pro-
cess between Ar and formamide-M2+ (M = Ca, Sr) there is no need to treat
explicitly by quantum mechanics the Ar atom, since no bonds will form or
break between Ar and the ion. Hence, in order to reduce computation time,
the interaction Ar–formamide-M2+ is described by an analytical potential,
MM. Thus, the potential energy used in the simulations is

V = Vion + VAr−ion (163)

where Vion and VAr−ion are the ion intramolecular and the Ar–formamide-
M2+ interaction potentials, respectively. A QM description is used to treat
the intramolecular ion potential (Vion), while the ion-projectile intermolecu-
lar interaction (VAr−ion) is treated via the analytical potential developed by
Meroueh and Hase to simulate CID of protonated peptides.215 This poten-
tial is a sum of two-body terms between Ar and each of the atoms of the
molecular ion:

VAr−ion =
�

i

ai exp(−bir) +
ci

r9
(164)

where r is the Ar–ion-atom distance and the a, b and c coefficients are ob-
tained by fitting the analytic potential to the ab initio interaction potential.
The values for parameters a, b and c for the Ar-formamide and Ar-Ca2+
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interactions were taken from ref.215 and ref.329 Parameters for the Ar-Sr2+

interaction were found by fitting eq. (164) to the Ar-Sr2+ potential energy
curve obtained at the QCISD(T)(full) level, together with a 6-31++G(d,p)
basis set expansion for Ar atom and a Stuttgart basis set with pseudo poten-
tial for Sr2+ cation.329 BSSE was taken into account using the counterpoise
method.330 The ab initio and fitted curves, as well as a, b and c parameters
are shown in Fig. 64. Note that the curve is fitted with a purely repulsive
energy function in order to better describe the repulsive wall that is the most
important feature in CID for the energies considered here.215
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Figure 64: QCISD(T)/6-31++G(d,p) ab initio (diamonds) and fitted (solid line)
potential energy curves for the Ar-Sr2+ interaction.

A general and broadly applicable approach for performing a classical
trajectory chemical dynamics simulation is to obtain the potential energy
function, and its gradient and Hessian, directly from an electronic structure
theory.321 The latter is a component of a quantum chemistry software pack-
age such as Gaussian09.77 Hence, the software needed for such a chemical
dynamics simulation requires to interface the technology of a chemical dy-
namics simulation with that of quantum chemistry. We used VENUS217,218

package for the propagation of the trajectories and Gaussian0977 for the QM
evaluation of energies, gradients and Hessians, to enable QM/MM direct dy-
namics.

Concluding remarks. It is important to recognize the difference between
this chemical dynamics simulation for which an ensemble of trajectories are
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calculated and a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation.331 For both the atom-
istic dynamics are obtained by numerically integrating the classical equations
of motion. However, for a traditional MD simulation a single trajectory is cal-
culated whose motion is assumed to be ergodic. If this trajectory is coupled
to a thermal bath,331 the properties of a constant temperature T canonical
ensemble are determined by following the trajectory vs. time.

With direct dynamics simulations, we can probe reaction mechanisms at
the atomic level and use the results to interpret the experiments. The simu-
lations also allow a deeper understanding of reaction mechanisms than that
provided by the widely used reaction path, transition state theory, and Rice-
Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory models.318 By means of direct
dynamics simulations it is also possible to discover new reaction pathways
and chemical dynamics.

2 Experimental methods

2.1 Collision Induced Dissociation

The first observations of the products of the collision-induced decomposi-
tion (CID) of ions were made in the early days of the development of mass
spectrometry and for many years, they were regarded as little more than a
nuisance.332 Over the past 40 years, the CID of ions has been transformed
from a nuisance, through being a curiosity to being a major technique used
in determining traces of specific components in complex mixtures without
the use of chromatography. Modern applications of CID, also referred to
as collision activated dissociation (CAD) are detection, identification, and
structural analysis of organic molecules, to complex mixture analysis, and to
biopolymer sequencing.333–337 CID has proven extremely useful for the iden-
tification and characterization of ions and for complex mixture analysis.338

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) refers to the coupling of two mass
spectrometers in time and space with the objective of obtaining further infor-
mation about the sample in question. Tandem mass spectrometry is based
upon the activation of an isolated precursor ion and the analysis of its frag-
mentation products. In the last decades, a wide range of strategies and tools
have been developed in order to improve the activation of ions and therefore
the structural elucidation of molecules.9,339 The most common ion activation
method used in present day instruments remains being CID.170,171,340 In a
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CID experiment, the previously selected and accelerated ions are admitted
into the collision cell were they collide with neutral gas targets (typically
helium, nitrogen or argon).

!"#$%"&%"'()*+,-./0'

✓  Ions obtained by MS, we select a given m/z ratio, so a given species!

✓  Ions can be accelerated by electric fields (low energy) and this translational energy can be 
moduled!

✓  Ions enter in the collision room where they found an inert gas such that translational to 
vibro-rotational energy transfer is induced (single collision limit)!

✓  Ions are vibrationally activated and they can dissociate!

t !!

picture, as it is for instance the case for iminoboranes51 or
selenocyanates.52 ELF calculations were carried out with the
TopMod suite of programs.53

Results and discussion

Experimental results

Fig. 1a shows the nanoelectrospray spectrum obtained with an
equimolar aqueous mixture of calcium chloride and formamide
(10−3 mol L−1). First, no ions were detected above m/z 100.
Chlorine-containing species were not detected, regardless of the
interface conditions used.

Careful examination of this spectrum reveals the formation of
both singly- and doubly-charged ions. As already observed for
other ligands such as urea,54 glycine55 or uracil,56 setting the DP
parameter to a low voltage results in the abundant production of
doubly-charged species. At DP = 0 V, the mass spectrum is
characterized by prominent hydrated calcium ions ([Ca-
(H2O)m]

2+; m = 1–3) detected at m/z 28.99, 37.99 (base peak)
and 47.00. Calcium hydroxide [CaOH]+ (m/z 56.96) is also
highly abundant. Bare Ca2+ (m/z 19.98) and [Ca(formamide)]2+

(m/z 42.49) are already observed at this DP value. The latter
becomes the base peak at DP = 20 V (Fig. 1a) while the
abundance of hydrated calcium ions quickly drops as DP
increases. Two other dications, namely [Ca(formamide)·H2O]

2+

Fig. 1 (a) Positive nanoelectrospray spectrum of an aqueous CaCl2/formamide (10−3 mol L−1/10−3 mol L−1) mixture, recorded with a declustering
potential of 20 V. (b) Low-energy CID spectra of the [Ca(formamide)]2+ complex recorded with a collision energy of 11 eV (laboratory frame), except
the insert. See text for details.

7554 | Org. Biomol. Chem., 2012, 10, 7552–7561 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Figure 65: Schematic representation of CID set-up.

When an ion with a high translational energy undergoes an inelastic colli-
sion with a neutral, part of the translational energy is converted into internal
energy of the ion, leading to subsequent fragmentation.341 The overall CID
process is assumed to occur by a two-step mechanism, where the excitation
of the precursors and their fragmentations are separated in time:

m
+

p +N → m
+

‡

p → m
+

f +mn (165)

where m
+

p , N , m+
‡

p , m+

f , and mn represent the masses for the precursor ion,
neutral target, excited precursor ion, and charged and neutral fragments, re-
spectively. In the first step a fraction of the ion kinetic energy is transferred
into the internal modes of the selected ion. The second part of this mecha-
nism is a unimolecular dissociation of an excited ion, what explains the use of
statistical theories such as TST or RRKM to rationalize CID spectra. Frag-
mentation of the precursor ion can occur if the collision energy is sufficiently
high that the ion is excited beyond its dissociation threshold.

The transfer of kinetic energy to internal energy can be represented by
the laws of physics involving a mobile species (ion) and a static target (gas).
To simplify the description of such a process, it is more useful to work in the
center-of-mass, com, framework instead of the laboratory reference frame.
In the latter, a binary collision is described by the two separate particles
involved with their individual position and velocity vectors. The velocities
of the ion and neutral gas are stated as velocities relative to each other.
The com kinetic energy of the colliding particles, not the laboratory kinetic
energy of the ion, is the important parameter determining the nature of the
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activation step of the collision process. The total available energy for the
transfer of kinetic energy to internal energy is the relative energy (Ecom) and
depends on the collision partners’ masses. Eq. (166) relates the center of
mass and laboratory collision energies:

Ecom =
N

mp +N
Elab; Elab = q · V (166)

where Elab is the ion’s kinetic energy and q and V are the charge and accel-
eration voltage of the ion, respectively. The CID process is highly depend on
the relative masses of the two species. Conservation of energy means that if
the relative translational energies of the colliding particles change by a cer-
tain amount this energy must appear as internal energy. Ecom represents the
maximum amount of energy that can be converted into internal energy of the
precursor ion. This energy, as seen in the equation above, increases with the
target’s mass, allowing more of the ion’s kinetic energy to be converted into
internal energy. Furthermore, Ecom decreases as a function of 1/mp, so larger
precursor ions have less internal energy available for fragmentation through
the collision process.342

All CID processes occurring routinely can be separated into one of two
categories based primarily on the translational energy of the precursor ion.
For ions of moderate mass (several hundred daltons), low-energy collisions
occur in the 1–100 eV range of collision energy; and high-energy collisions
are in the kiloelectronvolt range. Intermediate collision energies (100–1000
eV) do not occur in commonly used tandem mass spectrometers. In the
work present in this PhD thesis (Part II) we will be dealing with low-energy
collisions.

2.2 Cooks kinetic method

The “kinetic method”, initiated 30 years ago by Cooks and co-workers343–348

is one of the most widely used mass spectrometry technique for the deter-
mination of thermochemical quantities in the gas-phase.73 It provides a rel-
atively easy way to determine a variety of thermochemical values. Enthalpy
determinations are relatively straightforward.

In the “standard kinetic method”,347 the entropy term is assumed to
be zero. The “extended kinetic method”347 developed by Fenselau,65,349

Wedemiotis66,350,351 and their co-workers employs different instrumental con-
ditions to vary the effective temperature parameter as a thermodynamic tem-
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perature to extract apparent entropy differences between pairs of cluster ions.
Armentrout proposed an improved statistical treatment of extended kinetic
method data to obtain enthalpy differences and the apparent entropies with
realistic uncertainties.67

To determine the deprotonation thermochemistry of a molecule AH,AH →
A

−+H
+, the kinetic method considers the competitive dissociations of a se-

ries of proton bound heterodimers [AHBi]−, where Bi is a set of reference
acids with known gas-phase acidity values:

A·H·Bi

BiH + A

AH + Bi

kA

kB

Figure 66: Collision induced dissociations of [A·H·Bi]−.

[AHBi]− adduct ions can be produced by means of chemical ionization or
an electrospray ion source and their dissociations (spontaneous or induced
by collision) are analyzed after selection of the adduct ion by the first mass
analyzer.

The method generally supposes that the peak intensities [A]− and [Bi]−

reflect the corresponding rate constants as shown in eq. (167). Implicit in
this expression and the followings is the assumption that there is no reverse
activation barrier to either dissociation process.

[A]−

[Bi]−
=

kA

kBi

(167)

According to the absolute rate theory, the canonical rate constant k as-
sociated with a population of species in thermal equilibrium at a given tem-
perature T is given by eq. (168)

k =

�
kBT

h

�
exp

�
−∆G

RT

�
(168)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck constant, R the gas con-
stant and ∆G is the activation energy of the considered reaction. Then,
according to eq. (168), the natural logarithm of the peaks ratio may be
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expressed by eq. (169)

ln

�
kA

kBi

�
=

∆G

RT
(169)

where ∆G is the free energy of the equilibrium reaction, A−+HBi ↔ AH +
B

−
i . The free energy of reaction is then related to enthalpy by the standard

thermodynamic expression

∆G = ∆(∆H)− T∆S = ∆H(AH)−∆H(BiH)− T∆S (170)

where ∆S is the entropy change for the equilibrium reaction. At this point,
it should be emphasized that, since the system cannot be considered at ther-
mal equilibrium, the temperature T is an “effective temperature”, Teff . The
effective temperature parameter is an empirical parameter, which is closely
related to the internal energy of ions actually dissociating in the mass spec-
trometer.352,353 However it is not directly related to the mean internal energy
of the whole ion population, nor is it necessarily an approximation of the
“real” temperature.

What Fenselau and Wesdemiotis realized is that by acquiring ln(kA/KBi)
data at several values of Teff , they could independently determine ∆(∆H)
and ∆S. Teff can be varied in several ways: by using collision induced dis-
sociation (CID) and varying the kinetic energy or by changing the collision
gas (thereby, changing the laboratory to center of mass energy conversion).

To determine entropic effects, the procedure of Fenselau and Wesdemiotis
first combines eq. (169) and eq. (170) to give eq. (171).

ln

�
kA

kBi

�
=

�
∆H(AH)

RTeff
− ∆S

R

�
− ∆H(BiH)

RTeff
(171)

By plotting ln(kA)/kBi vs. the known deprotonation enthalpies,∆H(BiH),
one can extract a slope (m1) of −1/RTeff and an intercept (y01) given by eq.
(172).

DG
app(AH)

RTeff
=

∆H(AH)

RTeff
− ∆S

R
(172)

where Wesdemiotis introduces the “apparent” free energy of deprotonation
(eq. (173))

DG
app(AH) = ∆H(AH)− Teff∆S (173)
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The term “apparent” refers to the fact that the ∆S term contains the
difference in entropies of dissociation for AH and BiH, rather than being just
the entropy of dissociation of AH. It is useful to note that DG

app(AH) is the
x intercept of the ln(kA)/kBi vs. ∆H(BiH) plot.

In a next step, the desired quantities ∆H(AH) and ∆S are determined
by plotting DG

app(AH)/RTeff (the intercept y01) vs. 1/RTeff , (the negative
of the slope m1). Eq. (172) shows that the slope of this second plot (m2)
equals ∆H(AH) and the intercept (y02) equals −∆S/R.
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Figure 67: EKM plots for a) ln(kA/kBi) vs. ∆H(BiH) and b) the intercept y01
vs. the slope m1 both obtained from plot a).

In 2000, Armentrout67 pointed out a conceptual error in the previously
explained statistical analysis performed to determine ∆H(AH) and ∆S and
proposed “statistically significant ways of handling the same data to acquire
the same information”. The problem with the plot in the right side of Fig. 67
is that in the linear regression analysis of this figure, the slope and the inter-
cept used to describe the best fit of the available data are strongly correlated.
Therefore, small changes in the slope of the data result in large changes in
the y intercept, mirrored in very large uncertainties in the y intercept.

To rigorously remove the correlation between the slope and intercept of a
linear regression analysis, one merely needs to plot y vs. x�

i = xi−xavg where
xavg is the average deprotonation enthalpy of the reference acids, BiH. The
slope of such a plot is identical to that obtained from plotting ln(kA/KBi) vs.
∆H(BiH), but now the y intercept (y�

01
) is an interpolated point (and hence

much more accurate and precise), rather than being extrapolated. It can be
verified that the covariance between y

�
0
and m is zero, i.e., the y intercept
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and slope of this plot are uncorrelated.

For kinetic method data, the slope of this plot (m1) is again −1/RTeff

and the y intercept is given by the expression (174)

y
�
01

=
[DG

app(AH)−∆Havg]

RTeff
=

∆H(AH)−∆Havg

RTeff
− ∆S

R
(174)

Now a plot of the intercept (y�
01
) vs. the negative slope (−m1 = 1/RTeff )

will give a slope (m�
2
) of ∆H(AH)−∆Havg and a y intercept (y02) of −∆S/R.
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Figure 68: EKM plots for a) ln(kA/kBi) vs. ∆H(BiH) − ∆Havg and b) the
intercept y�

01
vs. the slope m1 both obtained from plot a).

In spite of much controversy about using the kinetic method to evaluate
entropy differences, now it seems widely accepted that the kinetic method
can be used to determine enthalpy and entropy differences.72

For the experimental acidity values presented here, eighteen compounds
with known gas-phase acidities ranging from 1343.5 to 1463.1 kJ mol−1 were
chosen as the reference acids, BiH. The ionization technique used to pro-
duce the [AHBi]− adduct ions was electrospray ionization. The dissociation
of the adduct ions after selection by the first mass analyzer was induced by
collision with Ar at a nominal pressure of 0.2 mTorr to maintain single colli-
sion conditions. The CID experiments were performed using 6 to 13 different
center-of-mass collision energies varying from 0.75 to 3.0 eV.
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Table 13: Stabilization free energy of neutral (∆rG0

1
) and deprotonated (∆rG0

2
)

amines upon BH3 association. G4-based values. All the values in kJ mol−1.

Amine ∆rG
0

1
∆rG

0

2

ammonia -77.9 -273.1
methylamine -96.3 -290.1
dimethylamine -107.8 -276.0
allylamine -95.0 -209.1
cyclopropylamine -71.2 -251.3
benzylamine -112.4 -263.2
aziridine -97.7 -265.5
propargylamine -90.2 -267.9
trifluoroethylamine -78.5 -257.3
aniline -57.7 -209.1

Table 14: Characteristics of the B–N bond in amine-boranes in terms of atomic
hybrids.

Amine neutral anion

Ammonia 82% N(35%s + 65% p)+ 75% N(40%s + 60%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 25% B(23%s + 77%p)

Methylamine 82% N(34%s + 66% p)+ 75% N(39%s + 61%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 25% B(23%s + 77%p)

Dimethylamine 82% N(32%s + 68% p)+ 76% N(37%s + 63%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Allylamine 82% N(33%s + 67% p)+ 76% N(38%s + 62%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Cyclopropylamine 82% N(33%s + 67% p)+ 76% N(40%s + 60%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Benzylamine LP(N)→ 2p (B)a 76% N(39%s + 61%p) +
1079 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Aziridine 82% N(40%s + 60% p)+ 76% N(39%s + 61%p) +
18% B(17%s + 83% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Trifluoroethylamine 82% N(33%s + 67% p)+ 76% N(38%s + 62%p) +
18% B(16%s + 84% p) 24% B(22%s + 78%p)

Aniline LP(N)→ 2p (B)a 77% N(43%s + 57%p) +
1079 23% B(21%s + 79%p)

aThe value reported corresponds to the second order interaction energy, in
kJ mol−1, between the N lone pair (LP(N)) and the empty 2p orbital of B
atom.
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Table 15: Characteristics of the B–N bond in amine-boranes in terms of Wiberg
bond index, and electron density (ρb(B–N), a.u.) at the corresponding BCP.

Wiberg bond ρb(N − B)
index

Amine neutral anion neutral anion

Ammonia 0.618 0.816 0.105 0.147
Methylamine 0.612 0.785 0.112 0.151
Dimethylamine 0.592 0.745 0.114 0.150
Allylamine 0.610 0.769 0.112 0.148
Cyclopropylamine 0.598 0.779 0.102 0.147
Benzylamine 0.613 0.762 0.113 0.147
Aziridine 0.613 0.760 0.116 0.147
Trifluoroethylamine 0.593 0.761 0.108 0.146
Aniline 0.608 0.743 0.109 0.140

Table 16: Characteristics of the N–Al bond in amine-alanes in terms of atomic
hybrids.

R neutral anion

H 92% N(22%s + 78% p)+ 87% N(42%s + 58%p) +
8% Al(14%s + 84% p) 13% Al(25%s + 74%p)

CH3 92% N(30%s + 70% p)+ 88% N(39%s + 61%p) +
8% Al(15%s + 84% p) 12% Al(25%s + 74%p)

c-C3H5 92% N(29%s + 71% p)+ 88% N(38%s + 62%p) +
8% Al(15%s + 84% p) 12% Al(24%s + 74%p)

C6H5 LP(N)→3p(Al)a LP(N)→ 3p (Al)a

247.2 499.3

aThe value reported corresponds to the second order interaction energy, in
kJ mol−1, between the N lone pair (LP(N)) and the empty 3p orbital of Al
atom.
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Table 17: Characteristics of the N–Al bond in amine-alanes in terms of Wiberg
bond index, and electron density (ρb(N–Al), a.u.) at the corresponding BCP.

Wiberg bond ρb(N − Al)
index

R neutral anion neutral anion

H 0.290 0.510 0.044 0.072
CH3 0.279 0.484 0.047 0.073
c-C3H5 0.276 0.465 0.046 0.071
C6H5 0.255 0.433 0.043 0.067

Table 18: Characteristics of the P–Al bond in phosphine-alanes in terms of atomic
hybrids.

R neutral anion

H 87% P(39%s + 61% p)+ 76% P(23%s + 77%p) +
13% Al(12%s + 87% p) 24% Al(22%s + 77%p)

CH3 85% P(37%s + 62% p)+ 76% P(23%s + 77%p) +
15% Al(12%s + 86% p) 24% Al(22%s + 78%p)

c-C3H5 85% P(36%s + 64% p)+ 76% P(22%s + 78%p) +
15% Al(13%s + 87% p) 24% Al(22%s + 78%p)

C6H5 LP(P)→ 3p (Al)a 77% P(17%s + 83%p) +
426 23% Al(22%s + 78%p)

aThe value reported corresponds to the second order interaction energy, in
kJ mol−1, between the P lone pair (LP(P)) and the empty 3p orbital of Al
atom.
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Table 19: Characteristics of the P–Al bond in phosphine-alanes in terms of
Wiberg bond index and electron density (ρb(P–Al), a.u.) at the corresponding
BCP.

Wiberg bond ρb(P − Al)
index

R neutral anion neutral anion

H 0.457 0.739 0.032 0.049
CH3 0.489 0.728 0.036 0.052
c-C3H5 0.493 0.726 0.037 0.051
C6H5 0.488 0.675 0.036 0.048

Table 20: Characteristics of the P–Ga bond in phosphine-gallanes in terms of
atomic hybrids.

R neutral anion

H 86% P(39%s + 61% p)+ 74% P(22%s + 78%p) +
14% Ga(10%s + 89% p) 26% Ga(22%s + 78%p)

CH3 84% P(37%s + 63% p)+ 73% P(22%s + 78%p) +
16% Ga(12%s + 88% p) 27% Ga(22%s + 78%p)

c-C3H5 83% P(36%s + 64% p)+ 72% P(22%s + 78%p) +
17% Ga(13%s + 87% p) 28% Ga(23%s + 77%p)

C6H5 LP(P)→ 4p (Ga)a 74% P(17%s + 83%p) +
510.5 26% Ga(22%s + 78%p)

aThe value reported corresponds to the second order interaction energy, in
kJ mol−1, between the P lone pair (LP(P)) and the empty 3p orbital of Ga
atom.
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Table 21: Characteristics of the P–Ga bond in phosphine-gallanes in terms of
Wiberg bond index and electron density (ρb(P–Ga), a.u.) at the corresponding
BCP.

Wiberg bond ρb(P −Ga)
index

R neutral anion neutral anion

H 0.491 0.787 0.048 0.068
CH3 0.541 0.784 0.055 0.072
c-C3H5 0.562 0.799 0.056 0.071
C6H5 0.552 0.721 0.056 0.068

Table 22: Calculated acidity (∆acidG0, kJ mol−1) for R-XH2 (R = Ethyl, vinyl,
ethynyl; X = N, P, As, Sb) bases (∆rG0

3
) and the corresponding R-XH2·Y (Y=

BeH2, BH3, AlH3) complexes (∆rG0

4
).

∆acidG
0

∆rG
0

3
∆rG

0

4

free base BeH2 BH3 AlH3

R = Ethyl

X = N 1627 (1638.9 ± 2.9)a 1431 1447 1399
X = P 1522 (1531. ± 12.)b 1409 1435 1360
X = As 1492 (1501. ± 8.8)c 1377 1393 1328
X = Sb 1455 1357 1361 1308

R = Vinyl

X = N 1533 1325 1360 1322
X = P 1470 [1474]d (1477. ± 9.6)a 1346 [1343]d 1384 1340
X = As 1446 [1446]d (1448. ± 8.8)c 1322 [1320]d 1343 1309
X = Sb 1429 1316 1321 1295

R = Ethynyl

X = N 1472 1282 1320 1283
X = P 1445 [1451]d (1459. ± 9.6)a 1319 [1315]d 1351 1305
X = As 1418 [1419]d (1434. ± 8.8)c 1291 [1292]d 1309 1277
X = Sb 1401 [1397]e 1293 1290 1268
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Table 23: Acidity enhancement, ∆∆acidG0, and stabilization free energies of
neutral, ∆rG0

1
, and deprotonated species, ∆rG0

2
, when R-XH2 (R = Ethyl, vinyl,

ethynyl; X = N, P, As, Sb) bases interact with BeH2, BH3, and AlH3. All values
are in kJ mol−1.

(∆∆acidG
0)a ∆rG

0

1
∆rG

0

2

Y = BeH2 BH3 AlH3 BeH2 BH3 AlH3 BeH2 BH3 AlH3

R = Ethyl

X = N 226 179 226 -59 -74 -66 -285 -253 -292
X = P 139 113 160 -12 -64 -26 -151 -177 -186
X = As 117 99 137 -17 -54 -34 -134 -153 -171
X = Sb 121 119 145 +17 -20 -26 -105 -139 -171

R = Vinyl

X = N 208 171 209 -29 -41 -38 -237 -212 -247
X = P 124 78 129 -2[-11]b -65 -25 -126 -143 -154
X = As 124 102 136 +13[-2]b -24 -6 -111 -126 -142
X = Sb 114 106 132 +17 -15 -20 -97 -121 -153

R = Ethynyl

X = N 190 152 188 -7 -16 -18 -197 -168 -206
X = P 125 93 138 +9[+1]b -43 -7 -116 -136 -145
X = As 127 106 140 +26[+9]b -11 +7 -101 -117 -133
X = Sb 108 110 132 +18[+17]c -7 -12 -90 -117 -144

a These values measure the acidity enhancement upon BeH2, BH3 and AlH3

complexation and are given by the difference ∆rG
0

3
−∆rG

0

4
.

b Values claculated at the G4 level fo theory.
c Value calculated at the CCSD(T)/Def-QZVP level of theory.
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Figure 69: BH3 LUMO energies within the complex geometry and Gibbs free
energies for complex formation.Vinyl derivatives.

Figure 70: BH3 LUMO energies within the complex geometry and Gibbs free
energies for complex formation. Ethynyl derivatives.
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Table 24: Relative errors (%) in A rotational constants. M = Ca.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa

Formamide -0.9 -2.4 -1.9 -2.8
A CaOH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A HCNH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
B CaNH2+

3
-0.2 -1.4 0.1 -1.8

B CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C CaHCN2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C H2O -3.4 -6.7 -2.7 -7.6
D CaH2O2+ -0.1 -1.4 -0.1 -1.7
D HCN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E CaCO2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E NH3 -1.9 -4.0 -1.0 -4.4
F CaOC2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
F NH3 -1.9 -4.0 -1.0 -4.4
G CaNH2+ -6.3 -13.6 -0.1 -16.3
G OCH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
int 10 1.3 2.8 -2.7 1.5
int 11 0.0 -1.3 0.2 -1.9
int 1 0.4 0.1 2.2 0.1
int 2 -0.5 -2.7 -0.2 -3.1
int 3 -1.3 -2.6 -1.7 -3.0
int 5 -0.3 -4.7 -3.6 -4.9
int 6 -0.6 -2.9 -1.5 -3.4
int 7 -14.0 -31.5 0.7 -33.2
int 8 2683.2 2673.1 2689.3 2642.1
int 9 -15.0 -10.6 -26.4 -11.8
TS 10 11 0.0 -2.7 6.1 -1.1
TS 1 10 -2.7 -9.6 -0.6 -9.5
TS 1 1 -1.6 -3.5 -2.3 -4.0
TS 1 2 0.0 -1.1 -1.6 -1.2
TS 1 5 1.8 -0.8 0.4 -1.3
TS 1 G 3.4 -5.0 29.4 -3.1
TS 2 3 -8.9 -13.7 -11.0 -14.4
TS 2 A 1.4 -0.8 1.4 -1.0
TS 3 6 -8.8 -11.6 -9.0 -12.4
TS 6 7 0.0 -2.7 -0.5 -2.0
TS 7 8 -3.1 -5.7 1.9 0.1
TS 8 9 4.5 -2.4 10.8 0.7
TS 9 A 18.5 33.7 21.7 67.0

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
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Table 25: Relative errors (%) in B rotational constants. M = Ca.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa

formamide -0.91 -2.72 -1.25 -2.83
A CaOH+ -8.95 -9.7 -9.88 -10.08
A HCNH+ -1.47 -2.99 -3.26 -3.12
B CaNH2+

3
-6.19 -7.54 -7.28 -7.63

B CO -2.22 -4.18 -4.45 -4.34
C CaHCN2+ -5.25 -6.61 -7.61 -6.38
C H2O -0.32 -1.25 -0.74 -1.21
D CaH2O2+ -5.21 -6.51 -6.68 -6.26
D HCN -1.8 -3.58 -4.62 -3.7
E CaCO2+ -4.37 -5.75 -5.69 -5.2
E NH3 -1.77 -3.87 -0.92 -4.32
F CaOC2+ -3.28 -5.56 -5.99 -5.02
F NH3 -1.77 -3.87 -0.92 -4.32
G CaNH2+ -11.38 -14.1 -11.04 -15.25
G OCH+ -1.99 -3.82 -4.53 -4.02
int 10 -4.24 -6.33 -6.37 -4.71
int 11 0.0 -1.43 -0.88 -1.16
int 1 -4.6 -5.97 -5.68 -6.03
int 2 -3.14 -4.74 -4.12 -4.89
int 3 -4.51 -6.59 -5.27 -6.07
int 5 -6.26 -9.67 -6.06 -9.62
int 6 -4.92 -6.09 -6.11 -6.14
int 7 -4.19 -4.48 -7.88 -4.39
int 8 -24.3 -25.32 -25.7 -25.13
int 9 -3.77 -5.5 -4.45 -5.09
TS 10 11 0.0 -0.9 -7.16 0.02
TS 1 10 1.19 0.62 -1.04 -0.04
TS 1 1 -5.36 -6.73 -6.67 -6.67
TS 1 2 -3.99 -5.59 -4.86 -5.64
TS 1 5 -4.29 -5.75 -4.98 -5.58
TS 1 G -13 -9.22 27.35 -11.89
TS 2 3 -0.58 -1.11 -0.94 -1.07
TS 2 A -1.34 -5.15 -4.9 -5.68
TS 3 6 -3.02 -3.82 -3.82 -3.72
TS 6 7 -5.48 -6.86 -7.13 -7.08
TS 7 8 -2.0 -1.59 -11.71 -3.3
TS 8 9 -9.9 -7.35 -16.47 -8.75
TS 9 A -22.14 -21.12 -21.72 -24.21

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
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Table 26: Relative errors (%) in C rotational constants. M = Ca.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa

formamide -0,91 -2,66 -1,24 -2,76
A CaOH+ -8,95 -9,7 -9,88 -10,08
A HCNH+ -1,47 -2,99 -3,26 -3,12
B CaNH2+

3
-6,19 -7,54 -7,28 -7,63

B CO -2,22 -4,18 -4,45 -4,34
C CaHCN2+ -5,25 -6,61 -7,61 -6,38
C H2O -1,42 -3,2 -1,44 -3,55
D CaH2O2+ -5,12 -6,42 -6,57 -6,18
D HCN -1,8 -3,58 -4,62 -3,7
E CaCO2+ -4,37 -5,75 -5,69 -5,2
E NH3 0 -0,83 -0,29 -0,71
F CaOC2+ -3,28 -5,56 -5,99 -5,02
F NH3 0 -0,83 -0,29 -0,71
G CaNH2+ -11,03 -13,57 -10,8 -14,65
G OCH+ -1,99 -3,82 -4,53 -4,02
int 10 -3,86 -5,72 -6,13 -4,28
int 11 0 -1,44 -0,88 -1,16
int 1 -4,43 -5,77 -5,43 -5,83
int 2 -3,06 -4,68 -4,01 -4,84
int 3 -3,71 -5,61 -4,4 -5,31
int 5 -5,83 -9,34 -5,9 -9,3
int 6 -4,8 -6,01 -5,99 -6,07
int 7 -4,15 -4,37 -7,86 -4,27
int 8 -14,83 -15,98 -16,4 -15,77
int 9 -4,31 -5,73 -5,64 -5,4
TS 10 11 0 -1,12 -5,74 -0,12
TS 1 10 1,22 0,67 -1,04 0,03
TS 1 1 -4,47 -5,99 -5,66 -6,04
TS 1 2 -3,85 -5,43 -4,75 -5,49
TS 1 5 -4,15 -5,63 -4,86 -5,47
TS 1 G -12,05 -8,6 27,6 -11,04
TS 2 3 -1,3 -2,32 -1,86 -2,37
TS 2 A -1,32 -5,09 -4,78 -5,6
TS 3 6 -3,46 -4,36 -4,25 -4,34
TS 6 7 -5,2 -6,61 -6,8 -6,78
TS 7 8 -2,19 -2,32 -9,71 -2,74
TS 8 9 -8,35 -6,77 -13,86 -7,69
TS 9 A -21,77 -20,68 -21,34 -23,64

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
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Table 27: Relative errors (%) in A rotational constants. M = Sr.

Structure B3LYP/6-31G(d) G96LYP/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d)

formamide 2.12 0.57 1.03
A HCNH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
A SrOH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
B CO 0.0 0.0 0.0
B SrNH2+

3
2.18 1.03 2.28

C H2O -2.07 -5.21 -1.36
C HCNSr2+ -3.2 -7.89 -10.07
D HCN 0.0 0.0 0.0
D SrH2O2+ 2.81 1.68 2.7
E NH3 -0.25 -2.31 0.6
E OC-Sr2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
F CO-Sr2+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
F NH3 -0.25 -2.31 0.6
G SrNH+

2
-6.12 -11.18 2.38

G OCH+ 0.0 0.0 0.0
int1 6.24 5.93 9.43
int2 2.82 0.54 3.78
int3 0.86 0.02 0.1
int4 2.92 0.97 2.79
int5 159.18 1184.09 4998.26
int6 -13.75 -11.99 -29.26
int7 20.38 17.63 14.11
int8 4.73 -4.43 2.57
TS 1 1 0.72 -1.38 -0.05
TS 1 2 2.55 1.62 0.7
TS 1 7 14.61 2.68 20.29
TS 1 8 3.12 -0.58 1.67
TS 2 3 -5.33 -11.56 -6.43
TS 2 A 19.29 18.02 20.94
TS 3 4 -4.49 -7.31 -6.33
TS 4 5 3.92 0.13 3.41
TS 5 6 26.97 15.26 28.7
TS 6 A 169.39 178.99 96.73
TS 1 G 13.24 2.73 268.41
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Table 28: Relative errors (%) in B rotational constants. M = Sr.

Structure B3LYP/6-31G(d) G96LYP/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d)

formamide 1.74 -0.11 1.4
A HCNH+ 1.57 0.02 -0.26
A SrOH+ -6.94 -8.19 -7.6
B CO 1.9 -0.12 -0.42
B SrNH2+

3
-3.46 -4.8 -5.26

C H2O 3.04 2.0 2.6
C HCNSr2+ -3.56 -4.99 -6.42
D HCN 1.87 0.03 -1.05
D SrH2O2+ -3.37 -4.95 -5.08
E NH3 -0.25 -2.31 0.6
E OC-Sr2+ -2.99 -4.58 -5.02
F CO-Sr2+ -2.95 -6.21 -6.12
F NH3 -0.25 -2.31 0.6
G SrNH+

2
-10.07 -12.73 -10.82

G OCH+ 1.85 -0.04 -0.78
int1 -3.57 -5.12 -5.06
int2 -1.63 -3.35 -3.25
int3 -3.06 -6.93 -3.68
int4 -2.53 -3.75 -4.56
int5 -18.99 -26.08 -27.67
int6 -3.03 -4.66 -2.35
int7 -7.1 -8.23 -9.41
int8 -5.68 -11.24 -5.9
TS 1 1 -3.67 -5.42 -5.73
TS 1 2 -2.28 -4.08 -3.47
TS 1 7 1.87 1.43 -0.28
TS 1 8 -1.15 -2.85 -2.74
TS 2 3 0.69 0.64 -0.76
TS 2 A 6.87 4.07 4.7
TS 3 4 -1.8 -2.75 -2.67
TS 4 5 -3.57 -4.95 -5.78
TS 5 6 -18.49 -16.01 -22.39
TS 6 A -24.01 -23.38 -23.45
TS 1 G -14.59 -10.47 -5.5
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Table 29: Relative errors (%) in C rotational constants. M = Sr.

Structure B3LYP/6-31G(d) G96LYP/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d)

formamide 1.8 0.0 1.46
A HCNH+ 1.57 0.02 -0.26
A SrOH+ -6.94 -8.19 -7.6
B CO 1.9 -0.12 -0.42
B SrNH2+

3
-3.46 -4.8 -5.26

C H2O 1.23 -0.59 1.2
C HCNSr2+ -3.56 -4.99 -6.42
D HCN 1.87 0.03 -1.05
D SrH2O2+ -3.3 -4.87 -4.99
E NH3 3.15 2.4 2.84
E OC-Sr2+ -2.99 -4.58 -5.02
F CO-Sr2+ -2.95 -6.21 -6.12
F NH3 3.15 2.4 2.84
G SrNH+

2
-9.75 -12.32 -10.61

G OCH+ 1.85 -0.04 -0.78
int1 -3.34 -4.87 -4.74
int2 -1.54 -3.27 -3.11
int3 -2.41 -5.81 -3.05
int4 -2.44 -3.67 -4.43
int5 -7.77 -11.55 -13.2
int6 -3.47 -4.95 -3.7
int7 -5.5 -6.71 -8.01
int8 -5.16 -10.94 -5.48
TS 1 1 -2.96 -4.77 -4.82
TS 1 2 -2.17 -3.94 -3.37
TS 1 7 1.79 1.44 -0.38
TS 1 8 -1.09 -2.82 -2.7
TS 2 3 0.27 -0.26 -1.25
TS 2 A 6.43 3.68 4.35
TS 3 4 -2.04 -3.04 -3.01
TS 4 5 -3.32 -4.74 -5.48
TS 5 6 -14.96 -13.28 -18.65
TS 6 A -23.25 -22.61 -22.81
TS 1 G -13.76 -9.96 -2.51
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Table 30: Absolute errors (kcal mol−1) for relative energies computed with the
four trial methods. M = Ca.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa

Form/Ca2+ 6.59 11.15 9.23 7.22
A 25.29 21.07 17.28 20.89
B 1.28 4.97 10.51 2.64
C 2.35 1.54 9.93 0.73
D 1.64 2.71 12.32 0.38
E 1.16 6.22 11.60 3.91
F 2.51 5.65 9.43 3.22
G 19.41 12.64 13.67 11.43
int10 2.51 4.97 11.50 4.93
int11 4.03 6.15 13.79 6.67
min1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
int2 2.00 3.75 4.72 4.50
int3 2.49 2.06 5.05 2.75
int4 0.72 2.53 2.41 3.33
int5 0.94 3.04 2.59 3.99
int6 0.45 1.59 0.16 1.63
int7 4.33 1.93 5.30 2.25
int8 1.65 0.81 10.63 0.36
int9 4.41 2.02 7.20 1.84
TS 10 11 4.20 6.56 13.48 6.58
TS 1 10 4.95 1.23 2.28 2.90
TS 1 1 4.85 4.55 7.04 5.51
TS 1 2 0.86 4.72 3.61 4.93
TS 1 5 1.10 3.72 3.08 4.23
TS 1 G 12.67 2.31 7.72 1.61
TS 2 3 1.71 3.22 4.33 3.86
TS 2 A 5.06 0.89 1.56 0.34
TS 3 6 2.41 1.06 5.02 0.76
TS 6 7 2.14 2.59 0.40 2.97
TS 7 8 4.00 2.23 7.61 1.99
TS 8 9 3.34 1.45 8.66 1.13
TS 9 A 19.23 15.20 11.01 14.65

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
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Table 31: Relative errors (%) for relative energies computed with the four trial
methods. M = Ca.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa

Form/Ca2+ -6.9 -11.7 -9.7 -7.6
A -528.6 -440.5 -361.2 -436.6
B -3.1 -12.1 -25.5 -6.4
C 4.2 -2.7 -17.6 1.3
D 2.7 -4.5 -20.4 -0.6
E -1.5 -8.0 -15.0 -5.0
F -3.1 -6.9 -11.5 -3.9
G 58.4 38.0 41.1 34.4
int10 -7.3 -14.5 -33.6 -14.4
int11 -21.1 -32.2 -72.1 -34.8
min1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
int2 -3.8 -7.1 -8.9 -8.5
int3 -12.1 -10.0 -24.6 -13.3
int4 -1.3 -4.5 4.3 -6.0
int5 -2.0 -6.5 -5.5 -8.5
int6 -1.6 -5.6 -0.6 -5.8
int7 14.7 6.5 -18.0 7.6
int8 31.3 15.3 -201.9 6.9
int9 16.6 7.6 -27.1 6.9
TS 10 11 -11.6 -18.2 -37.3 -18.2
TS 1 10 6.5 -1.6 3.0 -3.8
TS 1 1 -16.7 -15.7 -24.3 -19.0
TS 1 2 -1.4 -7.5 -5.7 -7.8
TS 1 5 1.2 -4.1 3.4 -4.6
TS 1 G 15.9 2.9 9.7 2.0
TS 2 3 -3.1 -5.9 -7.9 -7.0
TS 2 A 9.2 1.6 2.8 -0.6
TS 3 6 4.5 2.0 9.5 1.4
TS 6 7 2.7 -3.3 0.5 -3.8
TS 7 8 10.4 5.8 -19.8 5.2
TS 8 9 11.8 5.1 -30.7 4.0
TS 9 A 47.0 37.2 26.9 35.8

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
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Table 32: Absolute errors (kcal mol−1) for relative energies computed with the
four trial methods. M = Sr.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a G96LYPb

Form/Sr2+ 13.25 18.74 16.41 6.14
A 45.16 40.10 37.33 7.14
B 4.80 9.05 14.61 2.29
C 4.93 0.76 8.09 0.78
D 0.33 5.21 15.29 2.74
E 2.23 7.67 12.44 0.02
F 4.32 8.00 11.97 1.44
G 33.58 25.21 31.59 9.29
min1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
int2 3.96 5.50 6.26 1.03
int3 5.45 5.20 6.66 1.07
int6 2.97 4.25 2.11 0.01
int8 1.23 0.18 11.04 0.81
int9 3.58 1.42 8.27 0.33
int10 5.11 7.74 13.22 0.00
int5 0.56 2.57 0.09 1.16
TS 1 1 6.23 5.86 7.45 0.03
TS 1 2 0.32 4.23 2.46 1.74
TS 1 10 9.64 2.83 9.81 3.20
TS 1 5 4.38 0.81 6.75 0.41
TS 2 3 3.89 5.12 6.06 1.09
TS 2 A 6.99 3.97 5.59 2.01
TS 3 6 2.00 0.37 5.54 0.92
TS 6 8 3.02 1.94 1.73 0.96
TS 8 9 2.15 0.21 9.95 0.56
TS 9 A 35.87 31.39 28.58 5.49
TS 1 G 25.91 11.99 26.88 5.59

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
b 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.
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Table 33: Relative errors (%) for relative energies computed with the four trial
methods. M = Sr.

Structure B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a G96LYPb

Form/Sr2+ -16.7 -23.6 -20.7 -7.7
A -755.1 -670.4 -624.2 -119.4
B -12.9 -24.4 -39.4 -6.2
C 10.8 1.7 -17.7 1.7
D -0.6 -9.6 -28.3 -5.1
E -3.4 -11.6 -18.8 0.0
F -6.1 -11.2 -16.8 -2.0
G 99.9 75.0 94.0 27.6
min1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
int2 -8.0 -11.1 -12.6 -2.1
int3 -24.5 -23.4 -29.9 -4.8
int6 -10.8 -15.4 -7.7 0.0
int8 13.2 1.9 -118.3 8.7
int9 14.4 5.7 -33.2 1.3
int10 -16.0 -24.3 -41.5 0.0
int5 1.2 -5.7 0.2 2.6
TS 1 1 -21.0 -19.8 -25.1 -0.1
TS 1 2 -0.5 -7.2 -4.2 -2.9
TS 1 10 13.0 3.8 13.3 4.3
TS 1 5 5.0 -0.9 7.8 -0.5
TS 2 3 -7.5 -9.9 -11.7 -2.1
TS 2 A 13.6 7.7 10.9 3.9
TS 3 6 3.8 0.7 10.6 1.8
TS 6 8 4.0 -2.5 2.3 -1.3
TS 8 9 8.1 0.8 -37.5 2.1
TS 9 A 87.7 76.7 69.9 13.4
TS 1 G 34.1 15.8 35.4 7.3

a 6-31G(d) basis set.
b 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.
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Figure 71: Reaction time vs. energy transfer for trajectories yielding formamide
neutral loss, obtained from chemical dynamics simulations (squares) and half-life
times (t1/2) predicted by RRKM (solid lines). Both were obtained using BLYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory.
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Both are for trajectories yielding formamide neutral loss using G96LYP/6-31G(d)
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Figure 73: Probability of transferring a given % of the collision energy to the
[M(formamide)]2+ ion for the non-reactive trajectories (white) and the reactive
ones (blue), at the three collision energies considered (180, 230, and 280 kcal
mol−1 from left to right). G96LYP/6-31G(d) is used for the two molecular ions.
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Figure 74: Probability of transferring a given % of the collision energy to the
[M(formamide)]2+ ion for the non-reactive trajectories (white) and the reactive
ones (blue), at the three collision energies considered (180, 230, and 280 kcal
mol−1 from left to right). The trajectories were calculated using BLYP/6-31G(d)
for M = Ca and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for M = Sr.
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Figure 75: Scattering plot of vibrational versus rotational energy distributions
obtained from nonreactive [M(formamide)]2+ trajectories for the three collision
energies considered. The level of theory used for both metals is: G96LYP/6-
31G(d).
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Figure 76: Scattering plot of vibrational versus rotational energy distributions
obtained from nonreactive [M(formamide)]2+ trajectories for the three collision
energies considered. The trajectories were calculated using BLYP/6-31G(d) for M
= Ca and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for M = Sr.
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Fig. 75 unambiguously show that vibrational excitation is independent
from the rotational excitation. Similar results are obtained using BLYP/6-
31G(d), M = Ca, and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p), M = Sr, as shown in Fig. 76.
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Figure 77: Vibrational (a panels) and rotational (b panels) energy distribution
for the non-reactive trajectories at the three collision energies: 180, 230 and 280
kcal mol−1 from left to right. The top panels correspond to M = Ca while the
bottom ones are for M = Sr. The dashed vertical lines mark the energy for the
different TS that can be reached from min1 structure. The values for M = Ca
are compute using the BLYP/6-31G(d) approach while the values for M = Sr are
computed at the G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.

Rotational effects
In the collision between the molecular ion and Ar, the translational energy is
converted into vibrational and rotational energy on the ion. The rotational
effect can have an important effect on the rate constants when the moments
of inertia of the reactant and TS are significantly different. Therefore, we
evaluated the role of the external rotational energy in the rate constants
which may be changed. These are k01, k1G, k110, k101, and k15 for both met-
als. In addition to these rate constant, k15 must be considered when M = Sr.
The curves for k(E, J) computed at high-level (B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ, Ca and
G96LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p), Sr) and with our low-level approach G96LYP/6-
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31G(d), are shown in Figs. 78 and 79. As explained in the Methodology
section, K quantum number can be treated as an active rotor (solid lines)
with different values for the angular moment J ; or as an adiabatic rotor
(dashed lines), where all the rotational energy is placed on the x, y-axes
(blued diamonds, case1 ); equally distributed among the three axes (green
crosses, case2 ); or in the z-axis (brown circles, case3 ).

No important effects of the external rotational energy are observed when
the quantum number K is treated as an active rotor. However, when K is
treated adiabatically we observe a decrease in the reaction speed with the
exception of k1G that at high energy experiments slightly increases. This
effect is more pronounced the higher the energy placed on the z-axis of the
molecule, especially for int10 → min1 and int5 → min1 reactions (Fig. 78
and 79). Coherently, if all the energy is placed on the z-axis for these reac-
tions, they start at much higher internal energies and the values of k101 and
k51 decrease several orders of magnitude.

The effect of considering the external rotation when computing k(E, J)
for formamide neutral loss reaction (k01) is more complex, because the ef-
fects on the reaction speed depend on how the rotational energy is distributed
within the molecule. It must be recalled that this reaction corresponds to
the Ca–O bond cleavage until its eventual dissociation. When all the rota-
tional energy is placed on the z-axis (case 3) this cleavage is not favored and
consequently the reaction rate decreases (drown circles, dashed line). Con-
versely, if all the energy is placed on the x, y-plane (case 1), the rate constant
increases slightly and the kinetics speed up (blue diamonds, dashed line).

The general conclusion is that the effect of external rotation, when it is
relevant, is generally to slow down the kinetics of the system.
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Figure 78: RRKM rate constants for M = Ca taking into account rotational
energy in different ways (see text). The k(E, J) showed are computed at the
B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ level of theory.
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Figure 79: RRKM rate constants for M = Sr taking into account rotational
energy in different ways (see text). The k(E, J) showed are computed at the
G96LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level of theory.
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a b s t r a c t

High-level G4 ab initio calculations have been carried out to investigate the binding in NH3:BeH2!nXn

(X = F, Cl, Br; n6 2) complexes. The results obtained show that these dimers are stabilized by quite strong
beryllium bonds, which are accompanied by a dramatic distortion of the BeH2!nXn Lewis acids, which
depart noticeably from linearity whereas the BeAH and BeAX bonds become significantly longer. This
deformation plays a crucial role as far as the relative stability trends are concerned since it amounts to
about a 30% of the total interaction energy. More importantly, this deformation significantly enhances
the electron acceptor capacity of the Lewis acid, which follows completely different trends from those
expected for the undistorted systems. Consistently, a frontier orbital theory is able to explain the trends
observed in the interaction energies, provided that it is carried out on the distorted systems rather than
on the systems in their equilibrium conformation.

! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many weak interactions in chemistry, even if they are usually
considered non-covalent interactions [1], involve a non-zero
charge transfer between the systems which interact, in such a
way that one of them behaves as a Lewis base, the electron donor,
and the other as the Lewis acid, the electron acceptor. This is typ-
ically the case in XAH" " "Y conventional hydrogen bonds (HBs) [2],
in which there is a certain charge transfer from the lone pairs of the
HB acceptor into the r#

XH antibonding orbital of the HB donor. The
population of the r#

XH antibonding orbital actually results in the
lengthening of the XAH bond and in the red-shifting of the XAH
stretching frequency, which is one of the signatures of these non-
covalent interactions [3]. We have recently shown [4] that the
interaction of BeX2 derivatives with different bases, B, exhibits
many similarities with conventional hydrogen bonds. Actually
the B" " "BeX2 interaction involves also a charge transfer from the
lone-pair of the base towards the p empty orbital of Be as well as
into the r#

BeX antibonding orbital, leading to a linkage between both
moieties which we named beryllium bonds [4]. The first of these
charge transfers triggers a significant deformation of the BeX2 moi-
ety which in the B:BeX2 complex departs significantly from linear-
ity. The second charge transfer process indicated above results in a
clear lengthening of the BeAX bonds, and in a concomitant red-
shifting of the antisymmetric XABeAX stretching frequency,
whereas the symmetric one appears blue-shifted [4]. Also recently,
we have shown, in a study on the relative stability of X:BH3!nFn
and X:BH3!nCln with a large variety of bases [5], that the trends

observed in their relative stabilities was a challenge for the differ-
ent models proposed in the literature to describe these complexes
[6–8]. In fact, the only model which was found to reproduce the
stability trends, in both families of complexes, was the frontier
orbital theory [9,10], but using in the analysis the frontier orbitals
of the distorted monomers [5]. The main conclusion then was that
when the interaction between a Lewis base and a Lewis acid is such
that it produces a significant structural distortion in one of the
interacting systems or in both of them, not only the distortion en-
ergy is a fundamental ingredient to explain the relative stabilities
of the complexes formed, but also the significant perturbation that
the distortion induces in the electron acceptor and/or electron do-
nor properties of the interacting subunits [5].

The aim of the present paper is to investigate whether a similar
situation is observed when dealing with beryllium bonds, i.e., with
complexes formed when a typical Lewis base, like ammonia, inter-
acts with Be derivatives in which the H atoms in the parent com-
pound BeH2 are replaced by one or two halogen substituents. We
have considered as substituents in this study fluorine, chlorine
and bromine.

2. Computational details

Since the energetic effects of the deformation may be crucial
when determining the relative stabilities of the complexes be-
tween NH3 and BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br; n 6 2), their total energies,
as well as those of the independent monomers were obtained at
the G4 level of theory [11], which usually provides very accurate
values for thermodynamic magnitudes. We have considered it of
interest to explore also the performance of the B3LYP density func-
tional theory (DFT) approach for the description of these subtle ef-
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fects, mainly to have an assessment of a method that may be
needed when beryllium bonds involve very large systems, for
which the Gn theories [12] can become prohibitively expensive.
Actually previous assessments in the literature have shown that
this method, which combines Becke’s three parameter (B3) ex-
change functional [13] with the Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP) non-local
correlation functional [14] is particularly well suited to provide
accurate optimized geometries, which are often superior to those
obtained by means of correlated ab initio methods such as MP2
[15–19]. For these optimizations we have employed a rather ex-
tended 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set, which will ensure the adequate
description of polarization effects and of regions of space signifi-
cantly apart from the nuclei. All these calculations have been car-
ried out with the Gaussian09 suite of programs [20].

The strength of the bonding between both subunits can be
quantitatively measured by the dissociation energy, De, defined
as the difference between the energy of the complex and the en-
ergy of the two isolated subunits in their equilibrium conforma-
tion. However, since the formation of the complex induces a
noticeably large distortion of the Lewis acid, as it has been shown
previously in the literature [5] and we will discuss later, the value
of De actually underestimates the strength of the bond, because of
the large relaxation energy of the twomonomers on going from the
structure in the complex to their respective equilibrium conforma-
tions. A more realistic measure of the strength of the new bond is
given by the interaction energy, Eint, defined as the difference be-
tween the energy of the complex and the energy of both monomers
when they have the same structure as in the complex.

The charge transfer from the ammonia molecule to the Be2!nXn

(X = F, Cl, Br) moiety will be quantified by means of the second or-
der perturbation NBO analysis [2], which permits to evaluate the
interaction energies between the occupied MOs of the Lewis base
and the empty MOs of the Lewis acid. Within this formalism it is
also possible to calculate the electron population of the initially
empty orbitals of the latter, when it forms part of the complex.
Also, a good index of the strength of the beryllium bond formed
would be the Wiberg bond index which can be evaluated in the
framework of this approach [2]. A complementary view of the
bonding in the complexes under scrutiny can be achieved through
the use of the atoms in molecules (AIM) theory [21], which is based
in a topological analysis of the electron density. For this purpose
we have obtained the molecular graphs for the isolated monomers
and the complexes they form. The molecular graph is the ensemble
of maxima (nuclei), saddle points (bond critical points, BCPs) of the
electron density, and the bond paths which connect the former
through the corresponding BCP. The values of the electron density
and the energy density at these BCPs is a good index of the strength
and the nature of the interaction. A negative value of the energy
density is an indication of covalency in the interaction [22]. Also

useful is the description that can be obtained within the frame-
work of the electron localization function (ELF) theory [23], which
permits the partition of the molecular space in basins associated
with regions occupied by electron pairs [24]. These basins are usu-
ally classified in mono-synaptic or di(poly)-synaptic, when they in-
volve electron shells of a single atom or of two(several) ones. The
population of these basins also provides interesting clues regarding
the strength of the bonding between two atoms. The NBO, AIM and
ELF calculations have been carried out with the NBO-5G [25], Aim-
All [26] and the TopMod [27] packages, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure and bonding

The structures of the complexes between ammonia and the
BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) derivatives are summarized in Table 1, to-
gether with those of the different monomers.

As previously reported in the literature the first conspicuous
fact is that the formation of the complex leads to a dramatic distor-
tion of the BeH2!nXn moiety, which deviates significantly from lin-
earity, whereas the bonds lengthen in some cases as much as 0.1 Å.
It is interesting to note that the XBeY angle is in all cases in the
range 134–139". Also in all cases the BeAN distance is much short-
er than the sum of the corresponding van der Waals radii, and only
slightly longer than in typical BeAN covalent bonds ($ 1.6 Å).

This is consistent with the molecular graph of these complexes
(see Fig. 1) which show the existence of a BCP between Be and N
with electron densities of the same order of magnitude as those
associated to conventional covalent bonds involving Be atoms.
Also, in all cases the energy density is negative, indicating a non-
negligible covalent character in the bond formed between Be and
N. Note for instance, that the electron density at the BeAN linkage
in the NH3:BeCl2 complex is only slightly smaller than that found
in the BeACl BCP. Also coherently, the Wiberg bond orders
($0.35) are sizably large for a very polar bond. Also, the ELF (see
Fig. 2) shows the existence of a disynaptic basin between Be and
N with a reasonably high electron population which indicates a
significant covalent character for this interaction.

It is worth noting that the significant distortion of the BeH2!nXn

subunits is clearly seen in the molecular graphs of Fig. 1, which
show that besides the bending of these subunits in the complex,
there is a large decrease in the electron density at the BeAH and
BeAX BCPs on going from the linear isolated molecule to the bent
one in the complex. As a matter of fact, one would expect, a large
charge donation from the lone pair of the ammonia molecule into
the 2p empty orbital of Be and into the r#

BeX and r#
BeH antibonding

orbitals of the BeH2!nXn system. The population of the 2p will lead

Table 1
Optimized geometries for the NH3:BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) and G4 calculated dissociation (De, kJ mol!1)a and interaction energies (Eint, kJ mol!1)a. Bond lengthsb in Å and bond
angles in degrees.

Complex RNABe RBeAX
c RBeAY \XBeY De Eint

NH3:BeH2 1.782 1.359 (1.325) 1.359 (1.325) 139.1 104 (96) 138 (133)
NH3:BeHF 1.783 1.359 (1.319) 1.422 (1.367) 137.2 101 (92) 139 (134)
NH3:BeF2 1.777 1.435 (1.376) 1.435 (1.376) 138.5 122 (112) 178 (161)
NH3:BeHCl 1.754 1.349 (1.318) 1.884 (1.795) 135.3 115 (103) 161 (149)
NH3:BeCl2 1.745 1.874 (1.796) 1.874 (1.796) 134.7 133 (116) 188 (170)
NH3:BeHBr 1.747 1.346 (1.318) 2.053 (1.952) 134.9 121 (94) 167 (154)
NH3:BeBr2 1.737 2.038 (1.950) 2.038 (1.950) 134.3 139 (120) 193 (173)

a The values within parenthesis were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) level.
b The values within parenthesis correspond to the bond lengths of the BeH2!nXn isolated monomers in their equilibrium conformation.
c X is always a H atom when X– Y.
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immediately to the bending of the BeH2!nXn and the second charge
transfer to the lengthening of the BeH and BeX bonds, and to a de-
crease in the electron density at the corresponding BCPs. Both ef-
fects are actually clear signatures of the formation of the
beryllium bond. It is worth mentioning that in the particular cases
investigated here, the charge donation from the ammonia mole-
cule to the BeH2!nXn moiety is so large, that the NBO analysis finds
a very polar BeAN covalent linkage, with a strong participation
(90% or greater) of the hybrids centered at the N atom.

3.2. Interaction energy trends

The calculated dissociation and interaction energies have been
summarized in Table 1. It can be observed that the B3LYP method
slightly underbinds these complexes with respect to the G4 values.
Nevertheless, the DFT approach correctly represents the trends
along the series of the compounds considered since there is a very
good linear correlation (see Fig. S1 of Supporting information) be-
tween the G4 and the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) calculated values
with a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.999.

The most interesting finding however is that the trends when
the H atoms in BeH2 are sequentially replaced by halogen atoms
is not the same for all of them, and whereas for Cl and Br both
De and Eint increase almost linearly, De goes through a minimum
when only one H is substituted by F. This minimum practically dis-
appears when looking at the interaction energies, since the Eint va-
lue for the complex involving the parent compound and the
monosubstituted F derivative are practically equal (see Fig. 3 and
Table 1).

In general, it has been normally assumed that when H is substi-
tuted by a more electronegative element, the intrinsic acidity of
the system should increase [28]. However, it has been shown that
this is not the case when the hydrogen atoms of BH3 are succes-
sively replaced by F atoms [5]. Actually, although BF3 is a stronger

Lewis acid than BH3, the monosubstituted and disubstituted deriv-
atives, namely BH2F and BHF2, are not. Our present results indicate
that a similar behavior is observed when the sequential substitu-
tion is done on BeH2, since although BeF2 behaves as a stronger Le-
wis acid than BeH2, BeHF does not. Why F is an exception with
respect to the expected regular behavior? In principle a good mea-
sure of the ability of these systems to behave as Lewis acids should
be given by the relative energy of their LUMO, in the sense that the
lower in energy of the LUMO the higher the acidity of the system.
However, an inspection of the variation of the LUMO’s energy for
BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) molecules as a function of the number of
halogen substituents (see Fig. 4a) shows that independently of
the nature of the halogen substituent, the energy of the LUMO
reaches a maximum for n = 1. This would be qualitatively in agree-
ment with the smaller De energy for the NH3:BeHF with respect to
NH3:BeH2, but it will never explain the linear increase observed
when X = Cl, Br. Even in the case of F substituent, one would expect
a rather significant decrease in the dissociation energy, which is
however very small.

This disagreement is not solved when the deformation energy
of the interacting systems is included, because, as shown in
Fig. 3, Eint exhibits the same behavior as a function of the number
of halogen substituents as De does. However, as pointed out by Al-
korta et al. [5], the distortion of the interacting molecules does not
have only a significant energetic effect, which accounts for the sig-
nificant difference between De and Eint values (see Table 1), but also
changes significantly the intrinsic properties of the systems, in par-
ticular those related with their electron donor and/or electron
acceptor capacity. In fact the bending of the BeH2!nXn subunit im-
plies an automatic mixture of the empty 2p orbital of Be with its 2s
orbital, which in the linear system cannot occur because these two
orbitals belong to different irreducible representations. The mix-
ture of the 2s orbital with the 2p one should result in a stabilization
of the LUMO, but the most significant result is that its energy varies

Fig. 1. Molecular graphs of the NH3:BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) complexes and BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) isolated species. Red dots denote BCPs. Electron densities are in a.u. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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as a function of the number of halogen substituents in a quite dif-
ferent way as it does when the system is in its equilibrium confor-
mation, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. The energy of the LUMO for the
distorted BeH2 and BeHF molecules is practically the same, what
is now in nice agreement with the fact that both NH3:BeH2 and
NH3:BeHF complexes have almost identical interaction energy

(see Table 1). Also, consistently with the linear increase of the
interaction energies for the complexes containing Cl and Br, the
LUMO of the distorted molecules decreases also linearly. It is worth
noting that these energy values also permit to explain why BeBr2 is
the strongest Lewis acid, followed by BeCl2 and BeF2, whereas a
similar trend is observed for BeHBr, BeHCl and BeHF.

Fig. 2. ELF for the NH3:BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl. Br) complexes. Green lobes denote disynaptic basins involving two heavy atoms. Orange lobes are disynaptic basins in which H is
one of the atoms involved. Red and blue lobes correspond to lone-pairs or core monosynaptic basins. The populations shown are e!. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Variation of the dissociation energy (De) and the interaction energy (Eint) for the BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) complexes as a function of the number, n, of halogen
substituents.

Fig. 4. Variation of the energy of the LUMO for the BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl, Br) complexes as a function of the number, n, of halogen substituents. (left) Molecules in their
equilibrium conformation; (right) molecules with the structure they have in the corresponding NH3:BeH2!nXn complex.
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Still it is necessary to explain, why the energy of the LUMO for
the distorted BeHCl and BeHBr is larger than that of the distorted
BeH2, whereas for BeHF, is almost equal. This can be easily under-
stood if one examines the variation of the LUMO’s energy as a func-
tion of the XBeY angle, and one remembers that the equilibrium
conformation in all the complexes is reached for values of this an-
gle around 135" (see Fig. 5).

It can be observed that the energy of the LUMO decreases faster
for systems containing two halogen substituents than for those
which contain only one or none. Hence, although for the linear
molecules the LUMO of the parent compound is lower in energy
than the LUMO of all the other derivatives, the order becomes re-
versed for the distorted systems. As shown in Fig. 5, the faster var-
iation of the LUMO’s energy of the halogen substituted derivatives
leads to curves with a much higher slope than that corresponding
to BeH2. The obvious consequence is that a crossing between the
former and the latter takes place, which for systems like BeCl2 or
BeBr2 occurs already at quite large angles (larger than 160"). How-
ever, although as already mentioned, the slope of the curve for
BeHF is greater than that of BeH2, the energy gap between the LU-
MOs of the two undistorted linear molecules is so big that the
crossing between both curves occurs for values of the XBeY angle
much smaller than 120", and therefore beyond the value of the
bond angle corresponding to the equilibrium conformation. Conse-
quently, when the equilibrium conformation is reached ($135")
the LUMO of all the derivatives is already below in energy than that
of the parent compound, with the only exception of BeHF.

4. Concluding remarks

From our survey we can conclude that the BeH2!nXn (X = F, Cl,
Br) derivatives yield quite strong beryllium bonds when interact-

ing with ammonia. These strong interactions are accompanied by
a dramatic distortion of these Lewis acids, which depart noticeably
from linearity whereas the BeAH and BeAX bonds become signif-
icantly longer in the corresponding NH3:BeH2!nXn complexes than
in the isolated systems in their equilibrium conformation. More
importantly, the deformation undergone by the Lewis acid in the
complex plays a crucial role as far as the relative stability trends
are concerned. On the one hand, about 30% or more of the interac-
tion energy comes from the deformation energy of the monomers.
On the other hand, the deformation significantly enhances the
electron acceptor capacity of the Lewis acid, which follows com-
pletely different trends from those expected for the undistorted
systems. In this respect, a frontier orbital theory is able to explain
the trends observed in the interaction energies, provided that it is
carried out on the distorted systems rather than on the systems in
their equilibrium conformation.
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Are Boryl Radicals from Amine–Boranes and Phosphine–
Boranes the Most Stable Radicals?
Ana Mart!n-S"mer, Otilia M", and Manuel Y#Çez*[a]

1. Introduction

The association of amines and phosphines with borane not
only leads to the formation of very stable complexes, the
amine–boranes and phosphine–boranes, but also strongly
modifies the properties of both the free phosphine (or amine)
and the free borane. For instance, whereas phosphines are
very volatile and pyrophoric, phosphine–boranes are much less
volatile and not at all pyrophoric.[1] More importantly, in the
gas phase, free amines and phosphines are typical N and P
bases, whereas amine–boranes and phosphine–boranes are
very strong N and P acids, respectively.[2] For instance, the asso-
ciation of aniline with borane leads to a typical nitrogen base
(aniline) in a aniline–borane complex that behaves as an N
acid stronger than phosphoric acid, which is an oxyacid.[2b] Re-
cently, it has also been shown that a tricoordinated amine–
boron derivative acts as a Lewis base, rather than as a Lewis
acid.[3]

Interest in these complexes has been revived in recent years
because of their very rich chemistry,[4] their potential applica-
tion in molecular hydrogen storage,[5] and because they can be
used as hydrogen-atom-releasing systems in radical reactions.[6]

Some of them have been used as new photoinitiating spe-
cies,[6d,g,i] although this application is frequently hindered by
the high B!H dissociation energy,[6k] and in enantioselective
radical processes.[7] They are also very nucleophilic[8] and have
been used as polarity-reversal catalysts,[6c, e, 9] and some of them
present interesting photochemical properties.[10]

In most experimental applications, however, only boryl radi-
cals are obtained because the complexes normally used in the
corresponding radical reactions involve tertiary amines or
phosphines,[6a–c,e–l, 11] and therefore, no hydrogen atoms at

these sites are available for removal to produce the corre-
sponding N- or P-centered radicals. The same situation arises
when dealing with N-heteroaryl boranes.[6i,k] However, in princi-
ple, if the amine– or phosphine–borane involves primary or
secondary amines or phosphines, they can yield aminyl or
phosphinyl radicals by hydrogen abstraction on the amine (or
phosphine) function or boryl radicals, if hydrogen abstraction
takes place from the borane.[6l] More importantly, as it is the
case with their intrinsic acidity,[2] the ability to release hydro-
gen atoms increases in the complex compared with that of the
isolated subunits.[5a,6f] It has also recently been shown that
amine–boranes involving secondary amines, R2NH:BH3, may
undergo catalytic dehydrocoupling either producing [R2N!
BH2]2 cyclic dimers or, if R is a bulky substituent, R2N=BH2 mon-
omeric species.[12] These results indicate that both the amino
and borane centers behave as active radical centers. It is not
clear, however, which of the two processes is intrinsically the
most favorable; in other words, is the formation of the boryl
radical the most favorable process? This is the question we
have tried to answer herein by investigating the stability of
boryl radicals obtained from a series of amine– and phos-
phine–boranes, involving primary and secondary amines and
phosphines with respect to the radicals obtained when the H
atom is lost from the amino or phosphine group.

Computational Details

An accurate theoretical description of radicals is not a trivial
matter. The relative stability of BH2C, as defined from the homolytic
bond dissociation energy of BH3, varies significantly with the theo-
retical model used in the calculation and the theoretical values
differ significantly from the available experimental ones.[6l] In this
context, it should be mentioned that some accurate bond dissocia-
tion energies for H(3!n)BXn (X=F, Cl, Br, I, NH2, OH, and SH) have
been reported.[13]

The relative stability of the radicals that can be produced from
amine–boranes and phosphine–boranes is investigated at the
G3-RAD level of theory. Aminyl ([RNH]C :BH3) and phosphinyl
([RPH]C :BH3) radicals are systematically more stable than the
boryl analogues, [RNH2]:BH2C and [RPH2]:BH2C. Despite similar
stability trends for [RNH]C :BH3 and [RPH]C :BH3 radicals with re-
spect to boryl radicals, there are significant dissimilarities be-
tween amine– and phosphine–boranes. The homolytic bond

dissociation energy of the N!H bond decreases upon associa-
tion of the amines with BH3, whereas that of the P!H bond for
phosphines increases. The stabilization of the free amine is
much smaller than that of the corresponding aminyl radical,
whereas for phosphines this is the other way around. The ho-
molytic bond dissociation energy of the B!H bond of borane
decreases upon complexation with both amines and phos-
phines.

[a] A. Mart!n-S"mer, O. M", M. Y#Çez
Departamento de Qu!mica, Facultad de Ciencias
M"dulo 13, Universidad Aut"noma de Madrid
Campus de Excelencia UAM-CSIC, Cantoblanco
28049 Madrid (Spain)
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For our study, we used the G3-RAD method,[14] which is a compo-
site approach, similar to G3 theory, which has been specifically de-
signed to provide reliable thermochemistry for radicals. In this
composite method, the correlation contributions from diffuse and
high-angular momentum components in the basis set were addi-
tive and were evaluated at the MP4/6-31+G(d) and MP4/6-
31G(2df,p) level of theory, respectively, and added to the energy of
the radical obtained from a CCSD(T)/6-31G(d) calculation. A further
contribution from enlarging the number of polarization functions
was obtained at the MP2/G3Large level. The total final energy was
obtained after adding an empirical high-level correction (HLC) term
that depended on the number of a and b valence electrons and
the zero-point energy (ZPE) correction. For these G3-RAD calcula-
tions, we used B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized geometries. The ther-
mal corrections to calculate free energies were also obtained at
this latter level of theory. Because the G3-RAD method can
become too computationally demanding, the final free energies
were also obtained in single-point B3LYP/6-311+ +G(3df,2p) calcu-
lations, by using the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)-optimized geometries
and thermal corrections to assess the reliability of this cheaper the-
oretical model.

The effects of the association with BH3 on the relative stability of
the radicals [RXH]C :BH3 (X=N, P) produced from the corresponding
amine– and phosphine–boranes could be analyzed in terms of the
thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 1.

In Scheme 1, DG1 and DG4 measure the stabilization of the amine
(phosphine) and of the corresponding [RXH]C (X=N, P) radical by
association with BH3, respectively, whereas DG3 and DG2 measure
the homolytic X!H bond dissociation energy for the free amine
(phosphine) and for the amine (phosphine) in the complex with
BH3, respectively.

Similarly, the effects on the stability of the [BH2]C boryl radical by its
association with amines or phosphines could be analyzed by
means of the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 2, in which

DG1
B and DG4

B measure the stabilization of BH3 and the [BH2]C radi-
cal by their interaction with an amine (phosphine), and DG3

B and
DG2

B measure the homolytic B!H bond dissociation energy for the
free BH3 molecule and for the same molecule within the complex
with the amine (phosphine).

For the sake of consistency, the free energies of the amine– and
phosphine–boranes RXH2:BH3 (X=N, P) and of the free amines and
phosphines needed to calculate the free energy changes in
Schemes 1 and 2 were calculated at the G3B3 level of theory.

2. Results and Discussion

In our survey, we considered primary amine– and primary
phosphine–boranes RXH2:BH3 (X=N, P), in which the substitu-
ent R could be a saturated alkyl group, namely, methyl,
c-propyl, and isopropyl ; an unsaturated one, namely, vinyl and
ethynyl ; or an aromatic one, phenyl, p-NH2-phenyl, p-NO2-
phenyl, and benzyl. To see if some significant differences on
the relative stability of the radicals produced were observed
when changing from primary to secondary amine– or phos-
phine–boranes, we also included dimethyl, diethynyl, and di-
phenyl derivatives in our set as representative cases of saturat-
ed, unsaturated, and aromatic substituents. For the last two
cases, and for the sake of economy, the calculations were per-
formed only at the DFT level. The optimized geometries of the
free amines (phosphines), amine– and phosphine–borane com-
plexes, and all the radicals they produce by the homolytic dis-
sociation of the X!H (X=N, P) and the B!H bonds as well as
their total free energies are available from the authors upon re-
quest. In Table 1, we have summarized the relative free ener-
gies of the RXH2:[BH2]C (X=N, P) boryl radicals with respect to
the corresponding aminyl and phosphinyl [RXH]C :BH3 radicals,
so that positive values indicate that the latter are more stable
than the former.

It is apparent that, regardless of the level of theory used, the
boryl radicals are systematically less stable than the radicals in
which the H atom departs from the NH2 or PH2 groups. The

Scheme 1. Thermodynamic cycle relating the stabilization of free amines or
phosphines (X=N, P) and their aminyl and phosphinyl radicals by associa-
tion with BH3.

Scheme 2. Thermodynamic cycle relating the stabilization of BH3 and its BH2C
boryl radical by association with amines and phosphines (X=N, P).

Table 1. Relative free energies [kJmol!1] of RXH2:[BH2]C (X=N, P) boryl
radicals with respect to the corresponding [RXH]C :BH3 (X=N, P) counter-
parts.

R Amine–boranes Phosphine–boranes
G3-RAD B3LYP G3-RAD B3LYP

primary derivatives
methyl (1) 38.7 67.7 13.2 18.1
c-propyl (2) 54.0 83.4 15.3 21.4
isopropyl (3) 34.6 60.7 10.6 14.7
vinyl (4) 89.6 118.0 28.4 36.1
ethynyl (5) 93.7 132.7 31.1 39.9
phenyl (6) 81.9 108.4 27.1 33.8
p-NH2-phenyl (7) 99.7 125.7 31.1 40.6
p-NO2-phenyl (8) 30.4 56.3 !3.8 !5.8
benzyl (9) 42.8 70.1 11.4 14.2

secondary derivatives
dimethyl (10) 72.3 85.3 10.4 17.1
diethynyl (11) – 185.9 – 56.3
diphenyl (12) – 119.4 – 31.2
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only exception to this general behavior is that of the phos-
phine in which the substituent is p-NO2-phenyl (8), which is
discussed in detail later. It can also be observed that the B3LYP
method overestimates the free energy gaps between boryl
and aminyl or phosphinyl radicals (see Figure 1); this overesti-
mation is larger when dealing with amine–boranes (note the
different scale). Nevertheless, the stability trends are very well
reproduced by the B3LYP method, as shown in Figure 1.

It is also worth noting that the relative stability of the radi-
cals does not change significantly with the characteristics of
the alkyl substituents because it
is similar for methyl (1) and iso-
propyl (3) substituents. However,
the gap becomes larger for the
c-propyl (2) derivative, in which,
due to ring strain, the hybridiza-
tion of the C atom attached to
the N or P atom is different from
that of substituents 1 and 3. The
sensitivity of the relative stability
to the hybridization of the C
atom directly bonded to the
amino or phosphine group is also evident when looking at the
sizable increase in the energy gap between boryl and N- or P-
centered radicals when the substituent is unsaturated [vinyl
(4), ethynyl (5)] or aromatic [phenyl (6)] . Notably, the calculat-
ed energy gap for the benzyl (9) substituent is consistently
similar to that of the alkyl substituents 1 and 3, which indi-
cates that the presence of an aromatic ring in the benzyl
group has no influence on this gap and that only the hybridi-
zation of the C atom attached to the basic site matters. It is
also interesting to observe that the inclusion of an electron-re-
leasing amino group in the para position of the aromatic ring,
upon going from the phenyl substituent (6) to the p-NH2-
phenyl one (7) increases the energy gap. If the substituent
group at the para position is electron withdrawing, as in the p-
nitrophenyl (8), the gap decreases dramatically. As a conse-

quence, the phosphine is the only case in which the boryl radi-
cal is predicted to be slightly more stable than the phosphinyl
one (see Table 1). It is worth noting, however, that the de-
crease in the energy gap is much larger for the amine–borane
(51.5 kJmol!1) than for the analogous phosphine–borane
(30.9 kJmol!1). This dissimilarity between stability of the p-NO2-
phenylamine and p-NO2-phenylphosphine radicals has its
origin in the structural peculiarities of the [p-NO2-phenyl-
NH2:BH2]C radical with respect to the [p-NO2-phenyl-PH2:BH2]C
one. As shown in Figure 2, in the former, a three-membered

ring is formed through the bonding of the BH2 group to the
substituted aromatic carbon (structure a), whereas this cycliza-
tion is not observed for the phosphine analogue (structure b).
The main consequence is that, whereas [p-NO2-phenyl-
PH2:BH2]C is a boryl radical, with a spin density at the boron
atom of 0.75, [p-NO2-phenyl-NH2:BH2]C is not. The bond be-
tween the B and the C atoms of the aromatic ring favors
a spin-density redistribution and the spin density appears to
be mainly localized at the two carbon atoms at the ortho posi-
tion with respect to the nitro group, whereas that at the boron
atom is rather small (0.2). We have tried to find an a-type
cyclic structure for the [p-NO2-phenyl-PH2:BH2]C radical, similar
to the one found for [p-NO2-phenyl-NH2:BH2]C, but the three-
membered ring is never formed because it collapses into
a new structure (Figure 2c), in which a deep rearrangement

Figure 1. Variation of the free energy gap of the boryl radicals RXH2:[BH2]C (X=N, P) with respect to a) the corresponding aminyl [RNH]C :BH3 radicals, and
b) the corresponding phosphinyl [RPH]C :BH3 radicals. Positive values of DG indicate that boryl radicals are less stable than aminyl or phosphinyl ones.

Figure 2. Local minima of the [p-NO2-phenyl-NH2:BH2]C (a), [p-NO2-phenyl-PH2:BH2]C (b and c) radicals. Structure c is
obtained by starting from a cyclic arrangement similar to that in form a.
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takes place. Indeed, the initial bond between the P
atom and the aromatic ring is replaced by a C!B
bond, whereas the PH2 group has a weak interaction
with the BH2 one. Furthermore, the spin density is
mainly located on the PH2 group, so the complex can
be viewed as an interaction between a p-NO2-phenyl-
BH2 molecule and a PH2C radical. The [p-NH2-phenyl-
NH2:BH2]C and [phenyl-NH2:BH2]C a-type structures, in
which the NH2 and the BH2 groups form a three-
membered ring with one carbon of the aromatic
ring, were also found to be local minima, but higher
in energy that those of conventional b-type struc-
tures.

The enhanced stability of aminyl and phosphinyl
radicals with respect to the boryl counterparts is also
observed for the secondary amine– and phosphine–
boranes (10–12), although, in general, the gap is
even larger, in particular, if the substituent is unsatu-
rated or aromatic (see Table 1).

2.1. Effects of Borane on the Stability of Aminyl and
Phosphinyl Radicals

If the relative stability trends for amine–boranes and phos-
phine–boranes are compared (see Figure 3), the first conspicu-
ous fact is that the energy gap between the aminyl and boryl
radicals is at least twice that between the phosphinyl and
boryl radicals.

These significant quantitative differences can be rationalized
by means of the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 1.
The free energies associated with the processes defined in this
cycle for both amine– and phosphine–boranes are shown in
Table 2.

As it could be easily anticipated, the values for DG2 and DG3

are positive and larger for amines and amine–boranes than
those for the phosphine analogues; this shows that the homo-
lytic dissociation of the N!H bonds demands more energy
than that of the P!H bonds. There is however a significant dif-
ference. As illustrated in Figure 4, whereas the association of
amines with BH3 leads to a decrease in the homolytic bond
dissociation energy of the N!H bond (DG2<DG3), for the
phosphines it is the other way around and the homolytic bond

dissociation energy of the P!H bond increases upon complex-
ation with BH3 (DG2>DG3).

Very importantly, for both series of compounds, complexa-
tion with BH3 stabilizes both the free amine (or free phos-
phine; DG1 <0) and the corresponding radical (DG4 <0). The
stabilization of this radical through association with BH3 is in
agreement with the findings of Bra%da et al. ,[15] who showed

Figure 3. Variation in the free energy gap between boryl radicals, RXH2:[BH2]C (X=N, P),
and the corresponding aminyl, [RNH]C :BH3, and phosphinyl, [RPH]C :BH3, radicals.

Table 2. Free energies [kJmol!1] corresponding to the processes involved in the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 1 for primary amines, RNH2, and
phosphines, RPH2.

R DG1 DG2 DG3 DG4

RNH2 RPH2 RNH2 RPH2 RNH2 RPH2 RNH2 RPH2

1 !96.8 !77.6 261.6 173.7 290.9 155.0 !126.0 !59.0
2 !91.1 !72.2 212.6 133.7 233.0 118.9 !111.5 !57.3
3 !90.2 !77.0 230.4 141.4 279.7 125.0 !139.5 !60.6
4 !81.0 !71.3 191.8 140.0 224.5 119.4 !113.7 !50.7
5 !38.0 !55.0 195.2 137.4 238.2 119.1 !81.0 !36.7
6 !69.1 !68.0 135.0 68.5 171.0 54.3 !105.1 !53.7
7 !75.3 !75.8 98.1 51.7 151.9 34.4 !129.1 !58.6
8 !55.6 !65.5 86.4 49.5 146.5 2.5 !115.7 !18.5
9 !90.6 !77.3 152.4 72.2 192.0 53.3 !130.2 !58.3

Figure 4. Values of DG2 and DG3 from the thermodynamic cycle shown in
Scheme 1 for the series of primary amines and phosphines investigated
herein; for the former DG2<DG3, whereas for the latter DG2>DG3.
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that strong adducts could be formed between CAR3 (A=C, Si,
Ge) radicals and boranes BX3.

Again there is a subtle difference between amines and phos-
phines. The stabilization of the free systems upon association
with borane (DG1) is similar for both amines and phosphines
(see Figure 5). In general, this stabilization is slightly greater for
amines, but not always. However, the stabilization of the
aminyl radicals upon BH3 attachment (DG4) is twice as large (in
absolute value) as that of the phosphinyl radicals. The most
important consequence is that for amines the radical becomes
much more stabilized than the free amine (jDG4 j > (jDG1 j),
whereas for phosphines it is the other way around (jDG4 j <
(jDG1j). It is worth mentioning that there is also an interesting
difference in the B!N and B!P distances. For the amines, hy-
drogen abstraction from the amino group to form the corre-
sponding aminyl radical leads to a shortening of the B!N
bond (ca. 0.17 &), whereas the opposite is found for phos-
phines, for which a similar process leads to a slight lengthen-
ing of the P!B linkage (ca. 0.02 &).

2.2. Effects of Amines and Phosphines on the Stability of
Boryl Radicals

The picture of the factors affecting the relative stability of
boryl radicals with respect to aminyl and phosphinyl radicals
can only be complete by analyzing the effect of amines and
phosphines on the formation of boryl radicals. The energetics
involved in these processes can be understood by means of
the thermodynamic cycle outlined in Scheme 2. The values of
the free energies involved are summarized in Table 3. Notably,
the value of DG1

B is the same as that of DG1 in the cycle out-
lined in Scheme 1, since it corresponds to stabilization of the
free amine or phosphine by association with BH3. It is also evi-
dent that DG3

B is independent of the nature of the amine or
phosphine because it corresponds to the formation of the
boryl radical BH2C from BH3.

The first conspicuous fact gained from the values in Table 3
is that the homolytic bond dissociation energy of the B!H
bond of borane decreases upon complexation with amines
and phosphines (DG2

B<DG3
B) ; this decrease is significantly

greater for the phosphines. A similar effect with other Lewis
bases was reported previously in the literature.[16] It should be

noted that the formation of boryl radicals from aminoboranes
is accompanied by a slight shortening of the B!N bond (ca.
0.04 &). The same effect, but much larger, is observed for phos-
phine–boranes, for which shortening of the B!P bond is about
0.08 &. Hence, very importantly, the boryl BH2C radical becomes
more stabilized than BH3 by association with amines and phos-
phines, as reflected by the larger absolute value of DG4

B with
respect to that of DG1

B; this stabilization effect is larger for
phosphines than that for amines. The fact that the relative sta-
bility of aminyl with respect to boryl radicals is much larger
than that between phosphinyl and boryl radicals is the result
of two concomitant factors: 1) aminyl radicals are more stabi-
lized upon association with BH3 than the parent free amines,
whereas for phosphines it is the other way around; and
2) phosphines stabilize the boryl radical more than amines.

The dissimilarities between amines and phosphines are also
mirrored in the free energy of the overall formation reactions
(DrG and DrG

B in Schemes 1 and 2, respectively) of the aminyl,
phosphinyl, and boryl radicals
(see Table 4). These processes
are endergonic, with the excep-
tion of the formation of
[RPH]C :BH3 phosphinyl radicals if
substituent R is a p-NH2Ph- (7),
p-NO2Ph- (8), or benzyl (9)
group, but they are more ender-
gonic for amines than those for
phosphines; this reflects the
lower homolytic dissociation
energy of the P!H bond with re-
spect to that of the N!H bond.

Consistently with our previous
discussion, the formation of the

Figure 5. Values of DG1 and DG4 from the thermodynamic cycle shown in
Scheme 1 for the series of primary amines and phosphines investigated
herein; for the former jDG4 j > jDG1 j , whereas for the latter jDG4 j < jDG1 j .

Table 3. Free energies [kJmol!1] corresponding to the processes[a] involved in the thermodynamic cycle shown
in Scheme 2.

R DG1
B DG2

B DG4
B

RNH2 RPH2 RNH2 RPH2 RNH2 RPH2

1 !96.8 !77.6 300.3 186.9 !144.0 !238.2
2 !91.1 !72.2 266.6 149.0 !172.0 !270.7
3 !90.2 !77.0 265.0 152.0 !172.7 !272.5
4 !81.0 !71.3 281.5 168.4 !147.0 !250.4
5 !38.0 !55.0 288.8 168.5 !96.7 !234.0
6 !69.1 !68.0 216.9 95.6 !199.7 !319.8
7 !75.3 !75.8 197.8 82.8 !225.0 !340.5
8 !55.6 !65.5 116.8 45.7 !286.3 !367.3
9 !90.6 !77.3 195.2 83.7 !242.8 !341.1

[a] DG3
B=347.5 kJmol!1 corresponds to the process BH3!BH2C+HC.
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boryl [RXH2]:BH2C (X=N, P) radicals is more endergonic than
the formation of the analogous N- and P-centered radicals. Sig-
nificantly, due to the lower stabilization of the phosphinyl radi-
cals upon BH3 association and to the very large stabilization of
the BH2C boryl radical when associated with a phosphine, the
gap between the free energies for the formation of the
[RPH]C :BH3 and [RPH2]:BH2C radicals is much smaller than that
found for the formation of [RNH]C :BH3 and [RNH2]:BH2C radicals,
as illustrated in Figure 6.

3. Conclusions

From our theoretical survey, we concluded that aminyl
([RNH]C :BH3) and phosphinyl ([RPH]C :BH3) radicals produced
from amine– and phosphine–boranes were systematically
more stable than the boryl analogues [RNH2]:BH2C and
[RPH2]:BH2C. This enhanced stability was particularly large if the
substituents attached to the NH2 or PH2 groups were unsatu-
rated or aromatic. The larger stability of the N- and P-centered
radicals with respect to B-centered ones was also observed for
different kinds of secondary amines and phosphines. This simi-
lar qualitative behavior of amines and phosphines hide, how-

ever, some significant quantitative dissimilarities between both
families of compounds. The association of the amines with BH3

led to a decrease in the homolytic bond dissociation energy of
the N!H bond (DG2<DG3). In contrast, for the phosphines, the
homolytic bond dissociation energy of the P!H bond in-
creased upon complexation with BH3 (DG2>DG3). Also, al-
though for both series of compounds the complexation with
BH3 stabilized both the free amine (or the free phosphine) and
the corresponding aminyl (or phosphinyl) radical, the stabiliza-
tion of the free amine was much smaller than that undergone
by the corresponding aminyl radical, whereas for phosphines it
was the other way around.

The homolytic bond dissociation energy of the B!H bond of
borane decreased upon complexation with both amines and
phosphines (DG2

B<DG3
B). Hence, the boryl BH2C radical

became more stabilized than BH3 by association with amines
and phosphines, although this effect was larger for phos-
phines.

The formation of [RNH]C :BH3, [RPH]C :BH3, [RNH2]:BH2C, and
[RPH2]:BH2C radicals was an endergonic process, with the excep-
tion of the [RPH]C :BH3 [R=p-NH2Ph- (7), p-NO2Ph- (8), Ph-CH2-
(9)] phosphinyl radicals. In all cases, the formation of boryl rad-
icals was more endergonic than the formation of the aminyl
and phosphinyl counterparts. However, the free energy gap
between boryl and aminyl was much larger than that between
boryl and phosphinyl radicals.
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ABSTRACT: The complexes formed by the interaction between a series of
phosphines R−PH2 (R = H, CH3, c-C3H5, C6H5) and AlH3 have been
investigated through the use of high-level G4 ab initio calculations. These very
stable complexes behave as much stronger acids than the isolated phosphines.
This dramatic acidity enhancement, which can be as high as 174 kJ mol−1,
results from a much greater stabilization of the anionic deprotonated species
with respect to the neutral one, upon AlH3 association. This effect depends
quantitatively on the nature of the substituent R and is smaller for R = C6H5
because of the conjugation of the P lone pair with the aromatic system. More
unexpectedly, however, the phosphine−alane complexes, RPH2:AlH3, are more acidic than the corresponding phosphine−borane
RPH2:BH3 analogues. This unexpected result is due to the enhanced stability of the anionic deprotonated species for complexes
involving AlH3, because the delocalization of the newly created P lone pair with the P−Al bonding density is more favorable
when the Lewis acid is aluminum trihydride than when it is borane.

■ INTRODUCTION
Although noncovalent interactions play a significant role in
nature,1−4 and they are present in most of the known molecular
assemblies, there is not a clear-cut definition of them.5

Typically, most of these interactions, such as hydrogen
bonds,6−13 halogen bonds,14−17 beryllium bonds,18 metal
ion−molecule complexes,19−31 van der Waals complexes,32−36

etc., involve closed-shell species. This would permit a first
distinction between noncovalent interactions and typical
covalent bonds which usually involve the interaction between
open-shell systems. Nevertheless, in most of the aforemen-
tioned examples of noncovalent interactions, some charge
transfer between the two interacting moieties takes place. These
partial charge transfers go from the lone pair of one of the
interacting subunits, which behave as a Lewis base (in a
hydrogen-bond complex the proton acceptor), toward empty
orbitals of the other interacting subunit, acting as a Lewis acid
(in a hydrogen-bond complex, the proton donor). These charge
donations can be very strong in those cases in which the
electron acceptor has low-lying empty orbitals and therefore
behaves as a strong Lewis acid. This is typically the case of
borane, in which the B atom has empty low-lying 2p orbitals,
which easily accept electrons from the lone pair of a Lewis base,
leading to a strong interaction usually known as a dative bond,
which is nevertheless distinguished in the IUPAC’s definition
from a conventional covalent bond.37 It is important to
emphasize that strictly speaking, however, the difference
between the interaction between a Lewis base and BH3 and
the interaction between a hydrogen-bond (HB) donor and an
HB acceptor is only quantitative, in the sense that the charge
transfer in the first case is much larger than in the second.

Actually, in very strong hydrogen bonds,38−44 the charge
donation from the HB acceptor to the HB donor is already
rather significant. This charge transfer obviously implies a
certain redistribution of the electron density of both interacting
subunits, which in the case of an X−H···Y HB complex is
reflected in the lengthening of the X−H bond of the proton
donor. When dealing with BH3 complexes, the interaction
usually leads to a significant distortion of BH3, which in the
complex is not planar any more, but also in significant changes
in the properties of the Lewis base.45 For instance, when BH3
interacts with phosphines to yield phosphine−boranes, both
the physical and the chemical properties of the phosphine
change.46 Whereas the isolated phosphines have low stability
and are pyrophoric, phosphine−boranes are rather stable solid
compounds.46 Also, whereas isolated phosphines are weak acids
in the gas phase, phosphine−boranes exhibit an intrinsic acidity,
which in terms of the acidity constant, is 17 orders of
magnitude greater than that of the isolated phosphine, due to a
much larger stabilization of the deprotonated than of the
neutral phosphine upon complexation with BH3.

46 Similar
acidity enhancements were also reported for complexes
involving Lewis bases other than phosphines47 and BF3 as
Lewis acid.48

The aim of this study is to investigate, through the use of
high-level ab initio and density functional approaches, what
would be the effect of replacing BH3 by AlH3. In order to
analyze this question we have selected, as suitable model
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systems, three different R−PH2 phosphines, where the R
substituent represents three very different situations: an alkyl
group (methyl), a saturated nonaromatic ring (c-C3H5), and an
aromatic ring (phenyl), and for which both the intrinsic acidity
of the isolated phosphines and that of the corresponding
phosphine−boranes are known. To the aforementioned three
phosphines we have added PH3 as a good reference system and
because PH3AlH3 may serve as a hydrogen storage system,49 as
is the case for other AlH3 complexes with nitrogen bases.50 It is
worth mentioning that phosphine−alanes have also an
interesting chemistry51 and can act as catalysts in many
chemical processes.52

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
To calculate the intrinsic acidity of the systems under
investigation with reliable accuracy we have used the G4
composite ab initio theory.53 This composite technique, based
on B3LYP-optimized geometries, improves the performance of
lower Gn formalisms, yielding final total energies effectively at
the CCSD(T,full)/G3LargeXP + HF limit level, and provides
very accurate estimates for a great variety of reaction
enthalpies.53 However, this theory is very time-consuming
when trying to investigate larger systems to those considered in
this work, so we have also decided to carry out an assessment of
a cheaper theoretical model based on the use of the B3LYP
density functional theory (DFT) approach.54,55 This model has
been shown to perform very well as far as the calculation of the
intrinsic acidities of phosphine−boranes is concerned,46 but its
reliability when using heavier Lewis acids has not been
investigated. In this model the geometries and the correspond-
ing harmonic vibrational frequencies are obtained by using a 6-
31+G(d,p) basis set, whereas the final energies are obtained by
means of single-point calculations using a more extended 6-
311+G(3df,2p) basis set expansion. Since aluminum is much
larger than B we have explored also the performance of a
functional including dispersion interactions, namely, B97D56 as
well as the M06 functional.57 In both cases the basis sets used
for geometry optimizations and to get the final energies were
the same used for the B3LYP calculations. The calculated
values obtained with these theoretical models are compared
with those calculated at the G4 level of theory in Table S1 of
the Supporting Information. It can be seen that, although the
DFT models perform very well for the isolated phosphines,
with differences below 4 kJ mol−1, the performance is a little
poorer for the phosphine−alanes, but still the correlation
between the G4 and the B3LYP values is very good (see Figure
S1 of the Supporting Information) indicating that the relative
acidity trends are very well reproduced at the latter level.
The charge donation from the phosphorus lone pairs into the

AlH3 empty orbitals, which constitutes the main ingredient in

the bonding between phosphines and aluminum trihydride, will
be analyzed in terms of the values of the orbital interaction
energies obtained through a second-order perturbation
approach in the framework of the natural bond orbital
(NBO) method.8 Using this same approach the population of
the initially empty orbitals in the AlH3 moiety will be also an
interesting measurement of the strength of the interaction. This
information will be complemented with the one obtained
through two alternative partition techniques, namely, the atoms
in molecules (AIM)58 and the electron localization function
(ELF) theories.59,60 By means of the former we will be able to
build up the molecular graph of each of the complexes formed
as the ensemble of bond critical points (BCPs) and bond paths.
The electron density associated to the P−Al BCP should be a
good quantitative measurement of the strength of the linkage,
but at the same time, the densities associated to the remaining
bonds of the system will provide useful information on the
electron density redistribution undergone by two interacting
subunits upon complexation.61,62 A similar but complementary
information can be obtained by means of the ELF theory which
permits the partition of the molecular space in regions
associated with the probability of finding electron pairs, usually
named monosynaptic and di- (or poly) synaptic basins,
depending on the number of atomic valence shells participating
in it. The electron population of the disynaptic basins located
between two atoms of the system provides reliable information
of the strength of the linkage between them. All the NBO
calculations have been carried out with the NBO5G package,63

whereas the AIM and ELF ones have been carried out with the
AIMALL64 and the TopMod65 series of programs, respectively.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimized geometries of the isolated phosphines and their
phosphorus deprotonated anions, together with those of the
complexes they formed with AlH3, are given in Table S2 of the
Supporting Information. The G4 and B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p)
final energies are summarized in Table S3 of the Supporting
Information. The calculated intrinsic acidities, measured as the
Gibbs free energy associated with the reaction

� +− +AH A H (1)

are presented in Table 1.
As also found for phosphine−boranes,46 the phosphine−

alanes behave as phosphorus acids in the gas phase. For
example, for the CH3PH2:AlH3 adduct, the C−H deprotona-
tion and the Al−H deprotonation processes are 138 and 201 kJ
mol−1, respectively, less favorable than the P−H deprotonation.
The first conspicuous fact is the significant increase of the

acidity of the phosphine when the aluminum trihydride
molecule is attached to the phosphorus atom. Interestingly,

Table 1. G4-Calculated Acidity (ΔacidG
0, kJ mol−1) and Acidity Enhancement (ΔΔacidG

0, kJ mol−1) for R−PH2 Phosphines and
the Corresponding R−PH2:AlH3 Phosphine−Alanes and R−PH2:BH3 Phosphine−Boranes

ΔacidG
0 ΔΔacidG

0

R RPH2 RPH2:AlH3 RPH2:BH3 RPH2:AlH3 RPH2:BH3

H 1507.8 (1509.7 ± 2.1)a 1325.5 1378.1b 182.3 129.7b

CH3 1533.6 (1530.0 ± 2.5)c 1359.3 1375.0 ± 2.5d 174.3 158.6e

c-C3H5 1512.7 (1510.0 ± 3.0)c 1352.1 1408.9 ± 2.8d 160.6 104.8e

C6H5 1457.6 (1457.3 ± 0.8)c 1324.6 1375.0 ± 2.5d 133.0 82.6e

aExperimental value taken from ref 66. bThis work. G4-calculated value. cExperimental values taken from ref 46. dExperimental values corresponding
to the phosphine−boranes analogues were taken from ref 46. These values show that the acidity enhancement is greater for the alane than for the
borane derivatives. eValues taken from ref 46.
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this enhancement is larger than the one reported for the
corresponding phosphine−borane complexes.46 Similar to what
was found for phosphine−boranes, this acidity enhancement
points out to a different stabilization of the neutral and the
deprotonated species, which are related with the corresponding
intrinsic acidities through the thermodynamic cycle shown in
Scheme 1.

In this scheme, ΔrG
0
3 and ΔrG

0
4, define the intrinsic acidity

of the isolated phosphine and that of the phosphine:AlH3
complex, respectively, assuming, as is the case, that in both
cases the proton is lost from the PH2 group. These free
energies have been called generically ΔacidG

0 in Table 1. Hence,
ΔrG

0
1 and ΔrG

0
2 measure the stabilization of the neutral

phosphine and that of its deprotonated species, respectively,
upon complexation with AlH3. Accordingly, the aforemen-
tioned acidity enhancement just indicates that ΔrG

0
2 clearly

dominates over ΔrG
0
1. In other words, that the stabilization of

the anionic species is significantly higher than the stabilization
undergone by the neutral phosphine, as is indeed the case as
shown in Table 2.

Quite unexpected, however, the acidity enhancement
predicted for the phosphine−alanes is significantly larger, as
clearly shown in Table 1, than that measured for the
phosphine−boranes. On the other hand this acidity enhance-
ment depends on the nature of the substituent and is
significantly larger for R = CH3 or c-propyl than for R = Ph.
These results open the following questions: why is the

interaction of AlH3 larger for the deprotonated than for the
neutral species, why does this effect depend significantly on the
nature of the R substituent, and why is the effect on the
intrinsic acidities larger than that observed upon complexation
with BH3?
It is apparent from the electron densities at the P−Al BCPs

(see Figure 1) that these bonds are much stronger in the
anionic than in the neutral systems, which seems to indicate

that the deprotonated anionic form is a better electron donor
than the corresponding neutral phosphine. This is not
surprising since the formation of the anion triggers a significant
increase of the orbital energies, and in particular in the energy
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).
This change on going from the neutral to the deprotonated

species is nicely reflected in the NBO characteristics of the P−
Al bond (see Table 3). In the anion, the contribution of the Al

hybrids to the bond increase from about 15% to 24%, with a
similar increase in the contribution of the 3s orbital with
respect to the 3p orbital in the corresponding hybrid. Not
surprisingly then, the Wiberg bond index67 for the P−Al linkage
is about 45% larger for the anion than for the neutral species
(see Table 3).

Scheme 1

Table 2. Stabilization Free Energies of Neutral (ΔrG
0
1) and

Deprotonated (ΔrG
0
2) Phosphines, RPH2, upon AlH3 and

BH3 Complexationa,b

ΔrG
0
1 ΔrG

0
2

R RPH2:AlH3 RPH2:BH3 RPH2:AlH3 RPH2:BH3

H −23.2 −51 −205.5 −180
CH3 −43.3 −56 −217.6 −176
c-C3H5 −42.6 −56 −203.2 −163
C6H5 −37.1 −50 −170.1 −129

aValues for the complexation with BH3 taken from ref 46, except for R
= H which corresponds to the G4 calculations of this work. bAll values
are in kJ mol−1.

Figure 1. Molecular graphs of phosphine−alanes and their P
deprotonated species. Red dots denote the BCPs. Electron densities
are in au.

Table 3. Characteristics of the P−Al Bonds in Terms of the
Percentage of Hybrid Orbitals Participating in Each MO and
P−Al Wiberg Bond Index for Phosphine−Alanes and Their
Deprotonated Formsa

system P−Al bond
Wiberg bond

index

CH3PH2:AlH3 85% P (37% s + 62% p) + 15% Al (12%
s + 86% p)

0.489

[CH3PH]
−:AlH3 76% P (23% s + 77% p) + 24% Al (22%

s + 78% p)
0.728

c-propyl-
PH2:AlH3

85% P (36% s + 64% p) + 15% Al (13%
s + 87% p)

0.493

[c-propyl-
PH]−:AlH3

76% P (22% s + 78% p) + 24% Al (22%
s + 78% p)

0.726

PhPH2:AlH3 P (LP) → Al (3p) 426 kJ mol−1 0.488
[PhPH]−:AlH3 77% P (17% s + 83% p) + 23% Al (22%

s + 78% p)
0.675

aFor PhPH2:AlH3 the NBO method does not localize any P−Al bond.
Instead a strong charge donation from the P lone pair into the 3p
empty orbital of Al is found. The corresponding interaction energy is
included.
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It is important to note that, as shown in Table 2, ΔrG
0
1 is not

very sensitive to the nature of the substituent, which means that
most of acidity enhancement is associated to the effects on the
values of ΔrG

0
2. Hence, to understand why the acidity

enhancement depends on the nature of the R substituent we
will concentrate our attention on the deprotonated species. The
clue to understand why the smallest effect is observed for R =
Ph is to notice that phenylphosphine is the stronger acid of the
three phosphines considered. This is the result of the significant
stabilization of the anion through the conjugation of the P lone
pair, created in the deprotonation process, with the aromatic
system. The complexation of the anion with AlH3 necessarily
competes with this delocalization, since a significant amount of
the lone-pair charge is transferred to the alane molecule, and
less is available for the conjugation with the aromatic ring. This
is mirrored in a significant decrease (about 120 kJ mol−1) in the
second-order interaction energies between the P lone pair and
the aromatic system, on going from PhPH¯ to PhPH¯:AlH3.
The greater acidity enhancement effect observed for alane

with respect to borane complexes is in principle unexpected if
one takes into account that BH3 should behave as a better
Lewis acid than AlH3. In fact, the dissociation energies of the
complexes of AlH3 with PF3, PCl3, PMe3, and P(CN)3 were
reported to be smaller than for the analogous complexes in
which AlH3 is replaced by BH3.

68 Indeed, this is also observed
when looking at the stabilization of the neutral phosphines
(ΔrG

0
1) under investigation here (see Table 2). Why, however,

is the stabilization of the anion greater when it donates to AlH3
than when it does so to BH3 (see Table 2)? The explanation is
nicely visualized in the corresponding ELF plots (see Figure 2).
In this figure we compare the ELF of CH3PH2:BH3 and its

phosphorus deprotonated species with those of CH3PH2:AlH3
and its phosphorus deprotonated species. It is apparent that the
differences are very tiny when comparing the corresponding
neutral complexes. However, likely due to the larger size of the
Al orbitals, there is a clear delocalization of the lone pair created

on the P atom upon its deprotonation and the disynaptic P−Al
basin, which is not observed in the case of the phosphine−
borane. This electron delocalization results in an increase
electron flux to the bonding region, which is reflected in an
increase of the electron population of the P−Al disynaptic
basin, which would explain the enhanced stability of the
[CH3PHAlH3]

¯ with respect to that of the [CH3PHBH3]
¯

counterpart and, therefore, the larger acidity of the
phosphine−alane. The same delocalization is observed for the
other derivatives as illustrated in the Figure S2 of the
Supporting Information.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The association of phosphines RPH2 (R = CH3, c-C3H5, C6H5)
with aluminum trihydride yields to very stable complexes which
behave as much stronger acids than the isolated phosphines.
This dramatic acidity enhancement, which can be as high as 174
kJ mol−1, is due to the fact that the interaction of the
deprotonated phosphine with AlH3 is much stronger than that
calculated for the neutral system. Actually, the deprotonation
significantly increases the electron donor capacity of the
phosphine moiety, whose HOMO becomes much higher in
energy than that of the neutral compound. This effect depends
quantitatively on the nature of the substituent R and is smaller
for R = C6H5 because of the conjugation of the P lone pair with
the aromatic system that cannot occur when R is an alkyl
substituent. More unexpectedly, however, the phosphine−alane
complexes, RPH2:AlH3, are more acidic than the corresponding
phosphine−borane analogues, RPH2:BH3. This unexpected
result is due to the enhanced stability of the anionic
deprotonated species for complexes involving AlH3, because a
delocalization of the newly created P lone pair with the P−Al
disynaptic basin is more favorable when the Lewis acid is
aluminum trihydride than when it is borane.
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Figure 2. ELF (= 0.85) for the CH3PH2:XH3 (X = B, Al) complexes
and their corresponding phosphorus deprotonated species,
[CH3PH]

¯:XH3 (X = B, Al). Green lobes denote disynaptic basins
involving two heavy atoms. Yellow lobes are disynaptic basins in which
H is one of the atoms involved. Red lobes correspond to lone pairs.
The populations shown are in e−.
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Can an Amine Be a Stronger Acid than a Carboxylic Acid? The Surprisingly
High Acidity of Amine–Borane Complexes
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Javier Gonz#lez,[b] Roc!o Ramos,[b] and Jean-Claude Guillemin*[c]

Introduction

There are many interactions in chemistry, from van der
Waals complexes to dative bonds, including hydrogen
bonds,[1–3] halogen bonds,[4–7] and beryllium bonds,[8,9] which
involve closed-shell systems. One of the common character-
istics of these interactions, with the only exception being the
van der Waals complexes, is that there is a charge transfer,
to either a large or a small extent, between the interacting

subunits. In the case of the X!H···Y hydrogen bonds (HBs),
this charge transfer involves the transfer of electron density
from the lone pairs of the HB acceptor, Y, into the sXH* an-
tibonding orbital of the HB donor, and it is responsible for
the elongation of the X!H bond and the red shifting of the
X!H stretching band. For beryllium compounds, B:BeX2,
electron density is transferred from the lone pairs of the
Lewis base, B, into both the empty 2p orbital of the Be atom
and the sBeX* antibonding orbital.[8] The consequences of
these charge transfers are the bending of the BeX2 moiety
and the significant elongation of the Be!X bonds. Hence,
one important common feature of these interactions be-
tween closed-shell systems is that the deformation of the in-
teracting subunits usually triggers significant, even dramatic,
changes in their chemical properties. This change in chemical
properties has been found in the case of many complexes in-
volving BH3 and some of its derivatives, for which these in-
teractions are particularly strong.[10–15] The important point
we want to emphasize here is that the deformation plays a
crucial role when these complexes are formed, so that the
strength of the interaction actually can only be correctly ra-
tionalized by taking into account the effects that the defor-
mation has on the donor and the acceptor properties of the
interacting systems.[16,17] Only when these effects are ac-
counted for is it then possible to explain, for instance, why
BH2F and BHF2 are weaker Lewis acids than BH3, whereas
boron trifluoride is a stronger acid than borane.[16]

Abstract: The gas-phase acidity of a
series of amine–borane complexes has
been investigated through the use of
electrospray mass spectrometry (ESI-
MS), with the application of the ex-
tended Cooks kinetic method, and
high-level G4 ab initio calculations.
The most significant finding is that typ-
ical nitrogen bases, such as aniline,
react with BH3 to give amine–borane
complexes, which, in the gas phase,
have acidities as high as those of either
phosphoric, oxalic, or salicylic acid;
their acidity is higher than many car-
boxylic acids, such as formic, acetic,
and propanoic acid. Indeed the com-
plexation of different amines with BH3
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acidity of the system; in terms of ioni-
zation constants, this increase implies
an increase as large as fifteen orders of
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The charge redistribution, which occurs upon the forma-
tion of the aforementioned dative bonds, results in changes
in the chemical properties of the interacting systems,
changes that affect, in particular, their intrinsic reactivity. A
paradigmatic example is the change that phosphines under-
go when they form the corresponding phosphine–borane
complexes. Whereas the free phosphines are usually pyro-
phoric, phosphine–borane complexes are not at all pyro-
phoric and are much less volatile; but what is more impor-
tant is that they are much stronger acids in the gas
phase.[11,14]

Amine–borane complexes have received lately a lot of at-
tention as potential devices for hydrogen storage[18,19] and
because they exhibit diverse types of reactivity. They are
useful borane sources in many reactions that are carried out
in either aqueous or alcoholic solvents. They can also be
converted into aminoboranes through dehydrogenation
processes,[20–23] which involve, in some cases, frustrated
Lewis pairs[24] and can be used for the quantitative analysis
of amines.[25] Aliphatic and heterocyclic amine–borane com-
plexes exhibit potent cytotoxic activity in vitro and in vivo
against murine and human tumor models, because these
compounds were shown to inhibit DNA synthesis.[26] They
may also act as alternative reducing agents,[27–29] in particular
for reductive alkylation of proteins.[30] They can play impor-
tant roles in heterogeneous catalysis and in nanoscience.[31,32]

Very recently, it has been shown that the gas-phase protona-
tion of amine–borane complexes leads in all cases to the for-
mation of dihydrogen.[19] Our aim was to show that intrinsic
acidity is an important characteristic of amine–borane com-
plexes. Herein, we show, using a combined experimental
and theoretical study, that typical conventional bases such as
aniline become acidic—with acidities as high as phosphoric
acid—when they form complexes with borane, whereas the
acidity of other nitrogen bases, such as dimethylamine, aziri-
dine, and cyclopropylamine, becomes as high as that of
formic, acetic, and propionic acids.

Experimental Section

Materials : Ammonia borane and dimethylamine borane were purchased
from Aldrich and used without further purification. The syntheses of
methylamine borane,[33] aziridine borane,[34] allylamine borane,[19,35] prop-
argylamine borane,[19] cyclopropylamine borane,[36] trifluoroethylamine
borane,[19] and aniline borane[37] have already been reported in the litera-
ture.

Determination of gas-phase acidities (DG0
acid), deprotonation enthalpies

(DH0
acid), and deprotonation entropies (DS0

acid): The gas-phase acidity of
a protic acid (AH), DG0

acid(AH), is defined as the Gibbs free-energy
change for reaction 1. The corresponding enthalpy and entropy changes
are referred to as gas-phase deprotonation enthalpy (DH0

acid) and depro-
tonation entropy (DS0

acid), respectively.

AHðgÞ ! HþðgÞ þA!ðgÞ ð1Þ

Extended Cooks kinetic method (EKM): The acidity, deprotonation en-
thalpy, and deprotonation entropy of amine–borane complexes have
been experimentally determined by means of the “extended kinetic
method” (EKM)[38–46] using a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer

(Varian MS-320) with an electrospray source (ESI).

EKM is an improved version of the simple Cooks kinetic method[47–50]

which takes into account entropic effects on the competitive dissociations
of a mass-selected proton-bound heterodimer anion, [A·H·Aref.(i)]! gener-
ated in the gas phase, where AH is the amine–borane complex under in-
vestigation and Aref.(i)H is a set of conjugate bases of reference acids with
known gas-phase acidity values. The heterodimers [A·H·Aref.(i)]! are ac-
celerated and undergo collision-induced dissociation (CID) in a collision
cell of the spectrometer. The CID process may give rise to two deproto-
nated species, A! and Aref.(i)

!, via the two competitive dissociation chan-
nels with rate constants k and ki, respectively (see Scheme 1).

If the concentration of the secondary fragment anions is negligible, the
starting point of the kinetic method is to assume that the ratio of meas-
ured peak intensities [A]!/[Aref. acid(i)]! is equal to the ratio of rate con-
stants k/ki. Then, assuming no-reverse activation energy, the acidities of
AH and AH ref. acid(i) are related by a linear equation (2), which statistical
procedure has been developed by Armentrout,[40] and it can be expressed
as:

ln
k
ki

! "
¼ ln

A!½ '
A!

ref:acidðiÞ

h i

¼
DH0

ref:acidðiÞ ! DHav
ref:acids

RTeff
! DH0

acid ! DHav
ref:acids

RTeff
!
D DS0
# $

R

% & ð2Þ

where, DHav
ref:acids is the average deprotonation enthalpy of the reference

acids [Aref.(i)H], Teff is an “effective temperature”[51,52] related to the exci-
tation energy of the dissociating [A·H·Aref.(i)]! heterodimers. The entropic
term DACHTUNGTRENNUNG(DS0) can be expressed as the difference in the deprotonation en-
tropies of the two acids[53,54] D DS0

# $
( DS0

acid ! DS0
ref:acidðiÞ or, assuming

that the last term is equal to average deprotonation entropy, as
D DS0
# $

( DS0
acid ! DSav

ref:acidðiÞ. Thus, for a series of experiments using sev-
eral reference acids, under different collision energies, the set of plots of
ln ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(k/ki) versus (DH

0
ref:acidðiÞ ! DHav

ref:acidðiÞ) follows a linear relationship char-
acterized by a slope equal to 1/RTeff and a y intercept including terms ex-
pressed between brackets in Equation (2). Inasmuch as these parameters
are not independent, a further plot of them (intercepts versus slopes)
yields a second straight line with a slope given by the deprotonation en-
thalpy difference (DH0

ref:acidðiÞ ! DHav
ref:acidðiÞ) and an intercept given by D-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(DS0)/R. Finally, the gas-phase acidity, DG0

acid, of AH is derived from
equation, DG0

acid ¼ DH0
acid ! TðDS0

acidÞ.
Stock solutions (ca. 10!3 molL!1, in methanol) of the amine–borane com-
plex, AH, and reference acid, Aref.(i)H, were mixed in appropriate volume
ratios (ca. 1:1), and further diluted also with methanol to achieve a final
concentration of approximately 10!4 molL!1 for both, the amine–borane
complex and the reference acid (sample solution). All the sample solu-
tions were directly infused into the ESI source at flow rate of
10 mLmin!1.

The ESI conditions were optimized to obtain the maximum intensity of
the heterodimer [A·H·Aref.(i)]! . Thus, the ESI needle voltage was varied
between !2.5 and !5.0 kV, the capillary voltage was kept within the
range, !20 to !70 V. Compressed air was used as the nebulizing gas
while nitrogen was used as the desolvation gas; the drying gas tempera-
ture was set between 100 and 250 8C. CID-MS-MS spectra were obtained
after selection of the heterodimer [A·H·Aref.(i)]! by the first quadrupole
(Q1) and activated by collision in the second quadrupole (Q2) using

Scheme 1. Collision-induced dissociations of [A·H·Aref.(i)]! .
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argon at a nominal pressure of 0.2 mTorr to maintain single collision con-
ditions. The dissociation products were mass analyzed by scanning the
third quadrupole (Q3). The CID experiments were performed using 6 to
13 different collision energies, corresponding to the center-of-mass ener-
gies (ECM) from 0.75 to 3.0 eV. ECM was calculated using the ex-
pression,ECM ¼ m

mþM

# $
Elab, where Elab is the collision energy in the labora-

tory frame, m is the mass of argon and M is the mass of proton-bound
heterodimer anion [A·H·Aref.(i)]! .

Eighteen compounds with known gas-phase acidities, DG0
acid, ranging

from 1343.5 to 1463.1 kJmol!1 were chosen as the reference acids,
Aref.(i)H (i=1–18). The details of the experimental data obtained using
the EKM method for each amine–borane complex under investigation
are described in the Supporting Information (Tables S1–S22, Figures S1–
S36).

Computational details : The rationalization of increased acidity of amine–
borane complexes with respect to the free amines requires a reliable
analysis of the electronic changes undergone by the amine when it inter-
acts with BH3. The first requirement to be sure that the model will be re-
liable is to have good agreement between the measured and the calculat-
ed acidities, because this will be indirect evidence that the structures
used in the calculations, for both the neutral and the deprotonated sys-
tems, are the same as those being probed experimentally. For this reason
we used a high-level ab initio approach, that is, the one based on G4
theory, which has been shown to provide very accurate values for the en-
thalpies of various reactions.[55] Considering that these high-level ap-
proaches may be prohibitively expensive when investigating very large
systems, we have considered it of interest to explore the performance of
a model, based on the use of the B3LYP density functional theory ap-
proach,[56, 57] which has been shown to perform very well for the calcula-
tion of the intrinsic acidities of phosphine–borane complexes.[14] For this
model, the geometries were optimized using a 6-31+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(d,p) expansion
and the final energies were obtained in single-point calculations using the
aforementioned optimized geometries and a 6-311+ +G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(3df,2p) basis
set. All these calculations have been carried out with the Gaussian09
suite of programs.[58]

Because one of the main parts in the bonding between amines and
borane is the dative bond formed upon the transfer of electron density
from the lone pair of the nitrogen atom of the amine to the empty 2p or-
bital of BH3, the NBO approach, as implemented using the NBO-5G
suite of programs,[60] is particularly well suited to describe these interac-
tions, and allows also the calculation of the Wiberg bond order.[59] A
complementary description of the bonding in amine–borane complexes
can be obtained by means of the atoms in molecules (AIM)[61] and the
electron localization function (ELF) theories.[64,65] The AIM and ELF cal-
culations were carried out by using the AimAll[63] and the TopMod[66]

packages, respectively.

Results and Discussion

To determine experimentally the gas-phase acidity of
amine–borane complexes, AH, applying the EKM method
[Eq. (2)], we selected four reference acids Aref.(i)H for each
amine–borane complex, based on the stability of the anions
for the proton-bound heterodimer [A·H·Aref.(i)]! and the
CID product ions (A! and Aref.(i)

!). As an example, we pres-
ent in Figure 1 two thermo-kinetic graphs for benzylamine
borane. The first graph (Figure 1a) is a set of the plots of
ln([A]!/ ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[Aref.(i)]!) versus (DH0

ref:acidðiÞ ! DHav
ref:acids), where

DHav
ref:acids ((1462.2)8.9) kJmol!1) is the average of deproto-

nation enthalpies of the reference acids, DH0
ref:acidðiÞ (i=10,

11, 13, and 14) (see the Supporting Information). The data
were fitted by a set of ten regression lines, each one corre-
sponding to experiments done with collision energies, ECM,

in the range 0.75–3.0 eV (intervals of 0.25 eV). The second
thermo-kinetic plot (Figure 1b) was generated by plotting
the y intercept values (related to the expression within the
square brackets in Equation (2)) versus the slopes, 1/RTeff,
which were extracted from the first graph. The gas-phase
thermochemical quantities of benzylamine borane were de-
rived from the slope and the negative y intercept values of
the linear fit of the second plot: DH0

acid= (1465.0)
8.9) kJmol!1, DS0

acid= (95.1)8.4) Jmol!1K!1 and DG0
acid=

(1436.7)8.9) kJmol!1.
The calculated and measured gas-phase acidities of the

amine–borane complexes under investigation are summar-
ized in Table 1.

For the sake of completeness, this table also includes the
gas-phase acidities of the free amines. Only for some of the
amines considered here are the experimental gas-phase acid-
ities known. Unfortunately, the EKM method used in this
work is not well suited to measure the acidity of very weak
acids, such as the amines. Nevertheless, it is worth noting
that for those cases in which the experimental acidity is
known, the agreement with our G4-based calculated values
is excellent, and therefore our estimates for the unknown
gas-phase acidities should be accurate. This agreement be-
tween experimental and calculated values is also excellent
for the gas-phase acidities of amine–borane complexes. The
agreement is slightly worse when the B3LYP values are
used, values that are, in general, slightly lower than the ex-
perimental values. Nevertheless, there is a reasonably good
linear correlation between the B3LYP/6-311+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(3df,2p)
gas-phase acidities and the G4-based calculated values (see

Figure 1. EKM plots for AH=benzylamine borane: a) plots of ln ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(k/ki)
versus (DH0

ref:acidðiÞ ! DHav
ref:acids) from the CID of heterodimer

[A·H·Aref.(i)]! (formed with four reference acids i=10, 11, 13, and 14) at
ten collision energies ECM (0.75–3.0 eV, intervals of 0.25 eV). b) Plot of y
intercept points, ½ðDH0

acid ! DHav
ref:acidsÞ=RTeff ! D DS0

# $
=R', versus slopes 1/

RTeff.
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the Supporting Information, Figure S37), and therefore in
the case where the gas-phase acidities of larger amine–
borane complexes needs to be estimated, this theoretical
model can be used as a good alternative to G4 theory, which
may be prohibitively expensive.

The calculated values given in Table 1 correspond to proc-
esses in which the proton is lost from the amino group of
the amine–borane complex. The anion so produced is in all
cases, except for PhCH2NH2·BH3 and CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the
most stable one. For both PhCH2NH2·BH3 and
CF3CH2NH2·BH3, the most stable anions (see the Support-
ing Information, Figure S38) correspond to structures in
which the proton is lost from borane moiety. The increased
stability of these two structures, which can be viewed as the
interaction between a NH2BH2 group and either the
C6H5CH2

! or the CF3CH2
! anions, respectively, just reflects

the high stability of both the neutral NH2BH2 group and the
accompanying anions. Accordingly, these boron-deprotonat-
ed structures are predicted to be 22 and 15 kJmol!1 more
stable than the corresponding amine-deprotonated species,
respectively. Nevertheless, the good agreement between the
calculated and experimental values in Table 1 for these two
amine–borane complexes seems to indicate that under the
experimental conditions only the amine-deprotonated spe-
cies is formed. To explain this apparent dichotomy we inves-
tigated in detail and compared BH3 and NH2 deprotonation
by using PhCH2NH2·BH3, as a suitable example. As illustrat-
ed in Figure 2, the most stable anion (structure C) is the
result of the dissociation of the borane-deprotonated species
B, which involves a barrier (transition state, TSBC) of
100 kJmol!1. However, direct deprotonation of the BH3

group of PhCH2NH2·BH3 to yield structure B is much less
favorable (by 300 kJmol!1) than the direct deprotonation of
the amino group to yield anion A ; this was found to be the
case for all other amine–borane complexes investigated
herein. It is also worth noting that the transfer of a proton
from the BH3 group in anion A to the N atom, is accompa-

nied by cleavage of the C!N bond. The conse-
quence is that the transition state associated with
this proton transfer, namely TSAC, directly con-
nects anions A and C, through a barrier of
228 kJmol!1. Hence, in spite of its increased stabili-
ty, form C can only be reached through a very ener-
getically demanding processes, from either struc-
tures A or B.

In addition, an examination of the molecular
electrostatic potential of both benzylamine and
CF3CH2NH2 shows that for both molecules the pos-
itive potential areas (blue) are those close to the
amino group (Figure 3). This means that the associ-
ation of the molecule with the reference anion
takes place at the amino group and never at the
BH3 group; the interaction of the latter with the at-
tacking anion would be highly repulsive because of
the hydride character of the BH3 hydrogen atoms.
These data are consistent with the much less favora-
ble deprotonation of the BH3 group. Hence, under

normal experimental conditions, the deprotonation of the
amino group will be always favored and, as indicated above,

Figure 2. Energy profile of the NH2 and BH3 deprotonation processes of
benzylamine·BH3. All values are in kJmol!1.

Figure 3. Molecular electrostatic potential of PhCH2NH2·BH3 (left) and
CF3CH2NH2·BH3 (right). Blue areas correspond to positive values of the
potential, whereas red areas correspond to negative values of the poten-
tial.

Table 1. Experimental and G4-based calculated gas-phase acidities, DG0
acid [kJmol!1],

for several amines and the corresponding amine–borane complexes; DDG0
acid

[kJmol!1] is the increase in acidity on going from the free amine to the amine–borane
complex.

Amine Free amine Amine–borane
complex

DG0
acidACHTUNGTRENNUNG[kJmol!1]

DG0
acidACHTUNGTRENNUNG[kJmol!1]

DDG0
acidACHTUNGTRENNUNG[kJmol!1]

exptl[a] calcd exptl calcd[b] calcd

ammonia 1656.8)1.6 1657.2 – 1462.1 (1456.7) 195.1
methylamine 1651)11.0 1656.1 1461.0)9.2 1462.4 (1455.2) 193.7
dimethylamine 1623)8.8 1621.8 1457.9)9.2 1453.7 (1444.4) 168.1
allylamine – 1616.5 1443.7)8.8 1444.2 (1437.4) 172.3
cyclopropylamine – 1618.3 1440.5)9.2 1447.3 (1442.1) 171.0
benzylamine – 1588.9 1436.7)8.9 1438.1 (1435.5) 150.8
aziridine – 1603.3 1443.4)8.9 1435.5 (1432.2) 167.8
propargylamine – 1608.8 1435.1)8.9 1431.1 (1425.4) 177.7
trifluoroethylamine – 1579.4 1405.0)9.4 1400.5 (1393.5) 178.9
aniline 1502)8.4 1506.7 1365.7)9.4 1360.3 (1353.6) 146.4

[a] Values taken from Ref. [67]. [b] Values within parentheses were obtained at the
B3LYP/6-311+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31+G ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(d,p) level.
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its conversion into the more stable structure C would not
take place because the transformation would involve a very
high activation barrier.

Notably, there is a large increase in acidity on going from
the free amine to the corresponding amine–borane complex
(Table 1). Furthermore, these increases in acidity depend on
the nature of the group attached to the nitrogen atom. It
can be observed, for instance, that whereas the deprotona-
tion of ammonia and methylamine borane leads to similar
levels of stabilization, the deprotonation of dimethylamine
borane leads to about 25 kJmol!1 less stabilization. Also,
smaller increases in acidity are observed for aniline and ben-
zylamine. The origin of the increased acidity can be under-
stood by means of the thermodynamic cycle presented in
Scheme 2. In this scheme, the values of DG0

1 and DG0
2 rep-

resent the stabilization upon borane-complex formation of
the free amine and its conjugate base, respectively. Accord-
ingly, DG0

3 and DG0
4 are the gas-phase acidities of the free

amine and the corresponding amine–borane complex, re-
spectively. Hence, this implies that if the absolute value of
DG0

4 is greater than that of DG0
3 by a certain amount, then

the absolute value of DG0
2 would be greater than that of

DG0
1 by the same amount. Therefore, the stabilization of

the deprotonated species by association to BH3 is larger
than that of the corresponding neutral free amine, as corro-
borated by the G4-based calculated values (see Table 2),
which shows that the stabilization of the deprotonated spe-
cies is 216 kJmol!1 on average whereas for the neutral spe-
cies this stabilization is only 88 kJmol!1 on average.

The data in Table 2 can be easily rationalized by taking
into account that deprotonated amines are much better elec-

tron donors than their neutral counterparts. The loss of a
proton leads to a significant increase in the energy of the
HOMO of the system and a parallel increase of its electron-
donor capacity. This is also reflected in the characteristics of
the bond formed between the nitrogen atom and the boron
atom (see the Supporting Information, Table S23). The don-
ation of lone pair of the nitrogen atom into the empty 2p or-
bital of the boron atom, leads to a strongly polar chemical
bond in which the contribution (82%) of the nitrogen-based
hybrid orbitals to the bond is dominant. For the deprotonat-
ed species, the contribution of the boron-based hybrid orbi-
tals to the bond is significantly higher (from 18% to 24%),
whereas a concomitant increase of the s character of the
hybrid orbitals participating in the bond is also observed.
Consequently, the bond between the boron atom and the ni-
trogen atom of the deprotonated amine is stronger and this
is reflected in both the value of the Wiberg bond index and
the value of the electron density, 1b, at the corresponding
bond critical point (see the Supporting Information, Table
S23).

The ELF plots (Figure 4) are consistent with the previous
analysis and they show how the lone pair that is created
upon the deprotonation of the amino groups connects (par-

tially delocalizes) with the disynaptic B–N basin. This effect
becomes more apparent in the case of aniline, where the
new nitrogen lone pair and the B–N disynaptic basin appear
as a unique basin of population 3.64 electrons.

The reason why the increase in acidity is much smaller for
aniline than for other amines in the series is related to the
aromatic character of the system. As shown in Table 2, the
free aniline is a poorer electron donor than the other
amines as reflected in the lower DG1

0 value, because the
lone pair on the nitrogen atom conjugates with the aromatic
system. This is consistent with the fact that NBO analysis
(see the Supporting Information, Table S23) does not locate

Scheme 2. Thermodynamic cycle involving amines, deprotonated amines,
and the corresponding borane complexes.

Table 2. Stabilization free energy of neutral (DG0
1) and deprotonated

(DG0
2) amines upon BH3 association.

Amine DG0
1 DG0

2

ammonia !77.9 !273.1
methylamine !96.3 !290.1
dimethylamine !107.8 !276.0
allylamine !95.0 !209.1
cyclopropylamine !71.2 !251.3
benzylamine !112.4 !263.2
aziridine !97.7 !265.5
propargylamine !90.2 !267.9
trifluoroethylamine !78.5 !257.3
aniline !57.7 !209.1

Figure 4. ELF (0.80) for the NH3·BH3 and C6H5NH2·BH3 complexes and
their corresponding nitrogen-deprotonated species. Green lobes denote
disynaptic basins involving two heavy atoms. Orange lobes are disynaptic
basins in which H is one of the atoms involved. Red lobes correspond to
lone pairs. The populations shown are e!.
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a B!N bond (with the default indexes of the NBO 5.0 pro-
gram) but instead locates a dative bond between the lone
pair of the nitrogen atom and the empty p orbital on the
boron atom. The conjugation of one of the lone pairs with
the aromatic system is increased in the case of the deproto-
nated amine, thus leading to a shortening by 0.13 & of the
C!N bond, as well as a significant increase of both the elec-
tron density at the corresponding bond critical point (see
the Supporting Information, Table S23) and the electron
population of the C–N disynaptic basin (Figure 4). Still, the
N!B bond is 0.09 & shorter in the deprotonated amine be-
cause it is a better donor toward the boron atom than the
neutral amine, through the second lone-pair. However, the
donor capacity of the second lone pair is smaller because
the aforementioned conjugation necessarily decreases the
intrinsic basicity of the amino group.

The origin of the differences between methylamine and
dimethylamine is more subtle. As shown in Table 2 the
value of DG0

1 is larger for dimethylamine than methylamine
as expected from the increase in the number of methyl sub-
stituents. However, the DG0

2 values show the reverse order.
The fact that the anion of dimethylamine apparently be-
haves as a weaker electron donor than the anion of methyla-
mine is an unexpected result. This result likely reflects the
higher ability of the (CH3)2N! with respect to CH3HN! to
disperse the excess negative charge, thus leading to the
former having a higher relative stability. These differences
are not observed, however, for the corresponding
[(CH3)2N·BH3]! and [CH3HN·BH3]! complexes where the
negative charge is dispersed among the nitrogen atom and
the BH3 moiety. The participation of the BH3 moiety in the
dispersion of the negative charge of the deprotonated form
of the amine–borane complex is one of the factors that con-
tributes to the increase in acidity of these compounds.[11]

Notably, the increase in acidity that occurs upon coordina-
tion of the amines to BH3 is very large; aniline borane has
practically the same gas-phase acidity as phosphoric acid
((1351)21) kJmol!1)[67] and most of the amine–borane com-
plexes studied herein have gas-phase acidities similar to typ-
ical carboxylic acids, such as formic, ethanoic, and propionic
acid.[67]

The increase in acidity measured and calculated herein
for amine–borane complexes is significantly larger than that
measured and calculated for the phosphine–borane ana-
logues.[11] For instance, whereas the increase in acidity ob-
served for phenylphosphine and methylphosphine upon BH3

association is 82 and 118 kJmol!1, respectively, the increase
in acidities for the amine–borane analogues are almost twice
these values, being 146 and 194 kJmol!1, respectively. This
observation points to the interaction between the empty p
orbital of the boron atom and the lone pair of the nitrogen
atom being stronger than that involving the lone pair of a
phosphorus atom; this difference is presumably due to the
large difference in the size of the orbitals participating in
the interaction in the latter case.

Conclusion

From our combined experimental and theoretical survey we
conclude that the complexation of different amines with
BH3 leads to new compounds (amine–borane complexes),
which exhibit a much larger (from 146 to 195 kJmol!1) gas-
phase acidity. In terms of ionization constants this increment
would be about 15 (or more) orders of magnitude. The un-
expected consequence is that typical nitrogen bases such as
aniline, lead to amine–borane complexes, which, in the gas-
phase, are as strong an acid as either phosphoric, oxalic, or
salicylic acid, and stronger than many carboxylic acids, such
as formic, acetic, and propanoic acid. This increase in acidity
is almost twice as large as that observed for the correspond-
ing phosphine–borane analogues. The agreement between
the experimental and the G4-based calculated values is ex-
cellent. The analysis of the electron density rearrangements
of the amine and the borane moieties indicates that the
dative bond is significantly stronger in the complex formed
from the deprotonated amine than in the corresponding
neutral amine–borane complex, because the deprotonated
amine is a much better electron donor than the neutral
amine. Furthermore, the newly created lone pair on the ni-
trogen atom of the deprotonated amine, conjugates with the
B–N bonding pair, thus stabilizing the anion. The contribu-
tion of BH3 to the dispersion of the excess electron density
of the anion is another factor contributing to the increased
stability of the anions and therefore to the increased acidity
of the amine–borane complexes with respect to the isolated
amines.
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A RRKM study and a DFT assessment on gas-phase
fragmentation of formamide–M2+ (M = Ca, Sr)†

Ana Martı́n-Sómer,ab Marie-Pierre Gaigeot,bcd Manuel Yáñez*a and
Riccardo Spezia*bc

A kinetic study of the unimolecular reactivity of formamide–M2+ (M = Ca, Sr) systems was carried out by

means of RRKM statistical theory using high-level DFT. The results predict M2+, [M(NH2)]
+ and [HCO]+ as

the main products, together with an intermediate that could eventually evolve to produce [M(NH3)]
2+ and

CO, for high values of internal energy. In this framework, we also evaluated the influence of the external

rotational energy on the reaction rate constants. In order to find a method to perform reliable electronic

structure calculations for formamide–M2+ (M = Ca, Sr) at a relatively low computational cost, an assessment

of different methods was performed. In the first assessment twenty-one functionals, belonging to different

DFT categories, and an MP2 wave function method using a small basis set were evaluated. CCSD(T)/

cc-pWCVTZ single point calculations were used as reference. A second assessment has been performed

on geometries and energies. We found BLYP/6-31G(d) and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) as the best performing

methods, for formamide–Ca2+ and formamide–Sr2+, respectively. Furthermore, a detailed assessment was

done on RRKM reactivity and G96LYP/6-31G(d) provided results in agreement with higher level calculations.

The combination of geometrical, energetics and kinetics (RRKM) criteria to evaluate DFT functionals is

rather unusual and provides an original assessment procedure. Overall, we suggest using G96LYP as the

best performing functional with a small basis set for both systems.

1. Introduction
Doubly charged molecular ions, formed by association of a neutral
base with a doubly charged metal ion, are of great importance
in chemical and biochemical processes, both in solution and in
the gas phase.1 Indeed, they are fundamental in gas-phase ion
chemistry and in mass spectrometry in spite of their short life-
time.2–4 They also play important roles in photochemical
processes,5,6 as well as in astrochemistry and the chemistry of
the atmospheres.7–10 It has also been postulated that they may
have played some role in the origin of life,11–15 since doubly
charged metal ions may have induced the precipitation of
nucleic acid molecules. Nevertheless, these multiply charged
ions were, for a long time, oddities in the gas phase due to the
difficulties in generating and stabilizing them. The so-called

intrinsic reactivity is of great importance since the absence of
interactions with a solvent can result in very different reactivity
patterns; in many cases it allows for a better understanding of
chemical bonding. With the advent of electrospray ionization
techniques in 1990,16 generation of doubly-charged ions in the
gas-phase from aqueous solutions became feasible and there-
fore the interest in gas-phase reactions between di-cations and
neutral molecules has grown significantly. Many theoretical
studies have been performed to understand the structures and
relative stabilities of such ion–molecule complexes, providing
detailed information on the nature of their interactions
and binding energies.17–22 However, information about their
unimolecular reactivity is much scarcer and fragmentary. One
of the main reasons is that doubly- or multiply-charged species
are rare in the gas-phase because many of these species are
either thermochemically or kinetically unstable.1 This is indeed
the case when they are the result of the association of a doubly
(or multiply) charged transition metal ion (M2+) with an organic
base (B). The system undergoes a spontaneous deprotonation
of the base leading to the monocation [M(B-H)]+, the species
experimentally observed.23–26 However, this is not the case with
alkaline-earth dications such as Ca2+ and Sr2+, since [CaB]2+ and
[SrB]2+ are stable and detectable in the gas phase.27 This opened
the possibility of studying for the first time the unimolecular
reactivity of complexes formed by these metal dications with
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different neutral bases such as urea, glycine, thiourea, selenourea,
uracil and its thio derivatives.28–34 All these studies show that there
is a competition between Coulomb explosions and neutral loss
fragmentation.

Recently, Eizaguirre et al. studied the interactions and
dissociation patterns of formamide–Ca2+ and formamide–Sr2+

complexes.35,36 The study combined collision induced dissociation
(CID) experiments and high-level DFT calculations to analyze the
topology of the potential energy surface (PES). The reactivity is
similar for both cationic metals with some minor differences; a
mechanism leading to the different fragments was proposed based
on the computed PESs. Although it is possible to extract some
conclusions about the reactivity from the topology of the PES, this
constitutes only a first rough approach, and there are still open
questions. For instance, why the most abundant product in the
experiments (M2+) corresponds to the more endothermic process
on the PES? Or why the [M(NH2)]

+ + [HCO]+ Coulomb explosion
product appears only for M = Ca? Since often the products that
are thermodynamically favoured are not kinetically favoured
(and vice versa) we decided to carry out a kinetic study to shed
light on these points.

In CID experiments the molecular ion is made to collide
with a rare gas at low collision energies, in such a way that part
of the kinetic energy is transferred to the molecular ion as
vibrational and rotational internal energy. From the theoretical
point of view, one way to rationalize the fragments observed
experimentally is to apply RRKM statistical kinetic theory,37,38

providing the kinetics of the unimolecular reactions undergone
by the doubly charged ion after the collisional excitation. Such
calculations require a reliable description of the potential
energy surface as well as reliable predictions of molecular
properties, and this can be attained through the use of ab initio
methods. CID experiments are now routinely applied to small and
largemolecules such as peptides and proteins,39–41 and combining
CID with RRKM in these latter cases requires electronic repre-
sentations computationally less expensive than ab initiomethods.
A similar situation occurs when coupling RRKM and direct
dynamics simulations of the fragmentation.42–46 This calls
for resorting to less computationally demanding theoretical
approaches, such as density functional theory (DFT).47 To be
sure about the reliability of the results obtained via DFT it is,
however, necessary to carry out an assessment in order to
choose the most appropriate functional.

Thus, one of the aims of this paper is to test a variety of DFT
methods as well as the MP2 wave function method against
benchmark CCSD(T) results for the two aforementioned systems,
using a small basis set (6-31G(d)). This would allow us to validate
the accuracy of non-expensive methods that might be used for
computationally expensive treatments such as dynamics simula-
tions or bigger systems like oligopeptides. The geometries and
energies will be obtained with 21 different DFT approaches.
These methods will also be assessed from the kinetic point of
view, a rather unusual approach providing an original way to
assess DFT functionals also on kinetics rather than simply on
energetics and/or frequencies. As the main aim of this study we
will perform a kinetic study on the unimolecular reactivity of

formamide–M2+ (M = Ca, Sr), thus complementing the previous
investigations based only on the topology of the PESs.35,36

2. Computational details
2.1. Quantum chemistry

Geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed
using density functional theory (DFT) and Møeller–Plesset
perturbation theory at second order (MP2). In the first assess-
ment we tested functionals from four different categories of
DFT methods.

(i) GGA functionals that depend explicitly on the gradient of
the electron density as well as the density itself: BLYP,48,49

G96LYP,49,50 and PBE51 (PBE exchange with PBE correlation,
also called PBEPBE).

(ii) Hybrid GGA functionals that depend on Hartree–Fock (HF)
exchange as well as the electron density and its gradient: PBE0
(also called PBE1PBE, which adds 25% of HF exchange to the
PBE functional), B3LYP,49,52 B3P86,52,53 B3PW91,52,54 B97-2,55

BH&H (0.5EHFX + 0.5ELSDAX + ELYPC ), BH&HLYP (0.5EHFX + 0.5ELSDAX +
0.5DEBecke88X + ELYPC ), mPW1PW91,54,56 O3LYP,49,57,58 and X3LYP.49,59

(iii) Meta-GGA functionals that depend on the electron
density, its gradient, and the kinetic energy density: M06L,60

TPSS,61 and VSXC.62

(iv) Hybrid meta-GGA functionals that depend on HF
exchange, the electron density and its gradient, and the kinetic
energy density: M05,63 M05-2X,64 M06,65 M06-2X,65 and BMK.66

CCSD(T) single-point calculations on DFT optimized geo-
metries were used as benchmark values in this first assessment.
Formamide–Ca2+ geometries and frequencies were computed
at the B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ level of theory while formamide–Sr2+

geometries and frequencies were obtained using the G96LYP
functional together with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set expansion
for C, N, O and H and an improved LANL2DZ basis set for the
Sr2+ cation.35 Using these geometries, CCSD(T) single point
calculations were performed using the cc-pWCVTZ basis set for
formamide–Ca2+ and the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set with an
extended LANL2DZ for the Sr2+ cations35 in the formamide–Sr2+

system. In all the cases ZPVE corrections were obtained at the same
level used for geometry optimization and scaled by the corre-
sponding empirical factor proposed by Merrick et al.67

Keeping in mind that we are looking for a low computationally
demanding method, we have selected for both DFT and MP2
calculations a 6-31G(d) basis set for C, N, O, Ca and H atoms and
a LANL2DZ with an ECP basis set for Sr2+ cations. This basis set
expansion, although small, provides both reliable geometries and
fundamental frequencies (necessary to compute RRKM unimole-
cular rate constants).67 From now on, we will refer to this model
as the low-level approach. Out of these twenty-one functionals
we selected three (the two best and B3LYP) to evaluate the effect
of adding diffuse functions and higher-angular momentum
components in the basis set evaluating its performance using
the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set (keeping LANL2DZ for Sr atoms).

These three functionals plus the MP2 ab initio method
together with 6-31G(d) were used in the second step to assess
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the whole potential energy surface (PES). In this case, and due
to the lack of specific experimental information, we will use
results previously obtained by Eizaguirre et al.35,36 as a reliable
reference for the assessment of DFT. These results were in turn
compared with high-level ab initio calculations. For the sake of
simplicity, when speaking of these benchmark values, we will
allude them as the high-level approaches. These optimized struc-
tures were taken as the starting structures to be re-optimized with
each of the low-level methods; then we computed harmonic
vibrational frequencies and final energies. The harmonic frequen-
cies were also used to estimate the zero point vibrational energy
(ZPVE) corrections, which were systematically scaled by the corre-
sponding empirical factor proposed by Merrick et al.67 However,
the reported interaction energies were not corrected with the basis
set superposition error (BSSE). There are two main reasons for
doing so: the energies used as reference were not corrected with
BSSE; also if the RRKM results are coupled with direct dynamics
simulations this latter approach will not take into account BSSE
either. All the calculations in this study have been carried out using
the Gaussian09 suite of programs.68

We have studied different structures from the previously des-
cribed PESs of formamide–Ca2+ and formamide–Sr2+ systems.35,36

These surfaces can also be found in Fig. S1 and S2 of the ESI,†
together with the structure of the corresponding stationary points.
Correspondingly, in what follows, min1 will refer to the global
minimum of the PES; intX, where X is a number according to the
nomenclature used in ref. 36, will name the different intermediates
on the PES and TS_X_Y the transition state connecting the X and Y
local minima, kXY (tXY when considering half-life times) denoting
the RRKM rate constants. To denote the exit channels we will use
letters A, B, C and so on.

2.2. RRKM rate constants

Fig. 1 shows the kinetic schemes associated with the PES for
formamide–M2+ (M = Ca, Sr) unimolecular reactions. The rate
constants, k, for each individual reaction are also indicated in
the kinetic scheme. For the exit channels there is no backward
reaction because in CID experiments there is no equilibrium
between fragments and parent ions.

Tight-TS. For the unimolecular reactions where TS location is
assumed to be fixed at a saddle point (tight-TS), we have used
RRKM statistical theory in order to compute quantum harmonic
microcanonical rate constants, k(E), that ignoring rotations reads37

kðEÞ ¼ s
h

N# E $ E0ð Þ
rðEÞ (1)

where s is the reaction degeneracy, E0 is the activation energy,
N#(E $ E0) is the TS sum of states and r(E) is the reactant
density of states. The latter two quantities are only for active
degrees of freedom. Thus, we compute k(E) by using properties
of minima and saddle points on the PES, which is only possible
for unimolecular reactions involving all of the intermediates.
When using k(E) we refer to k(E, J) with J = 0. When considering
the influence of the rotational energy in the microcanonical
rate constants we will use k(E, J) in order to stress the fact that
we are varying J and K rotational quantum number values

(we will later provide details on how J and K can be considered
in RRKM theory).

Loose-TS. For channels with no reverse activation energy
(loose-TS) the TS is more difficult to define because there is
no saddle point along the reaction path. The TS is located on the basis
of theminimum sum of states and varies with the internal energy.

To compute the RRKM rate constants for the loose-TS we
adopted the microcanonical variational transition state theory
(mVTST) in its vibrator formulation.69,70 First we perform a scan
along the reaction coordinate. Then, at each point of the scan we
do an optimization, freezing this internal coordinate and the
energy is computed. The Hessian matrices describing the modes
orthogonal to the reaction path are evaluated according to the
standard procedure of Hu and Hase,70 and the sum of states are
calculated for the corresponding optimized structure. We repeat
this procedure for each internal energy considered and the struc-
ture corresponding to the minimum sum of states is assigned as
the TS. An example of a loose-TS is the formamide neutral loss
reaction. In this example, the reaction coordinate corresponds to
the Ca–O distance and thus we used this as the scanned coordi-
nate. In Fig. 2 we can observe how the location of the TS (minimum
sum of states) with respect to the reaction coordinate changes with
the internal energy of the reactant molecule, getting closer to the
reactants as the internal energy increases.

External rotations. RRKM theory treats modes either as
active, which exchange energy freely, or adiabatically, which
remain in the same quantum number during the unimolecular
decomposition. Normally, the modes treated as active are all
the normal modes. If the external rotational degrees of freedom
are to be taken into account there are different ways of doing so
in the framework of RRKM theory.71 In this study we have
considered an almost symmetric top, where Ix E Iy, for which
rotational energy is given by the following approximation:72

ErotðJ;KÞ ¼ 1

Ix
þ 1

Iy

! "
JðJ þ 1Þ $ K2
# $

!h2

4
þ K2!h2

2Iz
(2)

that can be written as

Erot( J,K) = BJ( J + 1) + (A $ B)K2 (3)

where A = !h2/2Iz, B ¼ 1

Ix
þ 1

Iy

! "
!h2

4
, J = 0, 1, 2,. . . and K = 0, &1,

&2,. . . & J. The symmetry axis is the z-axis and the other two
moments of inertia are Ix E Iy. The quantum number J is a
constant of motion and therefore is always adiabatic, i.e. there
is no exchange. On the other hand, the quantum number K can
be treated as an active rotor – it allows energy exchange between
vibrational and rotational modes—or as an adiabatic rotor.

If we assume that K is conserved, and thus treated as
adiabatic, the RRKM unimolecular rate constant for energy E
and specific values of J and K is37

kðE; J;KÞ ¼ s
h

N# E $ E0 $ E#
rotðJ;KÞ

h i

r E $ ErotðJ;KÞ½ ( (4)

where E#rot is the rotational energy for the transition state
and Erot is the same for the minimum energy structure
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(both obtained by eqn (2)). With this assumption ( J and K being
adiabatic) we consider three particular cases for partitioning
the rotational energy within the molecular axes. In case 1, all the
rotational energy is placed on the x,y-plane, and corresponds
to K = 0, and

J ¼
$1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4

Erot

B

r !

2
; !B ¼ 1

Ix
þ 1

Iy

! "
!h2

4
(5)

where Erot is the rotational energy of the ion after collision. In
case 2 the rotational energy is equally distributed among the
three axes, so Ex,y = 2/3Erot and Ez = 1/3Erot. Finally, in case 3 all
the rotational energy is placed along the z-axis such that

K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3

Erot

A$ !B

r
(6)

The k(E, J) microcanonical rate constant with K active can be
determined by two different approaches. One approach for

Fig. 1 Mechanistic model for the kinetic study employed in the present work. Panel (a) formamide–Ca2+ and panel (b) formamide–Sr2+. Solid black lines
denote neutral loss reactions while the red dashed lines correspond to Coulomb explosions.
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treating the K-dependent term as an active degree of freedom is
to calculate the density of states for the reactant and the sum of
states for the TS by summing over contributions from all
possible values of K to give71

kðE; JÞ ¼ s
h

PK¼J

K¼$J
N# E $ E0 $ E#

rotðJ;KÞ
h i

PK¼J

K¼$J
r E $ ErotðJ;KÞ½ (

(7)

In the second approach, the unimolecular rate constant,
k(E,J), for total energy E and angular momentum J is
written as71

kðE; JÞ ¼ s
h

N# E $ E#
rotðJÞ $ E0

h i

r E $ Erot½ ( (8)

where N# and r are now written as convolutions between the
densities and the sum of states for the internal degrees of freedom
and the active external rotation, respectively

N# E#
& '

¼
ðE#

0
N#

vibðEÞrrot E# $ E
& '

dE (9)

r Euð Þ ¼
ðEu

0
rvibðEÞrrot Eu $ Eð ÞdE (10)

E# is the active energy of the TS and Eu is the active energy of the
energized reactant; the total energy is E = Eu + Erot( J ) = E

# + E#rot( J) +
E0 with Erot( J) and E#rot( J) being the adiabatic rotational energies of
the reactant and the TS respectively.

For all the calculations, the sum and density of states were
computed using a semiclassical state counting.73–75 We used

the quantum RRKMmodel which assumes that ZPE flows freely
within the molecule.76,77 All the calculations were performed
using the RRKM code given by Zhu and Hase.78

3. Benchmarking methods
3.1. Preliminary assessment

A wide window of functionals combined with a small basis set
were evaluated in a preliminary assessment (‘‘low-cost’’ method).
However, caution must be taken when selecting a DFT method
to use for a specific problem or a specific system because
often a DFT method that correctly predicts certain properties,
such as geometries or binding energies, will prove to be much
less accurate for the computation of other properties, such
as barrier heights or conformational energy differences. On the
other hand, those energies are the energetic properties govern-
ing the different reactive pathways. Therefore, the crucial point
is whether this ‘‘low-cost’’ approach performs well enough when
treating di-cationic systems. Hence, in this assessment, we
considered energetics corresponding to the principal reaction
mechanisms: M–O2+ dissociation energy to obtain formamide +
M2+, as a representative example of neutral loss, and the barrier
height for the fragmentation of the global minimum (min1)
into [M(NH2)]

+ + [HCO]+, as an example of Coulomb explosion.
The goal is to find the method that performs better for both
processes (metal–ligand bond energy and barrier height). For
this assessment we will use CCSD(T) single-point calculations
on DFT optimized geometries as reference. We evaluated 21
functionals using the 6-31G(d) basis set plus three functionals
(BLYP, G96LYP and B3LYP) using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set.

Fig. 2 On the left side the sum of states vs. the reaction coordinate for formamide–Ca2+ at different internal energies (all in kcal mol$1). The crosses
mark the minimum of the sum of states for each energy. On the right side the microcanonical rate constant k is represented vs. the internal energy. The
crosses mark the k(E) values corresponding to the minimum sum of states for specific internal energies. In the middle the formamide–Ca2+ geometries
are represented for each of the points with the values (in Å) for Ca–O distance.
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In all cases the Sr basis set is LANL2DZ. The results are shown
in Table 1.

From the values in Table 1 we observe that for M = Ca only
five methods give the correct qualitative result showing that as
predicted by the reference CCSD(T) calculations the neutral loss
is higher in energy than the activation barrier for the Coulomb
explosion (positive values). In the case of Sr containing systems
all the functionals reproduce CCSD(T) results qualitatively (same
sign). The best performing method depends on the metal: when
M = Ca the best performing model is BLYP/6-31G(d) while when
M = Sr the best one is G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p); it gives almost the
same value as the reference. This latter result is in agreement
with previous assessments,79 and this level is the one used in
geometry optimization for the Sr containing system. Therefore,
we have selected these methods for a subsequent assessment
evaluating the whole PES, comparing geometries and relative
energies (vide infra). It should be noted that in general all the
functionals investigated perform well for the description of the
NL dissociation energy, so the differences in correctly reprodu-
cing the gap mainly arise from the significant differences in the
estimation of the Coulomb explosion barrier. Indeed, the
functionals like BLYP that do not include Hartree–Fock
exchange perform better than the hybrid ones. Actually it can
be observed that the agreement with the CCSD(T)-reference
value decreases as the amount of Hartree–Fock exchange
increases, being worse for BH&HLYP than for B3LYP. In gen-
eral, the inclusion of Hartree–Fock exchange introduces a
partial self-interaction correction, but at the same time it
removes the non-dynamic correlation effects described by the
GGA functionals.80,81 This actually may explain the good per-
formance of methods like BLYP for the particular case of the CE
barrier, where static correlation must be important taking into
account that, at the barrier, the wavefunction must be the
mixture of covalent and ionic components. However, the good
performance could be due to cancellation of errors affecting both
estimated energies. Since one of our objectives is to compare the
formamide–Ca2+ and formamide–Sr2+ reactions, it is advisable to
use the same theoretical model to reproduce both PESs. Hence,
for this purpose we have chosen the G96LYP/6-31G(d) approach,
which is among the best performing for both systems. For the
sake of completeness, we will also test the heavily used B3LYP
functional and the MP2 ab initio method using in all cases a
6-31G(d) basis set. In this assessment we have used as a
reference the potential energy surface obtained by Eizaguirre
et al. for formamide–Ca2+ and formamide–Sr2+.35,36

3.2. Geometry assessment

A comparison of the geometries obtained with the aforemen-
tioned four methods with those reported previously35,36 shows
rather small differences for both metals (Ca and Sr). This is
very well reflected by the small errors affecting the rotational
constants A, B, and C (see Fig. 3), which are sensitive criteria
when comparing different geometries. All the values are given
in Tables S1 and S2 in the ESI.†

The results show that globally there are no significant
differences in the geometries optimized with the low-level
approaches, although for some structures the magnitude of
the relative error is slightly large. We will briefly comment on

Table 1 M–O2+dissociation energy (NL) and Coulomb explosion
([M(NH2)]

+ + [HCO]+) energy barrier (CE) computed with different DFT
functionals, all with the 6-31G(d) basis set but when explicitly written. The
third column shows the energy difference between M–O2+dissociation
energy and Coulomb explosion energy barrier (gap). The fourth column is
the same energy difference without taking into account the ZPVE correc-
tion (gap*). The first row corresponds to the benchmark method. All values
are in kcal mol$1

NL CE Gap Gap*

M = Ca
CCSD(T)/cc-pWCVTZ 90.76 77.45 13.31 10.10
BLYP 88.02 81.51 6.51 2.95
BLYP/6-31+G(d,p) 82.74 78.77 3.97 0.38
G96LYP 84.30 82.22 2.09 $1.57
VSXC 86.42 85.34 1.08 $2.60
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 80.19 79.71 0.48 $3.10
PBEPBEa 87.50 88.10 $0.60 $4.23
MP2 86.24 87.62 $1.38 $4.46
O3LYP 85.21 88.66 $3.45 $6.70
X3LYPa 89.74 93.42 $3.69 $6.94
B3LYP 88.86 92.58 $3.72 $6.94
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 84.58 88.80 $4.22 $7.51
TPSS 87.14 92.32 $5.18 $8.55
M06-2Xa 89.22 95.53 $6.30 $9.05
M05 87.22 93.90 $6.68 $9.67
M05-2X 90.04 99.18 $9.13 $11.86
M06a 86.21 95.39 $9.17 $12.27
BH&HLYP 90.18 99.68 $9.50 $12.57
B972 85.60 95.23 $9.63 $12.85
B3PW91 86.23 96.05 $9.81 $13.11
M06La 82.73 92.99 $10.26 $13.91
MPW1PW91 87.42 98.17 $10.75 $13.95
PBE1PBEa 87.87 98.74 $10.86 $14.17
B3P86 87.27 98.24 $10.97 $14.30
BMK 86.59 99.49 $12.90 $15.95
BH&H 95.56 110.00 $14.44 $17.32

M = Sr
CCSD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) 78.97 86.95 $7.98 $11.60
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 73.28 81.57 $8.30 $11.91
BLYP/6-31+G(d,p) 63.82 85.49 $21.67 $25.79
BLYP 63.92 87.52 $23.61 $27.86
VSXC 65.98 91.38 $25.39 $29.18
G96LYP 60.68 87.97 $27.29 $31.31
PBEPBEa 64.55 94.35 $29.80 $33.85
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 66.58 98.09 $31.50 $35.26
O3LYP 64.07 97.17 $33.11 $37.29
TPSS 66.32 100.40 $34.07 $38.24
M06La 65.12 99.54 $34.42 $38.66
B3LYP 66.17 101.90 $35.72 $39.68
X3LYPa 66.93 103.13 $36.20 $40.15
M06-2Xa 69.08 105.52 $36.44 $38.99
M05 66.02 104.81 $38.80 $42.11
B972 65.56 104.85 $39.29 $43.20
M06a 65.59 105.38 $39.79 $43.14
MP2 63.01 102.86 $39.85 $43.34
B3PW91 65.19 105.31 $40.12 $44.11
BH&HLYP 69.58 110.35 $40.77 $43.69
B3P86 66.21 107.48 $41.27 $45.26
MPW1PW91 66.75 108.35 $41.60 $45.38
PBE1PBEa 66.98 109.07 $42.09 $45.96
M05-2X 69.15 112.44 $43.29 $46.48
BMK 65.91 111.91 $46.00 $48.68
BH&H 73.02 119.79 $46.77 $49.75

a ZPVE was not corrected by the scale factor because it was not
available.
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the structures with the most significant deviations, namely int8
and TS_1_G. Tables with all relative error values are given in
the ESI.†

The structure with the highest errors is int8 for both metals.
These errors in the three rotational constants arise from
differences in the oxygen–metal–nitrogen angle, which are
about 1801 with the trial methods and 1201 in the reference
structure (see Fig. 4a). As expected, the rotational constant A is
the most sensitive to these structural changes. The TS_1_G
structure is well described with the three DFT functionals while
MP2 overestimates the three rotational constants by about 30%
for M = Ca and the rotational constant A (268% relative error)

for M = Sr. These discrepancies are mainly due to differences in
the relative orientation of the two departing fragments (Fig. 4b).
Another structure with remarkably relative errors is TS_9_A, in
particular when M = Sr, again due to the different relative orienta-
tions of the departing fragments.

In summary, the only structures that show more significant
errors with respect to the reference arise from the different
orientation of subunits that are weakly bound. The optimized
geometries for all the stationary points are available in the ESI.†

3.3. Energy assessment

Let us focus now on the performance of the low-level
approaches when dealing with energies. Relative energies were
evaluated for each method by subtracting from the energy
of the corresponding structure (the sum of the energy of the
fragments for the exit channels), the energy of the global
minimum, min1; including the corresponding ZPVE correc-
tions. The absolute error and relative error values for all the
structures are given in Tables S3 and S4 in the ESI.† Fig. 5
shows the relative errors for M = Ca and M = Sr, respectively. In
general the agreement is quite good and the trends are the
same for the four methods.

The root-mean-square error or deviation (RMSD) of the
values obtained with the low-level approach from the values
computed at high-level, is reported in Table 2. The normalized
RMSD (NRMSD = RMSD/(bmax $ bmin) where b stands for refer-
ence values) is also reported because it is useful to compare how
the performance of each method varies when the cationic metal
changes from Ca2+ to Sr2+.

It can be seen that for M = Ca all methods perform almost
equally well, whereas for M = Sr, G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) seems to
be the best option since it shows the lowest RMSD. Let us recall
that G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) is the method used in the geometry
optimization of the benchmark values for M = Sr. These results

Fig. 3 Relative error (%) deviations for rotational constants of (a) forma-
mide–Ca2+ computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d)
(red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses), and BLYP/6-31G(d) (purple
squares) and (b) formamide–Sr2+ computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue
circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses)
and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (purple squares).

Fig. 4 (a) Int8 structure for M = Ca optimized with (i) B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ,
(ii) BLYP/6-31G(d) and for M = Sr optimized with (iii) G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p),
(iv) B3LYP/6-31G(d), (v) G96lyp/6-31G(d) and (vi) MP2/6-31G(d). (b) TS_1_G
structure for M = Ca optimized with (i) B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ, (ii) BLYP/
6-31G(d) and for M = Sr optimized with (iii) G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p), (iv) B3LYP/
6-31G(d) and (v) MP2/6-31G(d).
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are in agreement with those obtained in the first assessment
discussed above. The next best performance is obtained using

G96LYP/6-31G(d) for both systems. In general, there is a better
agreement between low-level and high-level methods when the
cation is Ca2+.

It is worth noting that whereas the first assessment on
formamide–Ca2+ (see Table 1) shows a better performance for
MP2/6-31G(d) than for B3LYP/6-31G(d), this is not the case
when comparing the whole PES, where B3LYP has a slightly
better performance than MP2.

3.4. Kinetic assessment

A further step in our assessment needs to include the kinetic
behaviour. To this end, we computed the RRKM rate constants,
k(E), corresponding to the different reactions shown in Fig. 1,
with the same four methods used before for geometry and
energy assessment. This will imply an indirect assessment of
three properties: energy barriers, geometries, and harmonic
frequencies, needed to compute RRKM rate constants.

From now on we will use half-life times, t1/2, instead of rate
constants, k. This quantity is proportional to the reaction rate
constant t1/2(E) = $(ln 0.5)/k(E) and gives us an idea of how fast
a reaction occurs. In order to compare the performance of
the different methods, the curves for t1/2 vs. E were shifted in
the x-axis at a quantity equal to the activation barrier energy,
Eact. Thus E stands for the internal energy available to react,
i.e. internal energy over the activation barrier. The average of
the relative errors is plotted in Fig. 6.

It should be noted that t1/2 is a very sensitive quantity,
especially at small E, just over the energy barrier, so not
surprisingly the relative errors are large in this region. As the
energy increases the errors decrease and the curves tend to
converge to a given value. In general, trends are similar for both
metals. The MP2 method is clearly the most unfavourable with
very high relative errors. B3LYP and G96LYP perform much
better than MP2, but still the relative errors are significant. At
small energies G96LYP is better than B3LYP but as the energy
increases the order changes, with B3LYP becoming slightly
more preferable. The best performance is observed for BLYP
when M = Ca, and G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for M = Sr.

4. Kinetic behaviour (RRKM)
Now we have computed the rate constants, which take into
account dynamical effects that are not present in the topological
analysis of the PES, we can evaluate the kinetics of the system
by comparing the rate constants for the different reactions that
the system may undergo (see Fig. 1). Due to the complex

Fig. 5 Relative errors in (a) formamide–Ca2+ relative energies computed
with B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles), G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red triangles), MP2/
6-31G(d) (green crosses), and BLYP/6-31G(d) (purple squares) and (b)
formamide–Sr2+ relative energies with B3LYP/6-31G(d) (blue circles),
G96LYP/6-31G(d) (red triangles), MP2/6-31G(d) (green crosses), and
G96LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (purple squares).

Table 2 Root mean-square-deviation (RMSD) in kcal mol$1 and normalized RMSD (NRMSD)

Formamide–Ca2+ Formamide–Sr2+

B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a BLYPa B3LYPa G96LYPa MP2a G96LYPb

RMSD 7.5 6.4 8.6 6.0 14.5 12.5 14.7 3.2
NRMSD 8% 6% 9% 6% 16% 13% 16% 3%

a 6-31G(d). b 6-31+G(d,p).
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kinetics of formamide–M2+ species, characterized by a large
number of intermediates, as a first approach, we will consider
only the reactivity of the global minimum, min1. In Fig. 7, t1/2(E)
is plotted as a function of the energy for all the reactions with
origins in the global minimum, min1, namely the loss of
formamide (t01), the Coulomb explosion yielding [M(NH2)]

+

and [HCO]+ (t1G) and three isomerization reactions to the inter-
mediates 2, 5 and 10 (t12, t15, and t110) with their corresponding
backward reactions (t21, t51, and t101). Internal energies up to
300 kcal mol$1 were considered. This is an upper limit for the
low collision energy regime of the CID experiments, since the
energy transferred in the collision process is rarely a high
percentage of the relative collision energy. This time, the x-axis
corresponds to the total internal energy of the molecule. In order
to go on with the evaluation of the different low-level methods
we will compare the high-level results with one low-level method.
For the sake of consistency we have used G96LYP/6-31G(d), since

it is the best performing method when considering both systems.
We will see that even with the high relative errors obtained, the
kinetics of the system is qualitatively well described at this level.

Let us first comment on the kinetic picture obtained by
high-level calculations. At low energies the reactivity is under a
picosecond time scale. As the energy increases, the reaction
speed increases in such a way that at the highest energies all
the reactions occur in picoseconds or less. The trends are quite
similar with the two metals. In the whole range, the backward
isomerization reactions are faster than the forward ones, with the
only exception of the min1 - int10 isomerization process that,
in the whole range of energies is faster than the corresponding
backward reaction. Hence, with only this exception, the inter-
mediates will convert back to min1. At low internal energies the
loss of formamide, t01, and the Coulomb explosion leading to the
G exit channel, t1G, are equally fast when M = Ca, while for M = Sr
the former exit channel is opened at lower internal energies and
is faster than t1G. As the energy increases, different reactions
speed up, in particular t1G and t110, which become the two
fastest reactions at high energies (430 kcal mol$1 for Ca and
100 kcal mol$1 for Sr). Therefore, the products we will expect to
observe at low energies are (i) M2+ from formamide neutral loss
(t01), in a greater proportion for M = Sr than for M = Ca, (ii) the
product G, [M(NH2)]

+ and [HCO]+, by a Coulomb explosion (t1G),
and (iii) at high energies also int10 (t110), which could even-
tually evolve to product B (CO neutral loss).

Comparing now with the kinetic picture obtained at the
G96LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory we do not observe significant
differences. The main discrepancy is in the formamide neutral
loss channel whose rate constant is overestimated, with the

Fig. 6 Average of the relative errors at E = 5, 10, 25, 50, 70, 100, 125, 150,
175 and 200 kcal mol$1 with four trial methods. (a) Formamide–Ca2+ and
(b) formamide–Sr2+.

Fig. 7 Half-life reaction time (t1/2) as a function of internal energy for the
corresponding RRKM rate constants describing the reaction pathways
starting from min1. The top panels are for the formamide–Ca2+ system
at (a) B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ and (b) G96LYP/6-31G(d). The bottom panels
show formamide–Sr2+ using (c) G96LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and (d) G96LYP/
6-31+G(d). Solid lines correspond to forward reactions while dashed lines
stand for the backward reactions.
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consequence that this reaction is faster in relation to the others
(that remain unchanged) and the energy range (where this
reaction is the fastest) is now larger. Also we noted that, in
the case of formamide–Sr2+, t51 is underestimated with respect
to the high-level value, so the min1 - int5 reaction becomes
faster than the backward reaction at around 100 kcal mol$1.
Still this reaction is slower than t1G, t01, and t110 so it does not
imply a remarkable change in the qualitative kinetic picture.
Thus we would expect the same products for both doubly
charged metal ions M2+, [M(NH2)]

+ and [HCO]+ together with
int10 at high energies.

These results are in agreement with the experiments concern-
ing the M2+ peak, which appears as the most intense one in the
MS/MS spectra.35,36 Also the mass corresponding to [M(NH3)]

2+

species (CO neutral loss) is observed for both di-cationic systems,
although in the case of Sr the origin can also be attributed to
[87Sr(H2O)]

2+. On the other hand, the [M(NH2)]
+/[HCO]+ product is

observed only for M = Ca.

4.1. Rotational effects

During collision, the translational energy is transferred to
the vibrational and rotational modes of the molecular ion. When
the moments of inertia for the reactant are significantly different
from those of the TS, the rotational energy can have an important
influence on the reaction rate constant (see, for example, the work
of Spezia et al.82). We evaluated the role of the external rotation
energy in the rate constants which may be changed, namely, k01,
k1G, k110, k101, k51, together with k15 in the case of M = Sr, both at
high-level and at our low-level approach, G96LYP/6-31G(d). The
corresponding curves of k(E,J) can be found in Fig. S3 of the ESI.†
Again the trends are the same for the two metals. As aforesaid, the
K quantum number can be treated as active or adiabatically.
No important effects of the external rotational energy are observed
when the quantum number K is treated as an active rotor.
However, when K is treated adiabatically we observe a decrease
in the reaction speed with the exception of k1G that at high energy
experiments slightly increases. This effect is more pronounced the
higher the energy placed on the z-axis of the molecule, especially
for int10 - min1 and int5 - min1 reactions (see Fig. 8b).
Coherently, if all the energy is placed on the z-axis for these
reactions, they start at much higher internal energies and the
values of k101 and k51 decrease several orders of magnitude.

The effect of considering the external rotation when com-
puting k(E, J) for formamide neutral loss reaction (k01) is more
complex (Fig. 8a), because the effects on the reaction speed
depend on how the rotational energy is distributed within the
molecule. It must be recalled that this reaction corresponds to
the Ca–O bond cleavage until its eventual dissociation. When all
the rotational energy is placed on the z-axis (case 3) this cleavage
is not favoured and consequently the reaction rate decreases
(brown circles, dashed line). Conversely, if all the energy is
placed on the x,y-plane (case 1), the rate constant increases
slightly and the kinetics speed up (blue diamonds, dashed line).

We would like to remark that the kinetic analysis shows M2+

as one of the main products in agreement with the experi-
mental spectra and in contrast to the static picture provide

by the topological analysis of the PES. On the other hand,
[Sr(NH2)]

+ and [HCO]+ products are not detected in the CID
experiment35 and RRKM rate constants predict these species to
be one of the main products. However, [Sr(NH2)]

+ has been
detected in similar experiments with the urea–Sr2+ system.27

Further investigations are needed in order to clarify this point.
It should also be taken into account that RRKM is a statistical
theory that can only describe reactive mechanisms in which the
energy flows through the ion’s vibrational modes because it
assumes that dissociation takes place after complete intra-
molecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR). However, it

Fig. 8 k(E) computed at B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ for (a) min1 - Ca2+–
formamide neutral loss and (b) int5 - min1 reactions, taking into account
the rotational energy. The quantum number K can be treated as an active
rotor (solid lines) with different values for the angular moment J; or as an
adiabatic rotor (dashed lines), where all the rotational energy is placed on
the x,y-axes (blue diamonds, dashed line) (case 1); equally distributed
among the three axes (green crosses, dashed line) or in the z-axis (brown
circles, dashed line). The figure also shows the B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ opti-
mized structure for min1 along with its principal axes of inertia.
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has been shown, both experimentally and computationally,
that there are other (non-RRKM) mechanisms in CID processes
in which the collision locally activates one (or few) vibrational
mode of the ion, and the fragmentation occurs before complete
IVR can take place.43–46,83–88 This overall situation is a dynami-
cal picture that cannot be described by means of statistical
theories and makes it necessary to resort to other techniques
such as chemical dynamics simulations, which will be the aim
of future work.

5. Conclusions
Among all the approaches considered, we found that G96LYP/
6-31G(d) is the best compromise to reproduce PES and kinetics
obtained from higher level calculations, for both formamide–Ca2+

(B3LYP/cc-pWCVTZ) and formamide–Sr2+ (G96LYP/6-311 + G(d,p)).
Thus, it can be used to compare the reactivity of both systems.

Concerning the kinetics of the unimolecular reactivity of
these doubly charged cations, we observed similar trends with
the two metals, expecting as the main products M2+ from
formamide neutral loss, the product G, [M(NH2)]

+ and
[HCO]+, from a Coulomb explosion, and at high energies also
int10, which could eventually evolve to product B (CO neutral
loss). Note that experiments were not able to assign the m/z
52.46 peak that can correspond to either [SrNH3]

2+ or
[87Sr(H2O)]

2+: our calculations suggest that it is originated by
CO neutral loss (and thus it corresponds to [SrNH3]

2+). The
effect of external rotation, when it is relevant, is generally to
slow down the kinetics of the system. Using G96LYP/6-31G(d)
the kinetics is qualitatively well described, when compared to
higher level calculations.

The statistical approach used in this work (RRKM) allowed
us to describe part of the kinetics of the system, but there are
still open questions, such as why the [Sr(NH2)

+]/[HCO]+ product
does not appear in the experimental MS/MS spectra. Thus, it
would be necessary to resort to other non-statistical techniques,
such as chemical dynamics simulations, to completely account
for the dynamical picture behind the CID process of the doubly
charged cations considered in this study. Our research is
currently going in that direction.
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O<L<!"()#',!=%/#)$-(+#'!#/!(J%!P%Q+*!-5+=!

! H6469,5! 3=,9,37698:783:! 0A! 7=6! 30?F56@6:! 81405481;! -09,16! ,1<! :0?6! 0A! 87:!
<6984,7846:C! 81!F,9783B5,9! 7=0:6! 81!D=83=! 7=6!=><90;61!,70?:!=,46!-661!:B-:787B76<!->!
=,50;61:C!=,46!9636846<!,!;96,7!<6,5!0A!,77617801L!-B7!81!7=8:!:637801!D6!D855!A03B:!0B9!
817696:7! 01! IB6:7801:! 965,76<! D87=! 7=6! <6A09?,7801! 0A! -09,16! ,1<! -09,16! <6984,7846:!
D=61!,77,3=6<!70!,!J6D8:!-,:6.!(7!=,:!-661!E10D1!A09!,!501;!78?6!7=,7!7=6:6!<6984,7846:!
<6F,97!:8;18A83,175>!A90?!F5,1,987>!D=61!7=6>!A09?!30?F56@6:!D87=!7>F83,5!-,:6:."X!(7!8:!
,5:0!E10D1!7=,7!7=6!,?0B17!0A!6169;>!70!-6!F,8<!:7901;5>!<6F61<:!01!7=6!1,7B96!0A!7=6!
,70?:! ,77,3=6<! 70!KC! :0! 87! 8:! :8;18A83,175>! 5,9;69! A09!KVW! 7=,1! A09!K)W.

MaCM"! '=6!?,81!
301:6IB6136! 8:! 7=,7! 7=6! 3014617801,5! <8::038,7801! 6169;86:C! <6A816<! ,:! 7=6! 6169;>!
<8AA696136!-67D661!7=6!30?F56@!,1<!7=,7!0A!7=6!8:05,76<!J6D8:!-,:6!,1<!J6D8:!,38<!81!
7=689!6IB858-98B?!301A09?,7801C!8:!107!,!;00<!?6,:B96!0A!7=6!:7961;7=!0A!7=6!81769,37801!
-63,B:6! 7=8:! <8::038,7801! 6169;>! 8:! 7=6! :?,5569C! 7=6! ;96,769! 7=6! <6A09?,7801! 0A! 7=6!
81769,3781;! :B-B187:."Y! '=8:! ,37B,55>! 6@F5,81:! D=>! 7=6! <8::038,7801! 6169;>! 0A! K)W!
30?F56@6:!8:!;96,769!7=,1!7=,7!0A!KVW!30?F56@6:C!6461!7=0B;=!KVW!:=0B5<!-6!,!:7901;69!
,38<!7=,1!K)W.!!

! (7!8:!8?F097,17!70!6?F=,:8G6!=0D6469C!7=,7!7=6!8135B:801!0A!7=6!<6A09?,7801!6169;>!
<06:!107!,5D,>:!:0546! 7=6!F0::8-56! 81301:8:761386:.!&!F,9,<8;?,783!6@,?F56! 8:! 7=,7!0A!
7=6!30?F56@6:!-67D661!,??018,!,1<!KVW!,1<!K#5WC!D=696! 7=6!<8::038,7801!6169;>!0A!
7=6!30?F56@! 8170!/)W!g!KPW! ZP!h!VC!#5[! 8:! 5,9;69! A09! 7=6!K#5W!30?F56@! 7=,1! A09! 7=6!
KVW.

MM!T=>!K#5W!-6=,46:!,FF,96175>!,:!,!:7901;69!J6D8:!,38<!7=,1!KVW!8:!107!,!79848,5!
IB6:7801C! 7=,7! 3697,815>! 3,1107! -6! 6@F5,816<! 81! 769?:! 0A! 7=6! <6A09?,7801! 6169;86:C!
-63,B:6!7=6!<6A09?,7801!6169;86:!0A!KVW!,1<!K#5W!,96!F9,3783,55>!8<61783,5.!'=6!098;81!
0A!7=6!5,9;69!,38<87>!0A!K#5W!3,1!-6!79,36<!B:81;!7=6!A9017869!09-87,5!6169;>C!D=83=!:=0D:!
7=,7!7=6!Ji+%!0A!K#5W!586:!50D69!81!6169;>!7=,1!7=,7!0A!KVWC!,1<!7=696A096!016!:=0B5<!
6@F637!7=6!A09?69!70!-6!,!-67769!65637901!,336F709C!,1<!,:!,!301:6IB6136!,!-67769!J6D8:!
,38<!7=,1!7=6!5,7769.MM!!

! )0D6469C!6461!7=8:!?0<65!?,>!-6!8130?F5676!8A!7=6!6AA637!0A!7=6!<6A09?,7801:!01!
7=6! F90F69786:! 0A! 7=6! 81769,3781;! B187:! 8:! 107! 7,E61! 8170! ,330B17.! /,8465>C! 016! D0B5<!
6@F637! 7=6!J6D8:! ,38<87>! 70! 81396,:6! ->! :B336::846! :B-:787B7801! ->!V! ,70?:! ,:!K)W!j!
K)MV!j!K)VM!j!KVW.! (1<66<C! 7=6! 6169;>!0A! 7=6!Ji+%!<6396,:6:! F9,3783,55>! 5816,95>!
D87=! 7=6! 81396,:6! 81! 7=6! 1B?-69! 0A! A5B09816! :B-:787B617:! ,:! :=0D1! 81! V8;B96! ",.!
)0D6469C! =8;=256465! ,-! 818780! 3,53B5,7801:"Y! :=0D! 7=6! 4,98,7801! 0A! 7=6! <8::038,7801!



! Y!

6169;>!0A!/)WfK)W21V1!!30?F56@6:!8170!/)W!g!K)W21V1!!8:!A,9!A90?!-681;!5816,9C!:8136C!
,:!:=0D1!81!V8;B96!"-C!K)MV!C!K)VM!,1<!KVW!,96!A0B1<!70!-6!D6,E69!J6D8:!,38<:!7=,1!
-09,16C!:0!7=,7!7=6!3B946!F96:617:!,!?818?B?!A09!K)VM.!!

!

!

!

!

! ! ! ! R-S!!!!!! ! ! ! ! ! RDS!

!

T+,.)%!L<! ! ! ! R-S!S,98,7801!0A! 7=6!6169;>!0A! 7=6!Ji+%!0A! 7=6!K)W21V1!30?F0B1<:C! ! 81!
7=689! 6IB858-98B?! 301A09?,7801C! ,:! ,! AB137801! 0A! 7=6! 7=6! 1B?-69! Z1[! 0A! A5B09816!
:B-:787B617:! RDSS,98,7801! 0A! 7=6! <8::038,7801! 6169;>! 0A! 7=6!/)WfK)W21V1! 35B:769:! ,:! ,!
AB137801!0A!7=6!1B?-69!Z1[!0A!A5B09816!:B-:787B617:C!8135B<81;!,1<!D87=0B7!8135B<81;!7=6!
6169;>!769?!,::038,76<!D87=!7=6!<6A09?,7801!0A!7=6!J6D8:!,38<!,1<!7=6!J6D8:!-,:6.!'=6!
5,7769!8:!,5?0:7!16;58;8-56!,:!30?F,96<!D87=!7=6!A09?69.!!

!

! '=6!,FF,96175>!,10?,5>!8:!015>!F,978,55>!:0546<!D=61!7=6!6169;>!301798-B7801:!0A!
7=6! <6A09?,7801! ,96! 8135B<6<! 81! 7=6! ?0<65C! ,1<! KVW! 8:! A0B1<! 70! -6C! ,:! 6@F6376<C! ,!
:7901;69! J6D8:! ,38<! 7=,1! K)W.! eB876! :B9F98:81;5>! =0D6469C! K)MV! ,1<! K)VM! ,96! :7855!
F96<8376<!70!-6!D6,E69!J6D8:!,38<:!7=,1!7=6!B1:B-:787B76<!F,9617!30?F0B1<k!'=6!098;81!
0A!7=8:!B16@F6376<!-6=,4809!8:!350:65>!965,76<!70!7=6!<6A09?,7801C!,57=0B;=!107!015>!70!
7=6!6169;>!8140546<!81!:B3=!,!<6A09?,7801C!7=,7!8:!8135B<6<!81!7=6!96<!3B946!0A!V8;B96!"C!
-B7!,5:0!70!87:!6AA637:!01!7=6!65637901!,336F709!F90F69786:!0A!7=6!J6D8:!,38<.!(1<66<C!7=6!!!
K)W21V1!30?F0B1<:!,96!F5,1,9! 81! 7=689!6IB858-98B?!301A09?,7801C!:0! 7=689!Ji+%!8:!,!
FB96! D#* 09-87,5! 3617696<! 01! 7=6! -0901! ,70?.! )0D6469C! D=61! 7=6! :>:76?! -630?6:!
F>9,?8<,5!81!7=6!30?F56@C!7=6!:>??679>!3=,1;6:!,1<!7=6*D#!09-87,5!3,1!10D!?8@!D87=!
7=6! D5* 09-87,5C! :0! 7=,7! 7=6! Ji+%! 09-87,5! 0A! 7=6! <8:70976<! K)W21V1! 30?F0B1<! 8:! ,! 5#!
=>-98<C!D=0:6!6169;>!<6F61<:!01!=0D!5,9;6!7=6!5!F,97838F,7801!8:!ZH66!V8;B96!M,[.!'=6!
?,81! 301:6IB6136! 8:! 7=,7! 7=6! 6169;>! 0A! 7=6! Ji+%! 4,986:! D87=! 7=6! 1B?-69! 0A! 7=6! V!
:B-:787B617:!,:!:=0D1!81!V8;B96!M-.!!

!

!

!



! ]!

!

!

!

!

!

!

! Z,[!

! Z-[!

T+,.)%! M.! ,[! H3=6?,783! 96F96:617,7801! 0A! 7=6!Ji+%! A09!K)W21V1! 30?F0B1<:! 81! 7=689!
6IB858-98B?! Z8:05,76<[! 301A09?,7801! ,1<! 81! 7=6! <8:70976<! 301A09?,7801! 7=6>! ,<0F7! 81!
/)WfK)W21V1!30?F56@6:.!-[!S,98,7801!0A!7=6!6169;>!0A!7=6!Ji+%!,:!,!AB137801!0A!7=6!
1B?-69!0A!A5B09816!:B-:787B617:!A09!K)W21V1!30?F0B1<:!81!7=6!<8:70976<!;60?679>!7=6>!
,<0F7!81!/)WfK)W21V1!30?F56@6:.!!!

!

! )6136C! 81!30179,:7!D87=!D=,7!D0B5<!-6!6@F6376<C! 7=6!6169;>!0A! 7=6!Ji+%!<06:!
107! 81396,:6! 5816,95>! D87=! 7=6! 1B?-69! 0A! 656379016;,7846! :B-:787B617:! ,77,3=6<! 70! 7=6!
-0901!,70?C!,1<!9,7=69!7=6!6169;>!;06:!7=90B;=!,!?,@8?B?!,7!K)VM.!/07!:B9F98:81;5>!
7=61C!7=6!81769,37801!6169;>!-67D661!7=8:!30?F0B1<!,1<!,??018,C!,:!855B:79,76<!81!V8;.!
"! 8:! 7=6! 50D6:7! 0A! 7=6! A0B9! <6984,7846:C! A0550D6<!->!K)MV.!&5:0! 301:8:76175>!D87=! 7=6!
3,53B5,76<!81769,37801!6169;86:!8135B<81;!7=6!<6A09?,7801!301798-B7801:C!KVW!:=0B5<!-6!,!
:7901;69!J6D8:!,38<!7=,1!K)WC!:8136!87:!Ji+%!8:!7=6!50D6:7!016!0A!7=6!D=056!:6986:.!!!

! '=8:!:87B,7801!8:!107!015>!A0B1<!81!-0901!30?F56@6:C!-B7!8:!,5:0!96F90<B36<!D=61!
<6,581;!D87=!-69>558B?!-01<:.MW!&;,81!:B9F98:81;5>!81!7=6!/)WfK6)M21V1!30?F56@6:!7=6!
81769,37801! 6169;>!<06:! 107! 81396,:6! :76,<85>!D87=! 7=6! 1B?-69! 0A! A5B09816! :B-:787B617:!
ZH66!V8;B96!W,[!-63,B:6!7=6!4,5B6!3,53B5,76<!A09!7=6!/)WfK6)V!30?F56@!8:!:?,5569!7=,1!
7=6! 016! 3,53B5,76<! A09! 7=6! B1:B-:787B76<! F,9617! 30?F0B1<.! (A! 7=6! Ji+%!0A! 7=6! 7=966!
J6D8:!,38<:C!1,?65>!K6)MC!K6)V!,1<!K6VM!81!7=689!6IB858-98B?!301A09?,7801:!8:!7,E61!
,:!,!?6,:B96!0A!7=689!817981:83!3,F,387>!,:!65637901!,336F709:!ZH66!V8;B96!W-[!016!:=0B5<!
30135B<6!7=,7!7=6!J6D8:!,38<87>!0A!K6)M!,1<!K6VM!:=0B5<!-6!F9,3783,55>!6IB,5C!D=696,:!
7=,7!0A!K6)V!:=0B5<!-6!?B3=!:?,5569!7=,1!7=6!07=69!7D0C!D=,7!8:!81!356,9!30179,:7!D87=!
7=6! 3,53B5,76<! <8::038,7801! 6169;86:.! K07=! 4,98,7801:! ,96! 963013856<! =0D6469! 8A! D6!
301:8<69! 7=6! 4,98,7801! 0A! 7=6! Ji+%! 0A! 7=6! <8:70976<! J6D8:! ,38<:C! 9,7=69! 7=,1! 7=,7! ,7!
6IB858-98B?.!&:! :=0D1! 81! V8;B96! W-C! A09! 7=6! -69>558B?! <6984,7846:!D87=! 7=6! ;60?679>!
7=6>! =,46! 81! 7=6! 30?F56@6:! D87=! ,??018,C! K6)V! 8:! F96<8376<! 70! 6@=8-87! ,1! ,38<87>!
:8?85,9!70!7=6!B1:B-:787B76<!F,9617!30?F0B1<C!D=696,:!K6VM!:=0B5<!-6!,!?B3=!:7901;69!
65637901!,336F709.!MW!

!



! ^!

!

! R-S! RDS!
!

T+,.)%! O<! ,[!S,98,7801! 0A! 7=6! <8::038,7801! 6169;>! 0A! 7=6!/)WfK6)M21V1! 35B:769:! ,:! ,!
AB137801! 0A! 7=6! 1B?-69! Z1[! 0A! A5B09816! :B-:787B617:.! -[!S,98,7801! 0A! 7=6! 6169;>! 0A! 7=6!
Ji+%!A09!7=6!7=966!J6D8:!,38<:!,7!7=689!6IB858-98B?!301A09?,7801!,1<!,7!7=6!<8:70976<!
301A09?,7801!7=6>!=,46!81!7=6!/)WfK6)M21V1!30?F56@6:.!

!

O<M<!"()#',!=%/#)$-(+#'!#/!(J%!P%Q+*!D-*%!

! (1! 7=6!6@,?F56:!<6:398-6<! 81! 7=6!F96480B:!:637801C!,57=0B;=!-07=! 7=6!J6D8:!,38<!
,1<! 7=6!J6D8:!-,:6!B1<69;0!,!3697,81!<6A09?,7801C! 7=6:6!6AA637:!D696!?096!648<617! 81!
7=6!A09?69.!)0D6469C! 7=8:! 8:!107!,5D,>:!:0!,1<! 81!07=69!:>:76?:!8:! 7=6!<6A09?,7801!0A!
7=6!J6D8:!-,:6C!,:!D6!:=,55!855B:79,76!81!7=8:!:637801C!7=6!016!7=,7!<0?81,76:.!!

! (1! Ma""C! H76F=61:C! '6DC!+8E=,8504C!T,5E69! ,1<! J6;01! <6:398-6<C! A09! 7=6! A89:7!
78?6C! 7=6!:79B37B96! 81! 7=6!;,:2F=,:6!0A! 7=6! 79,1:878012?67,5!056A81!30?F56@!#M)X &;l
#5.MX! '=6! 30?F0B1<! D,:! :>17=6:8G6<! 81! ,! FB5:6<2m672V0B9869279,1:A09?! ?8390D,46!
Z+T[!:F63790?6769!,:!96F96:6176<!81!V8;B96!X.!



! _!

!

T+,.)%!U.!*@F698?617,5!+T!:79B37B96!0A!30?F56@!#M)X &;l#5.!

! '=6!,B7=09:!96F0976<!B1FB-58:=6<!96:B57:!81<83,781;!7=,7!7=6!30?F56@!#M)X #Bl
#5! 8:! 469>! :8?85,9.! K>! 30?-8181;! 6@F698?617,5! 96:B57:! ,1<! A32##HRZ'[d332FSen!
7=6096783,5! 3,53B5,7801:C! 7=6>! 96,3=6<! 7=6! A0550D81;! 30135B:801:f! 7=6! # #! -01<! 0A!
67=>5616! Z67=616[! 561;7=61:! 01! A09?,7801! 0A! 7=6! 30?F56@! ,1<! :8?B57,160B:5>! 7=6!
67=>5616!?0563B56!B1<69;06:!,!:?,55!,1;B5,9!<8:7097801.!'=6!<8:7097801!8:!:B3=!7=,7!7=6!
A0B9!)!,70?:!?046!81!,!<89637801!,D,>!A90?!&;!-B7!96?,81!30F5,1,9.!'=6!7D0!#!,70?:!
,96!10!501;69!3017,816<!81!7=8:!F5,16C!=0D6469.!

! H=0975>! ,A769C! D6! :7B<86<"]! 7=6! 30FF69! 30?F56@! ,1<C! B:81;! 7=6! A,38587>! 0A!
7=6096783,5!?67=0<:! o+UM!,1<!##HRZ'[! 30?FB7,7801,5! 56465:p! 70! 6@F5096! 5,9;6! G016:!
,90B1<! ,!F90-56?C!D6! 6@761<! 7=6! :7B<>!0A! 67=>5616! 70! ,367>5616! Z67=>16[! ,1<! 70! 7=689!
A5B090!<6984,7846:!ZV8;B96!Y[!->!,1,50;>!D87=!7=6!96:B57:!96F0976<!81!:637801!W.".!!

!

! !!!! !

!



! `!

!!! !!!! !

!

T+,.)%! V<! #0?F56@6:! -67D661! #BV! ,1<! ,367>5616C! A5B090,367>5616:C! 67=>5616! ,1<!
A5B09067=>5616!<6984,7846:.!

!

! H6469,5! 30135B:801:! D696! 0-7,816<C! :B3=! ,:! 7=6! ?67,5503>3583! 1,7B96! 0A! 7=6:6!
7=9662?6?-696<!#2#2#B!981;:C!D87=! 81769,37801!6169;86:!-67D661!#BV!,1<!##!<0B-56!
,1<!798F56!-01<:!350:6!70!7=0:6!0A!3014617801,5!304,5617!016:."]!'=0B;=C!A09!7=6!FB9F0:6!
0A!7=8:!96486DC!D6!D855!A03B:!01!7=6!6AA637!0A!A5B09816!:B-:787B7801!01!7=6!:7961;7=!0A!7=6!
81769,37801!0A!#BV!D87=!7=6!09;,183!F,97C!-63,B:6!7=8:!8:!965,76<!70!7=6!8?F097,17!IB6:7801!
0A!7=6!<6A09?,7801!0A!7=6!-,:6.!

! '=6!81396,:6!0A!7=6!81769,37801!6169;86:!D87=!7=6!1B?-69!0A!A5B09816!:B-:787B617:!8:!
015>! 0-:6946<! 81! 7=6! ,367>5616! :6986:.! &1! ,1,5>:8:! 0A! 7=6! -01<81;! 81! -07=! :6986:! 0A!
30?F56@6:! 81<83,76:! ,! :8?85,9! 1,7B96C! 7=,7! A87:! 469>! D655! 7=6! R6D,92#=,772RB13,1:01!
?0<65C!,1<!7=696A096C!7=6!96,:01!A09!7=8:!B16@F6376<!-6=,4809!30B5<!015>!-6!,::038,76<!
0136! ?096! D87=! 7=6! 6AA637:! 798;;696<! ->! 7=6! <8:7097801! 0A! 7=6! :>:76?C! IB,1787,78465>!
<8AA69617! A09! ,367>5616! 7=,1! A09! 67=>5616! <6984,7846:! ,1<! ?B3=! 5,9;69! A09! 7=6! V2
:B-:787B76<!<6984,7846:!7=,1!A09!7=6!B1:B-:787B76<!F,9617!30?F0B1<:.!!

! '=696! ,96! 7D0! ,57691,7846!D,>:! 0A! F,978780181;! 7=6! <8::038,7801! 6169;>! Z!6[! 8170!
81769,37801! ,1<! <6A09?,7801! 6169;86:C! 7=6! 35,::83,5! 016C! 81! D=83=! 7=6! <6A09?,7801!
6169;>C! >+"QC! 8:! 7=6! 6169;>! 166<6<! 70! <8:7097! -07=! ?010?69:! A90?! 7=689! 6IB858-98B?!
301A09?,7801!70!7=6!016!7=6>!=,46!81!7=6!30?F56@!09!,1!,57691,7846!016!81!D=83=!!6!8:!
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<8:7097801!0A!7=6!?010?69:!,96!107!,550D6<C!A0550D:!7=6!:,?6!7961<!A09!-07=!A,?8586:!0A!
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! &!F69B:,5!0A!7=6!4,5B6:!81!V8;B96!^!356,95>!:=0D:!7=,7!7=8:!0FF0:876!-6=,4809!=,:!
87:! 098;81! 01! 7=6!?B3=! 5,9;69! <6A09?,7801! 6169;>! 0A! 7=6! 30?F56@! 81405481;! ! V# #V!!
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0A! 7=8:! :8;18A83,17! <8AA696136! 3,1! -6! B1<69:700<! ->! 500E81;! ,7! 7=6! 4,98,7801! 0A! 7=6!
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BF01! <6A09?,7801! Z3B946:! 96<! ,1<! -5B6[! :8136! 7=6! 3B946:! =,46! 9,7=69! :8?85,9! :50F6:.!
)0D6469C! 7=6! V! <8:B-:787B7801! 56,<:! 70! ,!?096! :8;18A83,17! <6396,:6! 0A! 7=6! 81769,37801!
6169;>! D87=! 7=6! <6A09?,7801! A09! 7=6! V##V! Z>6550D! 3B946[! 7=,1! A09! 7=6! )V##V)!
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F076178,5!6169;>!3B946!A09!7=6!V##V!30?F56@!=,:!,596,<>!390::6<!Z,90B1<!"^aq[!7=6!016!
30996:F01<81;!70!7=6!B1:B-:787B76<!)##)!F,9617!30?F0B1<C!D=696,:!7=8:!390::81;!<8<!
107! 7,E6!F5,36!>67! A09! 7=6!)V##V)!30?F56@C!6@F5,8181;!D=>!A09! 7=6!,367>56183!:6986:!
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'=6!<6A09?,7801!0A!7=6!J6D8:!-,:6!96:B57:!81!,!=>-98<8G,7801!3=,1;6!0A!7=6!#!,70?:!,1<!
7=696A096! 81! ,! 3=,1;6! 81! 7=689! 656379016;,78487>.! '=8:! 656379016;,78487>! 3=,1;6! 96:B57:!
B1,408<,-5>!81!,1!65637901!<61:87>!96<8:798-B7801!0A!7=6!:>:76?C!D=0:6!6169;6783!30:7!8:!
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3,9-,1801:! =,46! -661! 96F0976<! -6A096! 81! 7=6! 58769,7B96.! '=8:! 96,:0181;! :66?:! 70! -6!
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B1:B-:787B76<!F,9617!30?F0B1<C!6461!7=0B;=!10!=><90;61!,70?:!,96!F96:617.!)0D6469C!
V8;B96!_!:=0D:!7=,7C!301:8:76175>!D87=!0B9!F96480B:!,9;B?617:C!7=6!:50F6!0A!7=6!3B946!A09!
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